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LECTRIC te)-MITCHELFONES-()

lEt

LTD.

Are not a spasmodic production to meet
a sudden demand, but have been on the
market for over three months, and during
this period 27,000 have been distributed
to the trade, and consequently we have
not been able to offer them direct to the

RETAILERS

and the PUBLIC, are requested
to TAKE NOTICE that this advertisement is to introduce the

retail buyer.

1000 per week are now available, and we announce

PRICE

PRICE

15/-

15/-

PAT EMS

2,

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
You post your order,

PENDING

or call at our

premises and get them at once.

Think
what this means to you-you, perhaps, who

THERMION IC TRIODE

have been waiting and are still waiting.
Standard resistance 4,000 ohms, double headgear with

the latest and best development
of the three electrode valve.

double headstraps, comfortable, highly efficient,
and foolproof
per pair.

RECTIFIES, OSCILLATES,
AMPLIFIES

35/..

Unique Construction and High

Amplification Characteristic.
Filament current '5 amps at
4 volts. Anode potential 50 volts.

Special Terms to Traders and deliveries
that will surprise you,

Obtainable from the patentees, ECONOMIC ELECTRIC

MITCHELLS Electrical & Wireless Ltd.,

LTD.. and all dealers in Wireless apparatus.
Wholesale enquiries should be sent to the patentees or to Mr. H. S. TYLER, 23b, Balham
London, S.W.11.

Head Office: 10, FITZROY
SQUARE,

LONDON,

W.1.

New Showrooms :
303, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1.

Postal Address: McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15.
Retail Address: 188. Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.

INFRINGES NO
PATENTS I
Illustration Full Size.
Telephone:

Branch Showrooms:

MUSEUM 1055

TWICKENHAM

I.

WHY NOT

'Phones New C roes
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-GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS STORE

BOWER'S

BUILD YOUR

OWN SET

THE CONSTRUCTION
OF

WIRELESS RECEIVING
APPARATUS
By PAUL D. TYERS
Second Edition.

The book which explains how
to make various parts of a set

without the use of expensive
tools or a lathe.
Some of the Contents :

Graphite Grid Leak-Indian Ink Resist.
ance-Anode Resistance for Panel Mounting-High Resistance Mixtures-Rheostat
for Panel Mounting-Graphite Potentiometer-Basket Coils-Slab Coils-Hank

Coils-Loose Coupler-Honeycomb Coils
-Variometers-Maintenance of Batteries
-Construction of Anode Batteries-Condensers, Detectors-etc., etc.

"WIRELESS VALVES
SIMPLY EXPLAINED"
,Dy JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P,

Price 2/6 net., or 3/- net cloth.

Buy one of these books before making your set.
Both books from all dealers or .post free front

RADIO PRESS LTD

HAVE GREATLY REDUCED THE PRICE OF THEIR

WIRELESS PARTS
WORKMANSHIP ON EVERY ARTICLE IS STILL UP TO THE HIGHEST STANDARD

Write NOW for. Comprehensive Money -saving Price List

POST FREE

Tenth Thousand.

Price 1/6 net.

*9

Publishers of Authoritative Wireless Literature,

35, NORFOLK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

1540/1541.

TRADE INQUIRIES RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
5/. per hank
-. 4d. each.
in. sq. Section Brass Rod fbr Sliders, cut in 13 in. lengths

Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper stranded in 100 ft. hanks ...
Ring Pattern Insulators, 2 in. by 1 in., tin. hole...

and drilled ready for fixing ...
Inductance Slider, complete with plunger ..
Cardboard Cylinders, 12 in. by 4 in. diameter
...
No. 24 Enamelled Wire, IL C., true to gauge
Large or small Condenser Plates (Aluminium) ...
Large Spacer Washers for condensers /
cut tree to
Small

#1

.1

11

6d. each.
9d. each.
8d. each.

... 2/8 per lb.

\

...
1,0001.11 of an Inch/ ...

Ivories Scales ...
Condenser Box, in Polished Oak or Mahogany, 'II in. by 31 in.

1/- doz.
7d. doz.
bd. doz.
9d. each

by 2 in.
...
. .
4/6 each.
mf. Condensers, complete, assembled in Polished
Mahogany or Oak Boxes
All necessary parts for above Condensers, no drilling or fitting
required, but unassembled
12/6 each.
Ditto, but without box .
9/6 each.
'0003

.-

Ditto, but without box and Ebonite top, suitable for panel

mounting
8/6 each.
Crystal Detector, mounted. on Ebonite, complete with Crystal
4/6 each.
9.1. doz.
Large or Small Contact Studs
2d. each.
Valve Legs, complete with nuts and washers
Government Surplus Accumulators, 16 volt 15 amp. firs.,
.
.., 201- each.
case complete (Los.)
Hart Accumulators, 4 volt 24 amp. firs.
... 14/9 each.
Packing and postage for last item, 1/3 each.

J. B. BOWER & CO., LTD.
WIRELESS APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS

15, Kingston Road, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19
'Phone: WIMBLEDON 1030.

Works: MERTON
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An Easily -made Pocket Receiver
Simple
THE receiver about to be described has
given excellent results, the following
being a few of them. When erected five
miles from Croydon air terminus, speech
from the latter could be heard a foot from

Effective

Cheap

earth was all right-two very essential

sliding contacts, and as there are no slidfeatures in a crystal set.
ing contacts in the tuning arrangement
The set is the outcome of a great deal about to be described this trouble does not
of experimenting, in the course of which arise. No condensers are used, the in sixteen different crystals were tried, the
best results being obtained from galena,
silicon, zincite-bornite combination and
hertzite. Galena and silicon were about

equal, the fault with them being that there
were not enough sensitive parts, and
should the detector receive a knock it took
several minutes to readjust it. Zincite
bornite required very little adjustment,
and was the best detector until I obtained
Fig. 1.-Method of Testing Crystals.

a piece of hertzite.

This proved to be

the 'phones, and the reply-from an aeroplane over Gravesend-could just be received. With a larger aerial the Marconi
concerts from Chelmsford could be heard
quite distinctly in Kent. Within twelve

Fig 6.-Spool for Aerial Wire.

ductance being altered by one coil acting
on another, as in a variometer. The construction of the coils is quite simple; two
pieces of stiff card, 4 in. in diameter, are
cut, and a circle r yi in. in diameter is drawn
on each. Seventeen slots are now cut from

miles of a broadcasting station both music
and speech could be heard extraordinarily

the outside edge to the centre circle; these
slots should be about
in. in width and
equal distances apart. Some No. 3o d.c.c.
wire should now be wound in and out of
these slots until 58 complete turns of wire

loud, while from over forty miles they
were heard very faintly. Ship calls came
in very well, and when compared with a
larger set, using a single layer inductance

are on the cards -29 turns on each side.
Fig. 4 illustrates the method of winding,
Fig. 4.-Method of Winding Inductance Coil.

sensitive all over, although some parts

were better than others; on the best parts
the signals came in much louder than on
the zincite-bornite detector.

The manner in which the crystals were
I. Two No. 3o gauge wires were twisted tightly together
and the ends then stripped, one end being

tried is shown in Fig.

twisted round the crystal and the other
made into a spiral, the end of the latter
resting lightly on the crystal. Fig. 2
shows how a detector was constructed.
Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Figs. 2 and 3.-Construction of Two Types
of Detector;

and a slider,

the latter was inferior in
Some may doubt these results,
but I am sure even a beginner could get
the same provided the aerial was erected
in a good position and the connection to

results.

A hertzite crystal was enclosed in a glass
tube, the crystal with wire attached being
at one end. The other end was provided
with a cork with a wire passing through
it, the wire resting on the crystal.
Fig. 3 shows how a zincite-bornite detector of the same type may be constructed.
The two crystals, with the wires attached,
are

placed in the tube, while a rather

weak wire spring holds them together.

Fig. 5.-The Aerial Erected.

the end of the wire being passed through
a hole at the edge of the card. Any spare
card round the edge should be cut off and
the

whole

assembly well

coated with

Faults in tuning are often due to the shellac varnish to hold it together.

emtibur WirrigS5
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In use the two coils are connected in
series and one laid on the other. To alter
the inductance the top coil is moved slowly
over the other. For the aerial the wire
used is No. 28 bare copper, the insulators
being short lengths of cord, which answer
very well if the weather is dry. The

SEPTEMBER 2, 1922

To erect the aerial, the cord-with the The total length of strip should be 2% in.
two ends of wire attached-must be looped
to any suitable support as high and as far
apart as possible. Keeping both wires
taut, they are carefully unwound. When

right-angle bend, as shown at a, then a
perpendicular straight piece to clear the
as much wire as possible has been un- adjusting screw E. At the point of conwound the extra loop of cord must be tact of screw E make a goose -neck curve,

shape of the aerial is like a V, and it passed through the spool, thus forming a
is wound on a typewriter ribbon spool. loop of cord at each side of it, one of
There should be two lengths of wire each these being passed through the other and
fastened to any convenient projection.

Fig. 5 shows the aerial erected, and Fig. 6

AERIAL

shows how the loops on the

INDUCTANCE

COILS

spool are
grips the

This arrangement
spool and holds it tight.
The most convenient earth connection is
to a water -pipe, but if you happen to be
situated where no water -pipe is at hand
a large knife or iron bar stuck into damp
earth will give nearly as good results.
Fig. 7 shows the method of connecting
the apparatus up. To operate it one coil
is slid over the other very slowly; if there
are no results the top coil should be turned
over and the sliding tried again.
Where portability is of consequence a
arranged.

CRYSTAL

and the width
in. This is bent to shape
as shown. At % in. from one end make a

ending in

a

horizontal

straight piece

about q. in. long; arrange this to register
contact with centre of diaphragm of the
receiver at C.

The most suitable telephone receiver is
the 4,00o -ohm type, although the i2o-ohm
type will answer when a telephone transformer is used.

Two flexible wires are taken from the
fixing screw of spring C and clamping
strap B (the strap, as mentioned, should
make electrical contact with the metal
case of the receiver), and these are con-

There should
now be a complete electrical circuit from
one terminal T through the spring to the
contact C, and through the diaphragm on
EARTH
to the metal frame of the receiver and via
the brass strip B to the other terminal T,
Fig. 7.-Connections of Receiving Set.
single telephone of a thousand or more as is made clear in the diagram.
8o ft. long. These are wound on the ohms may be used, but a headset gives
The relay operates as follows : When it
The ends should be better results.
spool together.
is put into series with the operating coils
If it is desired to increase the range of of a small post -office relay (which requires
firmly attached to two loops of string and
another piece of string, tied in a loop, the set it can be done by connecting a .006S amp. at 2 volts to work it), as shown
should be carried to insulate the spool fixed condenser of about .00z mfd. capacity in Fig. 2, the tongue T of the relay is held
J. E. M.
across the two coils.
end.
over and makes contact with the terminal
contact M; then when a wireless signal
rrnrincrnrinnrrionnEnrrnmnnzinrinninnrinrcarnmr==nn=rnrinrcnrirs
the diaphragm of the telephone
a vibrates
receiver a high -resistance contact is set
hi
up at C (Fig. 1), which allows the tongue
CI
of the relay to spring back to the s contact, thus closing this circuit. When sig111A
a
1;1=LIZIOCCIL=ZZIGIOQULIQZIG:=12221=1ZGOZ;101=1;11:-.1=1;1017(;ILIG=Gil nals stop, of course the diaphragm ceases
TELEPHONE

nected to two terminals TT.

Wireless -operated Relay

to vibrate, and the relay receives its re-

On the front side of the wood support quired operating current, and the working
ASIMPLE relay which can be utilised
for distant control of electrical cir-. Az is screwed a piece of f3 -in. brass plate circuit is opened.
There is no sluggish action, and sounds
cuits, and which can be easily constructed D, which should be r in. long and % in.
by the amateur, is shown in Fig. 1. A wide. This strip is drilled M. in. from such as dots and dashes can be made
wiring diagram is given in Fig. z, and one end to take a 0 -in. wood screw. It readable with a buzzer connected to G,
this will suggest the possibilities of the is also drilled and tapped the same dis- as shown in Fig. 2. The signals must be
instrument. Lighting a lamp,
reproducing the Morse signals by a bell or buzzer, operating models, etc., are all
within its capabilities. The
whole relay can be made at
very trifling

cost by using

one side of a set of telephone
receivers.

The telephone receiver

is

mounted on the wood supports

To W/T

Fig. 2.-Complete Circuit Diagram of A pparatus

INSTRUMENTS

A, AL and A2 in Fig. r, the
Ai

support being shaped at

To P0.
RELAY

the top to receive the case of
the receiver. A brass strip B
is bent over the top of the receiver and screwed to the
support Al as shown, taking
lig. I.-Wireless-controlled Relay.
care that it fits tightly round
the metal part of the receiver and makes tance from the other end to take a
good electrical contact.
by 1% -in. Whitworth screw, shown at E
The centre of the receiver diaphragm is in Fig. t.
drilled to receive a short piece of silver
On the top of A2 a piece of thin phoswire of about 22 -gauge, which is riveted phor -bronze strip, such as is used in nonover (see C in Fig. I).
magnetic hair -springs of clocks, is fixed.

of fair strength, but excellent results are
obtained without amplifiers, and a crystal
set will work it as well as the most
elaborate valve set. The adjustments, of
course, are made by screw E and the air gap of the relay.
SIDDOR.

Every reader of " A. W."

should have at hand for reference a

copy of the " Work " Handbook, " Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony: and How

to Make the Apparatus," ls. 6d. net.

etro fPitr Wiretes5
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Re -sensitising Carborundum Crystals
liOCICIC:12C7==LLIGL7G1=1Z1ILIG71;1Q11;7Clf:7ZZIZii;==IZICiOBLi.C1=7L7LLL:CIC11;=Ir..-G1=1Z1CI
AS is well known, carborundum crystals pieces on to a wood base as shown, leaving
vary greatly in sensitiveness, and a gap between the long ends of the brass
in. wide. The screws should be long
after a favourite piece has been in use
some time it becomes less sensitive. The
following treatment, however, will bring

back this sensitive state, and make the
crystal as good as, and sometimes even
more sensitive than, its original condition.
The following materials, in addition to
a supply of electric current, will be re9uired : One piece of hard wood TA in.
thick and 6 in. long and 4 in. wide; one
electric

light socket for a lamp (batten

type); two pieces of brass 2 in. long and
in. wide, and of about 22 S.W.G. ; two
ordinary terminals and a few odd screws;
a length of electric -light twin flex, with a
connecter fitted to one end to fit into ordinary lamp -holder, and one electric bulb.
At 3 in. from the end bend the pieces of
brass to form L-shaped pieces, and bore a

hole in the centre of the short end as

Screw the brass

at S in the illustration.

r1====l71M71=====
--A

Li

U

11

13
El

Di
LI
au

19 Simple Inductance r°
Slider

u

ElajaEl=i;LJZ1==a;ZIGILI
FIRST procure an ordinary cable connecter and remove the two set screws.
Into the two holes solder a piece of wire

candle -power carbon -filament lamp for zoo

to 240 volts. This lamp is for the purpose of limiting the current which is to be
put through the crystal to approximately
I amp. After connecting up to the lighting circuit, switch on the current, and
the crystal will gradually warm up. When
it gets cherry red, which will take trIm a
Arrangement of Apparatus for Re -sensitising
half to one minute, switch off and allow
Crystals.
the crystal to cool. When cool it will be
enough to go right through the wood to in its best condition for wireless reception.
form terminals underneath for the con- Care should be taken before switching on
to see that the crystal is firmly gripped by
necting wires W.
C. H. R.
At the side of the brass pieces screw the the brass uprights.

A SINGLE -VALVE RECEIVER
These two photographs show
the internal arrangements

and wiring of a valve panel
provided with double tuning
units for long-

and short-

wave reception. The con-

or phosphor -bronze to form a contact.

The apgrid condenser.
paratus directly under the

is

the

aerial tuning condenser and
that on the left the variable
valve is the variable loading

=41:121

coil. Photographs of the
complete instrument were

(0)

CABLE CONNECTOR

shown on page 185 of No. 10.
ROD

111111111

place ready for treatment.
A i6 -candle -power carbon -filament lamp

denser on the right

111111111

terminals for the flex from the electric
light socket. F is the flex for connecting
to the terminals T T. C is the crystal in
should now be put into the lamp -holder if
the circuit is too to 12o volts, and a 32 -

to form a handle, and after filing the under
surface flat solder a piece of springy brass

11512

lamp -holder, as shown in the illustration,
and provide connections as shown. T I are

Under Side of Panel of a'ingle-valve Receiver showing
Connections.

1111

4
Inductance Slider made from Detector.

This is easily understood by referring to
the figure.

The rod should be a piece of round

brass the length of the inductance and the
same diameter as the hole in the connecter.
To insulate the slider bind the handle with
When soldering the
insulating tape.
handle into the holes it is a good plan to
slip the slider on to the rod so as to avoid
pushing the wire too far down the holes,
thus facilitating an easy and smooth sliding movement.

J. C. F.

Pnotograph showing Upper and Lower Sides of Single -valve Rec:t ver.

emateurVrelizss
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Building a Short-wave Transmitter. -11

3
D,

El
El

ID

aa
El

13

El

The Second Article on Amateur Transmitter Construction

E

hOL7Q=OILI;JZZU=1=G;1:7172CQL.1==GUI7UL7===GQQ:1,7=6:21
SLIGHT constructional modifications to
the specification in No. 12 may be
made as long as the following essentials
are borne in mind :
(1) The object is to wind as many turns

Item G: The Spark Gap

same direction and as close to the primary
and core as possible. (2) The insulation
throughout must be of the highest order,
especially between the secondary and
primary or core. (3) The make -and -break
of the primary current must occur rapidly

caps of brass or aluminium secured one to
each end of the tube by means of plasterof-paris or similar material. Each cap is

The form of gap shown in Fig. 7 (which
differs a little from that in the photograph) consists essentially of a strong glass
tube (say i in. bore by
in. thick and

of secondary wire as possible, all in the about 2% in. long) having two turned

to be drilled and tapped to take a
"Whitworth or No. o B.A. brass screw,
and one is to have a

air -hole drilled.

Item C: The High-tension Condenser
Upon the capacity of this condenser, together with the inductance of the primary
of the oscillation transformer in Fig. 2,
depends the frequency and wave -length of
the closed oscillatory circuit.
A formula for the determination of wave-

length with known values of inductance
and capacity is as follows :
Wave -length (X) = 59.6 Ni/L2,. x Cm,.
from which it follows that to obtain the
desired wave -length of 18o metres many
inductance -capacity combinations, are possible, such as

(i) L = 1,800 cm. and C = .005 mfd.,
in which case

I3cms

59.6

x/i,Soo X .005 = 173.8 metres;

and (2) L = 90o cm. and C = .ot mfd.,
when 59.6 N/90o X .01 = 178.8 metres also.

Fig. 9.-Eate of Condenser.

Two zinc electrodes are required as
shown in the sketch, and these are to be
drilled and tapped to suit the brass screws

Practical considerations, however, determine the maximum "capacity" which can
be efficiently charged by a given power.
In the present case a condenser, as in
example above, with a capacity of .005
mfd.,

A

Fig.

will be found quite large enough.
very
8)

serviceable

condenser

of approximately the

(see

requited

as fitted, one of which should be provided - capacity may consist of sixteen sheets of
with an ebonite adjusting knob and a lock - thin zinc or copper foil, each 13 cm. by

nut. A terminal should be soldered on to

12 cm., cut to shape as shown in Fig. 9,

and the complete gap be
mounted upon a rectangular piece of
or %-in. ebonite.

successive sheets of metal being separated
by a sheet of glass (approximately 17 cm.
by 16 cm.)
in. (say 3 millimetres) thick.

The correct adjustment of the gap may
be made under actual working conditions
later, taking especial care to avoid acci-

In all seventeen of these glasses will be

each

cap

-

Fig.8.-Photohraph of Condenser;

end regularly without excessive sparking dental shocks.
at the contacts.

required.

E. REDPATH.

[We are obliged to hold over the conclusion of this article until next week.-ELi.]

The two air -core chokes L1 and L2 (Fig.
z, p. 232) are placed between the secondary

leads from the spark

coil and opposite
sides of the spark -gap to prevent oscillatory currents from the closed circuit discharging back into the coil and probably
damaging it.

They each consist of from iso to 200
turns of fine insulated copper wire (say
No.

32

s.w.G., as

used

for the

coil

Three -valve Amplifier Circuit
THE diagram below illustrates one type
of amplifier circuit comprising one
valve for high -frequency amplifying, one

secondary) closely wound upon a wooden
or cardboard former I in. in diameter by
about 3 in. long.
This completes the charging circuit.
The closed oscillatory circuit consists of
three items, namely, the high-tension condenser c and the primary of the oscillation
transformer P. The letter references apply
to Fig. 2 (see p. 232).

valve for low -frequency amplifying, or

more commonly termed note amplifying.
The oscillating circuit is between the grid

and the filament of the valve vi. The
steady potential of the grid of the valve

vs is controlled by the potentiometer R3,
and the filament current for the same valve
is controlled by the rheostat Rs. The fila-

ment current of the valves vi and v3 is
controlled by the rheostat RI. The first
valve, vi,acts as a high -frequency amplifier, and is coupled to the valve vs by an

On account of the unpleasantly loud
"crack" of the oscillatory spark when
occurring in an open -type gap a little
extra time spent on an "enclosed" type of
gap, as illustrated in Fig. 7 (p. 233), will
be fully repaid.

valve for detecting or rectifying, and one

adjustable inter -valve air -core transformer.

No. 2 valve, vs, does duty as a detecting
Rs

Circuit D'agrarn

.4ree-valve Amplifier.

valve, and is fitted with a separate filament
rheostat R2 and a grid potentiometer R3,
(Continued on tage 253.)
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FURTHER GREAT REDUCTIONS !
Trade Supplied

BEAD R

HEADPHONES

Trade Supplied

THE " BEAVER " COMPLETE SET
of

Double Headband, each
Receiver Detachable Instantaneously. Guaranteed
highly efficient ; Complete
with Flexible Cord and
ready for use.
4000 Ohms total Resistance

CONDENSER PARTS
-FOR 0005 M.F.-contains :-

Ebonite Top and Bottom Plates, Machined
10 Aluminium Moving Plates
11 Aluminium Fixed Plates
I Square Centre Spindle
3 Stay Rods Screwed both ends
10 Large Spacing Collars

PRICE

25! -

30 Small
Bronze Coil Spring
Ebonite Knob Drilled and Screwfitted
I

POST FREE

1

2 Brass Nuts for Centre Spindle

Every pair tested and
guaranteed

14 Small Nuts

Price

COMPLETE SETS,
,

BEAVER NO. 2 CRYSTAL SET

2 01 - each, Post Free
BEAVER

each, Post Free

Consists of -

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Inductance Coil 12 x 41 wound 24 Enamelled Wire
2, Blocking Condenser, capacity '0002 between Ebon3. Crystal Detector
[ite Sheets
4. 2 Brass Rods Cut and Drilled to fit
5. All Necessary Terminals
6. Two End Boards
1.

Unassembled

Inductance Coil 7 x 31 wound 24 Enamelled Wire
Blocking Condenser between Ebonite Sheets
Crystal Detector, Complete with Special Crystal
Brass Rod Cut and Drilled
Slider and Plunger
Pr. Wooden Ends
Price 20/-,
Wooden Base 10 x 9
Post Ft ee
3 Reel Insulators
I

1

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Wooden Base 15 x 12
100 ft. 7/22 Stranded Aerial Wire.

Best quality
6 Reel Insulators
2 Sliders and Plungers
Ivorine Tabs. Earth, 'Phone and Aerial

Price 25/-. Post Free

BEAVER

NO. 3 CRYSTAL SET

BEAVER NO. 4 CRYSTAL SET,
Unassembled. 35/- each, Post Free.

2716 each, Post Free

Consisting of: -

Complete, assembled ready for wiring
Consisting of :-Splendid Crystal Detector fitted

I.

with Special Crystal, and mounted on Ebonite Base.
Blocking Condenser '0005, with well -made Chamfered top. Mounted in Oak Case. Inductance

3.

Tube 12 in. x 4 in., wound 24 gauge Enamelled

Wire. Waxed Interior to prevent sweating. Fitted
2 Brass Rods complete with 2 Sliders and Plungers.
All necessary Terminals marked with Ivorine Tabs.
The whole Mounted on Solid Oak Base, Varnished
15 in. x 12 in.

27/6 each, Post Free,

2.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Complete with Splendid Tested and Guaranteed 4,000 ohm 'Phones,

501'

Unassembled

Consists of

NO. 1 CRYSTAL SET
1.

1 CV- per Set, Post Free

12.

Inductance Coil, 12 x 4, wound 23 gauge
Bronzed Wire
Beaver Variable Condenser '0005, as sold for 11/Crystal Detector complete with Special Crystal
2 Brass Rods Cut and Drilled to fit
6 Splendid Terminals
pr. End Pieces of Oak
Solid Varnished Oak Base
100ft. 7/22 Stranded Aerial Wire
6 Reel Insulators
1 6 in. or 9 in. Leading -in Tube of
Solid Ebonite and Brass
7.117ganit72eia
35/- each
Ivorine Tabs for Terminals
Post Free
2 Sliders and Plungers
1

Complete with Splendid 4,000 Ohm 'Phones, 57/6

BEAVER ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Telephone : GERRARD 1900

109, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1.

ll Cheques and 'Postal Orders to be crossed London Joint City and Midland Dank.
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OPENED BY WIRELESS.

THE FIRST

SEPTEMBER 2

.................................
1
. ACCUMULATORS!

-RADIO EXHIBITION-

V

WIRELE . 04; 64 VENTION

El

E

SEPTEMBER 2nd to Sth,
FROM 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. DAILY.
WILL FOR THE FIRST TIME ON THIS PLANET BE OPENED BY

WIRELESS.

Licences for Transmitting and Receiving have been issued
by the Postmaster -General specially for the Exhibition.

HIGHEST QUALITY.

NI

II

LOWEST PRICES.

111

In Celluloid Cases

II

4

Volt

4
4
4

Volt
Volt
Volt

El

e

El

II

Volt 4o Amp. 26,3
Volt
6o Amp. 31/9
6 Volt
So Amp. 37/3
6 Volt roo Amp. 41/6

40 Amp. 18:6
6o Amp. 21/6
So Amp. 28/2

6
6

loo Amp. 30ius
le
el SPECIAL PRICES TO THE TRADE ON APPLICATION il
au

e
is

a
CENTRAL HALL, WESTMINSTER,

si
ill

el

1111

INTERNATIONAL

1922

®
III

III
Bil
Pia
Bp

im

a

SPECIAL OFFER
6 Volt 44 ACTUAL Amp. hrs. set in three GLASS CELLS, sealed tops, and
in well -made solid Teak crate. at 49/6.
4 Kolt 24 Amp. in celluloid cases at 1119 each.
2 Volt 16 Amp. in Ebonite cases, 5 plates Guaranteed. every one at 3/9 each
or 3/6 each for three post free (special prices for quantities on application).
2 Volt 4 Amp. actual amp. in Glass cells at 9/6 each, post free, small square
type (Boat type) in celluloid cases.
4 Volt 4 Amp. at 6/3, 4 Volt 6 Amp. at 7/6, 4 Volt ro Amp. at 9/9.

a
mi

e
is
II

AERIAL WIRE 720. 51- per too ft. coil (wireless list ready shortly).
DYNAMOS, MOTORS, Electrical Accessories, Model Steam tit logs.

III

.

,

1111

Wr.te for Lists Trade Enquiries Solicited LE
IN
' MI

II

II

Foreign 6 Colonial Orders ,Special Attention.

III

xi

: F. YATES & SON, Ltd. la
M

m

Wholesale Electricians,
144, Church Street, Kensington, London, W.8.

El
III

.

mil

m

The Exhibition is not confined to British Firms, and is

One Minvte from Notting Hill f :Me s'tatio,z,
Phone : Park 4276.
MEIMEMENEHIEMEMEMEMENEUMMEMEMEEINIMIMER

Important Conferences daily at 3.30 p.m. and 7.30 p.m.

COPPER WIRES

therefore representative of all the latest and best developments connected with Wireless.

"Model Engineer" Day, Wednesday, Sept. 6th. The Editor
will receive all members of Wireless Societies on this day,
in the large Reception Hall.

Wireless Experts daily in attendance to give Free advice in
all matters connected with Wireless.

Competitions for (1) The Best Amateur piece of apparatus
(excluding aerials). Prizes £5, £3, and numerous other
prizes and diplomas.

(2) The best Juvenile set or piece of apparatus (excluding
aerials). Age limit, 16. Numerous prizes and diplomas
will be awarded.

PRICES PER POUND.
COTTON
Single
Double
a. d.
F.
d.

S. W.G.
32
24

.,.

26
28

Si

32

34
36

...-

89
40

...

There is no Entrance Fee for any of these Competitions.

47

charged.

Admission ls. 3d., including tax. Tickets in bulk to Secre-

taries of Wireless Societies Sd. each (including 2d. tax).
Motor Buses from all parts pass the Hall, which faces the
Houses of Parliament and Westminster Abbey. Nearest
Station, St. James's Park (District).

48
50
56
68
72

6. 2
6
d.

92
11

1

26
28
29
2 11
35
3 11
44
48
59
86

12 9
13 a
15 0
19 0

O

13 0
16 0
19 0

2". (.
5

68
74
82
90

22 0

PRICES PER OUNCE.
42
44

A Competition demonstrating the use of Wireless in the
detection and prevention of crime will be held daily. This
will be open to all visitors. No entrance fee will be

10 8
13 4

Single SILK Double
s. d.
a. d.
2 0
22

B.W.G.

Entry forms should be applied for immediately, and may be
filled in on arrival at Hall.

Numerous inventions connected with Wireless in the fields
of transit, telephony, telegraphy, etc., will be demonstrated
daily.

10 0
11 4
14 8

ENAMEL

Double

Reels charged 3d. each (returnable).

(3) The Best Invention connected with Wireless. Prizes
and diplomas awarded.

23
28
36
40
48
54
70
80

22
26
30
37
42
60
58
68
80

20

SILK
Single
F. d.

29
38
44
60

45

46
48

49

..-.

50

.

13 0
16 0

23 0

35
4
60
76

1

15 0
21

0

30 0

ENAMEL
a.

d,

1

0
3

08
1
1

8

20

10 0

--

Reels not charged for.
Terms.-Net cash with order. Carriage paid on all orders over 10s.,
otherwise postage extra. (Allow 2 oz. per item for reel and packing.) Any
weight over a quarter ounce. Special prices for half -pound reels and up.,
Also Resistance Wires, Sleevings Tags, Terminals, and all
small accessories.

CRYSTALS

Zincite, Bornite, Chalcopyrite, Copper Pyrites, Iron Pyrites,
Galena, Carborundum, Gold Wire, Wood's Metal, all at tid. box.
Postage, 2d.
Tellurium (cast or in stick form), Selenium, 1s. box.

A. HINDERLICH

Central Hall,
Southall, Mdx.
'Phone Southall 121
Stand 82, Radio Exhibition, Sept. 2-8.
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tinned from page 250)
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CIRCUIT

-

for high -frequency current and prevents
the setting up of a self -oscillation when it

so that the best adjustment may be made. is not required. The condenser c provides
The last valve v3 acts as a note -magni- adjustable -capacity coupling between the
fier, being" resistance -capacity -transformer plate of the detecting valve and the oscilcoupled. This last Method is employed lating circuit r, C, so that by a suitable
to eliminate, as far as possible, the in- adjustment the variations in the plate curductance -capacity effect of inter -valve
coupling. The resistance R6 is provided

rent may be made to maintain a

for H.T. and L.T., so I connect up and

plug in the H.T. first. Tragedy, a miniature arc, a half -watt lamp, anything you
like, but a perfectly good valve gone in a
flash. What a stupendous fool I felt, what
a priceless ass, and what a price to pay for
my carelessness !

self -

oscillation in the circuit L C when this is Precautions

And yet it is within the power of anyone
so that there will be the same voltage required for receiving a continuous wave.
drop in the plate supply to the valve VI The telephones are joined in series be- to do just exactly as I did. It is the easiest
as there is to the valves V2 and v3.
tween the plate of the valve v3 and the thing in the world to connect the H.T.

The condenser ca provides an easy path

across the filament and the L.T. on to the

L. C.

positive of the battery H T.

plate.

When valves were cheap to the

vammtnnnainn7n71J'n=nr7r=rimnan=nnmnmnnrcrinnrrna=motnan operator (hut not to the country) during
uul

A Lattice -coil Winder
Simple Machine Made from "Meccano" Parts
111

10QJQQL]i:3QQaZIQGG7GLa-cliiQQC.-..1:7C1C1,7ZUUt.;G:lQIZIGIOGIL.-.1.1.:76.J-6:iL;VG710GIA

THE following is. a description of a box wood or a piece of springy brass about
machine for winding "self-supporting" 4 in. long.
coils made practically entirely of "MecThe parts required are as under :
5 Perforated strips, 33; in. long...

Part
Meccano " No. 3

2k in.

z.

I33
I

,,

5
ZO

It

3 Flat brackets ...
6 Angle brackets ...
x Axle rod, 6 in. long ...

I2
15

5 in.
4f in.

I Bush
Bush wheel
wheel

15A

...

24
29

Contrate wheel, f in. diam.
Gear wheel, 1 in. diam.

31

3 doz. (approx.) bolts and nuts
r Double -angle strip, el in x z
Perford. flanged plates 51 in. x 21 in.

3774

52

31 la. X 2) in.

Photograph of Coil Winder.

53
59

4 Collars
5 Couplings
...
x Strip coupling
Ttiangular plates, xi in.
2 Braced girders, 54 in.
Triple -throw eccentric
3 Axle rods, r in.

63

63B
76

too
130

18A

throw of the eccentric could be utilised
to make i in. coils.

Even with these precautions valves were
burned out, the most general cause being
the disconnection of the set with the filament resistance in the working position.
Shortly afterwards the operator would go
to light up, push on the socket, and yipthe filament went ! It is one of the properties

of accumulators that they recuperate to, a certain extent during a rest,
and, of course, the last working position

Two Important Points.
My expensive experience brings out
these two points in particular. In the
absence of plugs as described the connect-

The bobbin for winding- is screwed to the

bush wheel, and is of a diameter to 'suit

ing wires from H.T. battery and L.T.

Another Photograph of the Machine.

A. H. G.

inn7rir-17mnarrInn=rn=rinnnn=m7n77mn=nn=nnnmnrner=mnn
Ili
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pins.

above the safe point for the filament when
either the set is reconnected or a fresh
accumulator is put on.

but with slight modification the third

l°

plug and pin were made about twice the
diameter of the negative, and the H.T.
plug and socket had such a distance between the sockets that it was impossible
tg make connection across the filament

of the filament resistance may be well

cano" parts. As arranged, the machine
in. wide,
winds coils either )° in. or

requirements, and preferably of wood with
three or four wide saw cuts running lengthwise to allow the coil being bound before
removal.
The wire guide may be a strip of cigar -

the war, "burn -outs" were the commonest
things imaginable, and many ingenious devices were used to make sets fool -proof.
Perhaps the best known was to have plugs
and sockets of different sizes, the cables
from the respective batteries were equipped
with the sockets, the metal being left well
below the ebonite holder to prevent short-circuiting when the leads were disconnected and lying about. The pins of the
plug projected from the set. The positive

My Lost Valve

ac1
111111

CI
f=19
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IVING at the rate of Z'io,000,000,000 a on the first temporary set, but the finish
1- year is an extraordinary speed for any left everything to be desired. Terminals
person, yet the slightest carelessness on must be procured, a nicely finished basethe part of an experimenter makes him board must be wired up, and the conneccapable of this, but only, fortunately, for tions must be made trim and soldered.
Certainly the result was creditable to. look
the twentieth part of a second.
at, but how would it work ? After all,
signals, and not polish, are the desired end.
The Accident
I had re -designed my single -valve re- I would have a try out. Everything is
ceiver. Signals had been strong and clear neat and tidy, there arc the four terminals

accumulator should be of such a dissimilar
appearance as to eliminate the possibility

of error; the terminals on the set must
also have a distinctive appearance. Tablets or engraving do not entirely obviate
error, but if red flex be used for the L.T.
and blue for the H.T., the L.T. terminals

can be painted red and the H.T. blue.

Wrong connection would then look too incongruous to be missed.

The second point is that extreme care
should be taken to bring the filament resistance to zero on shutting down the set,
and, in fact, when any alterations are

being made to the filament supply. On
starting up the set, light the filament first,

bringing it up slowly, and then plug in
the H.T.; if your connections are wrong
the filament won't light and the error will
be evident. It is better to be sure first
N. T.
than sorry later.

MIN* NI 1E41
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
AND WIRELESS CONVENTION

THE above exhibition will be open at practice in order to get improved results.
patent valve the Central Hall, Westminster, from An instance of this is 1,
are provided beSeptember 2 to September 8 (i i a.m. to holder, in which barrie rsheir
to p.m.), and is the first wireless exhibi- tween the contacts of different potential in
tion on such a scale to be held.

order to minimise leakage. The construc-

tures, etc., are being arranged. The
lectures include one by Mr. George Sutton,
A.M.I.E.E., on wireless club matters.

and filament batteries.

Captain T. Mittle will lecture. On Thurs-

Works, Eastnor Street,
Manchester.

T
a

They also specialise in valve detector units and panels, in addition to
every accessory required by the wireless,

pocket.

enthusiast.

A very special interest will attach to

tion of the sockets also insures that they the stand of Autoveyors, Ltd., of 84, Vic -1
The Central Hall, Westminster, faces will not pull out when a tight valve is toria Street, Westminster, London, S.W.s,
Westminster Abbey and the Houses of removed. This firm also have a trans- who are showing a wireless equipped car
Parliament, the nearest station being St. former of patent construction which is with a loop aerial for the reception of
enclosed in a metal case; the metal case broadcasting. Another very interesting
James's. Omnibuses pass the door.
being of magnetic material has the ad- feature of this stand will be the teletype
A feature of the exhibition is to be its vantage of reducing stray fields. Other apparatus, which will both transmit and
are filament resistances, condensers, receive type -written matter either by wire
opening by means of wireless control. items
Conferences, demonstrations, debates, lec- lead-in insulators, and both high-tension from all parts.

This is to be given on Monday, the 4th,
at 7.3o. On Tuesday, at the same time,

day Mr. W. Sholl, A.M.I.E.E.A., win
lecture on wireless in the home.

All members of the wireless clubs will

be received by Mr. Percival Marshall,
who will be in the chair at the debates.
The use of wireless in connection with
submarines will be demonstrated daily by
telegraphy and telephony.
Prizes and diplomas are to be awarded
for the best piece of wireless apparatus.
Special concessions in the matter of
tickets are being made to bona -fide clubs.

"Amateur Wireless" is to have a stand
at the exhibition, where a very complete
range of technical books published by the
proprietors of this journal will be on sale.

A.F.A. Accumulators, of 58a, Buckingham Palace Road, Westminster, are showing various types of A.F.A. stationary

OOOOOO
A large range of all classes of insulating materials will be exhibited by H.
Clarke and Co., Manchester, Ltd., Atlas

emplified by small reels of copper wire in
various gauges enamel covered s.s.c. and
d.c.c., single and double white and green
also "Litzendraht"-type wire, resistAs has been frequently pointed out in silk,
ance
wire, tinsel cord, silk and cotton
these pages, ebonite is not absolutely
essential in the construction of receiving sleevings. Mr. Hinderlich undertakes the
apparatus. Fibre may be used in a great rewinding of telephones to any resistance.
number of instances, providing that the
The whole range of wires used for wireapparatus is kept in a dry atmosphere. less
instrument and aerial apparatus will
This material is more easily worked, and
is stronger than ebonite, and is about half be exhibited by the Concordia Electric
the price, its one detrimental quality being Wire, Ltd., 155, Victoria Street, Westits hygroscopic nature, though even this minster, S.W.i. In addition, they are
last-named is of no account when it is showing insulating material.
used for knobs, etc. Messrs. Spauldings,
The Electric Appliances Co., Ltd., 7
Ltd., 4o, Gloucester Street, Clerkenwell,
E.C., are specialising in all kinds of and 8, Fisher Street, Southampton Row,
are making a speciality
fibre parts, including knobs, panels, valve - London,
of
a
complete
single
-'phone receiving set,
holders, discs, condensers, end plates,
coil heads, in addition to vulcanised fibre including an aerial, at L3 18s. 6d.
sheets, tubes and rods.
Various specimens of raw mica and the
Another firm specialising in composition manufactured article will be shown by
insulating material are Messrs. Barrett Messrs. Mica and Micanite Supplies, Ltd.,
and Elers, Ltd., Wallace Road, Hackney of Mica House, Offord Street, Caledonian
Wick, London, E.o. This firm are the Road, N. t, who specialise in this and other
makers of the well-known "Belleroid" insulating materials.
composition, which they claim will withA neat, portable crystal receiving set
stand any voltage up to 2o,000; also it is
Old

Trafford,

cells, most of them of a portable nature.
Among the latter are the well-known claimed to be unaffected by heat up to
"Duros" cells, one of the special features 30o deg. F., is non -hygroscopic, and unof which is that, although supplied in a affected by to per cent. acid or alkaline
dry state, they are fully charged, and be- solutions. It can be drilled, turned and
fore being put into use merely require moulded. Their exhibits will comprise a
filling with acid. An outstanding feature number of finished parts.
of the A.F.A. portable cells is that they
contain no separators of any kind, the
H. J. Brewster and Co., si, Queen Vicplates being held in grooves provided in toria Street, London, E.C.4, are well
the glass boxes.

On the stand of A. Hinderlich, Central
Hall, Southall, Middlesex, there will be
instrument wires of all descriptions, ex-

named the "Multum in Parvo" is being
made a feature of by the Consolidated
Trading and Manufacturing Co., of Cromwell House, High Holborn, London,
W.C.2. In addition, this firm are marketing a unit system comprising a two -valve
receiving panel, a two -valve note -magnifier, and a short-wave tuner, all of which
can be coupled together.

makers of the "Aerowave"
wireless specialities. They sell all types
known as

B.N.B. Wireless, Ltd., are showing a
Fullers United Electric Works, Ltd., of crystal receivers for telephony recep- large variety of general apparatus and
OOOOO
Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath, Lon- tion. Their great feature is the "Aero- sundries.
A Jacobean cabinet receiving set is a
don, E., are showing a wide range of wave crystal set, which sells complete
with aerial equipment (less mast) at a
which they have departed from standard figure well within the reach of everyone's
specialised apparatus in the design of

speciality of Mr. H. Scruby, i t, Victoria
Street, Westminster, London. S.W.i,

mateur Wireless
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I KNOW little about wireless matters, but
was enabled by the instructions in the
"Work" handbook on that subject to make
the short-wave receiving set and single valve panel described therein. You know
the doubts of listening -in and receiving

concert, in which the operator thanked

iliose who criticized "the rotten transmission."

"Hullo, C Q, Hullo, C Q . . . Writtle
closing down for two minutes." . . . By
this time I had found the best position of

which may be working. NO consecutive
transmission shall last more than ten consecutive minutes, and each transmission
shall be followed by a period of not less
than three minutes' listening -in on the
used

wave -length

for

transmission.

Listening -in must in all cases be performed by 'a qualified operator. Transmission shall at once be discontinued or
postponed at the request of any Govern men or commercial station.
(3) The call signal 5 W H (five wit) has
been temporarily allotted to your sending
station, and this call signal shall be sent
three times at the beginning and end of
each period of transmission and on every

nothing-not knowing whether the set is the-of the-well, knobs will do, and I
O.K. or whether there is any telephony carefully noted them. Again, "Hullo, C Q,
going. I suffered those doubts at 7.45 . . . Hullo, C Q. . . . Next item will be a occasion when the wave -length is changed.
(4) The stations shall be opened to inp.m. on Tuesday evening, Aug. 22, when gramophone record No. 47,953, 'Beautiful
slipping on the telephones, I listened -in Ohio Waltz." This was received with par- spection at all reasonable times by duly
and juggled about with the various knobs ticular clarity, so much so that I was authorised officers of the Post Office.
(5) The stations shall not be used in
-somewhat disturbed by consideration of enabled to write down the tonic solfa notathe great number of possible combinations tion of it. Followed a story told by Leslie such a manner as to cause interference
of positions of them and not knowing of the "Follies" entitled "Some says one with other stations. In particular, any
whether I was doing the right or the wrong thing and some says another." "Writtle oscillating valves used for reception must
thing. At 7.59 p.m., however, I heard a closing down for another two minutes," and not be directly coupled with the aerial
hum in the 'phones. Perhaps the carrier then, "Next item will be a gramophone circuit, and must be incapable of enerwave I had read about; and then, "Hullo, record No. c63, ' If I might only come to gising the aerial in such a manner as to
C Q, Hullo, C Q . . Writtle speaking," and you." I know that song, and unconsciously cause radiation over the range of wavea repetition of that sentence. "Our first chanted an alto to the voice from the lengths between 300 and 50o metres.
(6) You shall not divulge or allow to
item will be `His Master's Voice' gramo- ether. The doggerel poem, "They kissed
phone record No. 6,728, ' Hark to the -I saw them do it," was then given to be divulged to any person (other than a
Lark.'" Writtle is seventy miles away music, and a record No. 0 2,542-I lent duly authorised officer of His Majesty's
from me, but the record was as audible the 'phones to a friend at this juncture Government or a competent legal tribunal)
as if it were being played in the next and missed the title. Some further prattle nor make any use whatsoever of any mesroom, the articulation being particularly by the wag who manages to get humour sage received by means of your apparatus,
.

Then followed a poem in doggerel into the stereotyped announcements
and some telephony relating to the letters items, and ." Writtle closing down "-this
received in connection with the previous at 8.30.-OMEGA.
clear.

except messages from the

station

as above and time signals, musical performances and messages transmitted by
any station in Great Britain for general

rnnnnrrnanninmarnmnimm=nonntnrimrrnmn nit=nrnmcnrn==rn=crinni information.

El Exhibition Wireless Demonstrations

(7) The apparatus and aerials shall be
dismantled and removed as soon as pos-

'1516]=1;10001Z11;12CUQQGIZIZIOC1QQQ Z1001;11GIZIPIZZIGIQQZ1=1;1[7(aG=72QG121;ILZIA

sible after the conclusion of the exhibition.
(8) This permit is subject to withdrawal
or modification at the Postmaster -General's

THE following is a copy of, a letter

sir, you obedient servinat,

Fall

It is necessary to stipulate

(i) That the power used for transmisI received by the organisers of the International Radio exhibition, from the Post- sion shall be the minimum required for
master -General giving permission for trans-

the purpose, and in any case shall not

mission and reception. The information
contained therein is of interest as showing
the conditions'that are to be complied with
in respect of such events.

c.w., r.c.w., or telephony, and a further
fixed wave of 40o metres for C.W. and

exceed 5 watts. Waves from 15o to zoo
metres (inclusive) may be used for spark,

Demonstrations of Wireless Telegraphy telephony only.
(2) No transmission shall commence
SIRS,-With reference to your letter of
listening -in on the wave -length
without
the 9th inst., and your representatives'
call upon us 'on the i6th inst., I am which is to be used in order to ascertain
directed by the Postmaster -General to say
that he authorises you to give demonstra-

tions of wireless reception at the Radio
Exhibition at the Central Hall, West-

minster, S.W.i, front the 1st to the 8th
proximo inclusive,

using apparatus for

that purpose (including valves) and an
aerial of which the combined height and
length shall not exceed too ft. He also
authorises you to transmit to the above
station from a temporary sending station
(connected with an indoor aerial only) in

the same building, during the days in
question.

whether

the

proposed

transmission

r

is

-71

SEE THE

"A VV"
STAND
AT THE EXHIBITION

discretion should occasion arise.-I am,
J. W. WISSENDEN,

For the Secretary.
ON".nn.n."."."."."."."0

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Nottingham and District Radio Experimental
Association. Aug. 31, 7.30 p.m. At Room 74,
Mechanics Institute, Nottingham. Meeting.
West London Wireless and Experimental
At Belmont Road
Association. Aug. 31.
First meeting after
Schools, Chiswick, W.
vacation.
Croydon Wireless and Physical Society.
Sept. 2. Meeting.
Lenton and District Horticultural Society.
Sept. 2, 3 and 4. Wireless telephony demon-

stration. Special concerts, 5-9 p.m.
Ilkley and District Wireless Society.

8 p.m.

Sept. 4,

At Regent Café, Cowpasture Road,

Ilkley. Morse practice.
Tuxford and District Amateur Wireless
ConMorse practice.
Sept. 7.
Society.
densers. Care of valves.

TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS
Eiffel Tower (F L), 2,600 metres. Each after-

noon (Saturdays and Sundays excepted).
Writtle (2 M T), 400 metres. Sept. 5, 8 p.m.
The Hague, Holland (P C G G), 1,o85 metres.
Aug. 31, 8-9 p.m., and Sept. 3, 2.3o-5 p.m.
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FOUR "NOVEL AND USEFUL" COMPETITION ITEMS
Item No. 1

A Simple Loud Speaker

ANYONE possessing an old worn-out a novel self-contained receiver and simpli- Holes should be bored and bushed in the
cabinet gramophone can easily make fled loud speaker somewhat on the lines back of the cabinet for the aerial and
shown by Fig. i.

earth leads.
The motor and its fittings are first reThe telephone leads can be brought out

The tone -arm and the internal
horn are retained, however. On the motor
board are fixed the components of the
receiving set, and this is where ingenuity
must be exercised to get them neatly
stowed away into the space between the
moved.

ro Aram.

of the hole through which the winding
key originally passed.

To make use of the internal horn as a
loud speaker, one of the earpieces of the
"'phones" (or a separate watch receiver)
is clamped to the sound -box, the dia-

motor board and the internal horn. Some phragm and stylus -bar of the latter having

fittings, such as the valve or valves (if
any) and the controlling knobs, will, of
TO EARTH
course, appear above the board. Care
must be taken that these are placed so
that the lid can be closed properly. If
necessary the depth of the lid can be in Fig. 1.-Loud Speaker Made from Gramophone. creased by screwing fillets of wood all
round, but this should be carefully done
RUBBER WASHER
so as not to spoil the appearance of the
EARPIECE
cabinet.

been removed.

A rubber washer placed between the
sound -box and receiver before clamping
will make a tight joint (see Fig. 2).
The sound from the receiver, passing
along the internal horn, will be magnified
(though, of course, not nearly as much as
with a real loud speaker).
The tuning -in is done with the lid

'TIE ordinary sparking plug such as is
used for petrol engines readily lends
itself to a number of wireless uses. As
plugs are intended to withstand the hightension currents used for ignition purposes,
the insulation has to be very good. Those
fitted with mica insulation are the most
desirable for wireless purposes.
One such use is in the construction of a
lightning arrester.
The illustration (Fig. s) will make the
construction of this device quite clear.
The baseboard is made of wood 4 in.
square by U. in. thick. About i% in.
,,from one edge a hole is bored right
through of the same diameter as the

threaded portion of the plug body. One
leg of an old "button stick" or a similar
piece of sheet brass of fairly heavy gauge
is used in order to mount the gap -adjust-

The lid is then closed and the

raised.

All the fittings should be well insulated, instrument is ready for use.

ing screw A.
About s in.

from the end drill a hole
large enough for the gap screw A to fit
comfortably. The other holes for the terminal c and the two little screws E can

Owing to

the motor board being preferably faced the good appearance of the cabinet the
with a sheet of ebonite. Failing this, all instrument will not be out of place even

50uND Box

screws or connections passing through the in the

Fig. 2.-Method of

board

Attaching Ear -piece.

should

be bushed with ebonite.

Item No. 2

New Uses for Sparking Plugs

drawing -room

of

the

average

W. E. M.

home.

then be drilled.

One of the nuts on the adjusting screw electrode of the plug. Then it is slowly
A should be temporarily removed and sol- and very carefully screwed out until a
dered into position on strip B. To prevent

Cl
CI
CI
CI
CI
CI
CI

CI

El

(Continued in first column of page 258.)

the solder running into the threaded part
of the nut, and to ensure the nut remaining in position while being fixed, a match
stalk is inserted through the nut and the
The gap -adjusting
hole in the strip.
screw is then screwed into position, the
second nut being used for locking pur-

CI
CI

CI
01

Cl

El

poses.

The strip n is fixed on the baseboard so
that the screw A is exactly central in the
plug hole. The terminal C can then be

CI
CI

CI

fixed.

A

A stout copper wire D is looped round
Fig. 1.-Sparking Plug Used as Ligh ning
the body of the plug before it is screwed
Arrester.
home, and connects the plug body to the
terminal, thus utilising the gap of the plug
itself as well.
The adjustment is very simply carried
out by means of a telephone and a weak
battery connected across the terminals in
the following manner. The screw 'A is
carefully screwed in until a click in the Fig. 2.- Crystal Detector made from Sparking;
'phones indicates that it touches the central

01

El
CIDI

CI

CI
CI

Plugs.

13

Item No. 3

Item No. 4

A Cheap High-tension Battery

A Novel Inductance Coil

THE coil about to be described provides with the usual type for two reasons. Dimensions are not given as, of course,
for a finer adjustment than is possible Owing to the cone shape adopted the the size of coil adopted will vary according
to the type of instrument it is intended to
be used with. It should be observed, however, that compared with the orthodox cylindrical -shaped coil it will be necessary, in
order to wind on the same amount of wire,
to either increase the diameter of the base

end of the cone or increase the length,
or, alternatively, compromise by increasing
both.

The cone should first be constructed.

(Continued in first column of page 258.)

EACII cell of the battery about to be any other easily workable thin wood (about base), two pieces 2% in. by 16% in. (for
described develops t volt and o.3 amp. 1/6 in. thick). With a fretsaw cut one the sides), eleven pieces 2% in. by 44, in.
.approximately . Thus to make a 30 -volt piece of wood 5 in. by 16% in. (for the (Continued in second column of page 258.)
.3 -amp. battery there must be thirty cells.
ingly.

F

Since the best size for each cell is

L

Fig. 3 -Sur port for Large End.

length of each turn of wire decreases in
regular progression from the base to the

1% in. wide by r% in. long by 2% in.

apex.

Fig. 5.Sliding
Block,

0

By the use.of a screw -driven slider

it is possible to move the latter over one
turn of wire at a time, which is very difficult when a slider is hand -operated in the
ordinary way.

Fig. 2.-Detail of
Forme,..

Fig.
shows a general view of the
Fig 4. --Support
for Small End, arrangement drawn approximately to scale,

.111.

I

efforts submitted and they suggest that our readers

---------÷4----1- +

Each reader is therefore cordially invited to send
the Editor a postcard (to reach him not later than
first post, Friday, September 8th, 1922), saying
which item in his opinion should be awarded
the prize. All the postcard need give is the
number of the item the reader favours. Querists
pay [enclose votes with their questions. The
authors of the three unsuccessful items will not be
forgotten ; they will receive special remuneration.

--

-4-4-1-4-4-4-e-4-R-e-.--4-R-oR-oR-4-4-R-4-4-g,.

0

1%--1

CI
CI

;

Fig. 1.-Battery Case.

2.-Short

111 battery box out of thin three-ply wood or

generally should decide the matter by postcard vote.

CI

'

11.

Dividing Piece.

-

Which Item Gets Your Vote ?
IN Nos. to 5 of " Amateur Wireless " was
a announced a Prize Competition in which a
wireless receiving set was offered for, a brief
description (with illustrations, if necessary), of
the7most novel and useful item in wireless ap1 paratus-in its design, material, making ,electrical connections, etc., etc. The Editor and his
assessors have chosen the four articles printed
on this double page as being the best of a I the

CI

01

J.,

Fig. 4. -The
Positive Element.

Nib

Fig. 1.-Side Elevation of Conical Coil.

LI

90,;/-

' Other voltages may be arranged accord-

deep , and the most convenient shape of
?battery case is oblong, arrange the cells
in rows of ten for a 3o -volt battery, side
by side as shown in Fig. 1. Make the

CI

Fig. 3.-Long Dividing Piece.
TABS ''"%4

"

CI
CI

METAL CAP

Ll

/4

WIRE FROM
CARBON

1:1

R

FROM

C
ZINC TABS

CARDBOARD

01
CI
DI

I

Fig. 7.-

El

Assembly
1* --24"-.1

Fig. 6.-Top of Cell.

Fig. 5.-Zinc Element.

of E ements.
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FOUR "NOVEL AND USEFUL" COMPETITION ITEMS
Item No. 1

A Simple Loud Speaker

ANYONE possessing an old worn-out a novel self-contained receiver and simpli- Holes should be bored and bushed in the
cabinet gramophone can easily make fled loud speaker somewhat on the lines back of the cabinet for the aerial and
shown by Fig. i.

earth leads.
The motor and its fittings are first reThe telephone leads can be brought out

The tone -arm and the internal
horn are retained, however. On the motor
board are fixed the components of the
receiving set, and this is where ingenuity
must be exercised to get them neatly
stowed away into the space between the
moved.

ro Aram.

of the hole through which the winding
key originally passed.

To make use of the internal horn as a
loud speaker, one of the earpieces of the
"'phones" (or a separate watch receiver)
is clamped to the sound -box, the dia-

motor board and the internal horn. Some phragm and stylus -bar of the latter having

fittings, such as the valve or valves (if
any) and the controlling knobs, will, of
TO EARTH
course, appear above the board. Care
must be taken that these are placed so
that the lid can be closed properly. If
necessary the depth of the lid can be in Fig. 1.-Loud Speaker Made from Gramophone. creased by screwing fillets of wood all
round, but this should be carefully done
RUBBER WASHER
so as not to spoil the appearance of the
EARPIECE
cabinet.

been removed.

A rubber washer placed between the
sound -box and receiver before clamping
will make a tight joint (see Fig. 2).
The sound from the receiver, passing
along the internal horn, will be magnified
(though, of course, not nearly as much as
with a real loud speaker).
The tuning -in is done with the lid

'TIE ordinary sparking plug such as is
used for petrol engines readily lends
itself to a number of wireless uses. As
plugs are intended to withstand the hightension currents used for ignition purposes,
the insulation has to be very good. Those
fitted with mica insulation are the most
desirable for wireless purposes.
One such use is in the construction of a
lightning arrester.
The illustration (Fig. s) will make the
construction of this device quite clear.
The baseboard is made of wood 4 in.
square by U. in. thick. About i% in.
,,from one edge a hole is bored right
through of the same diameter as the

threaded portion of the plug body. One
leg of an old "button stick" or a similar
piece of sheet brass of fairly heavy gauge
is used in order to mount the gap -adjust-

The lid is then closed and the

raised.

All the fittings should be well insulated, instrument is ready for use.

ing screw A.
About s in.

from the end drill a hole
large enough for the gap screw A to fit
comfortably. The other holes for the terminal c and the two little screws E can

Owing to

the motor board being preferably faced the good appearance of the cabinet the
with a sheet of ebonite. Failing this, all instrument will not be out of place even

50uND Box

screws or connections passing through the in the

Fig. 2.-Method of

board

Attaching Ear -piece.

should

be bushed with ebonite.

Item No. 2

New Uses for Sparking Plugs

drawing -room

of

the

average

W. E. M.

home.

then be drilled.

One of the nuts on the adjusting screw electrode of the plug. Then it is slowly
A should be temporarily removed and sol- and very carefully screwed out until a
dered into position on strip B. To prevent

Cl
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CI
CI
CI
CI
CI

CI

El

(Continued in first column of page 258.)

the solder running into the threaded part
of the nut, and to ensure the nut remaining in position while being fixed, a match
stalk is inserted through the nut and the
The gap -adjusting
hole in the strip.
screw is then screwed into position, the
second nut being used for locking pur-

CI
CI

CI
01

Cl

El

poses.

The strip n is fixed on the baseboard so
that the screw A is exactly central in the
plug hole. The terminal C can then be

CI
CI

CI

fixed.

A

A stout copper wire D is looped round
Fig. 1.-Sparking Plug Used as Ligh ning
the body of the plug before it is screwed
Arrester.
home, and connects the plug body to the
terminal, thus utilising the gap of the plug
itself as well.
The adjustment is very simply carried
out by means of a telephone and a weak
battery connected across the terminals in
the following manner. The screw 'A is
carefully screwed in until a click in the Fig. 2.- Crystal Detector made from Sparking;
'phones indicates that it touches the central

01

El
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CI
CI

Plugs.
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Item No. 3

Item No. 4

A Cheap High-tension Battery

A Novel Inductance Coil

THE coil about to be described provides with the usual type for two reasons. Dimensions are not given as, of course,
for a finer adjustment than is possible Owing to the cone shape adopted the the size of coil adopted will vary according
to the type of instrument it is intended to
be used with. It should be observed, however, that compared with the orthodox cylindrical -shaped coil it will be necessary, in
order to wind on the same amount of wire,
to either increase the diameter of the base

end of the cone or increase the length,
or, alternatively, compromise by increasing
both.

The cone should first be constructed.

(Continued in first column of page 258.)

EACII cell of the battery about to be any other easily workable thin wood (about base), two pieces 2% in. by 16% in. (for
described develops t volt and o.3 amp. 1/6 in. thick). With a fretsaw cut one the sides), eleven pieces 2% in. by 44, in.
.approximately . Thus to make a 30 -volt piece of wood 5 in. by 16% in. (for the (Continued in second column of page 258.)
.3 -amp. battery there must be thirty cells.
ingly.

F

Since the best size for each cell is

L

Fig. 3 -Sur port for Large End.

length of each turn of wire decreases in
regular progression from the base to the

1% in. wide by r% in. long by 2% in.

apex.

Fig. 5.Sliding
Block,

0

By the use.of a screw -driven slider

it is possible to move the latter over one
turn of wire at a time, which is very difficult when a slider is hand -operated in the
ordinary way.

Fig. 2.-Detail of
Forme,..

Fig.
shows a general view of the
Fig 4. --Support
for Small End, arrangement drawn approximately to scale,

.111.
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efforts submitted and they suggest that our readers

---------÷4----1- +

Each reader is therefore cordially invited to send
the Editor a postcard (to reach him not later than
first post, Friday, September 8th, 1922), saying
which item in his opinion should be awarded
the prize. All the postcard need give is the
number of the item the reader favours. Querists
pay [enclose votes with their questions. The
authors of the three unsuccessful items will not be
forgotten ; they will receive special remuneration.

--

-4-4-1-4-4-4-e-4-R-e-.--4-R-oR-oR-4-4-R-4-4-g,.

0

1%--1

CI
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;

Fig. 1.-Battery Case.

2.-Short

111 battery box out of thin three-ply wood or

generally should decide the matter by postcard vote.
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11.

Dividing Piece.

-

Which Item Gets Your Vote ?
IN Nos. to 5 of " Amateur Wireless " was
a announced a Prize Competition in which a
wireless receiving set was offered for, a brief
description (with illustrations, if necessary), of
the7most novel and useful item in wireless ap1 paratus-in its design, material, making ,electrical connections, etc., etc. The Editor and his
assessors have chosen the four articles printed
on this double page as being the best of a I the
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J.,

Fig. 4. -The
Positive Element.

Nib

Fig. 1.-Side Elevation of Conical Coil.
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' Other voltages may be arranged accord-

deep , and the most convenient shape of
?battery case is oblong, arrange the cells
in rows of ten for a 3o -volt battery, side
by side as shown in Fig. 1. Make the

CI

Fig. 3.-Long Dividing Piece.
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Assembly
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Fig. 6.-Top of Cell.

Fig. 5.-Zinc Element.
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Four "Novel and Useful." Items]

Continued from the
preceding pages.
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gether and slide the interlocked partitions
'Item No. 2 : New Uses for Sparking spindle comfortably, the latter projecting
a little to take two small nuts (Fig. r), in and nail them to the sides as in Fig. x4
Plugs
All that has to be done to finish the
by means of which the handle is secured.
(Continued from utter tart of column 3, page 257)

The sliding block F (Fig. r) is of brass.
second click indicates that the circuit is This is fitted with a small plunger with
broken. Then, while the screw A is held a rounded end and pressed down by a light
firmly in position, the lock nut is screwed coiled spring above it. The centre hole
up tight.
(Fig. 5) is drilled and tapped to take the
The crystal detector shown in Fig. 2 is threaded spindle E (Fig. 1), or, if preferred,
made with two mica -insulated plugs. The the hole can be slightly enlarged and a
fixed end of the spring is attached to the
soldered on each side of it for the
terminal of plug A by means of an addi- nut
spindle to work in. The top slot L (Fig. 5)
tional nut which is screwed down tight by is to take the guide rod D (Fig. r), and
means of a spanner. The ordinary ter- may be filed out square as shown, or the
minal secures the aerial lead.
block can be made a little higher and a
The terminal nut of plug s is used for hole drilled to take the guide rod, but
W. J. G. C.
adjusting the spring.
unless the two holes in the block are truly
parallel there is bound to be trouble. A
Item No. 3 : A Novel Inductance Coil small bush (Fig. r) with set screw pre(Continued from lower tart of column 3, page 256)

This cone is made of moderately stout
cardboard with a lapped joint glued toThe lapped edges should be
gether.
skived with a sharp knife so as to make
as neat a joint as possible.
To facilitate mounting, and also to act
as a stiffener to the cone, a cross -shaped
piece (see Fig. 2) is cut out of a single
in. thick and
piece of hard wood about
of sufficient diameter to fit flush inside the
large end of the cone, being secured

therein by tacks at the extremities

as

shown. A wooden disc glued in the small
end completes the cone.
The framework to hold the coil consists

of the end uprights (Figs. 3 and 4) and
the base. Hard wood

in. to

in. thick

will be suitable for these. The pieces
P to take the sliding mechanism (Figs. 3
and 4) are made of -Ar-in. brass

in.

wide.

Fix the wooden ends B (Fig. r) to the
base C by small screws from underneath.
After bending the brass strips as shown
the position of the various holes to take
the guide rad D and screwed shaft E (Fig.')
should be marked out. The guide rod

may be either square or round and of
about N in. diameter, drilled and tapped
at each end to take the small screws.

The screwed rod E can be bought in 03 in.
lengths with the thread already cut along
its whole length. A small block of brass
(Fig. r) is soldered to the inner side
of each brass strip to act as a bush for the
screwed shaft E. In order to provide

smooth ends for the latter to revolve in

a short piece of thin brass tubing should be

vents end movement of the screwed shaft.

case is

to paint it inside and out with

enamel to make it waterproof. When the

paint is dry, coat the inside of the cell
with melted paraffin wax (a couple of
melted candles will be sufficient to prevent the sal -ammoniac solution, which is

the electrolyte to be used) from having any
action on the enamel. Incidentally it will
block up any holes due to faulty workmanship. When
finished.

the wax has set the case is

Now procure ten old used up, standard
pocket electric -torch dry batteries
(the 3 -cell type). Remove their paper
size,

wrappings, disconnect the zinc cylinders,
carefully breaking away the pitch at the

top so as not to break the carbon rods.
With the aid of a penknife, remove the
fitting up will present no difficulty. The zinc from each cylinder and extract the
following few hints, however, may be use- core-a carbon rod surrounded by a sack
ful. The cone should have two or three containing certain ingredients (Fig. 4).
coats of shellac varnish before winding Now solder a wire 2-3 in. long to the
on the wire which, of course, must be com- metal cap on the carbon rod (this is the
menced from the smaller end, a short positive element of each cell). Next prolength of the wire being first threaded cure from an ironmonger a sheet of zinc
through holes made in the cardboard. The and cut it up with an old pair of scissors
If all the parts are made as shown the

cone should be mounted temporarily on a into thirty plates, as dimensioned in Fig. 5,
makeshift jig so as to' facilitate winding, proceed to roll them into cylinders thus,
the wire being guided on with the left and solder a piece of wire 2-3 in. long on
hand whilst the cylinder is slowly revolved their sides. Now cut out thirty fairly thin
with the right. Use enamelled wire, as pieces of cardboard r% in. by I% in. and
this simplifies the rubbing off of the insu- soak them in melted paraffin wax, and
lation for the slider contact. The wire when dry cut one big hole in centre and
should come to about N. in. from each end two slits each side (with a small chisel),
of the cone. The terminals for the neces- and a small hole on one side similar to
sary connections can be screwed into either Fig. 6.
of the end uprights. The small plunger
Assemble the three components-slip the
(Fig. r) must be quite round at the end, as, tabs of the zinc through the slits in the
if slightly flat, it will cover more than one cardboard and bend them over, also slip
turn of wire at a time, and thus reduce the the wire which is to be soldered to the
fineness of the adjustment. A small brass zinc through the small hole, then thrust
ball, in fact, would be the most ideal the positive element up the zinc cylinder
plunger.
so that the carbon rod projects through
In the foregoing only one sliding contact the large hole in the cardboard to hold it
Should, however, two be in place, as shown in 'Fig. 7 (the "sack"
is employed.
required, it is merely a question of dupli- should just touch the cardboard). Now
cation, placing one on each side of the fill each cell of the battery case with sal cone. The wiring connections are the ammoniac solution so that when the
same as with the ordinary cylindrical coil. elements of the cell are placed in the cell
L. B.
the solution nearly reaches the cardboard.

Place one of the thirty elements in each

Item No. 4: A Cheap High-tension cell and connect up in series and 3o volts
Battery
(Continued from lower tart of column 3, page 257)

(two for the two ends and nine for the
driven on each end to act as a bushing. partitions). Nine of the eleven pieces to
If the tubing is sawn through one side be used for the partitions must have two
longitudinally and then pinched together slits cut in each with a fret -saw (see
a tight friction fit on the spindle will be Fig. 2). Next cut two pieces 2/ in. by
secured.
r6N in. (for the long partitions, Fig. 3).
The brass block (Fig. r) must now be Now nail (use small fret nails) and glue
drilled to take the bushed ends of the the sides, ends and bottom of case to-

and approximately
obtained.

.3

amp.

will

be

Of course, if each row of three cells be
connected up "in parallel," and the front

row of ten be connected up in

series,

io volts 0.9 amp. will be obtained, and if
three such batteries ,be connected up in
series 3o volts .9 amp. would be the output. This type of battery is quite suitable
T. S.
for supplying plate -current.
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is able who are interested in broadcasting and
to transmit at the rate of between Soo and , who hope to benefit by it ?
The British Broadcasting Company is'
600 words a minute.
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There is now reason to believe that

within a very few weeks the permission

MR. L'ESTRANGE MALONE, M.P., of the P.M.G. will be granted for the
who has taken a very active part in instalment of a receiving apparatus in
the debates on wireless telegraphy in the cinemas.

House of Commons, and from whom a
letter on the broadcasting position appears
in our correspondence columns, has been
associated with wireless telegraphy for a
number of years. In 1911, serving as a

The number of amateur licences in this

about to be formed, and will apparently,
control our destinies so far as wireless
broadcasting is. concerned.
The company is to be a private concern,
and, I am credibly informed, it is not,

proposed to issue any prospectus in connection with it.
How are the rights of users and listeners
to be protected?

There is a grave danger that this comcountry has risen during the last two or
three months from S,000 odd to over pany may develop into a combine which
will further bleed the amateur receiver,
lieutenant in H.M.S. Essex in the South 13,000.
and that the undesirable legislation now
Atlantic, he manipulated a kite aerial to
before Parliament will strengthen the
receive "Poldhu" when out of range of the
aerials of all the ships of the Fleet. Later,
in 1912, he was the first naval airman to
carry out experiments with wireless telegraphy in naval aeroplanes.

CORRESPONDENCE
Valve Patents

SIR,-We beg to draw your attention to
a statement on page 234 of your issue of
It is understood that in the matter of the 26th instant, as follows :
licences it has been decided to make a dis"The Metropolitan Vickers Co. own
tinction between the genuine wireless exthe
heterodyne patent, and, as is well
perimenter and the person who procures a
known, an action against the Marconi
set for the specific purpose of "listening Co. has been begun."
in" to broadcast news and music. It is
The statement that an action against the
probable that those who intend* to use
their apparatus for the reception of broad- Marconi Co. has been begun by the Metrocast matter only will be rigidly restricted politan Vickers Co. is a very serious one
and is totally incorrect, and we shall thereto British -made sets.
fore be obliged if you will be good enough
to correct this statement in your next issue.
made -Yours faithfully,
Important
successfully during the past fortnight in MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD.
III

transmitting news to Canada and Aus-

tralia from the Post Office station at
Oxford.

ADRIAN SIAIPSON,

Deputy Managing Director.

[We quoted the statement, as we said
at the time, from a technical contemporary,

Press messages dispatched from Oxford
have been picked up as far distant as
Perth, Western Australia.

and beg to express our regret that we

power of those who by patents already extract extortionate monopoly prices for
essential parts which are required by
everyone and could be purchased far

cheaper abroad if the company did not
prevent it. I might instance the fact that
owing to the high cost of valves many
amateurs are forced to be content with
crystal sets.

I have myself, with other Members of

Parliament, attempted to modify this
legislation by putting down amendments.
These, however, will not be discussed until
the House reassembles in November.

I suggest that there should be on the

board of this company representatives of
the users elected by the wireless societies
or in any other way that seems desirable.
It would be their duty to try and protect
the hundreds of thousands of persons who
hope to make use of broadcasting.-Yours
faithfully,
CECIL L'ESTRANGE MALONE.
House of Commons.
August 21, 1922.

should have given extended publicity to
anything incorrect or misleading.EDITOR, "Amateur Wireless."]

Appreciation
According to the "Daily Express" an
SIR,-The correspondence re "Can Any
ingenious system for the clarification of
wireless messages has been invented by Reader Explain?" I take it is now closed.
with your kind permission I
Mr. A. F. R. Cotton and Mr. E. W. However,
Russell, two Cambridge undergraduates, would take it as a favour to be allowed
and they are able, by the use of artificial once more to use a little of your valuable
crystals which exhibit a piezo-electric space to express my thanks to the many
effect, to produce perfect articulation of scientific readers who have so eagerly rethe human voice and reproduction of all sponded to my letter in the fifth issue. I
musical sounds. The invention may also am especially indebted to P. T. B., of
be adapted to a gramophone, which, Ware. Like myself, he does not state anyalthough outwardly silent, will then re- thing as absolute fact, but bases his
produce sound with extraordinary clear- "opinions" upon existing theory. He
ness when a wireless receiving headgear favours the electron theory. I also have
a strong leaning in the same direction. I
is put on.
may say I am carrying out a series of
unique experiments on the above subject,
Bridlington has adopted wireless as and perhaps at a future date may be able
one of its attractions. It is possible for to give some further "opinions," and also,
visitors to listen -in for ten minutes for a no doubt, ask to be helped by fellow
moderate charge.
scientists in some of the difficulties one
always encounters.-G. B. (Sacriston).
Broadcasting
St. Asisi, near Melun, 27 miles S.S.E.
SIR,-May I trespass on your valuable
of Paris, is now the largest wireless
station in the world. There are seventeen space to put a suggestion before your
masts, each one Soo ft. high, and four readers who comprise the bulk of those

CLUB DOINGS
Sutton and District Wireless Society,
Surrey
Hon. Sec.-E. A. PvwELL. " Stanley Lodge,",

Rosebery Road, Cheam, Surrey.
TIME of meetings changed from Thursday to

Wednesday, commencing August 9th, (8-ro
p.m.). Applications for membership are invited.

Clapham Park Wireless Society
Hon. Sec.-MR. J. C. ELVY, 3, Fontenoy Road,
Bedford Hill, S.W.ta.
THE above society has now been formed and
applications for membership are invited.

Fulham and Chelsea Amateur Radio
and Social Society
Sec.-MR. R. S. V. WOOD, 48, Hamble Street,
Fulham, S.W.6.
AN informal meeting took place on Aug. 1st'
at the Stanley Ward Conservative Club, 428,

King's Road, Chelsea, for the purpose of
forming the above society.

A committee was

appointed and it was then agreed that the

next general meeting be called after the committee had sat to consider the necessary rules
and details.

The Hornsey and District Wireless
and Model Engineering Society

Hon. Sec.-MR. H. DAVY,
Roadl Hornsey, N.S.

134, Inderwick

(C:anemia-el on tare 260)
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OUR INFORMATION BUREAU
Expert Replies. to Readers' Questions.

ID

ID

I

Hundreds of Replies are sent by Post.

TO ENSURE A PROMPT REPLY PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

IA

U

aa

1

,_I

u
GI

Write distinctly, give all necessary details and keep to the point. Ask one Question at a time-never more
than two. Send a Stamped and Addressed Envelope. Send the Coupon cut from this page.
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Wireless Telephony

Q.-Is it possible to buy a wireless telephone

for private use with a radius of about five
miles ?-L.C. (1970)
A.-The question regarding the installation
of a radio -telephone set or sets for purposes of
private intercommunication has been taken

up with the Post Office authorities, and the
following is an extract from their letter on
the matter : " Although facilities for experimental purposes may be granted, the P.M.G.
is unable to grant authority for the use of
wireless telegraph or telephone apparatus for
private communications, either for business
purposes or otherwise. Numerous applications for such facilities have been made, but
it has been found' necessary to refuse them all

Mr. F. L. Hogg gave the second of his lectures

regenerative circuits altogether.

He dealt with the various methods by which
a one -valve set could be increased to form a

owners.

on the construction of wireless apparatus.

multi -valve

and fully described the
various types of high- and low -frequency
amplifiers.
set,

The Hon. Sec. will be pleased to receive

inquiries regarding membership.

West Hartlepool Y.M.C.A. Radio
and Experimental Society
Hon. Sec.-S. TH,T,o'rsoN, 34, Tristram Avenue,

West Hartlepool.
AMATEURS in the district are invited to join
the above club.

on the ground that if many wireless stations
Wireless Society of Hull and
were used for ordinary communication, the
District
reception of messages would, in the present
stage of wireleSs development, be rendered Hon. Sec.-H. NIGHTscALES, 16, Portobello
impracticable by reason of the interference Street, Hull.
of the stations with each other and with THE meetings of the Society are held at the
Government and commercial stations."- Signal Corps Headquarters in Park Street, on
the second Monday and fourth Friday in each
CAPACITY.
month, at 7.3o p.m Intending members will

This need-

less annoyance was, no doubt, not caused

purposely but was due to the ignorance of the

The Beckenham and District Radio
Society

Hon. Sec.-MR. J. F. BUTTERFIEI,D, IO, The
Close, Elmers End, Beckenham.

AT a general meeting, held on August 17th,
it was decided to hold the meetings of
the society on Thursday evenings at 8.15 at

114, High Street, Beckenham, On August

19th a very successful demonstration was given

by the members at the Technical Institute,
Beckenham. the occasion being the annual
fete of the Beckenham Allotment Society.
By special permission of the P.M.G., Lieut.

Walker (2A.M.) Brentford, kindly transmitted
music at various intervals which were received

with marked enthusiasm by a very large
number of " listeners -in."

be welcomed.

CLUB DOINGS (continued front page 259)

A. MEETING was held of the above society on
Aug. 1st, when a 2 -valve capacity -resistance
set was tried out. Also a single -valve set was
demonstrated and music and telephony from
several amateur stations were listened to, as
well as 2M.T.

Wireless Society of Highgate
Hon. Sec.-MR. D. H. EADE, " Gatra," 13a
Sedgemere Avenue, East Finchley, N.2.
ON July zest and August 4th, Mr. J. F. Stanley,

B.Sc., gave the fifth and sixth of his series of
lectures on the theory of wireless. In these he
dealt very fully with the valve and its action,
outlining the electron theory and then going

on to deal with characteristic curves. He

showed how by operating the valve on various
points of its curve, rectification or amplification could be obtained, After going thoroughly

The Malta Radio Society
Hon. -Sec.-P. BONNICI, 49, Sda. S. Giorgio,
Ham run .

A writELEss society has been formed under the

above name for the advancement and popularisation of the science of wireless telegraphy and Telephony.

Those desirous of joining should write to the
hen. secretary.

Stoke-on-Trent Wireless and Experimental Society
Hon. Sec.-P. T. JONES, 36o, Cobridge Road,
Hanley.
AT a meeting of the above society on August
17th, several members complained of the in-

Querist's Coupon Available until
Saturday, Sept. 9, 1922

ANNOUNCEMENTS
° Amateur Wireless and EleettleS."
Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be seat post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. Id.; 6 months,
Is. gd ; 12 months, 17s. 6d. Postal Orders, Post

Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable

terference caused by some local amateurs, to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co. Ltd.
Correspondence is to be brief and written
who when listening in to wireless concerts onGeneral
one side of the paper only. All sketches and
a -low their sets to oscillate and so interfere drawings
to be on separate sheets.
over this ground, Mr. Stanley explained and with the reception of the concerts by other
Contributione are always welcome, will be promptly
contrasted amplification at high and low fre- amateurs in the district. It was thought that considered, and if used will be paid tor.
quencies, and finally described the special these amateurs were doing a great deal of
Communications should be addressed, according to
nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
methods of reception necessary to receive harm, and if the practice continued, the Post- their
or The Publisher, " Amateur Wireless,'
continuous wave signals. On July 28th, master -General would prohibit the use of Manager
La Belle Sausage, London,

RELIABLE APPARATUS
AT POPULAR PRICES

1:

:.
...,

;.

CRYSTAL SETS, VALVE SETS, etc. EVERY
NECESSITY & LUXURY FOR THE WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER.
Fully Illustrated List of Wireless Goods, post free, 4d.
O
ef'

O

H. D. BUTLER & CO., LTD. $
Office: BANK BUILDINGS, 222, GT. DOVER ST., S.E.I
(Opposite Bore Tule Station).

iii
ril

4

Works :

Telephone: Hap 30z9.

CANONBURY, LONDON, N.I
7'eleg.:

"Ingenuity, 'Phone London."

,A/IREL-ESS

N Mn'

EQUIIPMEN -r

EVERYTHING IN WIRELESS FOR THE AMATEUR
Component parts for Wireless Sets or complete Wireless Equipment,

all best quality British made can be delivered immediately at rock
bottom prices; here are a few examples:Contact Studs,

- 11d. per dot.
Valve Holders
- - - - 113 each
S
Spacer Washers (large) - Sid.
Egg Insulators
- - - 6d. ,.
Spacer Washers (small) - 3d. ,
Fusible Alloy (for mounting
Valve Sockets - - - - ad. each
Crystals)
- - - - 6d, bar
Aerial Wire, Condenser Sets, etc , etc., etc., at equally low prices.
Ado're gladly given gratis by our expert staff. Drop us a line or give us a look up.

Wireless clubs and .korieties: We are prepaSed to give you special terms.
Get your Secretary to write us.
Trade: Best Trade Discounts and prompt deliveries.

LWITHERS GREENLTD.
110,VICTORIA Sr
WESTMINSTER,

_404S.W.

PHONE V--7.TORIA 2053.
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RADIOPHONES

WE ARE THE ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS
MASS PRODUCTION PRICES
WE SPECIALISE IN

WE ARE EXHIBITING

at the

ALL -BRITISH

WIRELESS

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!

COMPLETE SETS

WIRELES S

NO " EXTRAS." Write for List 45.

HEADPHONES

EXHIBITION

ALSO

HORTICULTURAL HALL,

COMPONENT PARTS

WESTMINSTER -S.W.I.

FOR BUILDING OWN SETS.

September 30th to October 7th.

POSTAGE 1/ -

High Resistance (4,000 ohms total)

Write for List 46.

All our sets are complete with all necessary accessories
Double 4,000 -ohm headphones, H T. Batteries, Accumulators,
Variable Condenser, Valves, Aerial Equipment, etc.

double Headphones with adjustable
double head Bands.
Beautifully
finished. Brand new. Specially made

Prompt Delivery
from Stock.

The POPULAR Crystal Set, £4 5 0 Complete.

for the reception of wireless broad-

casting, and complete with flexible
cords.
Money returned if not
completely satisfied.

BUY NOW!

The PRINCE Single Valve Set, 110 10 0 Complete.
The KING RADIO Two -Valve Set, £15 0 0 Complete.
The WIRELESS WONDER Three -Valve Set, £25 0 0
The WIRELESS WIZARD Four -Valve Set, £35 0 0
All these Sets are approved by H.M. Postmaster -General.

We lead 9 M p
every time &UP' In

DELIVERY BY RETURN
FROM STOCK.
Compare our Prices.

Send Cash with Orders
addressed

Inspect our unsolicited

"Sales Manager."

H. STANLEY PRINCE & CO.

(H

Testimonials.

Satisfaction guaranteed
H. STANLEY PRINCE

S PRINCE)

& CO.

WIRELESS ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS,

Etherley Works, Abbotsford Avenue, West Green, London, N.15.

City Office : 126 Bishopsgato, London, E.C.2.

sessallasessallaessglinuer

v... -Everything for Radio Reception -

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
No. 2
No. 3
No. 1

.001 M.F. Capacity ...
...
'0002 M.F. Capacity ...
.0001 M.F. Capacity ...
...
Sett of Parts for Above, all Machining Done :
19/-

No. 2

14/-

..

..

..
..
,..
2 oz. No. 26 S.C.C. Copper Wire
..
..
..
3 in. of I in. Brass Rod fitted with Ebonite Handle..

TOP AND BEVELLED ENGRAVED DIAL

Velvet 4 -leaf Laminated Switch Arm

27/- each
18/. each
9/- each

No. 3 ...

TO

BUILD

Combined
Crystal and Valve Receiver
4 in. by 3 in. Prepared Cardboard Former..
I lb. No. so D.C.C. Copper Wiro..

COMPLETE WITH SQUARE EBONITE
No. 1

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS

7 Studs, each fitted with 2 Nuts ..

..

..

..
..
..

6d.
9d.
6d.
9d.

2/6
10d.

The Most Suitable Valve Panel to use with above.

7/ -

Send lid. stamp for List of Valve and Crystal Sets and all Sundries.
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE RADIO APPARATUS.

KERR & THOMAS,

COMPLETE

BARR HILL WORKS, DALBEATTIE, SCOT.

15/9

SET
PARTS

Post
9d.

LISTEN IN

on the " Aerowave" Receiver
Contains Velvet Filament Rheostat ready made, Sphinx Tubular Grid Leak, a Meg.,
Grid Leak Condenser, Insulating Sleeving, Wire and all Terminals; blue print.
Polished Mahogany Cabinets to fit (extra) 3/6.

PRICE

£6 6s.
with complete
Equipment.

BUILD YOUR
OWN CONDENSER.
Set of Parts Complete.
21/-

t005

14/-

.0003

11/.

'0002

8/-

.Coon

7/ -

Supplied with Knob Pointer and Scale for Panel Mounting. If required for Box
Mounting Send if- extra.

Send 6d. for our ENLARGED ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE " A" with list
of stations. Crammed full of the latest and best.

HENRY J. BREWSTER & CO.,
11, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.

PETO SCOTT, The Condenser King,
FEATHERSTONE HOUSE. 64. HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON, W.C.1.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
agents
Chocolate
Clubs. -Spare time
Best
wanted.
No outlay.
Good remuneration.
makes only supplied. ' Particulars free. -Samuel
[to r
Driver, South Market, Hunslet Lane, Leeds.
B.A. Screws, Nuts, and Washers, assorted gross,

Xmas

HULLO EVERYBODY!!
Call Here and SAVE 101- in the X
100 sets of double receivers, best French
manufactured, highly sensitive. Ball and socket adjustment, very light, tested and guaranteed, all 4,000 ohms.

HEADPHONES.

25/-

22/6

21/-

NOTHING BETTER OBTAINABLE
Complete Sets of Parts for Making Variable Condensers.
Approx.

Capacity us
Micro -farads

No. of
Plates

Price

Poo1

57

7/6

.00075
.0005
.0003

43

619

29
29

'0002
'0005

23

5/6
3/6
2/6

7

2/3

These sets are complete ready for assembling and consist

of following parts: Necessary Aluminium. Vanes (fixed and
moving), all standard size, large and small Spacer Washers,

Centre Square Spindle with Knob screwed 2 BA, 3 round
screwed Rods for sides, necessary Nuts and Washers, Brass
Pointer, Engraved Scale, 2 Terminals, Lock Nuts, bush and
2 bronze, coil Spring Washers. Every part guaranteed best
workmanship and quality. If Ebonite for top and bottom
required, price I/. pair extra (4" x 4").

Registered post and packing II- set extra, ('001 1/3 extra).
Aluminium Condenser Vanes, accurate to
Filament Resistances, 3/8 ; also another
gauge. Fixed and moving, id. each ;
type, 4/- Both worth much more.
I doz. 9d. ; 4 doz. 2/8 ; 6 doz. 4/3 ; 12
doz. 8/- ; per gross, pairs, 14/- Larger
quantities cheaper. (Reduction to
callers.)
Large Spacer Washers, 5d. doz. ; 6 doz.
2/4; I2 doz. 4/-. Quantities cheaper.
Small Spacer Washers (all to .0001), 3d.
doz. ; 6 doz. 1/4; 12 doz. 2/6. Quantities cheaper.
Knobs for Centre Spindle, drilled 2 BA,

each 4d.; 2/9 dozen,

Switch Arms, complete with knob, collar,
nuts, pointer, etc., 1/-; 1/3 ; 1/8.
Valve Holders, with 4 nuts, 1Id: each, 6 for
5/4.
Inductance Coils, 12 x 4, wound No. 24

enamel wire, also ditto, 3i wound No.
22 enamel wire, 3/6 each, (postage 1/ each),

Crystal Cups with Screws 2d. each, large
size 5d.

Terrnina's,wonderful value. 2 BA, telephone
Knobs. Very good quality with 2 BA nut
terminals, 2d. each. W.O. pattern for
in centre, 6d. each, 2/6 for 6, 4/9 doz.
panels 4 BA, 2d. each. 5 -piece ter.
minal 4 BA, 2d. each. Various other
Spring Coils Washers, 4d. dozen.
kinds, 2d. each. All 1/10 dozen and
Engraved Scales, 0-180, 4d.
complete with nut and washer.
Do. extra quality, 6d.
Special line in Terminals, with screw right
Ebonite Slider, complete with plunger,
through, 1/3 doz.
each 6d. ; 5/6 dozen.
4 BA, with nut and washer,
Terminals
complete
with
13"
brass
Slide and Plunger,
small size, 6 for 9d. ; 1/4 doz.
square rod, 8d. (Postage and package,
Screwed 2 BA Rod, for fixed Vanes, 4d. ft.
9d.).
4" or 6" lengths, 2d. each, shorter,
Aerial Wire, roo feet hanks, 7/22 stranded
1d. each.
copper, 3/2, (post and packing, 1/-),
I square,
Centre Spindles for Condenser,
quantities cheaper.
screwed both ends, 2 BA, 3d., 4d., 5d.
Valve Legs complete with nut and washer,
and 6d. each.
4 for 5d. ; 1/1 doz. ; 6/- 6 dozen.
Contact Studs complete with nut and
washer,
Best Quality lvorine Engraved Scales,
X a 8d. doz. ; 3 doz., 1/8 ;
6/6 gross.
(0-180, 6d. each, cheaper quality, 4d.
Please include suipcient jorpacking and postage.

The above prices are too low to admit et being sent otherwise.

Trade Supplied ov er the Counter only.

M. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2.
Right Opposite Daly's Gallery Door,

To avoid mistakes, this address is close to
Charing X Road and Leicester Square Tube
'Phone: Gerrard 4637.

2s.; list, 2d. -J. H. Bennett, Station Road, Willesden
Junction.

[24 r

Trade Agencies Wanted, wireless instruments,
material, accessories. Send trade lists, catalogues,
terms, etc. -Radio Agencies, 54, Bowden Road
[27 r
Observatory, C.P., South Africa.
Make the " Long -wave Tuner for 108." (see
page 164, " Amateur Wireless," Aug. 5). The two
hardwood formers, 3s 6d. (post free, 4s. 3d.).
Teak, mahogany cut to size, wood turning for wireless.-" Bonds," 449, Harrow Road, London, W.ro.
[3
Aeroplane Transmitting Sets, as illustrated in this
6d.
each,
car17s.
sound
and
complete,
paper, all
riage and packing 2s. extra. -Below.
Huge Purchase of ex -Government Wireless Stock.
Write for list giving full details. 150 -watt dynamos,
;$1; hedgehog coils, 7s. 6d. ; potentiometers, in
case, with battery, 12s. 6d.; loud speakers, 20o
ohms, 7s. 6d. ; 1 -in. spark coils, sos.; 11 -in. spark
Coils, 125. 6d. ; mouse tapping keys, 3s., etc. etc.,

etc. Three days' approval against cash, or please
call. Write for detailed price list of all goods.'
-E. J. Galpin, 16, Loampit Hill, Lewisham, S.E.i3,
[i s
London.
in.,
Ebonite sheet,
Wireless Experimenters.
9 by 6, 25. ; is by 9, 3s. 6d.; f, in., so by 7, is.; 12 by
Polished teak cabinets, various sizes, for
4, 6d.

panel mounting, from 2s. 6d. each; postage extra.
Everything wireless.
State your requirements.
Stamp for list. Turner Bros., 49, Heaton Road,
[zs
Peckham, London.
Accumulator.
Batteries, Willard 6 -volt 8o -amp.
hour, continuous rating. Regular price, tr5s., our
price, gos., or fully charged, 93s. 6d. f.o.r. Liverpool;
packing 3s. 6d. extra, returnable.. These batteries
are in ebonite boxes and wood crates with handles,
and will give real satisfaction. They are not the
cheap ignition or intermittent rated cells in celluloid
boxes which need such frequent charging. Money
refunded if not satisfied and battery returned in
good condition within seven days. -Herd and Smith,
Ltd., Electrical Specialists, 9, Edmund Street, Liver[A
pool.
illustrated in
Short-wave Receiving Set, as
" Work " Handbook. Panel as shown on page 75,
iss. 9d., post free. -Manufacturer, 12, St. Thomas's
Road, Harlesden, London, N.W.ro.
[4 s

Special Plate to .71cIvertisers

.

.

ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
and copy for "Amateur Wireless"

should be at the Office by First Post

on Saturday morning at latest.

Advertisements in the Miscellaneous Sale

and Exchange column must be prepaid.
I he rate is 3d. per word ; minimum 3/-.

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS
SPECIAL OFFER THIS WEEK

Complete set of parte for making a handsome variable condenser, '0005 mfd., with transparent easing. only requires
assembling, 10/6. Complete single valve set, £8 10s.
Comprising: Aerial Wire, Insulators, Pulleys, Lead in Tube,
Tuning Coll, Valve, Panel, Valve, 4,000 ohms Phones, 2
Variable Condensers, High and Lew Tension Batteries.
lVe Maawacture and Supply all Part,
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

D.S.S. Eng. Co., Alma Rd, WINDSOR. PIT'

ACCUMULATOR (The N.S.) The Cell
that will not sulphate. In strong Ebonite con-

tainers and well finished hardwood outer cases.
Guaranteed. Newly made and fresh from Factory. Not Government surplus. 4 volt 45 Amp.
hour, 45/. each f.o.r. All other capacities in stock.
HUNTER AND WALSH, 31, North John Street, Liverpool.

STRONG

AERIAL..POKES
ON
Well Made in 2 and 3 Sections.

20

BRITISH MANUFACTURE.

ft. poles, £1 ea.; 30 ft. poles, £1 10s. ea.
Accessories for Aerials also supplied.

THE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.,
MAIL ORDER LEFT.,
82, FORT RD., LONDON. S.E.1.
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HELLO! HELLO!! HELLO!!! i

BUY of ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS!
Saving All Intermediate Discounts

i

Compare Prices and Remember

The STUART WIRELESS

WE GUARANTEE
There is nothing on the market that can approach our instruments

i TELEPHONY CO.

and accessorler for finish, accuracy, sensitiveness, or value.

SATISFACTION

We cordially invite
you to call and

and

mounted neatly in polished, lid -closing walnut cabinet, £4 15s.
Postage and packing free.

OR

" Listen -in."

B.R.M. Set No. 1. Single Valve. Comprising Valve holder, Grid
leak and condenser, H.R. 4,000 Ohm. 'Phones, '002 condenser,

Demonstrations All Day.

low wave tuner, filament resist, Aerial, Insulators, Lead-in, pulleys,
etc., and mounted complete en ebonite panel, encased in neat, lid -

closing, polished mahogany cabinet ready for receiving, £5195.
Postage and ?icking free.

THERE IS NOTHING ON THE MARKET AT THIS FIGURE.

it

FULL COST OF PURCHASE
REFUNDED

-001 Condensers assembled .... 17/6
pair 2d.
Vanes, 31 in.
...
Spacers, Large ...
doz. 4(d.
doz. 21d.
Spacers, Small

wadeoser Spindles, 0001 to
*001

Fixed Condensers,
'001

upwards

3d.

each

1/9
22/6

'0001 fo

Complete Valve Panels
...
Terminals, neat, polished doz.
Valve Sockets, complete four
Aerial Wire, 7/22, 1t0 ft.
...
Slider Rods, 12 -in. lengths,

1/9

9d.
4'9
sq. 7d.

i

1

calling

Crystal. Entirely complete for receiving,
with H.R. 4.000 Ohm 'Phones. Slide inductance, condenser,

B.R.M. Set No. 1.

Crystal Detector, Aerial, Insulators, Lead-in, pulleys, etc.,

Ontateur Wes

crystal Cups

5d.

EARLY DELIVERY OF OUR SETS

The
Stuart
Family
3 -Valve

4,000 ohm 'Phones
...
28/6
Sullivan Headphones, 8.000
ohms, few only
36;6
etc. etc.

FOR CASH OR EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

Transformers,
High Frequency

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN SPARE PARTS

Anode Tuners,
Magnavox and
Brown's Loud

LARGE STOCKS - TRADE SUPPLIEJ.

Set,

£26 10s.

POSTAGE FREE OVER £1
We will have much pleasure In forwarding you a free catalogue on

application. Trade supplied. Inquiries invited for any branch of
special insfrument manufacturing,
or parts of any description.

Send

She STUART

BRITISH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO.

TEL_,

(Desk 2) ATHENEUM WORKS, HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W
also at 75, Heath Street, Hampstead. Tel. Hampstead 3287

0

KIN SWAT
C,"

-N

for our Illustrated Booklet
4d. post free.

i
1

Speakers, etc.,
from stock at
lowest prices.
Please send
inquiries.

-I

=
./..

i
I.

Head Office :

i
KINGSWAY CORNER BUILDINGS, i

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

i

1,.......22212.12.2224~21.2.22412.1.41,1202,...2222/21220,112222.2.222222022.2.22.2.2022.41,22.244.....2224

DALE & HOLLINS.

THAT
BOOK YOU WANT
ON WIRELESS OR ANY OTHER TECHNICAL

All Wireless Radio Parts & Electrical Material

Foyles have it or will quickly obtain it,

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES

SUBJECT

1,000,000 Vols. (Second-hand and New) on Techni-

See full advertisement -last week and next week.

cal and every other conceivable subject in stock.

Come to lock at our show all the week and you will come in to Buy. Ask for List.

In Centre of London, top of Kingsway.
11 & 2?, SICILIAN AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.C.2.

Bodes sent on approval. Write for Catalogue co.i. (free) mentioning
requirements. Books Purchased.

FOYLES, 121, Charing Cross Rd., London.

WE PUBLISH PRIZE WINNERS, Issue 12th August, 1922
Question: Why did the Grid Leak?

A Parcel of Roods has been sent to :

Ebonite.

Best quality.

Any size, rod or sheet, 5/- per lb.

Filament Resistances. For panel mounting, with knob
pointer and good contact. A speciality. 4/- each.
Light, sensitive, of good design and
HEAD RECEIVERS.
superior finish. Tested and guaranteed perfect. com-

Tin Foil. Free from lead. Sheets, 26 in. by i3 in., 4d. each.
Valve Sockets. With nut and washer. Fine fil.ish, set
of four, 8d.
Valve Holders. Best quality ebonite, with nuts, 1'4 each.
Wood's Metal, 4d. per packet.
Crystals. Carborundum, copper pyrites, galena, bornite,
iron pyrites, silicon, manganese, 8d. per packet.

MR. W. GRIFFIN, 17, Melvin Road, Arlei ley, S.E.20,
for the following :
" Because Fifa. ment 2 MT it but forgot. (Mr. D.. Short plete with cords. 140 ohms 30/- each, 4,000 ohms 32/ D. Good, but too D. Short, as you were ohmless. Besides
each, 8,000 ohms 33/- each. Postage 9d. each.
Mother would be vexed)."
Inductance Tubes. is in. long. Specially impregnated.
Aerial Wire, 7/22's Enamelled Hard Drawn Copper, 11'4
24 in., ed. ; 3 in., 7d.; 31. in., 8d. ; 4 in., 10d. ; 44 in.,
per mu ft.
1/-; 5 in., 112 ; 6 in., 1/6 each. Postage co. each.
SUPERIOR QUALITY WIRE.
British Made.
Aerial Pulleys, 21 in., 1/-, 5 in. with tackle hook and Inductance Slider Rod,
in. square in 13 in. lengths,
All wire wound free.
Post extra.
ticket, 2/6.
Not jagged but smooth. 6d. each.
Aerial Insulators, Shell type, al in. x 21 in., 1/6 each.
Insulating Tubing, 6d. per yard.
c
D. Silk Enamelled
C.C.
D.C.C.
Reel type, 2 in. diam., white, 4d. each.
Ivorine Scales. o to sloe. Engraved (not printed), 1.2 S.W.G.
Silk
Batteries.2, For H.T. Make your own. Flash Lamp
each.
Aerial,
Batteries, 5/- doz.
Ivorine Tablets. Strong, Engraved not printed.
4.1.
12
IIII
1/8
III°
Buzzers for Morse practice, new improved line, best
Earth, Primary, Secondary, On, Off, Reactance, Phones,
514
rim
2/quality, 4/6.
+, H.T.-, L.T.+, LT.-, A.T.I. 2d. each.
.4
411/9
5/4
2/1
5/6
i/io
16
21Condenser Discs, Ebonite, tin. diam., 1/- each.
Knobs.
Ebonite.
ri in. diameter. Superior finish.
4/2
2/21
.
18
2/1
2/2
5/6
Knurled, 7d. each.
4/4
Condenser Dials, engraved, fine finish, at in. dia., 8/9 each.
.1i.'
2/2
213
2/6
20
6/2
411
Condensers. Fixed. Exceptional quality. Made with LOUD SPEAKERS. Exceptionally efficient. 7o ohm, 2,000
2 11
2/8
22
216
6/8
copper foil : from 000r to 'one, 2/6 each.
ohm, 4,00o ohm. £2 108. each.
515/6
a/8
0.
3/6
Condenser Vanes. Not rubbish. Best strong Aluminium. Mica. Pure Ruby. Pieces, 3 in. X3 in. X '002 in. thick,
24
31714
26
6/8
812
3/2
Fixed 31 in., Moving 21 in. 11- doz.
6d. each.
317
4/,
36
712
28
Condenser Spacing Washers. Remember they must be Paraffin Wax,
417
per lb.
414
9/5/6
8/tot3 10
3o
accurate. Small, 4d. doz. ; large, 6d. doz.
22'5 (I ohm per
Resistance Wires. " Elsi" brand.
5/32
61Condenser Screwed Rod. Brass, 12 in. lengths, 2 B.A.,
yard), 24's (1'7 ohms per yard), and 28's, enamelled
713
9/2
4'2
2311116
1414/4
or 4 B.A. 6d. each. z B.A. and 4 B A. huts 7d. doz.
(4 ohms per yard), 2d. per yard.
71813
34
1012
15/6
8/8
36
2 B.A. and 4 B.A. washers 2d. doz.
Switch Arms. Exceptionally strong and well made, 2,6
4/8
.4116/each.
Contact Studs. Studs, not rubbish, 1/6 doz.
513
..13
23/2
.9133
18j18/6
22/6
6/6
to
in.
X
4
in.,
6d.
each.
Polished,
Foil
Sheets.
Terminals.
A
very
neat
wireless
terminal.
40
151Copper
1.16
Core Wire, soft iron, 2/4 per lb.
42
17/1
341
g/ allcomplete with nut and washer, 2/6 dozen.
Carriage extra. Please remit ample postage, balance returned. Orders over La carriage paid. Money back if not satisfied.

S.C.C.in'de

1.3

C1=1219 ] J. L. CARTWRIGHT & Co., maa:tri;tc,:ggn,L,,T;T:ga,l Dept. W, 130/132, Landon Road, Manchester. Manchester.'
Special Terms to the Trade.

Price Lists 3d. Post Free.

WORKS: BERRY STREET.
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EBONITE SHEET:
in., 10/6 ;

suit all requirements.

FIBRE SHEET (Black):

Come and talk to us before installing
your Wireless Receiving Set.

5/3 ;

in., V- ;

in., 12/- per square foot.

INSULATORS (Reel), 4d.'; (Shell), 1/4.
EBONITE KNOBS: I in., 5d.; 11 in., 8d.

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET
fitted with variable condenser and supplied with tno-t
quality 4,000 ohms headphones. Pates £4 98. 6d.,

PHONES : 4000 ohm, 45/-.

SWITCH ARMS: 2/9.

carriage paid.

TERMINALS: 2 -id. each.
VALVES: Mullard " ORA," 15/- each:

All Wireless AcCessories in Stock.

THE IDEAL VALVE ACCUMULATOR,
6 volt 50 amp., in wooden case with leather strap handle,
358., carriage 31. 4 volt 50 amp., 24s., carriage 2s.
Exclusive features of these
Accumulators :

1

RENSHAW & MARSDEN, Electrical Engineers

BLACKBURN

'Phone 6643.

1. Basket pattern positives

THREE STAMPS

1 W in.,

Carriage paid 10/- lots.

A neat Crystal Receiving Set of remarkable efficiency,

SEND

in., 3/6 ;

in., 14/- per sq. ft., best quality. Sample 3d.

so constructed that it is
impossible

for

for

active

material to become dis-

ILLUSTRATED

placed.

CATALOGUE

2. Glass

containers

spe-

CONDENSERS
Finest Workmanship & Finish. Brasswork Polished & Lacquered

ALL TYPES AND VALUES

cially constructed with

Every Article Guaranteed

rib separators.
S. Abe lute absence of
frothing.
4. Practically impossible
for plates to sulphate due
to special materials used.

5. Non -corrosive terminals.
6. Impossibility of acid
creeping.
7. Last feature but not

least -LOW PRICE

BUT

HIGH QUALITY.

£3 0

High resistance, 2s. 6d, extra.

0

Cabinet
Mounting

-0015

23/-

25/6

24/-

1001

16/9

19/6

17/0

'00076
'0005

13/6
10/6
10/-

16/8
13/12/6
11/6
9/8/4/6

14/6
11/0
11/10/8/.
7/-

91-

7/6/-

Vernier

0

in Parts

Cabin et
Cabinet
Mounting
Mounting Assembled
Assembled in Cabinet

Polished
Mahogany
Cabinet

---iii

26/6
21/.
16/6

16/.
18/6

6/8
5/6
6/6
4/6
4/6
4/4/-

12/6

4/ -

8/.

3/6

2 -

22/.
18/-

13/D

18/8
12/9/6
8/6)
5/

17/6

Special Sizes and Types Made to Order. All Sundries and
Components IN STOCK. Orders Over 20/- Carriage Paid.

"Junior," £10 Ws. "Senior," £20. All in stock.

The "BROADWAY" Radio Works, R_

Heatheexvloen tandt:

H. L. Lidington.

WATES BROS., 13/14, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2

=
11111111111111111I

11111111111111111I

in Parts

Panel
Mounting
Assembled

-0008
-0002
-0001

MAGNAVOX LOUD SPEAKERS,
Small Size 12 in. high

Panel
Mounting

*0004

BROWN'S LOUD SPEAKERS (as illustrated)
Small, 12 in. high, low resistance
Large, 21 in. high

Value
in
M.F.

1

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
FOR

WIRELESS
FROM STOCK
SEND FOR OUR LISTS AND

SAVE MONTEY1
PORCELAIN INSULATORS, Reel Type ...

INSIST ON HAVING A

99

FULLER "BLOCK" TYPE
ACCUMULATOR

IFOR YOUR WIRELESS SET !

The only Accumulator on the market that will hold its charge from 12
to 18 months when not in use.

4 -volt 40 amp. hours, £1 12 6. plus 1/3 carriage
1/6
£2 8 9.
6 -volt 40
Note :-These prices are 334% below those of the actual makers.

8,000 Sold. 20,000 still in stock.
Descriptive and Instructive Pamphlet on request from -

SPREADERS, 6 ft. x I

216 E

in. diameter, best quality ash

100 ft. 7/22 ENAMELLED AERIAL WIRE

50 ft. 10 G. BRACING WIRE

18/- 1

.-

...

4 WIRE STRAINERS ; 1 Doz. FERRULES
CONDENSERS, .00005 Vernier ...

...

...

51- M

each

10/6 g
16/8

.0002 Variable ...
...
...
.0005
...
...
99
PANEL CASES, polished mahogany, 71 in. x 5 in. x 31 in.
6i in. x 5i in. x 2 in.
tt
99
III
so

SPRUCE AERIAL MASTS, 10
Aluminium pulley

..,

...

...

ft.,

...

1.

1/6 a

fitted

with

...

...

5/-

,-.

4/6 2=

141- i

EBONITE PANELS cut to your requirements while you wait g

The CITY ACCUMULATOR Co. (Dept. 14)
79 Mark Lane, E.C.3 (AT:nut91)
ALSO SUPPLIED BY

I

each 4d.

Shell Type ...

99

-

Selfridge & CO., Ltd., Wireless Section ; A. W. Carnage, Ltd.,
Wireless Dept. ; Barnsley British Co-operative Society,
Radio Section; Richford and Co., 153, Fleet Street, E.C.3 ;

The South Wales Wireless Installation Co, Ltd., x8, West
Bute Street, Cardiff.

O

TRADE SUPPLIED

S. ALTON, Ltd.

a
1

165, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6
'PHONE: HAMPSTEAD 8018

g
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IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to recent advertisements in the Wireless and Daily Press seriously reflecting upon the quality of the Radio Headphones at present being offered for sale by us, we have invited opinions from our customers on the general quality and
efficiency of these phones and reprint below a few typical replies. We refuse to believe that the Wireless public will
allow themselves to be prejudiced against the quality of the goods we offer in the face of such overwhelming evidence.

SULLIVAN

BROWN " A "
TYPE.

8,000 ohms 36/6

120 ohms 42/6

Postage 1/- extra.

(Maker's price, 58/-)

Every order executed within 4 hours of
receipt, per Registered Post.

8,000 ohms 49/6
(Maker's price, 66/-)

Cords 2/9 per pair.

Postage 11- extra.

WE GUARANTEE
That these are in brand new condition, and have never been used.
That they have never been reconditioned.
That they are equally efficient to any Headphone on the market.
That should they fail to give :absolute satisfaction in any shape or form, and the phones are returned
to us within seven days,

(I)

(II)

(III)
(IV)

WE WILL FORTHWITH REFUND THE FULL AMOUNT PAID
47, Baron Road, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
August 19th, 1922.
Having purchased from you a pair of Brown's 'Phones 8,000 ohms for £2 9s. 6d., I was naturally interested in
the recent. announcement by Messrs. S. G. Brown, Ltd. I already possessed two pairs of Brown's 'Phones; one

pair which have been reconditioned and one pair of the new series, so I decided to test them against thoee I
purchased from you. You will, no doubt, be gratified to learn that the pair purchased from you are equal in
every way to the new pair of the new series but considerably more sensitive than the pair which have been reconditioned. All three pairs are used directly in circuit with an anode voltage of eighty to one hundred. Had they
been old stock they would have burnt out consequent on deterioration of insulations and windings. I have no
hesitation in saying that the pair purchased from you are all that could be desired, and I have already recommended them to my several wireless friends. (Signed) GEOFFREY
4, Surrey Street, St. Paul's, Bristol.
August 20th, 1922.
In reply to yours of the 18th inst. re 'Phones. These have been tried and the result has been highly satisfactory, also the quality of same are Al. (Signed) L. POWER, junr.
14, Mill Hill Lane, Leicester.
Your letter to hand re S. G. Brown, Ltd. " A" Type head -phones as supplied by you. I have not had a trial
with the test by wireless, but have tested them in various manners, and they appear to be in good order. I
am thoroughly satisfied, and if the makers can get 16s. extra for an improved diaphragm " good ruck to them! "
(Signed) E. L. SMITH.

18, Bold Street, Altrincham, Cheshire.
With reference to your letter of the 18th inst., and in line with your request for my opinion of the " Wireless
Telephones" you supplied to me recently. Although I have not yet had a real opportunity of testing them,
they are, in my opinion, in perfect condition, and appear to be as new and unused. I am perfectly satisfied with
same and they are a bargain, considering the market price for new phones of same make. (Signed) P. GREEN.
30, Rokeby Avenue, Redland, Bristol.
August 21st, 1922.
In reply to your letter of the 19th inst., the head -phones, recently supplied by you were' purchased for my
They
appear
of
excellent
quality,
and
so
far
have fulfilled all requirements. Since
son, who has a one valve set.
the receipt of your letter I have had them examined by a local expert, who has an eight valve set, and he pro(Signed
M.
W.
TONES.
nounced them to be perfect in every respect.
102, London Road, Preston, Lanes.
August 21st, 1922.
Messrs. The City Accumulator Co., 79, Mark Lane, E.C.3.
In reply to your letter of inquirydated August 19th, regarding quality of Brown's 8,000 ohms phones supplied to me, I beg to state they are working splendidly and quite as good as I expected. I am quite satisfied.
Have compared them with other Brown's Phones 8,000 ohms which cost more than mine, and I find signal
strength quite equal. You can use this letter as you think necessary. (Signed) H. WELSH, Marine Wireless
August 20th.

The "Parliphone"
Louder Speaker.

Operator.

(Prov. patent No. 21,967.)

32/6

THE LATEST WIRELESS SURPRISE
The "Parliphone" Loud Speaker.

Made in one solid piece of moulded Ebonite. Interior screwed, and made to receive Brown's
Standard Pattern Receiver.

LOOK OUT FOR OUR STAND AT THE EXHIBITION.

THE
CITY
ACCUMULATOR
CO.,
Room
116
(4th
Floor).
79, Mark Lane, E C 3.
'Phone : "Avenue 91" (3 lines).

11 gents :

London.

A. W. Carnage, Ltd., Holborn.
Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Oxford Street.

South Wales. South Wales Wireless Installation Co., Ltd.,
18, West Bute Street, Cardiff.

North Wales, The "All British" Wireless Manufactures Co.,
Ltd., 70, Central Buildings, 41, North John
Lancashire and
Street, Liverpool.
Cheshire.

Gloucestershire. The Bristol Wireless Co., 52, Cotham Hill, Bristol.
The Barnsley British Co-operative Society, Ltd.,
Yorkshire.
Barnsley.
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" PAILMERFONES "

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.

These Super -Sensitive

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FROM OUR HUGE STOCKS
Everything from a Recorder to
an Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.

HEAD PHONES
EXCELLENT VALUE

COME AND SEE US
Ebonite Knobs, II in. in dia.,
tapped
knurled edges

9, COLONIAL AVENUE is

opening on leIt in the
Minories, nr. Aldgate Station,
Metropolitan Railway.
first

213 A, 6d.

Contact Studs, with nuts and
washer, per doz., 8d.
'

Valve Legs,

with nuts and

washer, each set,

LESLIE DIXON & CO., ,,,,a1;066.

3d.

9, COLONIAL AVENUE. M1NORIES, E.I

Ebonite Sheets, various thicknesses (cut to any
size), 4/6 per lb.
Switch Arms, complete, 2/6.
Condenser, fixed and moving vanes, aluminium,

per doz. pairs,
doz. pairs, 1/3.

MAKE YOUR OWN

2/-.

LOUD SPEAKER

Condensers Spacer Washers, large and small, per

Black Enamelled Aluminium

Condensers, complete, 4/6.
Condensers (Dubilier), 0.00r,
W.. each.

0.002

High -Frequency

Former

and

Amplifying Horn, 14 in. long

0.003,

Clipped between Head Phones
No Fitting Required

Ditto ditto fitted with grid leaks, 7/6 each.
Crystal Cups (small and large), each 2d. and 6d.
Crystal Detector, 5/6.
Lightning Arresters, 2/..
(8

sions), 4/6.
Leading -in Tube, 6 in. long, 2/..
Copper Foil, 4 x .002, per lb., 2/8.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
Every Set is thoroughly tested. Very
light and comfortable. Standard resistance 4,000 ohms.

Holder,

2 -Coil

with

extended

for panel mounting, 12/9.

WRITE
or
CALL I

divi-

PRICE

291- tgrATER 29/6 1POST

S. SHARPE

arm,

complete

SPECIAL PURCHASE
2,000 PAIRS SUPER -SENSITIVE
HIGH - RESISTANCE HEADPHONES
4,000 OHMS. BRAND NEW. DELIVERY
FROM STOCK. £1 Ts. 6d. POST FREE.

OLIVER'S
WIRELESSORIES,
196, Wandsworth Bridge Road, Fulham, S.W.6.

r

Marconiphones, at £4 13s. 6d., £5 58., £8 19. 6d.,

and £25 each.
Metropolitan Vickers Sets,
from £4 10s.
Beaver Baby Grand, complete receiving set, less
19s.

" Federal " Head Phones, 2,200 ohms, 35/,

Dictograph Radio Head Phones, 3,000 ohms, 35/..
Brown Loud Speakers, 110/-.
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " Junior " Type, 210/,
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " Senior " Type, £20.
2 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,

Phone, Putney .57.

BANKRUPTS'
STOCK
The purchase of the above stock enables me
to offer same at Knock -out Prices

High-class Variable Condensers,

(cabinet 1/-

25/,

163, York Road, Battersea,

L F. INTERVALVE,
LE TELEPHONE,
25/, Post Free, Cuaranteed.
25/-

INTERVALVE & TELEPHONE

Insulators, porcelain, small egg shape, 3d.
Insulators, porcelain, z -in. reel, 4d.
Insulators, large shell type, 8d.
leorine Scales, 6d.

TRANSFORMERS
SUPPLIED FROM STOCK FROM

CASH REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED

GEORGE PALMER,

M.E.C., WIRELESS LABORATORIES, CROWNHILL ROAD, LONDON, N.W.10.

WIREL
ETS:A NASNMDI

S rOUNN D
SPECIALIST,

CASSELL'S TIME TABLES

47, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W.1.

)Universal Electric Supply;
4BROWN ST 45FF MARKET

.. 1/6
6 in... 21 -

MANCHESTER

SMALL CONDENSERS.

..

ANODE RESISTANCE.
3/6

20,000

to voo,000 ohms, 7/6

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT.

1/3 per set of 4.

CONDENSER PARTS.

2/6 dozen.

CENTRE ROD.

41i., 4/6 each.
LAMINATED SWITCH ARMS.
216.

VALVE SOCKET, LG.

2,000

2/. 'doz.

8/:

AERIAL INSULATOR.
1/3
si in. 2/6

to in.

2 in. Reel Type, 4d.
AERIAL WIRE.

Per zoo feet.
3/2o .. 4/7/22 ..
3/'9 .. 4/6
3/13 ..

DOUBLE RECEIVER,
2,000

7/.

7/6

REGULATING SCREW, 1/..
EBONITE KNOBS, 1/- & 1/6.

ohms

35/37/6

4.000

8,000

SKELETON BUZZER.

INSULITE SLIDERS, 1/-.

s.P. s way, 1/9 : 2 way, 2/4
D.P. s way, 3/9 ; 2 way, 5/ and LEAK, 7/6.
BLOCKING CONDENSER, 5/ -

e -Pin, 1/6.

ACCUMULATORS.
4

40

4

6o
ao
6o

6
6

CRYSTAL CUP.

..

HIGH TENSION BATTERIES.
3/6
vs volts

Volts. Amps.

PLUG CONNECTER,

Single Cap Type
Three

Extremely sensitive, for
Crystal Testing, 2/0

Va,iable Type,
36 v., Tappings
every 3 v., 7/6.

GRID CONDENSER

GRID LEAK, 3/ 5/.
6/6

30/32/6

"

With Head Band and Cord.

KNIFE SWITCHES.

CONTACT STUDS.

Small size

27/4

0,000

Post Free 6d,
VALVE Socket TERMINALS.

Large size

Fixed and Moving Vanes,

5'r

It: Iterated CATALOGUE

VARIABLE

ANODE RESISTANCE.

With Head Band and Cord
ran ohms
..
24/-

G.P.O. BOX No. 519.

3/ -

50,000 & 80,000 ohms

Monthly, 2s. net.
SINGLE RECEIVER,

INDUCTANCE TUBES.
Length 1-2 in.

Dia.
Dia.
vi in. .. 6d. 4 in... 1/-

0004 & '0005

Postage extra.

See List for other Radio Accessories.

W, H. SALT, Electrical Engineer,

Ebonite Slider and Plunger, 8d.

.. 8d.

Double Slide Tuning Coils, 180 metres to 1,200,

8/6 each.

set, 4/6.
PI&
Aerial Silicon Bronze Wire, r8 gauge, per too ft.,
Wireless Masks, in 4 sections, m ft., 4/9.
Ebonite Valve Holders, 4 legs, with nuts and
washers, 1,',
Ebonite Valve Holders, complete, best quality,

31 in. ..10d.

complete, panel

extra): '0002, 8/- ; 0003, 9/3 , '0004, 10/- ;
11/6; -001, 1419. 3,000 and 4,000 ohm Receivers,

0005,

but less batteries, (for Magnavox), £22 105.
3 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,
but less batteries (for Magnavox), £35.
Aerial, Earth and Phone Labels, each, 3d.
Aerial Wire, too ft. 7/2z, with z insulators, each

3 in.

Price 10/6

32, Holloway Road, London, N.

3 -Coil Holder, with extended arm, complete for
panel mounting, 17/6.
Inductance Tube, 5/..
Valve Pin, 2d.
Terminals, complete, small and medium, per
doz., 1/8.
Terminals, complete, large, per doz., 2/...
Square Brass Centre Rods for Condenser,6d.
Sets of Rods, square 3 round, screwed 2B A,
complete with nuts and washers, /oots, the
set, 1/6.
Ditto ditto .00r, 1/3.
Ditto ditto .0003, .0002, .00075, the set, 1/..
Ditto ditto .000r, .00005, the set, 10d.
2 B.A. Brass Screwed Rods, rz-in. lengths, 5d.
Brass Nuts, 213 A, 4B A, and 513 A, per doz. 4d.
Tuning Bar Square Brass Rod, in skin. lgths., 6d.

EACH COMPLETE WITH DOUBLE HEAD
- GEAR WITH CONNECTING CORD -

phones and aerial,

Transformer

6/6
21/ -

2SI35/41/-

52/.

POSTAGE EXTRA.
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Specially
designed
for
Broadcasting

THE

CRYSTAL

"UBIQUE"

RECEIVER

NO BATTERIES

Receives SPEECH

REQUIRED

and MUSIC

A SPECIAL DESIGNED SET for Broadcasting, far superior to many of the
complicated sets being offered at high prices. Ebonised End Supports and Base.
inductance Coll and Slider, Crystal Detector and Terminals wired up ready for use.
Will give excellent results with a P.M.G. Aerial.

PRICE 15/- EACH I DELIVERY I
PER RETURN

POSTAGE

Britab.made Double Headphone.,

tjr1,0.0 tadi..3072:= std

I

'

THE ESSEX WIRELESS CO. 499, GROVE GREEN RD
Telephone-WANSTEAD

HEADGEAR RECEIVERS
Designed and manufactured by leading Telephone Manufacturers. Backed by many years experience.

Highest efficiency,

concentrated magnetic field, instantaneously adjusted to the

ears, comfortable in wear, either receiver detachable from headband, protected terminals, light weight, twin series cord.
A.T M. LODI) SPEAKING
RECEIVERS.
Three types of Amplifying Horn.

A.T.M. CRYSTAL DETECTOR
SETS. Highest Grade. Maximum Efficiency Moderate Cost.

LEYTONSTONE. E.I I.
(1 min. from Station, O.E.R.)

749.

TI

DAVIS LIMITED
& TIMMINS

I

34a, York Road, King's Cross, N. 1

I

Ask your dealer for

A.T.M. Broadcasting Apparatus
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
Head Offece

London Office:
6o, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

Weeks :

Milton Road, Edge Lane, Liverpool.

FOR TOOL
BARGAINS
CALL or WRITE TO -DAY to ;
Before buying elsewhere compare our prices. Remember, we have the
Largest Stock of Tools to select from in London. We guarantee you
satisfaction, so you can safely shop by post. Bargain List sent post Free.

GEORGE ADAMS

DON'T MAKE

DEPT. kw, 255 -6, HIG H
LO N DON,

haphazard purchases till you have
sent for our CATALOGUE of

RADIO. ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL SUPPLIES.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES
8

PaO.0 -

NEWINCTIN

HOLBORN,

W CCl.

CAUSEWAY,

WIRELESS
INSTRUMENTS,
ACCESSORIES

. and

LONDON.
SE I.
MATERIALS
We stock everything for the Experimenter who wishes to build his own Set.'

SCREWS'AND TERMINALS

FOR WIRELESS SETS

Exibe
BATTERIES
FOR

WIRELESS
We specialise in the manufacture of batteries for filament current supply to
Valves, and high-tension batteries for
application, of Anode Potential.

We can

supply these batteries in glass, ebonite,
or celluloid containers to any desired
voltage.

OUR PRICE FOR THIS OUTFIT

Carriage £7 15 0

Paid

READ THE SPECIFICATION OF THE WONDERFUL

F. & B. SINGLE VALVE SET

Exide batteries can be relied upon for
Wireless work, and retain their charge
over very long periods.

Prices and Particulars upon
'application.

6 v. 80 amphour
Exide Battery

Well finished wood base, upon which is mounted Inductance Coll
and Slider, Valve Base, Mullard Valve, Filament Resistance.

EVERYTHING
INCLUDED.

NO

EXTRAS
TO

BUY.

I

Grid Condenser and Leak, with all necessary terminals and

Otijklib p ELECTRICAL STORAGE

connections made, and insulation to all back connections.

volt 20 ampere Accumulator for the low tension and 60 volt
high tension Battery.
100 feet of 8120's Aerial Cable with necessary insulators,
leading.in tube and earthing clip.
Pair of Double Head Receivers, 4,000 ohms total resistance,
included. We also supply a very reliable crystal set, every6

thing included,

4415 0.

ORDERS EXECUTED IN ROTATION - SEND AT ONCE TO SAVE DELAY

FOX & BRATBY, Ltd., 34, Bake Street, St. James'
Mail Order Department.

PICCADILLY, S.W. 1

% COMPANY LIMITED.
Head Office:

London Showrooms

CLIFTON JUNCTION,
MANCHESTER.

219/229, SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE, W.C.Z.
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Radio brings it: MAGNA VOX tells it

MAGNAVOX
THE WORLD'S FINEST
LOUD SPEAKER
T0 enjoy and get the greatest possible satisfaction from your Wireless
Receiving Set, equip it with a Magnavox Loud Speaker. Hear the
voice of the singer faithfully reproduced, the perfect intonations of the lecturer, or
the natural sound of music. The introduction of the Magnavox Loud Speaker for use
with Radio Receiving Sets marks a most important development, and will be the means
of making broadcasting extremely popular.
INQUIRIES INVITED.

No. R 1282
Horn)

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM:

STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Telephone House,

210/212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1
Telegrams: " Cucumis, Wesdo, London."
Telephone : Museum 4x44 (7 lines).
WORKS:
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE :
CARDIFF:
Dagenham, Essex.
8, Park Place.
9, Clavering Place.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

Address
I have difficulty in obtaining " ESI.FI X "
Specialities at my local wireless dealer's. Please,
therefore, supply me direct with

......

ESI-FIX Aerials, length 50 ft., at
101- each.

CUT OUT TROUBLE
by positively preventing aerial leakage:

Weak signals, reduced range, irregularand indiatinct.reception
can all be traced to an inefficient aerial.
The " ESI-FIX " aerial has a ratented continuous insulation
over the entire length of aerial arid had -in.

ESI.FI X Aerials, length 75 ft., at
12/6 each.
Aerials, length 100
ff.. at 151- each.
...... .ESI-FI X Earthing Sets,

at 10/. each.

I enclose
value
in payment of the above
To Year..
CHAMBERS &
ELLIS

Craven House
Einoway

IT CANNOT POSSIBLY LEAK

Landoll
w. C.

Rain, fog, sleet, soot, snow. ball or dirt cannot p'issibly
affect it. Absolutely weatherproof and impervious to wet,
rot, corrosion or mechanical damage.
The "ESI-FIX" aerial comprises aerial wire and insulators,

lead-in wire, and insulating tube complete in

One

piece,

together with,fixing eye, adjustable shaekle,terminal and clips.
FAR EASIER TO FIX than any other aerial. Can be

thrown up anywhere, anyhow, without any precautions
against leakage.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED. Con.

doctor is composed of 40 strands, SO a W.G. hard -drawn
copper wire. No joints, no soldering. Exceptionally low
high frequency resistance.

"FIX IT LIKE A CLOTHES LINE"
PRICE -50 ft., 10/. 75 ft., 1210 ; 100 ft., 15:-.
For twin or multiple wire aerials use two or more short lengths.

ESI - FIX" EARTHING SET, comprising
THE
change -over aerial -to -earth knife switch, lightning arrester,
patented pipe grip, and 30 ft. of "ESI-FIX " cable. Price
complete, 10/..
Carriage paid in U.K.
Trade inquiries i,,rited

SEND:
THE
k\\COUPON
TO -DAY

\\\

SOLE PATENTEES and MANUFACTURERS:

CHAMBERS & ELLIS, 6-7, Craven House, Kingsway, LONDON, W.C.2
Printed and Published in England by CAssztt & Cosimwt, Lturran, Lad gate Bill, London, E.C.4. Sole Agent for South Africa.. Canrx.u, Nawa
AGENCY, LIMITED.
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ECONOMIC E LE CT RIC
LTD.

(n/IITCHELFONES
Are not a spasmodic production to meet
a sudden demand, but have been on the
market for over three months, and during
this period 27,000 have been distributed
to the trade, and consequently we have
not been able to offer them direct to the

I

I

WHOLESALERS,

SEPTEMBER 9, 1922

RETAILERS

and the PUBLIC, are requested

to TAKE NOTICE that this advertisement is to introduce the
PRICE

retail buyer.

15/-

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

15/-

PATENT

You post your order, or call at our
premises and get them at once. Think

PEND NC

THERMION TRIODE

what this means to you-you, perhaps, who

have been waiting and are still waiting.
Standard resistance 4,000 ohms, double headgear with

the latest and best development
of the three electrode valve.

RECTIFIES, OSCILLATES,
AMPLIFIES
Unique Construction and High

double headstra ps, comfortable, highly efficient,
and foolproof

35!- per pair.

Amplification Characteristic.

Special Terms to Traders and deliveries
that will surprise you.

Filament current '5 amps at
4 volts. Anode potential 50 volts.
Obtainable from the patentees, ECONOMIC ELnersto

MITCHELLS Electrical & Wireless Ltd.;

LTD.. and all dealers in Wireless apparatus.
Wholesale enquiries should be sent to the patentees or to Mr. H. S. TYLER, 23b, Balharn
London, S.W.11.

Head Office: 10, FITZROY
SQUARE,

LONDON,

W.1.

New Showrooms:
303, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1.

Postal Address: McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15.
Retail Address: 188, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.

INFRINGES NO
PATENTS I

'Phones: New Cross 1540/1541.

Illustration Full Size
Telephone:

Branch Showrooms:

MUSEUM 1055

TWICKENHAM

Avoid the Irritations due Ito Defective Aerial
Insulation, by fitting two of

BOND'S PERFECT

k)0,-GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS STORE

rnnorinmamminn=====mminrnmn=cannrcrnm

fl THERE YOU ARE THEN!

GRIFFIN

with its

cup -like

CI
CI
CI

EFFICIENCY DESPATCH

UALITY

A SUPER VALVE PANEL FOR 17/ -

LJ

El

NEMMINIMMINMell

"Griffin" Super Crystal Sat (300/2,000 metres),
wonderful value,

SIMPLE TO USE.

RUSSELL - SHAW

2831

10
I,

SO

I,

49/ -

15 volt. 4/- ; 30 volt, 9/.; 60 volt, 18/ -

Aerial Wire.

Bare Copper, 7/22, 100 ft
...
...
Enamelled, 7/22, 100 ft.
Silicon Bronze, 180., 100 ft. ...

We can give the best Wholesale Terms for all Crystals

38, Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C.1.

111

SI

Batteries, H.T. (Siemens)

Mounted in our Patent Detector, 5[9, post free

60 volt, 14/6 ; 1 dozen 4 volt, 6[6

6
6

Price 2/6 post free

H.T. BATTERIES, tapped :-36 volt, Bt.; 50 volt, 13/. ;

1913

251

4

NO BATTERY REQUIRED

BRITISH VALVES:-" R.M.R." (New Type), 15/. ; " ORA" 15/-

4 volt, capacity 10 amp. HRS.,
20/IP

u

El

DI

CI

313

CI

CI

" A " quality, sheet per lb.
4/6 El
do.
tube, (i) per ft.
3d. CI
Condensers, special quality for panels PI
'001, 25/

,

'0003, 15/-

,

6005, 20/ -

Crystal Detectors, 4/6 andp9e),

Filament Re.s1114,t0an00 coehins,as:125/.6ior, 4/6

Headphones
CB or iolw.1

tjaul

DI

esrtsir,181 net

coils, w210/11-

3/6
4/6

DI

El

QUALITY PRICES
Ebonite.
Accumulators, " Three Star"

"HERTZITE"

CI

Price

...

Cabinets and Panels made to your own requirements,
THE WIRELESS CRYSTAL OF TO -DAY AND THE FUTURE

DI

CONTAINS :-Ebonite Panel I in,, drilled, Filament Resistance

Grid Leak and Condenser Telephone Condenser, Valve holder
necessary Terminals and Insulated Wire, Postae 6d. extra.

El

CI

CI
CI

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS TO BUILD

shape,

A. W. BOND, 245-247, Euston Rd., N.W.I.

CI
El
CI

El

A miniature insulator, specially made for
Amateur Aerials, of those used on all the
great Aerial Sending Stations. The Disc
is 3i -in. dia., and is fitted with a Drip Bead
Perfect insulation in the Heaviest Rains.
Will stand strain of 900 lbs.
PRICE I s. 6d. each : postage on two 9d.

CI

El

FOR

AERIAL INSULATORS

which ensures,

a

1,000 per week are now available, and we announce

PRICE

Inductance Coils, wound

c1o2ijsx, 41.5/ -

3:0 ; unwound, 6d.

11),
Transformers (Federal),

CI

35/CI

Send as year or 'ers for all other accessories in, stock at market prices.

Terms-Cash with order + postage. Delivery free, £2 0 0 and over.

El

fa

E GRIFFIN WIRELESS SUPPLY Co.
E80, Newington Causeway, London, S.E.1.
El(2 minutes from Elephant and Castle Tube Station).

'Phone : Hop 1806.

111
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AERIAL MATTERS OF FACT
POINTS TO REMEMBER
THE aerial has, like all the

THE ROOF AERIAL

other
apparatus, little peculiarities of its

A PRACTICAL EXPERIMENT

WHERE inconvenience arises in fixing

T is, of course, an Understood thing that
up an ordinary outside aerial of the I stranded wire is superior to ordinary
own, and amateurs would do well to learn necessary height it is a simple matter to wire for aerials, because the currents prosome of them.
fix one in the roof. It can then be sup- duced in the aerial by the incidence of the
Supposing your aerial is not level, that ported by hooks screwed into the beams at ether waves are high -frequency currents,
is, one end is higher than the other. In each end of the roof, and thus a high which prefer surface to solidity.
a case of this sort the lead-in must be aerial is obtained without the trouble and
Also it is urged upon us that the insulataken from the lower end or you will only expense of erecting masts, etc. There is tion of the aerial must be very good or
get very weak signals, if at all. This you a further slight advantage in the fact that the high -frequency currents will leak
may know; but there is another point in the insulators are protected from the rain, away to earth without performing the
this connection with more far-reaching re- and a consequent leakage in wet weather work we are expecting them to do. What
sults, that is, you must not take your lead- is avoided.
more natural, then, than that we should
in from the farther end even if it be lower,
Against this there are the disadvantages take a convenient length of standard
or you will set up oscillations and turn of "shielding" by the roof, and usually a rubber -covered cable, and, seeing that the
your aerial into a transmitter, which will rather short aerial. A slate roof does not ends are sealed up against contact with
effectually jam all other transmitters appear to shield the aerial badly, and the anything which would "earth " it, lay it
and receivers around you.
along an accessible parapet of a big building. This the writer did, making a good
The Lead-in
earth connection to a convenient water Yet another point about your lead -in -pipe. Upon testing the installation, howkeep it as short as possible, and see that
ever, the result was nil, and a little
your joints are well soldered and your
thought made the reason apparent. The
wires well insulated. What your lead-in
rubber covering caused the trouble.
tube shall be made of is a matter of taste,
of course, but make it as long as you can
Another .Expetiment
and never buy one with a turned -up end.
A further experiment was made with
a bare single copper wire, supported by
I have found from experience that in dry
weather this collects no end of dirt, and
means of short poles projecting over the
in the rainy season acts as a water -pipe,
parapet, the wire being attached to in-'
sulators fastened on the poles. With this
and you will have a miniature drain in
Diagram showing Aerial Erected in Roof.
your room.

Other Points

If you cannot afford ebonite, a good

substitute that is simple and yet gives long

service can be made from

stiff brown

writer has obtained excellent results from
a two -valve set on an aerial of this type
ft. long. Even with a home-made
crystal set, using a single ear -piece of about
50 ohms, quite good results were obtained.
36

arrangement the 'signals were clear
and
strong; but another difficulty
had developed. Electric motors driving
machinery in the building- had part of

their anatomy "earthed," and so disturbed
the earth zero potential by leakage to an

The chief requirements are that the roof extent that rendered reading the signals
should not be lower than those of the sur- extremely difficult while the motors were
The best wire for aerials is 54 S.W.G. rounding houses, and there must be a good running, though as soon as they stopped
the signals came in clear and distinct.
copper wire.
earth.
Insulators can be improvised from a
It is not usually possible to get a span
The experiment of running the disginger -beer bottle neck, a mineral water of more than 3o ft. to 5o ft. in an ordinary carded rubber -covered cable along the
bottle neck, a cotton reel soaked in house, and therefore a twin aerial of the L ground in a straight line immediately
paraffin wax, a short piece of rubber hose type is advisable. The lead-in wire can under the plain wire aerial was tried, and
pipe, the base of a round.fuse box, or the be taken through a small hole in the ceil- without any electrical contact of the cable
china core of an electric lamp switch.
ing, carefully insulating it at this point.
to earth a beautifully quiet set resulted,
If possible have your aerial "end -on"
Where the instruments are in an upper without any of the humming which had
to the nearest station for broadcasting, and room it is best, if possible, to take the previously made reception very difficult.
Now, why should a piece of rubber if there are houses or trees near use a earth wire to a water -pipe outside the
twin aerial at least 35 ft. long and as high house, keeping it away from the side of the covered cable, which made a bad aerial,
as possible.
house. If this is done the earth wire will succeed in making a good "earth,"
Do not let your aerial get too tight ; to a certain extent act as an additional though it was not earth connected ? Just
slackness is a good fault. I have found a length of aerial. A good earthing switch because a counter capacity had been protwin aerial using a 4 ft. 6 in. stretcher should be fitted and the aerial always be vided, and the inductance coil of the re
gives the best results.
R. W.
earthed when not in use.
W. E. H.
ceiver, when tuned, was able to oscillate

paper rolled on a round ruler, stuck with
shellac and soaked in paraffin wax.
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to the wave -length to which it was tuned
or resonant. The bare wire aerial formed
a part of the tuned circuit, but the rubber covered false earth did not need to oscil-

We can consider the bottom of our pond

as having a rich deposit of black, slimy
mud. If the condition's of the pond were
reversed, so as to have the mud on the
late, but only to provide a viscous or top and the water underneath, the falling
sticky equaliser of the charges arriving stone would make no wave; there would
be just one "plop," and a splash of mud at the station.
To understand a little of this it is drops thrown up, and no ripple or wave

away to earth through the high resistance
of the leak. Upon changing the condenser
I stopped this effect, proving my suppositions to be correct.
Perhaps a few cotstructional details
might be of interest to anyone making the
set.

plate.

We will deal first with the tuned

A slab -wound coil is generally the

best to use. Procure two discs of .wood
analogy is the conterpart to the experi- of about 4 in. diameter, fix them about
in. apart on a spindle, preferably in a
We allow a stone to drop into a smooth ment of when the rubber -covered cable
pond of water, and immediately a wave was in the air. The rubber made the lathe or some form of winding machine.
begins to form where the stone dropped, ether too muddy and sluggish to allow it Use No. 3o S.W.G. enamelled wire and
take tappings at about every 7/4 in. of the
and the wave travels outwards in an ever - to oscillate quickly enough.
coil as the wire is wound on. Dip the
GAMMA.
widening ring till it reaches the edge.
whole thing in wax, allow to set, remove
the' wooden discs, dip in wax once more,
and the coil is finished. The tappings
propagation,
perhaps most usefully by way of analogy.
necessary

to

study

wave

to travel outwards.

HIGH -FREQUENCY
AMPLIFICATION
.....A
BEFORE I started to use high -frequency
amplification I was working two

valves, one rectifying and one as a low frequency note magnifier.

c oupling

This condition in the

should now be connected to a rotary pick off switch, with a very small variable condenser across it. This completes the plate
tuner, which should be connected between

Personal
Experience

the plate of the first valve and + H.T.
The coupling condenser should be about
4

condenser for impressing the im-

.0005 mfd., the leak to earth about 2 or
3 megohms, and the remainder of the

pulses of the first plate on to the second

circuit follows usual practice.
So much has been said about aerials that

demonstrated with this condenser if it
at all leaky.

with

grid. A rather interesting point can be I need only add that I use a 7o -ft. twin
is

In my set I can cut in the H.F. valve

or the L.F. valve, or both as I wish. Now,
if the aerial inductance is broken anywhere

8 -ft.

spreaders, the average height

being 45 ft.
Results
Now for the results obtained using this
circuit with three valves working.
The Dutch concerts are just audible all
over my room, which is about 15 ft. square.
My aerial is non -directional for P C G G
and points north.

The aeroplanes on the Continental air-

ways can be heard on a good day until
Interodoe High frequency Transformer
with Air Core.

The circuit I decided upon was then

little used, and opened up great possibilities of extensive experiments. It is

Diagram of Rejector Circuit.
= (Note: Iron Core to Tran.sformc not shown.)

they reach Le Bourget, whose speech, by
the way, is quite distinct.
American stations come in well with the
'phones on the table.
Croydon, 2L 0, 2F Q, etc., are too loud

on three valves to be able to wear the
'phones in comfort.

known as the "rejector circuit." A dia- the A.C. hum from the
gram of the connections is given here. electric light mains is
The great disadvantage of transformer - generally audible. Make
coupled

high -frequency

is

the

limited

the grid leak as high

wave -length range which one can operate a resistance as possible

on, hence my intention of using the cir- and work on the H.F.
cuit shown.
valve with the A.T.I.

The coil must be tuned to the same broken. The A.C. hum

wave -length as the aerial, when it will is now rather faint.
stop all high -frequency currents except Switch off the H.F.
those exactly in tune with the aerial cir- valve; no hum will be
cuit. Also the resistance to low -frequency

currents is only a matter of to ohms or so.

heard until after the
lapse of about seven

High -frequency resistance -capacity coup- seconds, when the hum
ling employs a 5o,000 -ohm leak in place will appear and grow
of the tuned plate, as this coil is called, in volume. My theory
but it is not efficient below t,000 metres, of this phenomenon is
whilst the rejector circuit will work effi- that the grid of the
ciently down to about too metres.
rectifying valve was
To eas
A 5 -value Amplifier as described in the Handboo
Any difficulty in making the set oscillate charged 6o volts posiTelegraphy and Telephony."
on a low wave -length is easily overcome tive through the leaky
when the plate is exactly in tune.
condenser when the H.F. valve was in.
Paris (F L) can be heard over too ft.
The condenser connecting the first plate On cutting it out the positive feed was away in the open with a strong side wind
A. G. W.
to the second grid is functioning as a cut off, and the charge gradually leaked blowing.
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instrument, this lead must be affixed is
the plate of the valve so that the current
flows through the 'phone, in the opposite
direction to the test direction.
If the second thing happen, the current
And How to Measure Them
should be reversed, when (a) will happen.
If this does not come aboutthe position
of the diaphragm on the poles should be
adjusted and the operation gone
HERE are many amateurs who are letters A, B, C, D in the formula are carefully
through again.
I unable to measure up the value of a changed into figures thus :
This will give the correct current direccondenser, and to whom therefore the fol- A = specific inductive capacity
tion
for this particular ear -piece, so that
lowing information will be of use.
of glass
=6
demagnetisation does not occur. If the
In, the writer's z -valve set all the con- B = area of plates
= 3 x 3 cm. 'phones are old or second-hand, it is just
densers 'are home-made, and they are very C = number of dielectrics = x
as well to remove the other ear -cap and
efficient and equally as good as bought D = thickneSss of dielectric =
test this receiver for the correct direction
ones. The variable condensers are made Our formula now is
without disturbing the relative connection
up of zinc sheets with glass dielectric, and
6x3 x 3 x
of the ear -piece.
R. W. E.
are of the sliding type where the moving
3.1416 x .1 x 000,000 = 20944 =
4
vanes slide in and out between the glass nearly .00005, which is a suitable value
plates. The fixed condensers are made of for a grid condenser.
tinfoil with mica dielectric, though wax Condensers should always be tested bepaper has been tried for the dielectric with fore being used in any circuit or there may 1
very good results.
be trouble. This is very easily done by
s./...".110119.4. *SO
The formula used in the measuring of trying to pass a direct current through
capacities is as follows :
them. If the current passes through the
CONSIDERING the question of resonCapacity of condenser =
condenser is useless, as some of the zinc
ance horns for wireless telephones and
AxBXC
plates are touching each other, which, of other purposes, the writer has often been
4 X 3.1416 x D X 900,000.
course, they should not do under any struck with the beauty of line of the spiral
Where A = specific inductive capacity circumstances.
C. F.
shell of the whelk and other marine snails,
value of dielectric.
and how the shell appears to enlarge with
B = area in sq. centimetres of
the theoretical perfection of an acoustical
i instrument, the area of cross section ineach sheet of dielectric i
under strain.
creasing proportionately with the length.
I
C = number of sheets of dielec- i
He had long been op the look -out for a
i
tric.
suitable shell by which to test his ideas,
D = thickness of each sheet of
and at last fortune favOured him, and he
dielectric in centimetres. .......................................,...................................., found in a second-hand furniture shop the
The following are a few specific inspecimen shbvim by the photograph.
ductive capacity values of the principal IN the No. 6 issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS
It was found that there were three pardielectrics used in the making of conmention was made of the possibility of titions in the shell, and therefore the point
densers: Glass = 6 to 8; mica = 6 to 8; telephones being connected up in such a
ebonite = 2 ; waxpaper = 2 to 2.5 ; air = i. way as to demagnetise them.
The following example will help to
The writer has tested telephones by the
clear up a point or two that readers may method now to be described, which he
strongly recommends as being absolutely
be puzzled about.

Condenser Capacities

S

:

x

A Shell Amplifier

How to Connect
Your Telephones

reliable.

The ebonite ear -cap
of one receiver is reand

moved

the

dia-

phragm slipped to one
side,

so

that part of

the .edge of it

is just
over the poles. The re-

ceiver is now inverted,
so that the diaphragm is
underneath and only remains on the telephone
by the force of the magnet's strength. A current

of

electricity

is

now sent through the
'phone, when one of two

things will

happen-

(a) the diaphragm will
Condensers Employed on Crystal Receiving Set.

Supposing it is desired to know the

capacity of a condenser made up' of two
sheets of zinc 3 cm. by 3 cm. separated by
a sheet of glass .x cm. in thickness

(qUarter plate negatives used by photographers are about this thickness). The

drop right off the poles,
or (b) it will stick to

them with more force.
If the first thing happen, the correct
connection for the 'phone is opposite to
that of the present polarity; that is, if the
positive terminal of the battery is fastened
to one lead, when connecting tip to the

Resonator made trom a Shell.

had to be removed before an uninterrupted
passage was found.

The shell was then tried on a wireless
receiving set by using a rubber ring. to
make an airtight joint 'with the ear -piece;
amplifiCatidn was the result.
G. W.

amateur
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Building a Short-wave Transmitter.

III

I

The Concluding Article on Amateur Transmitter Construction

The Condenser (continued)

crystal receiving set is required.

The

denser will be understood on reference
A hot-wire ammeter, which nowadays
to Fig. 9 and the photograph of condenser may be purchased quite reasonably, is
Fig. 8, as shown in the last instalment somewhat of a refinement, and besides
of this article, the latter showing the old being extremely useful adds considerably
accumulator case into which the assembled to the appearance of the completed set.
condenser is fitted, together with the In this case the oscillatory currents in the
ebonite top carrying the two condenser aerial have to pass through a very fine
The heat thus
wire in the ammeter.
terminals.
When the assembly is complete the con- generated in the fine wire causes it to
taining case may be filled with a saturated expand, and, being subjected to tension
solution of paraffin wax in paraffin oil, due to a spring, movement occurs and is
special transformer oil, or, .for greater registered by means of a needle Moving
portability, may be sealed by having over a graduated scale. If it is not demolten paraffin wax poured in and allowed sired to keep the lamp flashing (or the
ammeter reading) during signalling, their
to set hard.
The condenser should not be so sealed, may easily be short-circuited.
This completes the constructional work,
however, until the transmitting set- has
been completed and tested as regards
On account of the .difwave -length.

very suitable for this purpose,

The

lamp filament, which if burnt out will
THE method of building up the con- leave a break in the aerial circuit.

I

ferences in quality of various kinds- of

ductive capacities-, the removal or addition of a plate or two may prove necessary
to

obtain the correct capacity

which, in conjunction with the inductance

of the primary of the oscillation transformer, will tune the closed circuit to the
desired iSo-metre wave -length.

Items P and S: The Primary and

Secondary of the Oscillation Transformer

is

wave -meter or receiving set should be
placed a few feet away from the jigvtprimary of the transmitting set, and

whilst the latter is sparking, the tuning
of the former should ;be varied until
maximum strength of signals as heard
in the telephOnes'is obtained, indicating
resonance between the "meter" and
the closed circuit. If the measured
wave -length should prove to be muth
out, the addition or repro- al or a plate
.of the main condenser Will probably be
found to effect the necessary correction.
For accurate wave -meter readings it' is
important that the receiving instrument

he as far as possible from the circuit
under test, and that their relative poi-

tions be not varied throughout.
4. Connect the earth -wire to the near end

and the aerial to the far end of the
jigger 'secondary; bring the primary up
close to the secondarythat is, effect a
close coupling between the two coils
and press the key for a three- or four second dash whilst observing whether

glass, which results in various specific in-

in order

closed circuit of a Mark III tuner

6

any glow appears in the tuning lamp (or
reading upon the hot-wire ammeter).
If an appreciable glow (or movement Of
the needle) occurs, loosen the coupling

Fig. 10.-Wooden Formers for Oscillation
until only a slight glow (or reading)
This is often referred to as the jigger.
Transformers.
shows and endeavour to improve it.
It is convenient to deal with these two
For this purpose several strong pins
items at the same time for reasons which and it remains to mount the various com- should
be temporarily inserted through the
ponents
in
position
and
connect
up,
taking
will presently be obvious. Fig. to shows
the wooden formers (6 in. square) on which great care to keep all connecting wires as insulation and into the conductors of the
cable forming the secondary, one pin in
the wires forming the primary and short and as straight as possible. Con-

secondary are to be wound. The wire to be ductors of sufficient sectional area should each turn, commencing at, say, the eighth
from the earth end, and proceeding
used is 7/22 electric lighting cable; two be used, especially in the oscillatory cir- turn
to
the
-far end of the coil, the aerial being
cuits
(the
7/22
cable
as
used
for
the
incomplete turns (commencing and finishing
to each pin in turn by means of
at the under side of the movable hinged ductances will be satisfactory). Joints and aconnected
small
spring
clip (such as an ordinary
connections
should
be
carefully
soldered.
whilst
the
primary,
portion) will form
The
transmitting
key should be
tie
-clip).
from eight to twelve turns will be re- Adjusting and Tuning
pressed and the tuning lamp or ammeter
quired for the secondary, according to the
When all connections arc satisfactorily
as the number of turns in the
dimensions of the aerial with which the completed the adjustments and tuning of observed
circuit is varied a turn at a time.
set is to be used. The adjacent turns are the set should be proceeded with as fol- aerial
This will speedily Elio* on which adjustseparated approximately x,6 in..
lows
ment
the aerial circuit is most closely in
In the writer's set no adjustments are I. Entirely disconnect the aerial.
resonance
with the closed circuit. The
provided; surplus turns were removed 2. Connect up the accumulator battery, smaller the amount of coupling between
entirely after the set was correctly tuned
press the transmitting key, and adjust the circuits the more exact will be the
to iSo metres.
(a) the trembler contacts and (b) the tuning. When this is found to the nearest
Item M: The Tuning Lamp (or
distance separating the spark -gap elec- full turn the effect of half- and quarter Hot-wire Ammeter)
trodes until a crisp, regular spark occurs turn variation should be tried, and, when
In the former case this consists merely
instantly each time the key is pressed, the best possible tuning is obtained with a
of a 2 -volt flash -lamp bulb in a suitable
and the note emitted by the spark is a moderately loose coupling (say with the
holder, one terminal of which is to be
clear and as high in pitch as possible.
hinged primary making an angle of about
attached to the earth -end of the jigger 3. With the aerial still disconnected, 20 deg. with the secondary), as indicated
check the wave -length of the closed by the glow of the tuning lamp or amsecondary and the other direct to the
oscillatory circuit. For this purpose meter, any surplus turns on the secondary
earth lead. That is to say, the lamp is
urid
removed and a permanent
in series and all oscillatory currents in the
either a wave -meter with crystal deE. REDPATH.
tector and telephones or a calibrated aerial connection made.
aerial circuit have to pass through the
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STARTLING BARGAINS
(NO CHARGE FOR POSTAG)E

HEADPHONES
4000 Ohms total Resistance

25/-

POST FREE
Double Headband, each
Receiver Detachable Instantaneously. Guaranteed
highly efficient ; Complete
with Cord and ready
for use.

Every pair tested and
guaranteed

THE " BEAVER COMPLETE SET
of

CONDENSER PARTS
-FOR '0005 M.F.-contains :-

SPECIALITIES
.0002 BLOCKING CONDENSERS

(Solid Ebonite with
Splendid Brass Terminals)

CONTACT STUDS
BEST QUALITY KNOBS

I

2 Brass Nuts for Centre Spindle
14 Small Nuts

Price

10/- per Set, Post

2/ 1 0
3/-

18 in.

1 Od. per doz.

4d. each

t4/-

Fhospor Bronze Standard, surmounted
by Brass Arm and Detector Spring, working in Ball and
Socket Joint with Ebonite Thumb-piece-Well finished
Consisting of :

fitted w;th Side .Screw - Two Special

Terminals-Cannot be bought elsewhere for 6/6.

COMPLETE SETS
No. 1 " BEAVER "

CRYSTAL
SET
Unassembled
No. 2 " BEAVER "

CRYSTAL
SET
Unassembled

1

POST FREE

Ivorine Tabs, Earth, 'Phone and Aerial.

No. 4 " BEAVER "

Inductance Coil, 12 x 4, wound 23 gauge Bronzed Wire. Beaver Variable Condenser '0005,
as sold for 11/-. Crystal Detector complete with Special Crystal. 2 Brass Rods Cut and
Drilled to fit. 6 Splendid Terminals. 1 pr. End Pieces of Oak. Solid Varnished Oak
Base. 100 ft. 7122 Stranded Aerial Wire. 6 Reel Insulators. 1 6 in. or 9 in. Leading in Tube of Solid Ebonite and Brass. Ivorine Tabs for Terminals. 2 Sliders and 1 lungers.

Unassembled

POST FREE

Inductance Coil 12 x 44, wound 24 Enamelled Wire. Blocking Condenser. capacity
Crystal Detector. 2 Brass Rods Cut and Drilled to
'0002 between Ebonite Sheets.
fit.
All Necevary Terminals. Two End Boards. Wooden Base 15 x 12. 100 ft.
2/22 Stranded Aerial Wire (Best Quality'. 6 Reel Inulators. 2 Sliders and Plungers.
Splendid Crystal Detector fitted with Special Crystal, and mounted on Ebonite Base. Blocking Londenser '0005, with well.made Chamfered top, Mounted in Oak Case. Inductance
Tube 12 in. x 4 in., wound 24 gauge Enamelled Wire, Waxed Interior to prevent sweating.
Fitted 2 Brass Rods complete with 2 Sliders and Plungers. All necessary Terminals
marked with Ivorine Tabs. The whole Mounied on Solid Oak base, varnished 15 in. x 12 in.

CRYSTAL SET

20/25/-

Inductance Coil 7 X 34, wound 24 Enamelled Wire. Blocking Condenser 0003 between
Brass Rod Cut
Ebonite Sheets. Crystal Detector, Complete with Special Crystal.
and Drilled. Slider and Plunger. I Pr. Wooden Er.ds. Wooden Base 10 X 9.
3 Reel Insulators.

No. 3 "BEAVER "

CRYSTAL
SET
Assembled ready for wiring

POST
FREE

Splendid
Crystal Detector
Mounted on
Ebonite

Crystal Cup

Free

2/4
2/7

9 in.
12 in.
15 in.

CRYSTAL
DETECTORS

Ebonite Top and Bottom Plates, Machined
10 Aluminium Moving Plates
II Aluminium Fixed Plates
I Square Centre Spindle
3 Stay Rods Screwed both ends
10 Large Spacing Collars
30 Small
I Bronze Coil Spring
Ebonite Knob Drilled and Screwfitted

2/9 each

IVORINE TABS, Aerial, Earth, Phones, etc. 3d.
INDUCTANCE COILS, 12 in x 4 in., wound 41AERIAL WIRE, 7/22, Stranded Copper ... 41- per
100 ft.
6 in. long 2/ 1
LEAD IN TUBES

27/, POST
UP FREE
Splendid Tested
n n d Guaranteed
4000 ohm= (:)/
'Phones, ;a

Complete with

POST
- FREE
35/
Complete with

Splendid Tested
and Guaranteed

4000ohm= 7/6
'PhonesZJ

BEAVER ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Telephone : GERRARD 1900
Special Terms to Trade.

109, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1.

1111 Cheques and 'Postal Orders to be crossed London Joint City and Midland Dank.
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WIRELESS
POST FREE

VALVE SOCKETS
An improved type of valve
holder, made of ebonite,
legs screwed with nut, price

SPECIFICATION
3 ft.
CORDS. Twin conductor tinsel, fork,
long between butt and
12 in. long from fork to each receiver.
Instrument end fitted with 2 -plug type

metal tags.
Arranged in series

RECEIVERS.

wound

to

and

2,000 ohms,

Magnets of
specially treated tungsten steel mounted in
aluminium cases and fitted with adjustable
steel headbands of extremely light but
serviceable pattern.

4,000 ohms, or as required.

24/-

2,000 ohms
4,000 ohms

FILAMENT RESISTANCES
We have now reduced the price of our
Filament Resistance to

4/6

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
CONDENSERS
VI SIT

W.C.?.

SEPT. 30 - OCT. 7

tinsel

1,11.0

HELLO! HELLO!! HELLO!!!1

Polished aluminium case and
fittings, with oxydised relieved
Simple and comcoppered headbands.

FINISH.

DE LUXE
'PHONES

Ebonite ear -caps fitted

as standard.

Every headset carefully
tested under actual re-

2,000 ohms.
4,000 ohms,

ception conditions and guaranteed to specification.

34/35/ -

CRYSTAL
SET
(Including DE LUXE
Head 'Phones)

£4 5 0
POST FREE
AERIALSComplete

with

ifonrsuelarteocrtsionand instruc-

6/- post free.

The STUART WIRELESS
TELEPHONY CO.

-

calling.
We cordially invite
you to call and
" Listen -in."
Demonstrations All Day.
EARLY DELIVERY OF OUR SETS

The
Stuart
Family
3 -Valve
Set,

£26 10s.

Transformers,
High Frequency

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN SPARE PARTS

Anode Tuners,
Magnavox and
Brown's Loud

LARGE STOCKS - TRADE SUPPLIEC.

Send for our Illustrated Booklet

Speakers. etc.,
from stock at
lowest prices.
Please send
inquiries.

Head Office :

KINGSWAY CORNER BUILDINGS,

Street, WESTMINSTER.
Telephone : Victoria 9598

FOR CASH OR EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

4d. post free.

I. T. C. Ltd.,
Princes

110, STRAND

ALL -BRITISH EXHIBITION
HORTICULTURAL HALL

Selected
tungsten
steel,
manufactured under our own
special process and guaranteed for ten years.

fortable adjustment.

Supplied

at the

Highest possible.

Heavily
insulated
conductors.

Trade

STAND No. 12

MAGNETS.

INSPECTION.

2!-

If you are wanting parts or complete

RESISTANCES. 120, 1,000, 2,000,
4,000, 8,000 ohms.
Other windings to order.

CORDS.

==.

condensers come and see our stock; we
have many types to select from

SPECIFICATION

INSULATION.

1922

KINGSWAY

109, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

4,
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Location and Direction Finding
The Third Instalment of the Article on the Methods Employed in Navigation
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THE explanation that has been given in
Nos. ro and 12 shows simply enough
the main principle underlying one method
of position -finding by wireless. Something
a

A

d

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Figs. 3 and 4.-Diagrammatic Elevation and
Plan of Directional Frame Aerial.

For various reasons, however, it is not
always desirable to use an indoor ,frame

transmitting station with rtference to some
common fixed point, for example, the true

difficult and costly to rotate such. an aerial.

north; (2) the operators must. be able to
communicate their results to each other by
some means, such as by telephone.

In order to fulfil the first of these conditions each aerial must be fitted with a
pointer and a circular card shelving; the
The latter is -fixed
on the operating -table with its north point
points o.fethe compass.

set at "true north," and from the centre
of it rises the spindle which carries the

are usually in the form of big rectangle
hung from four masts, their planes being

The

extremities

of

the

aerials

are

brought, into the receiving room at equal
distances from each other, and are con-

ducted in parallel lines to the four ter-

minals of a rectangular box known as the

at right angles to one another in such a "radiogoniometer." These four terminals
tvay that a high degree of sensitivity can are connected in pairs to two small coils
be obtained with maximum signals. By wound at right angles to each other on a
means of it aircraft can also be navigated hollow vertical cylinder within the box.
from received signals.
Inside this cylinder there is a third coil,
the ends of which are connected to the
Other Aerials
receiver. This coil can be rotated by

more is required, however, to explain how
it is actually utilised in practice. There are
two essential conditions : (1) The operator
at each station must be able to determine

the "bearing" (the direction line) of the

fixed at right angles to one another. They

In the case set to run north -south and east -west.
of aircraft, however, this application of Sometimes they are in the form of two
the "minimum method," as it is called, triangles with a ccramon apex at the top
is impossible.
The noise of an aero of a single mast.
stations of known position.

engine is such as to prevent all possibility
of locating a zero point with any degree
of accuracy. A special application of this
method has been developed for use in aircraft. It comprises two frame aerials fixed

e

r.

considering a' ship fitted with a frame
aerial can determine her own position from
signals received from two transmitting

aerial

for

direction -finding

purposes.

:sometimes a much larger outdoor aerial
is employed. Obviously it would be both
The difficulty is overcome by using what
is known as a "balanced -aerial" system.
It really comprises two single -wire aerials

means of a handle on the -top- of the box.
A pointer fixed to the handle indicates the
direction of received signals on a ci"culai
compass card.
The three systems discussed are in con
stant use in various connections to -day.
[Further articles on direction finding
will explain the construction of anzateu.
experimental apparatus.-ED.]

THE SKIN EFFECT

The pointer is attached .to

IT is most important that the wireless ex-

ing to wave -lengths of moo metres and

x.vhen the zero -point of the received signals

in conductors and the provisions that must
be made for it.

system are very small, it is necessary that
special precautions should be taken to see
that the system has negligible or very low

frame aerial.

perimenter should clearly understand 30,000 metres.
the base of the aerial (at right angles to
As the currents induced in an aerial
its plane) and revolves with it. Thus the behaviour of high -frequency current's

is found the bearing of the transmitting
station from true north will be indicated
by the pointer on the compass card. This
is shown in Fig. 3, which represents a
front view of the frame aerial a b revolving round the central spindle e. The
point c is the tip of the pointer fixed at
right angles to the base of the frame,
which moves over the surface of the compass card d. In the plan (Fig. 4) it will
be seen that the pointer indicates a

bearing line of about 20 deg. W. of N.
In practice, therefore, both operators can,

by interchanging their results, ascertain
the position of the transmitting station.
From this brief description of the prin-

In an ordinary solid conductor carrying a unidirectional current the distribu- high -frequency resistance.
tion is uniform over the area of crossFor this reason stranded wire is uses
section. This is shown diagrammatically for aerials, as by this means a large ares
in Fig. 1. For low -frequency alternating of cross-section can be obtained in a small.
currents the distribution is very nearly
uniform, but not quite, especially if the
area of cross-section is large. Fig. 2 shows

this also diagrammatically.
When high -frequency currents, such as

are met with in wireless work, are considered the distribution is quite different.

The current' is not spread over the area
or cross-section

of the wire, but flows

Pig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Figs. 1 to 3.-Diagrams showing Distribution
of Unidirectional, Low -frequency and High.

along the surface as shown in Fig. 3.
frequency Currents in Conductors.
From this it is obvious that the resistciples upon which this method of direction finding is based its value as a means of ance of a wire to high-frequency currents space. Stranded wire is nearly useles
guiding moving craft will readily be is greater than its resistance to direct or unless the strands are insulated from each
other. In ordinary electric light flex the
appreciated. A ship or aeroplane can be low -frequency currents.
High -frequency currents may be any- strands -are not so insulated, but as there is
informed of its exact position at any
moment of the day or night. By com- thing betWeen.3,000,00o periods per second such a large number, usually 40, the total
pletely reversing the process we have been and. rp,Coo periods per second, correspond- carrying capacity is sufficient. D. S. R.
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ciently insist on the importance of the low
capacity of variable condensers. These
text -books are largely written for the man
who prefers the reception of a multiplicity
of sufficiently clear signals to that of certain defined stations or -wave-lengths.

Can You Hear the North Pole?

CONDENSER.

ALTHOUGH there is as yet no wireless
installation as far north as the Pole,

The most likely times at which
the Maud will be operating are from 3-4
miles.

yet amateurs in England will soon have p.m. G.M.T. and
an opportunity of intercepting

signals

12.30

to

1.30

a.m.

Technical Terms

G.M.T.

Amateurs who intend to try for the
from that region.
Captain Amundsen, the explorer, left Maud should become 'familiar with the
Seattle in June last for Alaska, where he adjustments of their receivers. Good tests
has by now been joined by his exploring as to what distanCe they may expect to
vessel the Maud. Commencing in Octo- cover can be made by listening -in to the
ber, when he reaches far enough north, many continuous wave sets now equipped
a daily weather report will be broadcasted in the British Merchant Marine, and operby the Maud, and will be intercepted and ating frequently throughout the day and
relayed to the U.S. weather bureau by in- night on a 2,100 metre wave.
The *call letters L \V Z have been
tervening land stations. The Maud is
equipped with both spark and continuous allotted the Maud, and it is understood
wave installations. The spark set, operat- that in January next special attempts will
ing on a 600 -metre wave, is said to have a he made by the operator of that ship to

is feared that many people who
fluently use technical terms do so with
a quite imperfect knowledge of their exact
significance, while others, understanding
them even gess, are content to let well

T

1

alone,

as they think and express them-

selves more or less exactly in common or
loose language, often to a considerable
length. One must be verbose in describ-

ing something very exactly if he has no
range of i,000 miles, and the C.W. set, transmit a message to an amateur living single expression which will convey all
operating on a wave of 2,000 metres, will in the north of England. So, in due his meaning, and this latter is the object
be able to span a distance of 2,000 or more

course, listening in for L W Z.

E. D.
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Too Much Condenser ?
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WHILE the utility of the variable condenser admits of no doubt, it is not
adequately realised that its indiscriminate

employment with a view to adapting unsuitable coils to varying wave -lengths is a
practice largely based' on laziness engendered by ignorance of the proper function of the variable condenser and of its
I imitations.

It will be generally admitted that the
condenser is provocative of immense losses

.9

i

..... 44,

The Eiffel Tower sends out a telephonic
weather report at twelve noon in addition

to the evening one at ten minutes past

six, the latter, of course, being supplemented by music. Croydon, Lympne, and
Pulham are all on goo, Marconi House on
36o, and The Hague on 1,070. We have
not, then, a large amount of wave -lengths

for which to cater. The ideal, and an
ideal that is easily attainable if one is

willing to devote a little time to the
attainment, is to employ coils wound

of the already exiguous amount of energy
that reaches our aerials. The majority of exactly to the requisite wave.
amateur stations are not only severely reThe most I allow myself is a three -plate
stricted by regulations as regards dimen- condenser, and the improvement in audisions, but are inevitably hampered by local bility and volume is astounding and has
conditions that cramp expansion even well repaid me for the time spent. Inwithin the prescribed limits. We must ductance, or rather the calculations inaccept this as an undoubted if unfortunate volved in its exact estimate, are beyond
fact, and, having accepted it, must do all the majority of us, and we have, perforce,
in our power to extract the highest stan- to rely upon a system of trial and error.
dard of efficiency from our apparatus. But This system, clumsy though it may be,
do we? If we employ large capacity con- has much to recommend it, and if basket
Idensers in the aerial circuit in order to tune coils are used, as in my case, the process
in a variety of stations in which we have is neither a difficult nor unduly prolonged
not the faintest interest, it is certain that One.
we do not. I am not now referring to the
Results are much improved by the addienthusiastic experimenter, but to the in- tion of a similar three -plate condenser to
creasing numbers of those whcAe interest supplement the grid condenser of the deis confined to the receptiim of music and tective valve. When winding coils do not
telephony, who possess no knowledge of forget that it is easy enough to shorten
the Morse code nor desire to do so. Nov your wiring, but untidy, difficult, and unat present and, as far as can be gathered, scientific to add to them ; so start with an
in the future music and telephony will be excess number of turns. Exact tuning is
confined to certain well-defined wave- infinitely more essential for music and telelengths. The longest will probably be the phony than for Morse signals, and that is
Eiffel Tower at 2,600 metres.
why the majority of textbooks do not suffi-

of technical terminology.
The use of technical terms often
frightens a prospective student of science

if he is thinking of adopting a study of
the application of that science as a hobby.
If it is a professional matter with him he
knows he has got to face the problem of
the addition to his vocabulary of a new set
of words proper to the description of the
circumstances of his adopted profession.
We may perhaps be allowed to digress
a little to consider how some technical
terms originated. 'When the first steam
pumping engine was set up it was necessary at a 'recurring point in its operation
to

lift a valve which ordinarily closed a

chamber in which a vacuum has been
created. The inrush of air following the

lift made a snuffling noise, and the man
whose duty it was to operate it was adjured

by, the call "snift Benjie," and the "snift"
valve it became.
As trades and professions multiply and
become specialised such terms must gain
in number, for it is to meet the recognised
need for words meaning exactly one thing
and one thing alone that technical terms
are continually being invented.
It is only perhaps in the editorial offices
of a technical journal that one gets even
a faint idea of the looseness of expression.
It is more or less natural, after the daily
papers have told us that- a man was electrocuted with a current of 5o,000 volts,
that people should talk about the voltage
of . a current. Small wonder then that a

query turned up lately

from a corre-

spondent who wanted to be instructed of
the current in volts, amperes, and ohms.
Such a one would never dream of wearing
out a dinner, or eating a bottle of wine,
of putting on a walk, or making a swim
in the river. Such expressions as putting

on the kettle to boil, or pulling up the
river are perhaps excusable as they are
largely idiomatic, but in the realm of
science there is no room for idiom.

GAMMA.
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A DISTURBING rumour reaches us- positively no interference With amateur - ing companies will provide is a difficult
one to which we hesitate to extend made apparatus was intended. We are one; but any attempt to solve it by ridiour credence. It is to the effect that the going to hold fast to that belief. We do culous and unjust interference with the

Postmaster -General's reply in Parliament
in which he stated that amateurs receivers
would be restricted to types submitted by
the broadcasting companies is to be construed as meaning that the only apparatus
licensed will be that made and sold by the
broadcasting

companies.

The

rumour

goes even so far as to say that sets built
from component parts bought from the
trade will not be allowed. Personally we
refuse to believe that such an absurdity is
possible, but knowirfg that strange things

do happen, we take a very early opportunity of giving the rumour for what it is
worth, and express our strong conviction

that public opinion would soon be brought
to bear upon the authorities concerned in
such a way that any such construction or
intention would soon be modified in favour
of the amateur.
We were assured some weeks ago by a
highly -placed member of the trade that

CLUB DOINGS

not think that even the official mind would
be foolish enough to attempt any improper
interference. Amateurs should be free to

make and use whatever apparatus they

like ----with one important exception. They

should not be allowed to do anything that
would cause trouble and inconvenience to
others, and the proposed restriction by
which amateurs, unless specially licensed,
will not be allowed to employ reactance
circuits or any circuit that will re -radiate
oscillations into the ether is quite good
and proper. Beyond that let the authorities mind their own business, and let the
assisting, in discovery and development

Hon. Sec. --MR. F. T. JONES, 36, Cobridge
Hanley.

AT -a meeting of the above society on August

24th it was announced that permission to
utilise the mast over the Dew Drop Inn
to support the free end of the aerial had beep
refused by Messrs. Worthington. A fresh

scheme is being devised, and this is being left
in the hands of the technical committee. An

large number of firms that live by supply-

for wireless apparatus would soon go out
We admit that the problem of making of existence.
But, again, we refuse to believe that
the " listener -in " pay for the music and
other entertainment which the broadcast - such an absurd intention is entertained.

South Derbyshire and Ashby Wirer' wave lengths from the unknown. He did not
give the " Mars ",theory much credit, but conless Society
sidered it highly probable that these great
Hon. Sec.-MR. FRED W. EDWARDS,: 1",1Fair
Haven," Castle Gresley, New Burton -on -Trent.
APPLICATIOIVS for membership are invited.

Hon. Sec.-MR. GEo. BARNARD, 3, Sowarby
Street, Sacriston, Durham.
THE fourth meeting of the above was held at
headquarters (1-.111.C.A., Claypath) on August
iSth, when a most interesting lecture was given
by Mr. Geo. Barnard, the hon. sec., on ' The
Production of High Frequency Oscillations."
He confined his remarks chiefly to the " spark "
method, leaving the more advanced " valve "
transmission to be discussed at a future meeting.

Stoke-on-Trent Wireless and
Experimental Society

tion derives authority.
ShOrt-sighted people might think it to
be to the advantage of the trade that such
regulations should be made, but we know
otherwise.
The number of amateurs
would be enormously restricted, develop-

wireless.

Hon. Sec. ---MR. W. BRUNNING, 24, Carlton
Street, Castleford.THE above society commenced its winter
session on September 1st, for which a

Prospective members will receite full particulars from the secretary.

about an alteration of the regulation or
even of the law under which the regula-

which will ultimately be to the good of ing the amateur with parts and materials

The Durham City and District
Wireless Club

Tuesday, buzzer practice and elementary
theory ; every Friday, lectures and demonstrations.

Should the authorities really
persist in making such an absurd regulation as the rumour would suggest, we are
quite certain that Parliament, under pressure of public opinion, would soon bring
successful.

amateur retain his freedom to enjoy his ment would be impeded, and ultimately
hiabby and to assist, as he cannot help the trade would languish, whilst the very

Castleford and District Wireless
Research Society

number of instructive and interesting lectures and demonstrations are being arranged.
The society, formed a little over a year ago,
is hoping greatly to increase membership
during the coming session. Meetings every

liberty of the individual cannot possibly be

After pointing out clearly the difference be-

tween static, charges of electricity and electrodynamics, he demonstrated the effects of
static induction and described thoroughly the
action of a condenser. Frequency, amplitude,

wave lengths were the result of oscillations of

tremendous energy, set up by the discharge
and vice versa, of electrified clouds of gas

surrounding the sun. Mr. Sargent, F.R.A.S.,
of the " Observatory," Durham, has consented
to give a lecture discussing these phenomena
in more detail.

Wolverhampton and District
Wireless Society
(Affiliated to the Wireless Society of London).

Hon. Sec.-MR. J. A. H. DEVEv, 232, Gt.

Brickkiln Street, Wolverhampton.
A MEETING of the above society was held on
August 23rd, when a lecture was given by Mr.
D.. P. Baker on " Tape Recording by Wireless."

The lecturer dealt very ably and lucidly with
the subject, explaining the necessity for rectification and the use of two relays to operate
the hiker, also demonstrating with the actual
apparatus and with diagrams.

wave length and, damping were shown diagrammaticallyupon the blackboard. Inductance and capacity were explained in a
most elementary fashion, -the lecturer Using
several helpful analogies. Open and closed

Hon. Sec.-MR. E. M. SAVAGE, " Nithsdale,"
Eversley Park Road, Winchmore Hill, N.2I.

the amount of inductance and capacity, there-

meeting was formally opened, Mr. Holton gave

present on the subject of aerial construction.

North Middlesex Wireless Club

oscillatory circuits were shown upon the
blackboard. The methods adopted to vary

THE 97th meeting of the North Middlesex
Wireless Club was held on August 23rd at
Shaftesbuiy 'Hall, Bowes Park. Before the

by varying the wave length produced, were

a lecture to the more elementary members

also shown.

He explained the reasons for the different

After the announcements a most lively

interesting discussion took place on several discussion took place. Questions were asked
points raised by some of the newer members concerning the last lecture on " The Electroconcerning the working of their apparatus. magnetic Theory," and also upon the lecture
The exhibition which the society hopes to hold just given. AtmoSpherics Were discussed and
in Hanley at the end of the year or the begin- the secretary pointed out the advantage of a
ning of the new year was discussed, and in- " double pole change -over switch," so that the
quiries are now beim,-b made to find a suitable apparatus could be disconnected from the
hall in which it can be held. An interesting aerial at will, at the same time connecting the
programme is being drawn up for the next few aerial to earth, the aerial when so connected

types of aerials, and showed why the single -

the aid of an indoor aerial and the society's The secretary

Dixon for his talk on " Commercial Wireless

weeks, commencing with a demonstration with
three -valve set.

acting as a 'first-class lightning conductor.
also described the- existing
theory concerning the reception of tremendous

wire type was to be preferred for receiving
short waves, although the two -wire pattern
was better for the longer waves. He also
pointed out that it was inportant when using
a T aerial to connect the down -lead in the
middle of the aerial. If this was not done,
firm tuning would be impossible. The meeting
was then formally opened by Mr. Evans taking

the chair at 8.3o, and calling on Mr. A. J.
(Continued on Page 284, third column.)
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The International Radio Exhibition
THE International Radio Exhibition had performed a great service. He hoped
and Wireless Convention was opened that it was the first of many more to come.

Major Raymond Phillips, I.O.M., in
the Central Hall, Westminster, on
Saturday, September 2, the method of the replying, said that the exhibition was the
opening being in its way unique. A mile first to be held in this country, and he reaway, at the Air Ministry, Brig. -General ferred to the control of mechanism by
Sir W. S. Brancker, K.C.B., A.F.C., gave wireless that was now being undertaken
the opening speech, which was sent by and would undoubtedly lead to big things.
wireless and then broadcast throughout the
exhibition hall.
As "Amateur Wireless" is published
throughout the country on Thursday, there
At the luncheon held subsequent to the is yet time for us to remind readers that
opening the chairman, Maj.-General Sir the exhibition will be open until to o'clock
W. G. Brancker, in proposing the toast of on Friday evening, September 8, and we
"The Radio and Wireless Trade," said advise everybody who can to go along and
that most of his wireless experience was in see everything that is to be seen.

at

venience is well served. The Houses of
Parliament, Westminster Abbey, and many
other notable public buildings, also hotels,
theatres, etc. etc., are all close to the

Central Hall.

In our last issue we gave some preliminary details of the exhibits and demonstrations at the exhibition. Since that
date further details of other exhibits have
become available which we give below.

The City Accumulator Company, of 79,

Mark Lane, London, E.C.3, are making
a speciality of the " Parliphone " radio
speaker which is of special interest. The
apparatus comprises a loud -speaker horn

with a special fitting and a stand; the
fitting is moulded in one solid piece of
ebonite, and the interior is grooved to fit
Brown's standard receiver. A feature of
its construction is that no metal whatever
is used, which obviates any metallic ring.
Other exhibits by this firm are the Fuller
block -type accumulators, in all capacities
from 8 to to ampere -hours. They also,
have for sale a number of Brown's A type head 'phones of 12o ohms and 8,000
2s. 6d.
ohms resistances at prices of
and

Z,2

9s.

6d.

per pair respectively.

These 'phones are in new condition and
have never been used, and they are sold
under a

guarantee.

They also

have

Sullivan's 'phones of 8,000 ohms resistance at 36s. 6d. per pair. Another note
regarding the special type of accumulator
which they are exhibiting is given in
another column.

The British L. M. Ericsson Manufacturing Company, Limited, of 6o,' Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.2, are showing
their well-known headgear in addition to
Aerial Photograph of Westminster.
(Arrowhead is immediately over Central Hall)

Look in at "Amateur Wireless" stand.
connection with aviation, and that there
was no doubt that wireless had come into We shall be showing there not only
its own and was largely responsible for the "A.W." itself, but a whole series of electrical handbooks with which the wireless
upkeep of the British Empire.

complete receiving sets..

A super antenna, which it. is claimed
makes an outside aerial unnecessary, is
shown by the Wireless Exploitation Corporation,

Beck House, 95,

Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W.C. This firm are also
showing dictagraph head sets.

amateur might like to become acquainted.
Major L'Estrange Malone, M.P., in the
A demonstration is being given of the
course of his reply, advised the radio trade
The photograph, taken from the air, of
not to overdo the boom in wireless. He Westminster is reproduced on this page wired -wireless system, an account of which
suggested that manufacturers should take because .it includes a view of the Central has already appeared in our page:.
care that no monopoly was set up for the Hall where the exhibition is being held.
The Radio Ebonite Supplies are a firm
providing of apparatus, and that they The arrow at the top of the photograph
should form some kind of protection indicates the dome of the building. who specialise in insulating material,
society to look after their interests, so as Readers will see at a glance how very either plain, sheet, rod or the manufacto get the maiimum benefit for .the trade. accessible the hall is. Victoria is a few tured article. They are also exhibiting
minutes from it. So are Westminster and some special inductance tubes.
Mr. G. H. Roberts, M.P., in proposing St. James's Park stations. Many lines of
"The Success of the Exhibition," congratu-' buses pass the door. Anyone wishing to
On opposite page we are reproducing a
lated the organisers on their enterprise in include the exhibition in a general visit to plan of the exhibition hall and a list of
arranging such an exhibition, and said they the sights of London will find his con- the exhibitors and their stand numbers.
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Stall

can be seen in operation on an L.T.3

Name of Exhibitor

No.

Name of Exhibitor

See Plan.

City Accumulator Co., 79, Mark

Lane.

See Plan. E. G. Lind and Co., 58a, Buckingham Palace Road, S.W.
4 Concordia Electric Wire Co., Ltd., 155,

Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
5 Electric Appliance Co., Ltd., 7 and 8,
Fisher Street, London, W.C.I.
20, 21, 30, 31 British L. M. Ericsson Manfg.

Co., Ltd., 6o, Lincolns Inn Fields, London,
W.C.2.

22 B.N.B. Wireless, Ltd., 65, Renshaw Street,

International Electric Co., Ltd., Ashby Road,
Tottenham, N.17.
James Portland, 39, Sinclair Road, Kensington, London, W.r4.
0

\

Something New
in Accumulators

valve at the
exhibition.

company's stand at the

The Landlord
and the Aerial
THE TIMES" has an interesting note

AS is well known, the principal drawback with accumulators is the necessity of constantly recharging them, and
in the case of those living in districts
Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
25 Spauldings, Ltd., 40, Gloucester Street, where charging facilities are not available
the matter is a serious proposition.
Clerkenwell, London,
26 J. B. Bower and Co., Ltd., 15, Kingston
Valves are now obtainable' (Marconi
Road, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19.
type L.T.3) that only require a filament
27 Mica and Micanite Supplies, Ltd., Mica voltage of 1.8 volts and take a current of
House, Offord Street., Caledonian Road,
Liverpool.
23 Consolidated Trading Co., Cromwell House,
High Holborn, London, W.C.2.
24 Henry J. Brewster and Co., 1x, Queen

:oncerning the attitude of landlords and
the erection of aerials. Our contemporary
says : "The majority of wireless amateurs
have probably erected aerials for their instruments without asking permission of

their landlords, although it is likely that

with most landlords an undertaking to
repair any damage that might be caused
to the property would gain the required
The London County Council
consent.
gives permission to the tenants on its
estates on condition that the method of
.1 r amperes.
London, Ni..
making attachments to houses is to be
For
use
with
this
valve
the
City
Accu28, 29 Odhams Press, Ltd., 93, Long Acre,

London, W.C.2.
32 Associated Electric Traders, Ltd., 2, Percy
Street, London, W.I.
35, 36, 38 Autoveyors, Ltd., 84, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.
37 American Hard Rubber Co., Ltd., 13A,
Fore Street, London, E.0 2.
4o F. Yates and Sons, 144, Church Street,
Kensington, W.8.
41 H. Clark and Co. (Manchester), Ltd.,

Atlas Works, Eastnor Street, Old Traf-

ford, Manchester.
46 James Macintyre and Co., Premier House,
15o, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I.

47, 42 Pettigrew and Merriman, Ltd.,

122,

124, Tooley Street, Loudon, S.E.x.
5o Radio Ebonite Supplies, 4, Little College
Street, London, E.C.4.
51 Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.,
Woodland Works, Chadn ell Heath, London, E.
52 Barrett and Elers, Ltd., Wallis Road,
Hackney Wick, London, E.9.
53, 54 The Fleet Radio Co., 149, Fleet Street,
London, E.C. 4.
55 Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., Fleetway
House, Farringdou Street, London, E.C.4.
58, 59 Wireless Exploitation Corporation, 91,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.I.

55

55

59

54

60

53

6o J. Lipowsky, 614, Old Ford Road, Bow,
London, E.3.
6i Union Wireless Co., 112, High Holborn,
London, W.C.

62, 63 " Amateur Wireless," La Belle Sauvage, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4.
76 Chemical Sundries Manfg. Co., Royal
London Bldgs., 196, Deansgate, Manchester.

Plan of Exhibition Hall.

mulator Company, of 79, Mark Lane, have
produced an accumulator which provides
over seventy-five hours' continuous light-

approved by the Council, that the aerial is
to be insulated from the building, is to be
fitted with an efficient lightning arrestor

ing of the filament on one charge which and earth lead connected with an earth
can be obtained at a cost of is. The plate, and that the applicant deposits Z1
special feature of the cells, however, is with the Council as a security against any
that they can be sent for charging and be damage that may arise. Further, the perCromwell Road, London, S.W.7.
81 R. Scruby, it, Victoria Street, London, returned by post owing to the fact that mission may be withdrawn at any time
the cells are of the unspillable type; in should such action be considered neces82 A. Hinderlich, Central Hall, Southall, fact, when a charge is complete the acid sary. One company owning a large numMiddlesex.
is removed and the cell does not require ber of houses in the suburbs of London
W. J. Henderson, 2, Hollywood Road, South to be refilled until
actually being re- not only gives permission, but fixes to its
Kensington.
The Clerkenwell Wireless Stores, 204, Goswell charged. The size of the cell is 3 in. by houses the necessary fittings for supporting
x5i in. by 4 in. high. The accumulator the pole to which the aerial is attached."
Road, London, E C.1.
78 Donald Murray, 55, Goswell Road, E.C.
79 Engineering Supplies, Ltd., II, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
8o Rawlplug Co., Ltd., Gloucester House,
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a contact style c which, as the cylinder is
turning, explores the picture in a helical
line. The cylinder and contact style are
connected up to the key either directly (in
the case of small senders) or (in the case

I
:11,7 `It

of big senders or if an inversion of the
picture from "positive" to "negative" is

ov. ,,,,
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desired) through the intermediary of a relay. Inasmuch as the _picture, etc., is
drawn with conductive ink, the circuit will
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gi AN INTERESTING ACCOUNT ("V" THE DIECKMANN PROCESS
FOR THE WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF DRAWINGS, ETC.
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actuating the synchronising device, on the
the one hand, and reproducing the original
picture, on the other, Dr. Dieckmann uses
the following ingenious arrangement :

of the cylinder b along a spiral (helical)
line, a current being closed or opened in
accordance with the conductive or nonconductive condition of the various por-

into space, each time the style is in contact
with some portion of the picture.

The aerial at the receiving end is con-

the Telautographic System.

nected up to a standard receiver

DURING the last stage

1- the German army

of the war,
tried to develop

telautographic receiver is inserted in the

transmission of drawings, sketches, reports,
etc., from aeroplanes to stations located
on the ground or on board ship. Inasmuch

place

as the armistice luckily cut short all warlike pursuits of the "civilised" world,
these tests were not followed by any practical realisation, but the method seems to
be a good one and is likely now to be put
to peace -time applications.

The method is the invention of Dr.
Max Dieckmann, director of the Research
Laboratory for Radio Telegraphy and
Atmospheric Electricity at Grafelfing, near
Munich, and can, of course, with but

slight alterations, be as well adapted for
telephotographic transmission over telephone or telegraph lines. Figs. t to 4

show the arrangement of the transmitting

and receiving stations as well as of the
7

synchronising device.

The sending station comprises a standard sender for damped or undamped
waves. A telautographic transmitter is
connected up in parallel to the key. This
consists of clockwork a (Fig. 2), which
1

1

drives a cylinder b, carrying at its circumference the picture to be transmitted, and

- Side
0-C/70fer

Irc-am

L

1

of the

telephone receiver or in

parallel to it and, like the sender, mainly
consists of clockwork d (see Fig. 2); a
cylinder g driven by the latter and carry-

paper, the recording style q and, finally,
an arrangement for "synchronising" the
sending and receiving cylinders, that is,
for ensuring uniform working of the two
cylinders. Connection with the amplifier
is not made directly, but through the relays R', R' and a rectifier. A short description of the synchronising device is
given in the following :
According to the D'Arlincourt principle,
the uniformity of working between the
sending and receiving cylinders is, in the
case of telautographic methods, generally
obtained by causing one of the cylinders
to complete each rotation slightly before

the other, arresting it the time required
for the other cylinder to make up for .its
delay and, eventually, releasing it by the
action of an electro-magnet.

Now, in order not to have to use two
forms of current-differing as to their intensity, direction, wave -length, etc.-for

,Ret-eiirt- S/24.

terarder

mu
MINIM( 77- imumaw..
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Fig. 3.-Automatic Locking Device.
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Fig. 4.-A Developed View of the Cylinder

;"

ing at its circumference the recording

Rea"
806159:
Fig. 1.-Diagram showing Arrangement of Apparatus for the
Transmission of Drawings, etc.
seff;:fer

1

for

damped or undamped waves working on a
telephone over a sound amplifier The

wireless telephotography for the rapid
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showing the Marks Used for Synchronisjog the Receiving Apparatus.
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stop lever is attracted (see dotted position
in Fig. 3), provided that the cam k is not
opposite the upper end of the stop lever.

of the upper part of the lever i coincides
with the excitation of the electro-magnet
It, will the receiving cylinder be stopped,
the time taken by the current through the
magnet h to cease and by the stop lever
i to be released by the spring.
A band of a width corresponding to m
(Fig. 4), and transversal to the direction
of rotation is, on the receiving cylinder,
reserved for synchronising. This band
comprises three sections, the central picture section n lying between two sections
o and p free from any telautographic reproduction. The width of the central section should be such as to make the time
required for passing through it greater
than any possible difference in the working
of the two cylinders.

While the sending cylinder is rotating,
a

Fig. 7.-Reproduction of Writing Sent by

Fig. 5.-Method of Producing Coloured

the stop lever i ready to stop for synchronisation, provided that the width of
n is sufficient in proportion to the neces-

the Process Described.

Marks.

sarily higher number of revolUtions of g.

If there is a possibility of the receiving
tions of the picture. The clockwork at the
tion of the cylinder, part is used exclu- V receiving station will, in a similar way, set
the shaft d (Fig. 2) rotating, which through
sively for picture transmission, and part
the friction clutch f carries along the reexclusively for synchronising. Figs. 2 to
ceiving cylinder g, unless this be stopped
4 will serve to make this clear. For the
by a locking device.
sake of simplicity, Fig. 2 has been drawn
This locking device, as represented apart
on the hypothesis that the receiver and
in Fig. 3, comprises an electro-magnet h,
sender communicate directly over a wire,
a stop lever i kept back by a spring, and a
it being, of course, immaterial whether the
cam k rigidly connected with the receiving
recorder receives its impulses over a line
cylinder. The current at the receiving end
of conductors or by wireless from a radio
simultaneously flows round the electrostation. The dotted sections of the line in

Fig. 2 should, therefore, be replaced by
the organs of wireless transmission.
As seen also in Fig. 1, the sending

cylinder b is set rotating by a clockwork,
the contact device c being at the same time
shifted so as to explore the citcumference
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cylinder g rotating at double the speed of
the sending cylinder b, the band section n
will have to be of a width more than half
the height r of the picture. If the possible
difference in the rotation of the two cylinders is less, n may, of course, be narrower.

.4

IP

Fig. S.-Another Picture Sent by the
Telautographic Method.

This synchroniser is so safe in working

and so substantial that ordinary gramo-

phone motors with coarse regulators may
be used to drive the sending and receiving
cylinders.

As regards, finally, the production of

electrically conductive (tar non-conductive)

drawings to be used for transmission to a
distance, a number of methods have been

suggested, the use of "fat" pencils for
drawing on non -varnished metal foils hav-

ing proved quite suitable. On the other
hand, there was no simple method available for the immediate reproduction of
coloured marks at the receiving station.
Dr. Dieckmann, therefore, designed a new
process allowing coloured marks to be
produced in a most simple manner and
which would seem to be suitable also for
a number of other purposes. Fig. 5 will
make the underlying principle clear.

To the recording surface

s

1

1

I

there is

applied a thin paper or tissue coated with
a layer of an easily melted colour, which
is turned toward the recording surface.

I
1

Below the recording surface there is placed

the conductive lining u. If now a small
electric spark be made to pass between the
1

1

electro-magnet, the receiving cylinder g is

case if some current flowing through the

.

41/1:Ltf.10/..:45

magnet of the recording style q and that
of the locking device h.
When no current is flowing through the

free to rotate, and the same will be the

:

"°'. '''''';'6. .jr...Z...to.14.-.1'..',4

Only in case the passage of the cam in front

it will with the next revolution again find

Of the total time available for each rota-

e

I.;

electro-magnet h, the lower part of the

will in the receiver both actuate the recording style q and excite the magnet h.
If the cam k then has once been stopped
by the stop lever, while the contact style
c was sliding over the picture section n,
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sequence corresponding to the conductive
or non-conductive portions of, the picture
the style is sliding over, and these impulses
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be closed and a train of waves sent out
Fig. 6.-Chart of Gun Positions sent by
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Fig. 2.-Telautographic Transmitter and Receiver shown Diagrammatically.
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a contact style c which, as the cylinder is
turning, explores the picture in a helical
line. The cylinder and contact style are
connected up to the key either directly (in
the case of small senders) or (in the case

I
:11,7 `It

of big senders or if an inversion of the
picture from "positive" to "negative" is
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desired) through the intermediary of a relay. Inasmuch as the _picture, etc., is
drawn with conductive ink, the circuit will
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actuating the synchronising device, on the
the one hand, and reproducing the original
picture, on the other, Dr. Dieckmann uses
the following ingenious arrangement :

of the cylinder b along a spiral (helical)
line, a current being closed or opened in
accordance with the conductive or nonconductive condition of the various por-

into space, each time the style is in contact
with some portion of the picture.

The aerial at the receiving end is con-

the Telautographic System.

nected up to a standard receiver

DURING the last stage

1- the German army

of the war,
tried to develop

telautographic receiver is inserted in the

transmission of drawings, sketches, reports,
etc., from aeroplanes to stations located
on the ground or on board ship. Inasmuch

place

as the armistice luckily cut short all warlike pursuits of the "civilised" world,
these tests were not followed by any practical realisation, but the method seems to
be a good one and is likely now to be put
to peace -time applications.

The method is the invention of Dr.
Max Dieckmann, director of the Research
Laboratory for Radio Telegraphy and
Atmospheric Electricity at Grafelfing, near
Munich, and can, of course, with but

slight alterations, be as well adapted for
telephotographic transmission over telephone or telegraph lines. Figs. t to 4

show the arrangement of the transmitting

and receiving stations as well as of the
7

synchronising device.

The sending station comprises a standard sender for damped or undamped
waves. A telautographic transmitter is
connected up in parallel to the key. This
consists of clockwork a (Fig. 2), which
1

1

drives a cylinder b, carrying at its circumference the picture to be transmitted, and

- Side
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1

of the

telephone receiver or in

parallel to it and, like the sender, mainly
consists of clockwork d (see Fig. 2); a
cylinder g driven by the latter and carry-

paper, the recording style q and, finally,
an arrangement for "synchronising" the
sending and receiving cylinders, that is,
for ensuring uniform working of the two
cylinders. Connection with the amplifier
is not made directly, but through the relays R', R' and a rectifier. A short description of the synchronising device is
given in the following :
According to the D'Arlincourt principle,
the uniformity of working between the
sending and receiving cylinders is, in the
case of telautographic methods, generally
obtained by causing one of the cylinders
to complete each rotation slightly before

the other, arresting it the time required
for the other cylinder to make up for .its
delay and, eventually, releasing it by the
action of an electro-magnet.

Now, in order not to have to use two
forms of current-differing as to their intensity, direction, wave -length, etc.-for
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Fig. 3.-Automatic Locking Device.
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Fig. 4.-A Developed View of the Cylinder
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ing at its circumference the recording
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806159:
Fig. 1.-Diagram showing Arrangement of Apparatus for the
Transmission of Drawings, etc.
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damped or undamped waves working on a
telephone over a sound amplifier The

wireless telephotography for the rapid
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stop lever is attracted (see dotted position
in Fig. 3), provided that the cam k is not
opposite the upper end of the stop lever.

of the upper part of the lever i coincides
with the excitation of the electro-magnet
It, will the receiving cylinder be stopped,
the time taken by the current through the
magnet h to cease and by the stop lever
i to be released by the spring.
A band of a width corresponding to m
(Fig. 4), and transversal to the direction
of rotation is, on the receiving cylinder,
reserved for synchronising. This band
comprises three sections, the central picture section n lying between two sections
o and p free from any telautographic reproduction. The width of the central section should be such as to make the time
required for passing through it greater
than any possible difference in the working
of the two cylinders.

While the sending cylinder is rotating,
a

Fig. 7.-Reproduction of Writing Sent by

Fig. 5.-Method of Producing Coloured

the stop lever i ready to stop for synchronisation, provided that the width of
n is sufficient in proportion to the neces-

the Process Described.

Marks.

sarily higher number of revolUtions of g.

If there is a possibility of the receiving
tions of the picture. The clockwork at the
tion of the cylinder, part is used exclu- V receiving station will, in a similar way, set
the shaft d (Fig. 2) rotating, which through
sively for picture transmission, and part
the friction clutch f carries along the reexclusively for synchronising. Figs. 2 to
ceiving cylinder g, unless this be stopped
4 will serve to make this clear. For the
by a locking device.
sake of simplicity, Fig. 2 has been drawn
This locking device, as represented apart
on the hypothesis that the receiver and
in Fig. 3, comprises an electro-magnet h,
sender communicate directly over a wire,
a stop lever i kept back by a spring, and a
it being, of course, immaterial whether the
cam k rigidly connected with the receiving
recorder receives its impulses over a line
cylinder. The current at the receiving end
of conductors or by wireless from a radio
simultaneously flows round the electrostation. The dotted sections of the line in

Fig. 2 should, therefore, be replaced by
the organs of wireless transmission.
As seen also in Fig. 1, the sending

cylinder b is set rotating by a clockwork,
the contact device c being at the same time
shifted so as to explore the citcumference
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cylinder g rotating at double the speed of
the sending cylinder b, the band section n
will have to be of a width more than half
the height r of the picture. If the possible
difference in the rotation of the two cylinders is less, n may, of course, be narrower.

.4

IP

Fig. S.-Another Picture Sent by the
Telautographic Method.

This synchroniser is so safe in working

and so substantial that ordinary gramo-

phone motors with coarse regulators may
be used to drive the sending and receiving
cylinders.

As regards, finally, the production of

electrically conductive (tar non-conductive)

drawings to be used for transmission to a
distance, a number of methods have been

suggested, the use of "fat" pencils for
drawing on non -varnished metal foils hav-

ing proved quite suitable. On the other
hand, there was no simple method available for the immediate reproduction of
coloured marks at the receiving station.
Dr. Dieckmann, therefore, designed a new
process allowing coloured marks to be
produced in a most simple manner and
which would seem to be suitable also for
a number of other purposes. Fig. 5 will
make the underlying principle clear.

To the recording surface

s

1

1

I

there is

applied a thin paper or tissue coated with
a layer of an easily melted colour, which
is turned toward the recording surface.

I
1

Below the recording surface there is placed

the conductive lining u. If now a small
electric spark be made to pass between the
1

1

electro-magnet, the receiving cylinder g is

case if some current flowing through the

.
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magnet of the recording style q and that
of the locking device h.
When no current is flowing through the

free to rotate, and the same will be the

:
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Only in case the passage of the cam in front

it will with the next revolution again find

Of the total time available for each rota-

e

I.;

electro-magnet h, the lower part of the

will in the receiver both actuate the recording style q and excite the magnet h.
If the cam k then has once been stopped
by the stop lever, while the contact style
c was sliding over the picture section n,
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sequence corresponding to the conductive
or non-conductive portions of, the picture
the style is sliding over, and these impulses
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be closed and a train of waves sent out
Fig. 6.-Chart of Gun Positions sent by
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Fig. 2.-Telautographic Transmitter and Receiver shown Diagrammatically.
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point of the recording pencil v and the
lining u, the heat of the current will be
sufficient to melt the colour at the point
pierced by the spark and to reduce it to
a liquid condition.
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The recording surface

Specifications for the dielectric strength

of mica vary for different

Radiograms

at that point is thus covered with an ad-

herent colour solidified immediately as the
spark ceases. Some brands of carbon

A FEATURE of the air station at Croydon

the, wireless telephone ex-

is

paper, such as used in typewriting; are change. By means of this an air pilot may
quite suitable, both the carbon and recording sheet being chosen as thin as possible. hold conversation while in actual flight
A comprehensive set of tests was made
between ground stations,as well as between
aeroplane and

ground stations.

Each

original sheet was 13 by 18 centimetres in

area, of which about 13 by 15, or about
zoo square centimetres, corresponded to the

uses.

Some

specifications call for a dielectric strength
of not less than 25,000 volts for each
1/64th-in. thickness.

The amount of energy actually transmitted by wireless it practicaly nil, and it
is computed that for one horse -power to

with any office on the aerodrome.

be transmitted across the Atlantic one
hundred million horse -power would have
to be radiated through the transmitter.

It is now understood that the articles of
association of the proposed Broadcasting
Company have been submitted for the
approval of the Postmaster -General. Mr.

Messages from an aeroplane flying between Amsterdam and Rotterdam have
been picked up clearly by operators at

With screws having an Kellaway is away on holiday, and as it Croydon.
o.8 mm. thread, the width of the picture will be necessary for him to examine them
comprised about iSo strokes, while in the before the broadcasting licence can be
fitted with a wireless receivcase of a satisfactory adjustment the length granted no definite information as to the ingA motorbus
set is now in the service of the
of the shortest marks likewise was about inauguration of the scheme is available. Lancashire United Tramways, Limited.
o.8 mm. The available picture area thus
picture proper.

could be covered with 16o by 18o = 28,800
picture elements. About five to six minutes

11

The Postmaster -General of the Union of

A wireless message from Greenwich has

were required to cover the whole picture South Africa has approved of the estab- been received on a train between Limoges
sheet, So picture elements being produced lishment of broadcasting services in and Chateauroux.
in less than a second and 4,800 in a minute. various parts of the Union. The regulaC)N.^.".".."..n.n.A.w.,
This limit should be warranted in order tions are very similar to those which are
expected
to
obtain
in
this
country,
namely,
to ensure reliable working of the electroFORTHCOMING EVENTS
that broadcasting stations will not be perrnagnetical relays.
Leeds
and District Amateur Wireless Society.
advertising
matter
mitted
to
circularise
Figs. 6, 7, and S are examples of wire8, 8 p.m. Lecture by Mr. H. Mortimer :
The Sept.
less -transmitted sketches and reports, etc., nor handle commercial traffic.
" Automatic Telephony."
stations will be assigned definite waveBelvedere and District Radio and Scientific
from aeroplanes to the ground.
lengths and districts.
Society. Sept. 8, 8 p.m. At Erith Technical

General meeting and enrolment of

Institute.

C).."...n-rsi-s.r,.".cs...Ws...c 0

The South London
Wireless & Scientific

The Eiffel Tower is now broadcasting
the market prices of vegetables and fruit.

Club Exhibition

bition held in Paris, there is a great pre-

AWIRELESS exhibition was held at
St. John's Institute, Narcom Street,
London, S.E.17, on August 24, 25 and 26.
The exhibition was opened by the Mayor
_of Southwark, Councillor J. Hill, J.P. A
number of very interesting exhibits were
made, including a collection of high frequency apparatus and various other

wireless apparatus. Captain De Villiers,
who is a member of the club, kindly de-

monstrated with his wireless -controlled
airship at frequent intervals, a feature

members.
Tuxiord and District Amateur Wireless
Society. Sept. 14. Morse practice. Cells and

care of accumulators.
apparatus.

This year, at the annual inventors' exhiponderance of wireless apparatus.

The International Union of Scientific
Radio

Telegraphy

was

organised

Reception on society's

TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS
Eiffel

Tower

(F L),

2,600

metres.

Eacl

afternoon, 6.10-6.30 p.m. (Saturdays and Sun

days excepted).
Writtle (2 M T), 400 metres. Sept. 12, 8 p.m.
The Hague, Holland (P C G G), 1,085 metres.
Aug. 7, 8-9 p.m., and Sept. Io, 2.30-5 p.m.

two

years ago for the purpose of furthering
the systematic study of the fundamental

CLun DOINGS (continued from page 279)

problems of wireless communication. Re- Instruments, and How They Work." Mr.
explained the principles on which the
cently systematic measurements have been Dixon
Magnavox, the Brown
speaker, the
made at receiving stations in the United Brown head receiver, and loud
several other wellStates of the intensity of signals received known instruments work. Particulars of the
from various French stations, and by a club may be had on application to the hon.

that attracted a great amount of attention.
Among others the trade exhibits were represented by : Ace Radio, 1, South Street,
Greenwich, S.E.ro, portable and collap-

continuance of these measurements it is secretary.
expected that more comprehensive knowProposed Wireless Society for
ledge will be obtained of the phenomena
Tottenham and District
of wireless transmission. A meeting of WIrr all interested please communicate with

sible indoor aerial frame and

cently,

general

apparatus; Selwyn Electrical Engineering

Company, 184, Walworth Road,
S.E.r7, accumulators and accumulator repairs, also receiving sets and accessories;
Lightfoot Bros., 5, St. Georges Road,
S.E.r, wireless apparatus and component
arts; " Systoflex " sleeving exhibit by
VIr. Harris; Carston, Sutherland Square,
S.E.17, valve and crystal sets and accu-

mulators.

Ask " Amateur Wireless " to send you a

list of practical books.

Sent gratis and post free.

the American section was held very re- Mr. R. A. Barker, 22, Broadwater Rd., Bruce
at

which

various

committees

reported on the study of wave intensity,
atmospheric

disturbances,

variations

Grove, N.I7.

Hornsey and District Wireless

Society
wave direction, measurements of radia- Hon. Sec.-MR. H. DAVY, 134, Inderwick Road,
tions which cause interference, and elec- Hornsey, N.B.
of

tron tubes.

Tars society, which was recently founded,
has now a membership of over thirty, and is
anxious to increase its numbers still further.

Full particulars can be obtained from the hon.
sec. at the above address. A full meeting was
held on August i8th, and a programme was
formed for future meetings as follows :
Aug. 29th, Lecture by Mr. Pugh-" Crystal
one police aeroplane, two police ambu- Sets in Theory and Practice."
Sept. 1st, Construction by members of apparlances, and headquarters, all four being atus
for incorporation in the club's set.

The wireless telephone has been introduced in the operations of the Paris police
force with promising results, and regular
communication is now maintained between
equipped for sending as well as receiving.

(Continued in third column cn page 286)
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OWING TO THE SUCCESS OF OUR CAMPAIGN
WE HAVE DECIDED TO CONTINUE THIS
OFFER FOR A FURTHER WEEK
THIS OFFER WILL BE WITHDRAWN ON SEPT. 16th
HENRY J. BREWSTER & Co. (Manufacturers of " Aerowave " Specialities) have
decided to extend their offer as part of their Advertising Campaign, knowing that satisfied
customers are the best possible recommendation.

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY
We will accept

HALF THE USUAL PRICES
SINGLE VALVE
" RELIANCE " No. 1 SET

TWO VALVE

THREE VALVE

" RELIANCE " No. 2 SET

" RELIANCE" SUPER SET

(£30 0 0 less 50%)

(£15 15 0 less 50%)

(£12 12 0 less 50%)

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

1 Polished Mahogany Cabinet

1 Polished Oak Cabinet

1 10 in.

1 8 in. x 6 in. Ebonite Panel with all

Heavy Polished Mahogany Cabinet, Slop-

ing Front

x 8 in. Ebonite Panel with all

Ebonite Panel, 14 in. x 12 in.
3 Separate Filament Rheostats
3 MuPard "Ora "'Valves
Grid Leak and Condenser
Vernier Condensers
'Phone Condenser
Complete Set of Tuning Coils for broadcasting wave lengths
Accumulator (4 volts 60 amps.)
H.T. Battery (60 volts)
L.F. Transformer
Set H.R. Head Phones (4000 ohms)
Complete Aerial Equipment
Full Instructions and Diagrams

terminals
1 Separate Filament Rheostat
2 Mullard "Ora" Valves
H.F. Transformer Socket
Grid Leak and Condenser
Set of Tuning Coils covering broadcasting wave lengths

terminals
1 Filament Resistance
1 Mallard "Ora" Valve
1 Vernier Condenser
1 Grid Leak and Condenser
Set of Tuning Coils covering broadcasting wave lengths
Set High Resistance Head Phones (4000
1 H.T. Battery (30 volts)
(ohms)

Set Headphones (H.R. 4000 ohms)
Fixed Condenser
1 Accumulator (4 volts)
H.T. Battery (30 volts)
1 Variable Condenser
Complete Aerial Equipment

1 -Accumulator (4 volts)

Complete Aerial Equipment

Full Instructions and Blue Print

Full Instructions and Blue Print

Price This Week, £6 6 0

Price This Week, £7 17

NETT CASH WITH ORDER.

Price This Week, £15 0 0

6

CARRIAGE PAID.

DELIVERY IN ROTATION.

If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase and return the apparatus
to us undamaged within 7 days from receipt, we will refund your money in lull.
NOTICE TO THE TRADE
WEWE

cannot

allow the usual Trade

NOTE
Only one of any of these Sets can be
supplied to each customer at the
reduced prices.

discount off these prices. It mast
at

be understood that we are selling
these prices as an advertisement.

We shall be pleased to give quotations
to Traders who wish to take advantage
of this advertisement by stocking

.

.

"RELIANCE"
Radio Apparatus

FILL IN & POST ORDER FORM

NOW
Letters containing cash should be registered. Cheques and Money Orders must
be crossed and made payable to :

To HENRY J. BREWSTER & CO.
11, Queen Victoria St., London, E.0.4

Please forward, carriage paid, one

RELIANCE SET No.
for
which I enclose MoneyChea
e
13,,der
value
:
£
, on condition that
if I am not satisfied my money will
be returned in flub
Name

Address

Date

WRITE CLEARLY.- ....

HENRY J. BREWSTER & CO.
Telephone:

CITY 768

Makers of " Aerowace" Specialities

Telegrams:

11, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4

PHONE
LONDON
"AEROWAVA"
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OUR INFORMATION BUREAU

i

Expert Replies to Readers' Questions.

i

i.

Hundreds of Replies are sent by Post.

TO ENSURE A PROMPT REPLY PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

11

Write distinctly, give all necessary details and keep to the point. Ask one Question at a time-never more
than two.- Send a Stamped and Addressed Envelope. Send the Coupon cut from this page.

i
!

1

1'..

i

t
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It may be expedient for the time being, CLUB DOINGS (Continued from page 284)
but
sooner or later the springiness of the
Sept. 5th, Listening -in on 1 valve set loaned
details of a loose -coupled tuner having a range
by member.
metal
will
bring
the
plates
together
and
2,60o
of wave -lengths from 18o metres to
Sept. 8th, as Sept. 1st.
the trouble will be just as bad again.
metres ?-A. F. H. (2638)
Sept. i rth, Lecture by Mr. Davy : " The
A.-The principle of the loose -coupler given Moreover, such a method often results in Practical Construction of an Amateur ReceivLoose -coupled Tuner

Q.-Will you please give me constructional

below differs slightly from that generally em=
ployed by amateurs, inasmuch as the primary

in the secondary. It is not a new
departure, however, as the method is now in
slides

general use in professional circles The reason
for the coils being disposed in a reyerse manner

is to enable the coupling of the reactance to
the secondary to be effected with ease. A
suitable size for the primary former would be
9 in. long by 31- in. in diameter. Allow a space
of

in. from the end of the former and then

commence winding, using No.
enamelled -copper wire. If the

24

S.W.G.

badly denting the plates or otherwise" distorting, with consequent alteration in the
capacity of the instrument because of the
thickness
changed.

of

the

air

dielectric

being

loth, 6oth, rooth, r5oth, 24oth, 33oth, 42oth,
51oth and 600th. The formers may be constructed of impregnated cardboard, ebonite,

ence on a direction -finding station during
the war may be of interest. The system of
direction -finding used was that invented

filed off with a small file. It is always worth

heading,

paxolin, fibre, or any other insulating material.
The tapping studs and switch arms should be
mounted on ebonite. One end of the secondary tube should be fitted with a circular piece
of wood or ebonite, tacked or glued in position

by Messrs.

Variable Condensers
frequent source of trouble in
particularly cheap
ones, is the touching of the plates. The
Sliz.,=A

variable

condensers,

defect is easily noticeable by reason of the

noise produced in the 'phones each time
the condenser indicator passes a certain
spot, and often, wheri reaction is used, it
is so loud that signals are drowned completely. It is a mistake to endeavour to
rectify the fault by probing the plates
apart where, they touch, though this, is a
method commonly employed by amateurs.

F. C. MARKIAI,L, 6, Ramsgate Road, Broad stairs.

THE first meeting, which will he a general
Meeting, will be held during September, and

either of the hon. secs. will be very pleased to
supply further particulars to any interested.

perhaps the following experi-

Bollini and Tosi, which

is

generally adopted for permanent stations.

It was arranged so that the radiogonio-

Querist's Coupon Available until
Saturday, Sept. 16, 1922

meter could be switched out of circuit and
either the N.S. or W.E. aerial connected
direct to- the tuner. Reception on one

aerial would perhaps be rendered very

doubtful owing to atmospherical disturbtt ming over a range of wave -lengths from roo ances. When the aerials were. changed,
metres to 3,000 metres approximately, use -a however, a decrease in the strength of the
.00r mfd. variable condenser connected in
parallel with the primary coil, and a .0005 mid. atmospherics was noticed and the recepvariable condenser, connected in parallel with tion of signals made easier. An attempt
the secondary coil.-L. C.
to measure the. direction of the atmoew."."..na-VD spherics closely met with little -success
owing to their continuity and varying in-

CORRESPONDENCE

On Tuesday, August 22nd, the members

Atmospherics
SIR,-With reference to the letter from
L. P., of Birmingham, under the above

external to the coil at the following turns,

'['he two coils may be mounted on a wooden
base and a support provided ,for the free end
of the secondary coil. To obtain intermediate

detector, and one low -frequency.

should be done until the metal is perfectly
Wireless Society
flat. If there are any small protuberances joint Hon. Secs.-MR. F. HARRISON, Rochester
on the surface they should be carefully Cottage, St. Lawrence, Ramsgate, and MR.

while when buying condensers to make
sure that the plates are of the cast variety,
for in this way not a little trouble might
be avoided.-L. B. P. (Birmingham).

a rod to be fixed for supporting the sliding coil.

It was arranged that the club set should

consist of 3 valves-one high -frequency, one

present enjoyed music and speech from 20 M
The most reliable method of rectifying and 2F Q as well as Morse signals from various
the fault is to take the offending plates stations, including loud signals from G F A,
right out and iron them with a heavy hot on a 2 -valve set.
iron on a firm and flat surface. This Ramsgate, Broadstairs and District

turns are
wound closely together, it will be possible to
wind 30o turns of wire, approximately lb.
in weight. Tappings should be effected at the
following turns, 15th, 6oth, r2oth, 21oth, and
the finish total 30o turns. The base for the
tapping studs and switch arm should be fixed
at the outer end of the coil and the tappings
brought along the inside. The secondary
former may be 9f in. long by 4i in. diameter,
and it should be wound with No. 30 S.W.G.
enamelled -copper wire, the total number of
turns being 600. Begin winding in. from
one end, as before, taking taps with the bights

to strengthen the former, and also to enable

inu Station."

tensity, and a rough idea only Was
obtained. Your correspondent has raised

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday 4E1112e.
diately following.

It will be sent post free to any

Cart of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. / 6 months,
Ss. 9d ; to months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Po$t
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief 'and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate skeets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly

an interesting subject which is worthy of considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, according to
experiment, and other readers' views and
nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
experiments would make an interesting their
Manager or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless,'!,
study.-H. B. (Sheffield).
La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

ASK

"A W"

- No. 1.

JUST OUT ! !,!

No. 1.

1/- RADIO CHART NM

"THE CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF ACCUMULATORS"
By G. B, JUNKS, A M.J.Inst.E.,'A.I.Radio E.

FOR LIST OF
TECHNICAL

In addition to being full of comprehensive matter concerning accumulators, there
are also several diagrams relating to Wireless Receiving Circuits.

BOOKS.

Publishing Branch, G. D. HINKS, HARDINGTON, YEOVIL.

.

OLAtined direct from the ft:Withers
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COMPLETE SET OF PARTS

COMPLETE AND EFFICIENT

lb. No. 20 D.C.C. Copper Wire..

st

oz. No. 26 S.C.C. Copper. Wire
3 in. of 5 in. Brass Rod fitted with Ebonite Handle..
Velvet 4-leaf,Laminated Switch Arm
..
7 Studs, each fitted with 2 Nuts ..

. ...

Variable Condenser

..

Complete set of slab coils for all wave lengths
Valve (Ex -Government) if in stock
attery, 72 volts tapped off every 4 Volts
4 -volt Accumulator

1

...

d.
0

0

0
0
0

15

...

zoo ft. Aerial Wire, best enamelled stranded Copper

S.
14

1

12
15
0

...

0
0

7

6

2
10

0
0

1

6

£6 17

0

pair Head Telephones ...
6o ft. 29/3o tinned and rubber -covered Cable for earth
connection and wiring ...

1

::

Post
9d.

BUILD YOUR
OWN CONDENSER.
Set of Parts Complete.
oox

21/-

*0005

C003

14/-

11/-

'0002

8/-

7/ -

Supplied with Knob Pointer and Scale for Panel Mounting. If required for Box
Mounting Send a/- extra

When writing please mention this publication.

LESLIE McMICHAEL,

10d.

Contains Velvet Filament Rheostat ready made, Sphinx Tubular Grid Leak, 2 Meg..
Grid Leak Condenser, Insulating Sleeving, Wire and all Terminals; blue print.
Polished Mahogany Cabinets to fit (extra) 3/6.

VISIT OUR STAND No. 43, All -British Wireless Exhibition,
Horticult_ral Hall, Sept. 30 to Oct. 7.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE (A/W), post free 6d. as pages, met
illustrations.

6d.
9d.
6d.
9d.
2/6

15/9

SET
PARTS
£

BUILD

The Most Suitable Valve Panel to use with above.

COMPLETE

a

Valve Panel in mahogany box with circu'ar filament

To

Combined
Crystal and Valve Receiver
4 in. by 3 in. Prepared Cardboard Former..

ONE -VALVE RECEIVING SET
a

Amateur Wtretzss

Ltd.,

Providence Place, West End Lane, Kilburn, N.W.6.
Bus Services 1, 8, 16, 28, 31, all pass West End Lane.
Telephone: HAMPSTEAD 1261. Nearest Tube Station : KILBURN PARK (Bakerloo).

MMMMMMMMMMMMM ISMME MMMMMMMMMMMM

Send 6d. for our ENLARGED ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE " A" with list
of stations. Crammed full of the latest and best.
Visit our Stand No. 16, at the All -British Wireless Exhibition, Horticultural Hall,
Westminster, London, S.W.r. Sept. so to Oct. 7.

PETO SCOTT, The Condenser King,
FEATHERSTONE HOUSE, 64, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

SELF CONTAINED OR UNIT SYSTEMS
MARCONIPHONES, MARCONI SCIENTIFIC UNITS, WAVEORA UNITS, ETC
We give demonstrations to purchasers at our showrooms.
Tuners, Coils, Rectifiers, Amplifiers, Valves, Magnavox anCIBrown Loud Speakers, Microphone Amplifiers, H.T. and
L.T. Batteries, and all Wireless Accessories.
Special quotations for Technical Colleges, Schools and Educational Institutions.

STREET, LONDON, W.1.
THE RADIO WAVEORA CO., 168, REGENT
Telegrams: Wyehwood, 'Phone, London.
Telephones: Gerrard 3039; Western 847.

EXTRACTS FROM OUR CATALOGUE (3d. post free)
Aerial Wire, 7/22's Enamelled Hard Drawn Copper, 6/. HEAD RECEIVERS. Light, sensitive, of good design and Valve Sockets. With nut and washer. Fine finish, set
of four, 9d.
superior finish. Tested and guaranteed perfect. Cornper Jou ft.
plete with cords. 14o ohms 30/- each, 4,000 ohms 32/- Valve Holders. Best quality ebonite, with nuts, 1/4 each.
Aerial Pulleys, 2/ in., V-, 5 in. with tackle hook and
each.
Postage
9d. each.
Wood's
Metal, 6c1. per packet.
each,
8,000
ohms
33/bicket, 2/6.
Inductance Tubes. 12 in. long. Specially impregnated. Crystals. Carborundum, copper pyrites, galena, bornite,
Aerial Insulators, Shell type, al in. x 21 in., 1/6 each.
iron pyrites, silicon, manganese, Sd. per packet.
21 in., Cd., 3 in., 7d. , 3/ in., M.; 4 in., 10d. ; 41 in.,
Reel type, 2 in. diam., white, 4d. each.
1/-; 5 in., 1/2 ; 6 in., 116 eac. Postage qd. each.
Of
99
British Made.
Batteries. For H.T. Make your own. Flash Lamp Inductance Slider Rod, 1 in. square in 13 in. lengths, SUPERIOR QUALITY WIRE.
Not jagged but smooth. 6d. each.
All wire wound free.
Post extra.
Batteries, 5/.. doz.
Insulating
Tubing,
6d.
per
yard.
Buzzers for Morse practice, new improved line, best Ivorine Scales.
o to 'Soo. Engraved (not printed), 1/2
Single D. Silk Enamelled
quality, 4/6.
S.W.G. S.C.C. D.C.C.
each.
Silk
Condenser Ones, Ebonite, 31 in. diam., 1/- each.
horine
Tablets.
Strong, Engraved not printed. Aerial,
engraved,
fine
finish,
at
in.
dia.,110
each.
Condenser Dials,
Earth, Primary, Secondary, On, Off, Reactance, Phones,
Is
I/TO
III I
118
*Condensers. Fixed. Exceptional quality. Made with
H.T. +, H.T.-, L.T.+, L T.---, A.T.I. 2d. each,
4/'
5/4
x/r1
2/copper foil ; from 'octor to 'oar, 2/6 each.
Superior finish.
Knobs.
Ebonite.
75 in. diameter.
24
4/5/4
1/9
al2/a
5/6
rilo
t6
Condenser Vanes. Not rubbish. Best strong Aluminium.
Knurled, 7d. each.
4/2
516
I/21
2/i
2/2
Fixed 31 in., Moving 25 in. 1'. doz.
LOUD SPEAKERS. Exceptionally efficient. 70 ohm, 2,000
4/4
20
2/2
612
46
Condenser Spacing Washers. Remember they must be ohm, 4,000 ohm. £2 108. each.
2/3
4/8
a/8
22
216
air x
6/8
accurate. Small, 4d. doz. ; large, 6d. doz.
Mica. Pure Ruby. Pieces, 3 in. x 3 in. X .002 in. thick,
6/3/6
516
2/8
Condenser Screwed Rod. Brass, 12 in. lengths, 2 B.A.,
6d. each.
24
7/4
36/8
812
or 4 B.A. Cd. each. 2 B.A. and 4 B.A. nuts 7d. doz. Paraffin Wax, V- per lb.
26
41.
32
317
28
2 B.A. and 4 B.A. washers 2d. doz.
(x
ohm
per
4/4
22'S
Resistance Wires. " Elsi " brand.
4/7
9/712
3/6
5/6
10/3 ro
30
Contact Studs. Studs, not rubbish, 1/6 doz.
yard), 45 (a '7 ohms per yard), and 28's, enamelled
5/::
98c;
6/(4 ohms per yard), 26. per yard.
412
713
I31,32
Copper Foil Sheets. In in. X 4 in., 6d. each.
x1/6
Switch
Arms.
Exceptionally
strong
and
well
made,
2/6
414
34
71813
141;
Core Wire, soft iron, 2/4 per. lb.
8/8
zr12
1516
36
each.
2414/8
Ebonite. Best quality. Any size, rod or sheet, 5/- per lb. Terminals. A very neat wireless terminal. Polished,
16138
21/3
1312
191,5/3
18118/6
2216
6/6
Filament Resistances. For panel mounting, wall knob
complete with nut and washer, 2/6 dozen.
40
15/31/6
21/pointer and good contact. A speciality. 4/- each.
Tin Foil. Free from lead. Sheets, 26 in. by 13 in., 4d. each,
34/9142
1713
Carriage extra. Please remit am Pie postage, balance returned Orders over Za carriage paid. Money back if not satisfied.

a

`Phone
Cent.Phc'

'1I J. L. CARTWRiGHT & Co., MaanrcritcatNoinVigeLter:.:&, Dept. A, 1N/132, London Road, Manchester.[=.,
Manchester
Special Terms to the Trcde.

Price Lists 3d. Post Free.

WORKS : BERRY STREET.

emattur Wireless
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2,000 CONDENSERS

LOUD SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,

MICROPHONE AMPLIFIERS

at g 1.0.0 each. Cost £6 0 0

The" BROWN " LOUD SPEAKERS

THE MARCONI COMPANY

With new improved curved horn
The requisites of a Loud Speaker are pure tone, clear articulation, and
good volume of sound. The " Brown " Loud Speaker possesses these
qualities and they are enhanced by the new improved curved horn.
AMATEURS do not always need the full sized Loud Speakers (H. x) as
used in Lecture Halls, and a small type (H. a) has been designed to
meet their more modest home requirements both as to volume of sound

Have in stock a large number of second-hand
Condensers, particulars of which are :Container-Teak, lead lined, fitted with two brass
terminals, insulated with heavy ebonite bushes.

Insulation -36 sheets of 2I -oz. glass, 15} in. x

and price.

THE NEW HORN of dull blacked aluminium used with both H. x

71 in., and oil (oil not included in price).

Overall Dimensions..
Height

..
..
..

..
..

Length
Breadth

15

and H. 2 is constructed on the logarithmic law of increasing openings and
is acoustically perfect.
PRICES :
H. x. (Large) Low Resistance, no ohms.
.
Height 25 in.
H. 2. (Small) Low Resistance, 120 ohms.
Height 12 in.

in.

191 in.

£650

7/ in.

The capacity, as at present arranged, is '0084 mfd., and will

£3 0 0

stand a pressure of 10,000 volts, but with slight extra expense these
Condensers could be arranged to have a capacity of 03 mfd., and
stand a pressure of 5,000 volts. As the Condensers are second-hand
we can give no guarantee as to capacity or voltage.
These Condensers should appeal to engineers wishing to improve
the power factor of alternate current supply systems.
These Condensers must be sold immediately so as to allow more
room for storage purposes, and, in consequence, they are offered at the

(lIigh Resistances 2/6 to 5/- extra.)
The strength and clearness of all music, speech -and
morse heard by one person wearing headphones is broadcasted to a whole room full of people when a Brown

GREATLY REDUCED PRICE of £1 0 0 each for single Condensers, and a reduction on this price for quantities. Packing

height 2. inches

and Carriage extra.
As the cost of these was over £5 0 0 each, it will be appreciated that
they are now offered at BARGAIN PRICES, particularly as a good

Visit our Stand No. 43 at the All -British Wireless Exhibition,
September 30 to October 7
Horticultural Hall

number of them have had very little use and are practically equal to new.

These Condensers can be viewed at the MARCONI WORKS,
CHELMSFORD.

Victoria Rd., NORTH
ACTON, LONDON, W.3.

MARCONI WORKS, CHELMSFORD

SPECIAL PURCHASE
4,000 OHMS. BRAND NEW. DELIVERY
FROM STOCK. Al 7s. 6d. POST FREE.

OLIVER'S WIRELESSORIES,
196, Wandsworth Bridge Road, Fulham, S.W.6.
1.11011P, rtaney

1257.

STRONG

AERIALPOLES
FO
Well Made in 2 and 3 Sections.

WORK

HANDBOOKS

Accessories for Aerials also supplied.

THE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.,
MAIL ORDER DEPT.,
82, FORT RD., LONDON, S.E.1.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FROM OUR HUGE STOCKS
Everything from a Recorder to
an Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.

The best
series of
Practical
Books
for
Practical
Men

COME AND SEE US
on

left

in

LONDON, W.1.

-5.

QUALITY
PRICE
and see you get
The ADDRESS
COMPLETE SETS of Metal Parts with Knob and Engraved Scale for making VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
.001

Postage 9d. per Set extra.
OAK CASES FOR CONDENSERS, 3/.. and 3/6 each.

HEAD 'PHONES, 4,000 ohms
The greatest bargain ever offered.
One quality only-THE BEST.

251- per pair.

Complete with Cords and ends. Call and test these at
our Showroom. Postage if- extra.

Build Your CRYSTAL SET

12 -inch Coil, Base and Ends in Teak Rod and Slider. Crys
sal Detector and Terminals. First class finish throughout.

16/-. Postage 1/6.

loo feet Aerial, 4 Insulators, so yards leading -in Wire.
7/6. Postage t/6.
24 Gauge Enamelled Wire, 2/6 per lb. reel.

x 4' Coils, Wound and Varnished, 47. each.
3 -way Ebonite Coil Holders, 16/6 each.

9, COLONIAL AVENUE is
first opening

19, MORTIMER STREET,

Postage 9d.

BRITISH MANUFACTURE.

20 ft. poles, £1 ea.; 30 ft. poles, £1 tos. ea.

sA.BRovittLre
LONDON

Telephone: 141 Chelmsford

2,000 PAIRS SUPER -SENSITIVE
HIGH RESISTANCE HEADPHONES

London Showrooms -

Head Offices & Works-

MARCONI'S Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.
Telegrams: Expanse, Chelmsford

Amplifier and Loud Speaker are used with your set.
The most popular and perfect Loud Speakers ever offered
to the public. Thousands alrez.dy in use in all parts of
the World
Catalogue, post free, gives you details of alrour
Wtreiess Apparatus

the

Minories, nr. Aldgate Station,

Complete 2961

free

from -

Metropolitan Railway.

LESLIE DIXON & CO., A ve

Prt '414:4166.

9. COLONIAL AVENUE. MINORIES, E.T

CASSELL'S TIME TABLES

Monthly, 2s. net.

CASSELL & CO., LTD.
La Belle Sauvage
LONDON, E.0.4

Extra Finish; Crystal Detecta, very special, 7/ -each.
Hertzite Crystals, the best yet, 2/6 each.
Mounted in Brass Cup with Screw, 3/- each.

Every Accessory for Wireless in Stock.
CATALOGUE FREE.

WILL DAY LTD.
LISLE STREET,

19 , LEICESTER SQUARE, W.2
'Phone: Regent 4577.

T'grams : Titles, Westrand, London.
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A Perfect

10f6

Aerial

Carriage Paid

NO SOLDERING ON AER/ RL REQUIRED

100 feet 7/22 Stranded Copper Wire.
100 feet 7 Stranded Steel Insulated Cord for guys
and bracing (as pliable as string, but of
enormous strength).
4 Pluton Patent Insulators (no soldering of aerial
joints required).

Steel Coil Spring.
Mast Pulley.
1
10 -inch Ebonite leading -in tube, with brass rod
and terminals.
Plan, with complete instructions, for erection of
various types of Aerial.

emateur Wireless

OPENED BY WIRELESS.

THE FIRST

INTERNATIONAL
-RADIO EXHIBITION -

1
1

Cannot be purchased elsewhere at double the price.
.
All material guaranteed finest obtainable. . .

GOVERNMENT AERIAL MASTS,

Built hexagonally and exceptionally strong. 1 31 feet high.
Carriage Forward.

CENTRAL HALL, WESTMINSTER,

SEPTEMBER 2nd to 8th,

2/6 each

FROM 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. DAILY.
FOR THE FIRST TIME ON THIS PLANET OPENED B!

WIRELESS.

Econ Manufacturing Company, Ltd.
6, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.1

'Phone: City 4148

Licences for Transmitting and Receiving have been issued
by the Postmaster -General specially for the Exhibition.

The Exhibition is not confined to British Firms, and is

W
t3-1

rmaulos.
WIRELESS ENGINEERS

mgetvitkeui cswayionottwc.2.

Wenn 576.

therefore representative of all the latest and best developments connected with Wireless.

Specialities

ares ZYWKI(S(114 WESTCEST

are well worthy of your consideration and inspection
before thinking of purchasing elsewhere, Highest

quality, efficient and splendid value in every way.

HIGH CLASS
BRITISH MADE

HIGH CLASS

HEADPHONES

BRITISH MADE
HEADPHONES

These phones are absolutely unequalled for price and efficiency.

PRICES :

Important Conferences daily at 3.30 p.m. and 7.30 p.m.

"Model Engineer" Day, Wednesday, Sept. 6th. The Editor
will receive all members of Wireless Societies on this day,
in the large Reception Hall.

Wireless Experts daily in attendance to give Free advice in
all matters connected with Wireless.

Competitions for (1) The Best Amateur piece of apparatus
(excluding aerials). Prizes £5, £3, and numerous other
prizes and diplomas.

(2) The best Juvenile set or piece of apparatus (excluding

aerials). Age limit, 16. Numerous prizes and diplomas
will be awarded.

2,000 ohms .. 31/- per pair
4,000
32/ These prices include cords.

(3) The Best Invention connected with Wireless.

SPHINX H.T. BATTERIES

Entry forms should be applied for immediately, and may be
filled in on arrival at Hall.

Standard 15 Volt. Price 3/6 each.
Mahogany case for holding 4 standard 15 -volt H.T.

batteries. Tappings
for either 3o, 45 or 6o

volt. Supplied with

terminal connecters.
No soldernig required. Price with

60 -volt batteries,
29/-. Price without

batteries, 15/-.
(Size 91 in. x I in. x
ai in.

We will be pleased to demonstrate to you our complete Receiving Sets.
or, if you wish to build up your own set, you can inspect and purchase
at our showrooms all that you require. Mail orders dispatched within
24 hours of receipt of orders.

VISIT OUR STAND No. 15, ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION, HORTICULTURAL HALL, SEPT. 30 TO OCT. 7.

WAIFS BROS., 13/14, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2

and diplomas awarded.

Prizes

There is no Entrance Fee for any of these Competitions.

Numerous inventions connected with Wireless in the fields
of transit, telephony, telegraphy, etc., will be demonstrated
daily.

A Competition demonstrating the use of Wireless in the
detection and prevention of crime will be held daily. This
will be open to all visitors. No entrance fce will be
charged.

Admission ls. 3d., including tax. Tickets in bulk to Secre-

taries of Wireless Societies 8d. each (including 2d. tax).
Motor Buses from all parts pass the Hall, which faces the
Houses of Parliament and Westminster Abbey. Nearest
Station, St. James's Park (District).

Ornate/1r

Wireless

HULLO EVERYBODY!!
Call Here and SAVE 101- in the £
100 sets of double receivers, best French

HEADPHONES.

manufactured, highly sensitive, very light, tested and
guaranteed, all 4,000 ohms.

21/-

22/6

251-

With Ball and Socket Adjustment, 30/ -

NOTHING BETTER OBTAINABLE
Complete Sets of Parts for Making Variable Condensers.
Approx.

Capacity in
M scro.farads

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
B.A. Screws, Nuts, and Washers, assorted gross
,..cltiisori.
t, 2d. -J. It. Bennett, Station Road, Willesden

[24 r

Accumulator.

Batteries, Willard 6 -volt So -amp.
hour, continuous rating. Regular price, xr5s., our
price, 905., or fully charged, 935. 6d. f.o.r. Liverpool;
packing 3s. 6d. extra, returnable. These batteries

are in ebonite boxes and wood crates with handles,
and will give real satisfaction. They are not the
cheap ignition or intermittent rated cells in celluloid
boxes which need such frequent charging. Money
refunded if not satisfied and battery returned in
good condition within seven days. -Herd and Smith,
Ltd., Electrical Specialists, 9, Edmund Street, Liverpool.
[A
Wireless Stores. Send for latest speciality, used
on all instruments.
Every amateur requires it.

Trade only. --Rogers and Garnet, 38, Borough, London.
[4
Wanted. -Apprentice. Must be smart and willing
given
for
to work and learn.
Every opportunity
rapid advancement. -Write to Hodgson (London),
Ltd., Manufacturing and Radio Engineers, z, Ger-

rard Place, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.I.
I

specialise

in righting faults in sets; will attend

any evening London. Panels drilled, calibrating. Walker, 23, Little Chester Street, S.W.i.
For Transmitting Experiments, etc.
Induction
coils complete, giving adjustable spark up to i in.
on 4 volts. Walnut cases, double -break trembler.
Free U.K.' 205. each. Limited number, Cost 50s.
to make -28, Albert Embankment, London, S.E.ii.
[z s

No. of

Plans

Price

These sets are complete ready for assembling and consist

Centre Square Spindle with Knob screwed 2 BA, 3 round
screwed Rods for sides, necessary Nuts and Washers, Brass
Pointer, Engraved Scale, 2 Terminals, Lock Nuts, bush and
2 bronze, coil Spring Washers. Every part guaranteed best

.001
.00075
.0005
.0003

57
43
29

*0002

23

7/6
6/9
5/6
3/6
2/6

7

2/3

'0001
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of following parts: Necessary Aluminium Vanes (fixed and
moving), all standard size, large and small Spacer Washers,

workmanship and quality.

Registered post and packing 1/- set extra, ('001 1/3 extra).
Aluminium Condenser Vanes, accurate to
gauge. Fixed and moving, id. each ;
doz. 9d. ; 4 doz. 2/8 ; 6 doz. 4/3 ; 12
doz. 8/- ; per gross, pairs, 14/- Larger
quantities cheaper. (Reduction to
callers.)
Large Spacer Washers, 5d.
doz. ; 6 doz.

2/4; 12 doz. 4/-. Quantities cheaper.

Small Spacer Washers (all to -0001), 3d.
doz.; 6 doz.114 ; 12 doz. 2/6. Quantities cheaper.

Knobs for Centre Spindle, drilled 2 BA,
each 4d. ; 2/9 dozen.
Knobs. Very good quality' with 2 BA nut
in centre, 6d. each, 216 for 6, 4/9 doz.
dozen.
Spring Coils Washers, 4d.

Filament Resistances, 3/6 ; worth much
more.

Switch Arms, complete with knob, collar,
nuts, pointer, etc.,1/- ; 1/3 ; 1/8.
Valve Holders, with 4 nuts, lid. each, 6 for
5/4.
Inductance Coils, 12 x 4, wound No. 24
enamel wire, also ditto, 3i wound No.
22 enamel wire, 3/6 each (postage 1/ each).

Crystal Cups with Screws 2d. each, large
size 5d.
Termlnals,wonderful value. 2 BA, telephone
terminals, 2d. each. W.O. pattern for
panels 4 BA, 2d, each. 5 -piece ter.

Complete

Wireless

Installation.

Valve; in use;

trial; particulars, photo, stamp; Lo tos.-38, Bals
four Road, Bromley Kent.
Telephone Receivers re -wound

up to 1,000 ohms,

5s. each; 2,000 ohms, 7s. 6d. each; cash with order.
Hampshire, 13u, Sydenham Road, Syden-

-M. E.

ham, S.E.26.

[3 s

For Sale. -Absolutely new and in perfect order,
complete Burndept Receiving Equipment II., suitable
for reception of concerts within zoo miles, comprising
one receiver Burndept II., one tuning panel containing double -gear coil -holder, vernier condenser and
reactance condenser, one set (12) coils for all wavelengths 500-24,000 metres, two Marconi Osram
valves, one pair Brown's 'phones, rzo ohms, one
6 -volt 4o -amp. accumulator, one 6o -volt high-tension
unit in case, aerial wire, three shell insulators, 430.
-Apply C.C., 4, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1.
Wireless Double Headphones, 300 to 4.000 ohms,

its. 6d. to Li set. -1;, Sandiway Road, Altriucham.

[10 s

Edison's New Blue Amberol Records, lists free. Robinson, 333, Hainton Avenue, Grimsby.
[9 s
Receiving Sets, including inductance, 12 in. by
in., sensitive detector, condenser, on polished
mahogany base, 5os. Complete aerial, 'Os. 'Phones'
4

35s.

Stamp for illustrated pamphlet. -Davis Bros..

[8 s
Thornton Dale, Yorks.
Looks Broadcasting tuner, all ebonite mountings,
Set
7s.
English headphones, 4,000 ohms, 315.

of parts with valve and diagram to make single

Various other
kinds, 2d. each. All 1/10 dozen and
Engraved Scales, o-180, 4d.
complete with nut and washer.
Do. extra quality, 6d.
Special line in Terminals, with screw right
Ebonite Slider, complete with plunger,
through, 1/3 doz.
each 6d. ; 5/6 dozen.
Terminals
4 BA, with nut and washer,
Slide and Plunger, complete with 13" brass
small
size,
6 for 9d. ; 1/4 doz.
(Postage
and
package,
square rod,9d.
for fixed Vanes, 4d. ft.
Screwed
2
BA
Rod,
gd.)
4" or 6" lengths, 241. each, shorter,
Aerial Wire, too feet hanks, 7/22 stranded
1d. each.
copper, 3/6 (post and packing, ti-).
Centre Spindles for Condenser, I square,
Quantities cheaper.
screwed both ends, 2 BA, 4d., 5d.
Valve Legs complete with nut and washer,
and 6d. each.
4 for 6d. ; 1/1 doz. ; 6/- 6 dozen.
Contact Studs complete with nut and
washer, X
8d. doz. ; 3 doz., 1/8 ;
Best Quality Ivorine Engraved Scales,

valve panel, 47s. 6d. All post free; cash with order.

Please include sufficient for cocking and postage. The above prices are too low
to admit of being sent ot'erwise. Trade Supplied over the Counter only.

125. 6d. ; 6 by 5 by 24 panel, 3s._; other sizes in
stock. State your requirements. Stamp for list. Turner Bros., 49, Heaton Road, Peckham London.

(0-180), 6d. each.

minal 4 BA, 2d. each.

6/6 gross.

M. RAYMOND,

27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2.
Right Opposite Daly's Gallery Door.

To avoid mistakes, this address is close to
Charing X Road and Leicester Square Tube
'Phone : Gerrard 4637.

Storey Bros., Regent Street, Runcorn, Cheshire.

[7 1

Best quality ebonite, dials graduated, with knobs
complete, 4s. ; knobs, 8d. ; panels, 5s. lb. Rod,
tubing, etc., post free. -Fisk, 130, Hawkslev Road,
N.16.

Lb s

Inductively coupled crystal set, 18o to
1,mo metres, receives Writtle telephony at Ealing,
los. Crystal set, 300 to 2,500 metres, quite reliable, 225. 6d., or with too ft. 7/22 aerial wire, insulators, and best quality 4,00o -ohm 'phones,
Single valve amplifiers for crystal sets,
4-,2 17s. 6d.
Ora valves, 15s. each. -Taylor, 18, Balfour
15s.
[5 s
Road, West Ealing.
Two 24 H.P. Motor Generators, 3o ft. masts,
direction finders, drafting instruments, etc., ex Admiralty surplus. Half prices. -The London Electric
Bargains.

Firm, Croydon.

s
Wireless Experimenters. Polished teak cabinets,
with 4 -in. polished ebonite panels, rot by 94 by 44.

[tz s

Easy Terms or

Cash,

crystal sets from 47s. 6d.;

complete; no extras.
Terms.
single
[16 s
stamp. -119, Sutherland Avenue, W.9.
The Famous " Eureka" Valve. Set. Manufacvalve,

LS

turer's working drawings, complete set, 40. 9d., post
free. -Williams, Radio Engineer, 55, Falkner Street,
Liverpool.
Morse Code easily

[i3 s

mastered with the "L.B "
Morse sender. Sends any message any speed, and
will last a lifetime. Price complete, 6s., post free.
Further particulars stamped envelope.-Grimshaw
(Dept. A.W.), Legh Street, Golborne, Lancs.
[14s
One -Valve Receiver, complete, perfect, /;,8 or
nearest. Photo, particulars. -36, Gipsy I,oad, Welling, Kent.
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When selecting your Wireless Set, INSIST ON A

FULLER " BLOCK " TYPE ACCUMULATOR
The only Accumulator which will hold its charge from 12 to 18 months when not in use.
,,

ay. "'"V

UNAFFECTED BY SHORT CIRCUITS

NON -SULPHATING

FOOL -PROOF

A Summary of the Principal Advantages of Block Accumulators.

01111M I

They are. " fool -proof."

ism

There are no plates to buckle.
It is impossible for the cells to be spoilt through accidental short circuiting, and even if the ter-

minals are joined by a metal bar, the cells will not be spoiled or seriously injured.
They will retain their charge for many months.
Sulphating cannot occur to any serious -extent, as this is mostly caused through cells standing
in a discharged state or being discharged through accidental short-circuits.
The Blocks are so constructed that they cannot swell or grow and this prevents the external box
Or container being cracked or broken.
If the cells are neglected, or left in charge of inexperienced hands, no serious harm can be done,
as even when discharged down to 1.5 volts, they recover their voltage and maintain their recovery, thereby preventing sulphate forming.
(8).

Type 64o, £2 8s. 9d.

They are lighter and have a higher capacity per pound weight than ordinary plate accumulators, and can' be re-,chargedi an indefinite number of times.

Why we can sell below the makers' prices.
Some time ago we purchased an exceedingly large stock of " Block " Type Accumulators from the Government on terms which
permitted our re -selling them at a much reduced price. During the last two years, we have disposed of several thousands in all parts of
the world and most of the largest and best known electrical firms are numbered amongst our customers.
During this period, we have built-up, on sound business lines, probably the largest Accumulator business in existence. We buy only
on the largest scale and no opportunity escapes us so long as the quality of the stock is right. We have recently!purchaSed outfight a parcel
of " Block Accumulators, direct from the manufacturer's works, to the value of several thousand pounds and being content with a small
margin of profit on a large turnover, we are able to offer these world-famous cells for re -sale at a considerable saving to the customer.
It is our inevitable rule to share any bargains with our customers, and our system of business will be to put money into the pockets of those

who deal with us. It is on these principles that our business has reached its present magnitude.
A perusal of the following prices and comparison with the cost of the identical article if bought in the ordinary way, will sho
the considerable saving which can be effected by dealing through us.
TYPE.

VOLTS.

2BK
4BK
6BK

2

Intermittent
capacity at

20 -hours rate *

6

240
440
640

2

BL 12a
BL 13a

4

2 A D 9's
4 A D 9/s
6 A D 9/s
2 A D 9Jc
4 A D 9/c
6 A D 9,'s

2
4

B L 240
B L 440
B L 640

2

B L 21

4
6
6

6

18
16
16

1

a.
9

d.

19
8

6

2 15

50
50

2 12 6
3 18 0

64
64
64

2

2
5

6
0

3

7

6

70
70
70

1

4

1

7

2

d.
7 0
0
0

a.

6

0
6

16
1 12
2 8

3
6
9

1 16

0
0

2 18
-

18
1 18
2 14

B J 4120
B J 0120
B L 280
B L 480
B L 680

VOLTS.

_

3

2
3

0
0
0

'0

9

4
6

80
80
80

1 15
3 10

0
0

5

5

0

1 4
2 8
3 12

0
0
0

4

94

3

8

0

2 12

0

Intermittent
capacity at

20 -hours rate*

Makers' Price.

:

£ s. d.
2 0 6
4 1 0

Our Price.
£
1

s. d.
7 8

4

2

II

18

0

2
4
6

110
110
110

6

1

6

2
4

2
4

4

6

120
120
120

6 12

0
0
0

2
4
6

160
160
160

2

6

1 12

0

3

4

8
4
9

6 13

2 15 0
i

2 16 0
4

4 0
II

4 0

4 16 0

6

2
220
B L 2110
3
0 6
2 0 0
4
B L 4110
220
6 1 0
4 0 0
6
220
8 9 0
B L 6110
6 0 0
For those who require a cheaper Accumulator of the plate type, we can offer
FULLERS STANDARD PLATE TYPE BATTERIES as under.
14 6
'2
30
9 0
S L 230
1
9 0
18 0
4
30
S L 430
2 3 6
1 7 0
30
8
8 L 630

0

6

1

B L655
B J 2120

0
0

318

4
6

B L 255
B L 455

14
1 1

6

40
40
40

1

£

6

2 12 6

2

TYPE.
.

£
4

Our Price.

Makers' Price.

0
0

'

S L 280
S L 480
F4 I, 680

2
4
6

803
80
80

1

3

2

6

9

14

0
0
0

1

2

0

80
2 0

Prices for Teak Carrying Crates or Cases on application.
*Note : The Ignition Capacity is double the Actual Capacity taken at the 20 -hour rate.
The name " FULLER " is behind every one of these batteries, a certain guarantee of quality, for nothing but the best and purest materials are used in the manufacture of their products.

The City
Accumulator
79, Mark Lane, E.C.3.
Phone : AVENUE 41 (3 Lines).

Anents : Loxnos : A. W. DAMAGE. Lrn., Holborn. E.C. SELFRIDGE & CO., LTD., Oxford

Co

Telegrams : " TYCHE, FEN, LONDON.'

Street, W. RICHEORD & Co., 153, Fleet Street, E.C.3.

Yonas : BARNSLEY BRITISH CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY. LTD., Barnsley.

Cuts,: BRISTOL WIRELESS 00., 52, Cotham Hill. Bristol.

S. WALes : SOUTH WALES WIRELESS INSTALLATION CO., LTD.. 18 West Bute Street. Cardiff.
LANCS., CEES. & 1.0.M.: TDE,",ALL-BRITISII " WIRELESS MANUFACTLTRES CO.. LTD., 70. Central Bldgs., 41, N. John Street. Liverpool,
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Ornateur\Vinaless

Distant low power telephony
made easy by using
VARIABLE H.T. BATTERIES
DISTANT LOW POWER TELEPHONY can only be
received by using correct H.T. Voltage, the value of which
varies with the type of valve and filament voltage. The

W.A.S. 'VARIABLE H.T. BATTERIES will increase the

efficiency of your set and give you undistorted speech and music.

These batteries being made from a special formula have a
longer life than any that are on the ma'rket and are perfectly
SILENT in working.
If a cell gives out it can be quickly " shorted with only
In other makes the whole unit would have

the loss of 3 Volts.

to be thrown away. Any number of these units can be
connected in series.

Price "71- (post free if yon send dealer's name and address)

AGENTS WANTED.
W. A. SAXBY & CO., 3-5 Gayford Road, LONDON, W.12.

Telephone: HAMMERSMITH 44 3

FREE

3

Three Points we Always Watch

SPEED - QUALITY- PRICE

Send two stamps to -day for our lists and test our service for yourself,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES
5, ALBERT TERRACE. KING CROSS, HALIFAX.

WIRELESS HEADPHONES
4,000 OHMS t TOTAL RESISTANCE

PRICE 25s. SET.

Postage ls.

Double Headband, each receiver detachable instantaneously. Guaranteed highly efficient ; complete with flexible cord and ready for use.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

WALTER J. HULME, 17, Thoresway Road,
Rusholme, Manchester.

BUY OF THE

ACTUAL MAKERS
High-grade Crystal Sets, in Polished
Broadcast Range 15 miles

Cabinet.

40s.

Superior Valve Panels, in Polished Mahogany
Case,

Grid Leak, Telephone Condenser,

Single Valve .. 35s.
Three

£5

Two Valve 57s.

etc.

6d.

(Valves Extra.)

Trade Supplied

A. H. ALEXANDER & SON
5, PLANTAIN PLACE,
CROSBY ROW, LONG LANE, S.E.1

BLUE PRINTS of Finest 1,2 or 3
Valve Circuit givm free on request

Aallmark of
Autlioritatibt
Minims Wittraturt
The

ALL our books are sold on
t h e understanding

that

should the purchaser think that
the merit of the book does riot
more than justify the expenditure, the purchase price
will be refunded.
The great success of our books is evidenced by
the recent sale of nearly ioo,000 copies.

4,000

37/..

m, best
iaohLondon, Li
Complete Set of parts for .0005 Variable Condenser, unassembled,

HEAD SETS,

va

easy to assemble
.
.
.
.
.
8/9
Aerial Wire, 100 ft. lengths. No. 7/22 stranded, 4/3 ; No. 18 copper 2/9
Crystal Detector, mounted on Ebonite base .
.
.
.
.
3/3
Valve Holders, Ebonite, bet finish .
.
.
1/6

CARRIAGE PAID ON ALL ORDERS OF £1 OR OVER

The above are an example of all our prices; send for our Price List of
Complete Sets and Spare Parts, Post Free. All the above articles in stock.
TRADE SUPPLIED.
BRING YOUR TROUBLES TO US. Advice given to those in difficulties by
our technical adviser, who has had several years' actual practical experience.

THE HOLBORN RADIO CO.

8, High Holborn, London, W.C.1

Five doors from Gray's Inn Rd.)

Telephone ; CHANCERY 727'

Qmo.teur Winks:
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SOMETHING DEFINITE
Mr. E. J. BARNARD, Welling, Kent, writes :

" I think I ought to tell you how much I value ' The Amateur Mechanic.' It has proved of great assistance in a variety of jobs, and
especially as to the article on WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. I constructed an instrument entirely according to the instructions, and was
rewarded with success on the first trial. Sunday last was, for me, a red-letter day, as I succeeded, with the same instrument, in picking up
the telephonic message from London to Geneva at 9.40 a.m. Considering that my aerial is only 42 feet long and 18 feet high, I think these
are grounds for self-congratulation. I may add that until I became interested in the article in your Amateur Mechanic' I had not
the slightest elementary knowledge of Wireless Telegraphy."
6

YOU CAN DO THE SAME WITH
The Brains

of over 50
Expert
Craftsmen

at your service at any
time.

The Amateur
Mechanic

In Language
you can
understand,
supplemented by

over 6,000
Illustrations.

THE CHAPTERS ON WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY GIVE COMPREHENSIVE
"EASY TO FOLLOW " INSTRUCTION ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS :
CONDUCTION AND INDUCTION SYSTEMS-RADIATION SYSTEMS-TUNING AND RESONANCE-OSCILLATORY CIRCUITS

-THE MARCONI COHERER-A SIMPLE ANALOGY-TRANSMITTING-RECEIVING-THE CRYSTAL DETECTOR-FOUR
TYPES OF TRANSMITTING APPARATUS-THE THERMIONIC VALVE-RECEIVING CONTINUOUS WAVES-LOGICAL
SEQUENCE OF THE INFORMATION-AERIALS-THE SINGLE -WIRE AERIAL-THE T TYPE AERIAL-THE TWIN -WIRE
AERIAL-THE EARTH CONNECTION-WAVE-LENGTH OF AERIAL-MAKING A LONG-DISTANCE CRYSTAL RECEIVING APPARATUS-GENERAL DESCRIPTION-CAPABILITIES OF THE APPARATUS-SPECIFICATION-THE TUBULAR CONDENSER-THE VARIABLE CONDENSER-THE CRYSTAL DETECTOR-CONNECTING UP COMPLETE SETWORKING THE SET-MAKING A COMPLETE VALVE PANEL-GRID CONDENSER-FILAMENT RHEOSTAT-RESERVOIR
CONDENSER-WIRELESS TELEPHONY-THE TRANSMITTING STATION-THE RECEIVING STATION-GENERAL ADVICE
-LIST OF CHIEF STATIONS,

IT ALSO TEACHES YOU
How to build your own sheds, outhouses, poultry houses, etc.-How
to cure damp walls, leaky roofs, and smoky chimneys-How to make
garden frames, garden furniture, and garden paths-How to mend
windows, and to make, mend, and strengthen locks and bolts-To
clean, overhaul, and repair motors and motor-cycles-To install wireless telegraphy, electric light, etc.-To work in every kind of metalTo etch on brass-To write on glass-To make hectographs-To build
a boat, a canoe, a canvas canoe, etc.-To paint and paper a room-To
sole and heel and patch boots and shoes-To make a pair of hand -sewn

boots-To restore colour to old brown shoes-To make household
furniture-To re -seat chairs-To upholster sofas, etc.-To install a
speaking tube-To clean a ;stove-To repair bicycles-To work in
metal-To colour metals-To repair water taps-To varnish a violin
-To remedy damp walls-To repair the piano-To make a padded

chair from an old cask-To stuff animals-To dress furs-To stuff and
mount birds - Wood inlaying - To prepare working drawings-To
renovate a grandfather clock-To make garden arbours, arches, seats,

summerhouses, etc. - To use metal drilling tools - To renovate
mirrors-To mend china-To do fretwork-To limewhite poultry
houses-To do gold-plating and silverplating-To clean a watch
-To mend keyless watches and ordinary watches-To distemper
ceilings and walls-To make picture -frames and frame pictures
-Curtain fitting-Metal castings-To clean paint off gls.ss-To
clean boilers-To fix an anthracite stove-To re -gild and restore
picture frames-How to use spanners-To make doors and win
dows draught -proof - To paint walls -To do nickel-plating-To
cure noises in hot - water pipes-India and glue varnishes-To
make plaster casts, etc. etc.

Send this form in unsealed envelope, with penny stamp.

The booklet which this coupon
brings is free and places you

Vo THE WAVERLEY BOOK CO., LTD.,
(A.W.L. Dept), 96, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.

under no obligation whatever.
It tells you all " The Amateur
Mechanic " does for you, and
shows actual pages with clear

Please send me, without charge or obligation to order, your Free descriptive Booklet,
explaining contents, etc., of "THE AMATEUR MECHANIC," with specimen pages
and pictures, and particulars as to your terms for small monthly payments, beginning
thirty days after delivery.

illustrations.

NAME

GET IT NOW.

ADDRESS
A.W.L

1922
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" PALMERFONES

:4I'

WRIGHTBROS., RADIO ENGINEERS

These Super -Sensitive

38a, Cross Street, Sale, Manchester.

HEAD PHONES

j CONDENSER VANES, Hard Aluminium, Accurate,

AERIAL WIRE, 7/22's Bare Copper per soo ft.. 4/6. ti
7/zz's Enamelled, per TOO ft., 0/6.

?

EXCELLENT VALUE

Ebonite Knobs,

Knob, Best Finish: '000z, 8/6 each; .0004, 10/6 Si
each ; '0005, 12/6 each; 'oor, 16/6 each.
Si
Panel or Cabinet or separate type, same price. Corn- Si
plete in Mahogany polished Cabinet, *0002, 2/6
extra; '0004, 2/9 extra ; 'coos, 3/- extra; "cos,
3/6 extra.
I.
ir FILAMENT RESISTANCES, Panel type, best
quality, 3/6 each,
List on application. Trade supplied. All items in steels' e

Aria. in dia.,
tapped

edges

knurled

2B A, 6d.

Contact Studs, with nuts and

washer, per doz., ad.

Valve Legs, with nuts and
washer, each set, 3d.

If ..i.,...."5"..2%.6"..V..........,..w.M1..1,...mr.,1...~.11

various thicknesses (cut to any
size), 4/6 per lb.

Ebonite Sheets,

Switch Arms, complete,

2/6.

MAXIMUM WIRELESS EFFICIEVY.
Exhaustive tests by Northern Experts
give us confidence in stating that the
NOBLE SUPER PANEL is the finest

fixed and moving vanes, aluminium,
per doz. pairs, 2/-.
large and small, per

Condenser,

Condensers Spacer Washers,

doz.. pairs,

1/3.

Condensers, complete, 4/6.
Condensers (Dubilier), lacer,
3/. each.
Ditto ditto

and

o.00a

0.003,

single valve detector obtainable.

fitted with grid leaks. 7/6 each.
Crystal Cups (small and large), each 2d. and 6d.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
Every Set is thoroughly tested. Very
light and comfortable. Standard resistance 4,000 ohms.
EACH COMPLETE WITH DOUBLE HEAD
- GEAR WITH CONNECTING CORD -

PRICE

29i - COUNTER
296
COUNTER
29ja
/

POST

Marconiphones, at £4 135. 6d., £5 58., £8 19.6d.,

and £25 each.
Metropolitan Vickers Sets, from £4 1011.
Beaver Baby Grand, complete receiving set, less

phones and aerial,

19s.

" Federal" Head Phones, 2,200 ohms,

35/..

Dictograph Radio Head Phones, 3,000 ohms, 35/,
Brown Loud Speakers, 110/-.
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " Junior " Type, 2101..
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " Senior " Type, £20.
2 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,

Crystal Detector, 5/6.
Lightning Arresters, 2/-.
High -Frequency Transformer Former
sions), 4/6.
Leading -in Tube, 6 in. long, 2/,

PARTI( ULARS : - 1st grade ebonite, pillar terminals,
Dubilier condensers and leak, moulded, filament resistance
in solid mahogany box. Beautiful finish inside and out.

The NOBLE super -PANEL

divi-

(3

Price £2 2 0.

Copper Foil, 4 x .002, per lb., 2/8.
2 -Coil Holder, with
extended arm, complete
for panel mounting, 12/9.
3 -Coil Holder, with extended arm, complete for
panel mounting, 17/6.

Equal in single strength to many 2 -valve
terminal washers.
North of England enthusiasts, please give
us a call.

Inductance Tube, 51..
Valve Pin, 2d.
Terminals, complete, small and medium, per
doz., 1/8.
Terminals, complete, large, per doz., 2/-.
Square Brass Centre Rods for Condenser, 6d.

Sets of Rods,

r .square 3 round, screwed 2B A,
complete with nuts and washers, /0015, the

Ebonite Slider and Plunger, 8d.

Cash refunded if not satisfied.

S.W.G.

SUNDERLAND.

ia
20
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S.C.C.

D.C.C.

s.

d.

s.

d.

s. d.

a. d.
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PLAIN
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7

4/-
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2

0

8

3

o

6

4

2

9
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9
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6
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9

4

6
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6

5

o
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0

20
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6
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0
0

6

19

6
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H.D. COPPER AERIALS

WHOLESALE TRADE SUPPLIED

7

24

34

Insulators, porcelain, small egg shape, 3d.
Insulators, porcelain, 2 -in. reel, 4d.
Insulators, large shell type, 8d.
Ivorine Scales, 6d.

S.S.C.

3
6

32

GEORGE PALMER,

324, HIGH STREET WEST,

HIGH CONDUCTIVITY SOFT COPPER
INSTRUMENT WIRES.
PRICES AT. PER LB.

set, 1/6.
Ditto ditto .00s, 1/3,
Ditto ditto .0003, .0002, .00075, the set, 1/..
Ditto ditto .000r, .00005, the set, 10d.
2 B.A. Brass Screwed Rods, 22 -in. lengths, 5d.
Brass Nuts, 2B A, 4B A, and 5B A, per doz. 4d.
Tuning Bar Square Brass Rod, in is -in. Igths., 5d.

but less batteries, (for Magnavox), £22 105.
but less batteries (for Magnavox), £35.
Aerial, Earth and Phone Labels, each, 3d.
Aerial Wire, too ft. 7/22, with 2 insulators, each
12/6.
set, 4/6.
Aerial Silicon Bronze Wire, 18 gauge, per roe ft.,
Wireless Masks, in 4 sections, is ft., 4/9.
119.

panels.
J. NOBLE 8 COMPANY,

Everything in stock
nom aerial masts to

3 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,

Ebonite Valve Holders, 4 legs, with nuts and
washers, 1/-.
Ebonite Valve Holders, complete, best quality,

1/- doz., 10/- gross.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS, Ebonite Plates and

0

57
132

160

20

5/- per loo ft. coil.

5/.

SIG

ENAMELLED AND D.C.C. BELL WIRE.
ecis SINGLE td. per yd.

WIRELETSRSANASNtlfil SOUND

205 TWIN

SSION SPECIALIST,

2d.

Terms : Cash with Order.

Postage Tatra.
Special Prices to Trade for Quantities.

47, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W.1.

HORROCKS AND ASPIN,

12, SCHWABE ST., RHODES, MANCHESTER.

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES
OUR PRICES CANNOT BE BEATEN
A irst Clats Receiving Set in Polished Cabinet, complete withDouble

Head 'Phones, 4,400 ohms, Silicon Detector, Terminals, Fittings, etc.,
on Ebonite Base, 150 feet Copper Aerial, 2 Insulators, Inside Pocket for

l'Encines, Wiring Diagram and Instructions with each Set. Broadcasting
Range :-Telephony 25 miles, Telegraphy 800 miles.

Price Complete, £4 net, cash with order. Price without 'Phones,
net, cash with order.
Crystal Detectors, Complete on Ebonite Base, 4 6 each. Filament

I{!

Resistance, for Panel Mounting, 4/ -each.
All prices include postage ; kindly write for prices of the following :Grid Letks, Valve Bases, Tuning Inductance Base, 6, 10 and 15 Studs or
snore, Fixed Condensers, Aerial Strainers, 6 inches Ebonite each end,
Lead-in Tubes a Speciality. Brass Rodding. Condenser. Spindles.
Terminals. All kinds of brass pasts for Wireless Instrum'nts for the
amateur, and guaranteed accurate. Send stamp ; our Prices will
astonish you.
Delivery from stock ; all orders dispatched in strict rotation.

Special Terms
to
the Trade

T. W. HALL & Co., Manufacturers,

58. Hardman St., Deansx ate. MANCHESTER

W. HOLLINS.

HENRY J. DALE.

11 8 29, Sicilian Avenue, Southampton Row, London, W.C.1,
Top of Kingsway.

In Centre of London.

ELECTRICIANS.

Corner of Bloomsbury Square.

OPTICIANS.

MECHANICIANS.

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS at our Works, East Street, W.C., thus saving all intermediate profits.

The Store for all Electrical and Scientific Material
WIRELESS & RADIO MATERIALS,
PARTS and FITTINGS
Immense Stock constantly adding to, and
Making; Specially for the Amateur to
Build up a Set Complete and Perfect.
EBONITE.

BATTERIES.

AERIALS.

INSULATED WIRES. CRYSTALS.

VALVES. 'PHONES.
Call and see us.

View our Show
Windows. Send for List post free 2d.

Splendid Value in

Second-hand Appliances

Every Branch of Optical
and Applied S c ion ce
Scientific Appliances, 11 & 29, Sicilian Avenue, London, W.C.1.
ENGRAVED DISCS.
MICA.
SWITCHES.
TERMINALS.

HANDLES.
STUDS.
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Specially
designed
for
Broadcasting

THE

CRYSTAL

'UBIQUE"

RECEIVER
ReceivesSPEECH

NO BATTERIES
REQUIRED

and MUSIC

A SPECIAL DESIGNED SET for Broadcasting, far superior to many of the
complicated sets being offered at high prices. Ebonised End Supports and Base
Inductance Coll and Slider, Crystal Detector and Terminals wired up ready for use
Will give excellent results with a P.M.G, Aerial:

PRICE 15/- EACH I DELIVERY
PER RETURN

POSTAGE 1/.

British -made Double Headphones
Adjdustable Bands, complete wTh
c 04-S, 4,000 011105,30/, postage 9d.

TUNERS, PANELS, ETC., ALL AMATEURS' REQUIREMENTS.

THE ESSEX WIRELESS CO.
Telephone-WANSTEAD 749.

Office .0 Shounewmas :

499 GROVE GREEN RD.,
LEIITONSTONE, E.11.
(1 min. from Station, s.E.11 ).
NOP

HEADGEAR RECEIVERS
Designed and manufactured by leading Telephone Manufac-

turers. Backed by many years experience. Highest efficiency,

concentrated magnetic field, instantaneously adjusted to the

ears, comfortable in wear, either receiver detachable from headband, protected terminals, light weight, twin series cord.
A.T.M. LOUD SPEAKING
RECEIVERS.
Three types of Amplifying Horn.

A.T.M. CRYSTAL DETECTOR
SETS. Highest Grade. Maximum Efficiency Moderate Cost.

4t-q---4-6-*-4.-*-----------.4-4.4.-+Z
OUR PRICE FOR THIS OUTFIT
Carriage

F. & B. SINGLE VALVE SET

Well finished wood base, upon which is mounted Inductance Coil
and Slider, Valve Base, Mullard Valve, Filament Resistance.

Grid Condenser and Leak, with all necessary terminals and
connections made, and insulation to all back connections.
6 volt 20 ampere Accumulator for the low tension and 60 volt

EVERYTHINC
INCLUDED.

A

£7 15 0 Paid

READ THE SPECIFICATION OF THE WONDERFUL

A. T.M. Broadcasting Apparatus

EXTRAS

high tension Battery.
feet of 3120's Aerial Cable with necessary insulators,
leading -in tube and earthing clip.
Pair of Double Head Receivers, 4,000 ohms total resistance,
included. We also supply a very reliable crystal set, every-

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

TO

ORDERS EXECUTED IN ROTATION - SEND AT ONCE TO SAVE DELAY

BUY.

FOX & BRATBY, Ltd., 34, Duke Street, St. James'

Ask your dealer for

100

London Office :

Head Office 6. Works:
Milton Road, Edge Lane, Liverpool.

6o, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

NO

thing included, £4 15 O.

Mail Order Department. PICCADILLY, S.W. I
Kc

41.-1 444 4 4.

RELIABLE APPARATUS
AT POPULAR PRICES

4 4444 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 41. 4 4 4 41-4 4444444 4 444

Why bother about Aerials?
1.11.41.4411.4

CRYSTAL SETS, VALVE SETS, etc. EVERY
NECESSITY & LUXURY FOR THE WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER.
Fully Illustrated List of Wireless Goods, post free, 4d.

H. D. BUTLER &

CO.,

LTD.

Office: BANK BUILDINGS, 222, GT. DOVER ST., S.E.I
(Opposite Bars Tube Station).

Works: CANONBURY, LONDON, N.1

Teleg.: " Ingenuity, 'Phone London."

Telephone : Hop 3009.

1111^A"Mern.M.WWWLWWVWW.ividwrn."...F6WW11

S-11.1.1.41.141.44

me "SANS -AERIAL"
will give you perfect reception by connecting to your
electric light mains by means of an'adapier in a lamp -

holder only, and consumes no current.
It can be

used with

either Valve or

Price, with flex and adapter ready for use,

14,,srif/Pg'""14%ft--q",Z,V4ZYN__,_NISSII

W I Pa

ss

oulimmErtite

OUR MOTTOES :
"Satisfaction or Money Back" & "Quality First"
We have special facilities for supply ng IMMEDIATELY Component
parts for Wireless or Complete Sets at LOW PRICES. All our goods
British Made of the best workman hip. Right Materials mean Right
Result,. Our Expert Staff is at your Service.
- - - - 1/3 each
Contact Studs, taxi"
11d, per dos.
Valve Holders
Egg Insulators - - - - 4d. c
Spacer Washers (large)31d.
Fusible Alloy (tor mounting
Spacer Washers (small) - 3d.
Valve Sockets Crystals)
- - - 6d. bar
3d. each
Aerial Wire, Condenser Farts, Terminals, etc., et equally low prices.

Orders over 10/- post free.

Special Terms and Discounts to the Trade, Wireless Clubs es. Societies.

,LNITHERSGREENuft
110,VICTORIA ST
WESTMINSTER, S.W.
PHONE VICTORIA 2053.

Crystal

Receivers.

Demonstration by appointment.

Orders dispatched by return.

1 0/6

POST FREE.

With this little fitting telephony has been clearly received on the

HODGSON RADIOPHONE No. 1
which has a crystal detector.
This latter instrument is a complete receiver with sensitive double head 'phones
enclosed in a walnut cabinet and aerial, and earth wires, also insulators, are supplied,

The detector, which is of the " Perekon " type with crystals in a dust -proof glass
tube, is capable of extremely sensitive adjustment and is constant.
The tuner is designed for the most efficient reception of Broadcasting,
All metal parts are heavily plated.

PRICE-COMPLETE £5 : 19 : 6, Carriage Paid in the U.K.
HODGSON (London) Ltd., ShaftestuGreyrrarAd vPleaeneUe, W.1(
'Phone : Gerrard 446z.
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" LISTEN -IN" ON THE STERLING No. 1
CRYSTAL WIT RECEIVING SET
The Sterling No. I Crystal Receiver has
been specially designed for use in connection with the Wireless Te l e p ho
Broadcasting Scheme and is suitable for
a range of about 25 miles.

Visit Om STAND

No. 34
ALL BRITISH WIRELESS

EXHIBITION
Horticultural Hall,
Westminster, S.W.S.
Sept. 30-Oct. 7.

Immediate
Delivery

The set comprises :
1. TUNER.-This consists of an inductance which can be varied
by means of tappings taken to stud switches. Two of these are
fitted, one for coarse and the other for fine adjustment. A separate
coil is provided which can be plugged into a fitting at the back of
the instrument (as illustrated) for reception of time signals, etc.,
from Eiffel Tower.

2. D.STECTOR.-This is of the crystal type, requiring no

battery, and is designed to give universal adjustment over all parts
of the crystal.
The apparatus is mounted on ebonite panel and fitted in polished
walnut case.
The equipment includes one pair of No. R1258 DOUBLE HEAD

TELEPHONES wound to a total resistance of 2,000 ohms the
pair.

Sterling Telephone and Electric
TELEPHONE HOUSE,

CO., Ltd.,

210/212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Telephone No.: 4544 Museum (7 lines).

PRICE
=

-

cf7 12 6

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING FOR

IWIRELESS1
FROM STOCK

BATTERIES

SAVE MONEY

FOR

WIRELESS

RECEIVING SET, Valve Type, from £6 6s.
12

SPREADERS, 6 ft. x I

2/6

5/-

Exide batteries can be relied upon for
Wireless work, and retain their charge

1/6

Shell Type ...

99

"I don't think that sufficient insistence
is placed on the fact that the usual chrap
Accumulator is unfitted for more or less
prolonged illumination of more than one

4d.

each

in. diameter, best quality ash

100 ft. 7/22 ENAMELLED AERIAL WIRE

valve."
A watrtir JEireless, 19. A August, 1922.

50 ft. 10 G. BRACING WIRE
4 WIRE STRAINERS ;

1 Doz. FERRULES

CONDENSERS, .00005 Vernier ...
92

...

.0002 Variable ...

each

10/6

92

5/-

PANEL CASES, polished mahogany, 71 in. x 51s in. x 317 in.
61 in. x 5i in. x 2 in.
91
11

SPRUCE AERIAL MASTS, 10
Aluminium pulley

It,

...

EBONITE PANELS cut

fitted

Cucumis, Wesdo, London.'

Ex i

SEND FOR OUR LISTS AND

PORCELAIN INSULATORS, Reel Type ...

Telegrams:

Works : DAGENHAM, ESSEX.
BRANCHES : NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: 9, Clavaring
CARDIFF : 8, Park Place.

4/6

over very long periods.

Prices and Particulars upon

6 v. 80 amp. -hour
Exide Battery

application.

with

14/ -

to your requirements while you wait

(0,0.14hyibp ELECTRICAL STORAGE

TRADE SUPPLIED

S. ALTON, Ltd.

165, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6

" 'V COMPANY LIMITED.
Head Office:

London Showrooms :

CLIFTON JUNCTION,
MANCHESTER.

219/229, SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE, W.C.2.

'PHONE: HAMPSTEAD 8018
M11111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111HT-:

Printed and Published iu England by CASSELL & COMPANY. LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4.
Saturday. September o. 1C)22
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Sole Agent for South Attica, CENTRAL
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Mr. C. L'ESTRANGE MALONE, M.P., on "THE RUMOUR"
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CTRIC (MITCHELFONES4)
Are not a spasmodic production to meet
a sudden demand, but have been on the
market for over three months, and during
this period 27,000 have been distributed
to the trade, and consequently we have
not been able to offer them direct to the

RETAILERS

and the PUBLIC, are requested
to TAKE NOTICE that this advertisement is to introduce the
PRICE

retail buyer.

1,000 per week are now available, and we announce

PRICE

15/-

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

15/-

PATENTS

O

You post

PENDI NC

or call at our

premises and get them at once.

Think
what this means to you-you, perhaps, who

THERMIONIC TRIODE

have been waiting and are still waiting.
Standard resistance 4,000 ohms, double headgear with

the latest and hest development
of the

your order,

three electrode valve.

RECTIFIES, OSCILLATES,
AMPLIFIES

double headstraps,
and foolproof

Unique Construction and High

comfortable,
351-

highly

efficient,

.per pair.

Amplification Characteristic.

Special Terms to Traders and deliveries
that will surprise you.

Filament current 5 amps at
4 volts. Anode potential 50 volts.
Obtainable from the patentees, ECONOMIC ELECTRIC

MITCHELLS Electrical & Wireless Ltd.,

LTD., and all dealers in Wireless apparatm.
Whole<ale enquiries should be sent to the patentees or to Mr. H. S. TYLER, 23b, Balham Bill,
London, S. W.11.

Postal Address: McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15.
Retail Address: 188. Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.

Head Office: 10, FITZROY

INFRINGES NO
PATENTS!

SQUARE,

Illustration Full Size

LONDON,

W.1.

'Phones: New Cross 1540/1541.

New Showrooms

Telephone:

blanch She erooms:

303, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1.

MUSEUM 1055

TWICKENHAM

HEADPHONES!!
4,000 ohms,

24/6,

post free

8,000 ohms, 26/6, post free

A Perfect 1016
Aerial

Don't confuse these with the cheap foreign made 'phones now en the market. These
ARE BEST FRENCH MAKE. Fully adjustable with Duralium Straps and flex (as
illustrated), Before buying elsewhere com-

pare our prices.

k* GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS STORE

100 feet 7/22 Stranded Copper Wire.
100 feet 7 Stranded Steel Insulated Cord for guy:

Illustrated List Post Free.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO TRADE.

and bracing (as pliable as string, but of
enormous strength).
4 Pluton Patent Insulators (no soldering of aerial
joints required).

W. JOANES (c:nr1;!)
42, JENNER ROAD, Stoke Newington, LONDON, N.I6

Carriage Paid

NO SOLDERING ON AERIAL REQUIRED

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Steel Coil Spring.
Mast Pulley.
10 -inch Ebonite leading -in tube, with brass rod
and terminals.
Plan, with complete instructions, for erection of
various types of Aerial.
1

IMPORTANT NOTICE

1
1

WING to the great expansion of our business in
wireless literature we have been compelled to

move into very much larger premises. We
propose to continue devoting ourselves exclusivel y to the production of technical literature in
which tkose interested in wireless can have the fullest
confidence,
Our products are written by experts, edited by a special
technical staff and published by a firm whose business is
solely

connected

with

wireless.

Consider the e facts.

itablo Vrtzs tintitttr,
Puhrs'aers of authoritative wireless literature.
New Address :
DEVEREUX

BDGS., DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND, W.C.2.

Cannot be purchased elsewhere at double the price.
All material guaranteed finest obtainable. . .
.
.

GOVERNMENT AERIAL MASTS,

Built hexagonally and exceptionally strong. 131 feet high,
Carriage Forward.

2/6 each

Econ Manufacturing Company, Ltd.
6, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.1

'Phone : City 4148

2.99

Se2teri-113,-,:-
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THE FILAMENT BATTERY
Its Care and Use

Terminals

::

-FHE filament battery, which in most

cases is not a battery in the strict
sense of the word but an accumulator,

requires a certain amount of care and

attention if it is to give unfailing service
at all times. As primary cells are really

unsuitable for heating the filament, and
are extremely costly to renew compared
with recharging accumulators, time will
not be wasted in discussing them.
As the majority of readers are aware,
the accumulator consists of a number of
pairs of lead plates immersed in dilute
sulphuric acid and usually mounted in
celluloid or ebonite cases, with the posi-

tive and negative plates connected to two

terminals on the top of the box. By
passing a current of electricity through
the accumulator a . rearrangement of
the chemical components of the plates
takes place, and on disconnecting the

accumulator from the mains and wiring
up to an electric bulb, it will be found
that the accumulator will give out a current, -causing the lamp to glow, the lead
plates in the meanwhile returning to their
original form.
It will be obvious -that the current given
out by the accumulator will be something

less than the current put in when it was
connected to the mains, and that it is
necessary at certain intervals to recharge
the plates by passing a current of elec-

in use on the set. The charging can
be done either by the local garage or off
is

Sulphating

Acid should only be added to the electro-

lyte when the accumulator has been accidentally upset. The acid used for keeping
is in use. Accumulators should be charged the level of the solution constant should be
frequently; nothing ruins an accumulator mixed with distilled water in the proporquicker than leaving it in a run-down con- tion of one part acid to four parts water
dition.
It is most important to remember that it
On the side of most accumulators a list mixing the electrolyte the acid musl
of directions will be found, also a warning always be poured on the water, not the
never to let the voltage drop below 1.75 water on the acid. The reason for thii
volts per cell. These instructions should is that were the water poured on the acid
be carefully carried out. If the -set is not in a thin stream the large body of acid
to be used, a freshening charge should be acting on the comparatively small amount
given every month until the acid gases, of water would cause a violent eruption,
care being taken to wipe any froth from neither pleasant nor desirable.
the outside of the case.
The solution should be allowed to cool
The terminals on most good -class makes before being poured into the accumulator.
of accumulators will be found to be painted The specific gravity of the acid should be
with some acid -resisting paint ; it is a good tested by means of an hydrometer and the
plan, however, to keep them always reading compared with the figures printed
smeared with vaseline, which will con- on the side of the case. The hydrometer
siderably reduce the chance of corrosion.
in its most useful form consists of a glass

the house lighting mains if direct current

phial fitted with a rubber teat similar to
a fountain -pen filler, only larger. The
glass body contains a small float marked

" Broadcasting
Q-

C

and a reading is taken
by inserting the end of the hydrometer
with a scale,

A Rumour

the top of. the accumulator and
squeezing the rubber teat. When the cell
into

is charged the acid will assume a milky
appearance, and when tested with the

.. Our article under the above
heading in last week's issue has
attracted wide attention, Much

tricity through them for several hours.

hydrometer should give a reading of 1.225.

The greatest trouble of all with accumulators is their tendency to sulphate.

correspondence on the subject
reaches us as we go to press.

In the case of the filament battery the
frequency with which this will have to he
clone will depend entirely on how much the

This is caused either by overcharging, by
charging too slowly, by discharging the
cells at too rapid a rate, or by leaving
them idle in a run-down condition. This
sulphate, which consists of a hard white
scale on the surface of the plates and is
really sulphate of lead, is extremely detri-

ot We print on pages 300 and

set is used, the number of valves used and
the capacity of the accumulator. When
two or more valves are used the capacity
should never be less than 20 actual ampere
Lours.
Six -volt accumulators should be

310 an article by Mr. L'Estrange
Malone, M.P., whose emphatic
dicta our readers generally will

used, and the actual voltage across the
valve filament varied by means of a variable filament resistance. This variable resistance is most useful, because by its use
not only is the life of the valve prolonged
by cutting down the voltage slightly, but
the accumulator will last longer for one
charge and the signals in the 'phones will
be clearer in many instances and more distinct than if the valve filaments were glowing- at full brilliancy.
Lt is advisable to keep two accumulators
in use, one being on charge while the other

Adding Acid

mental to the battery, as in removing it

confirm.
Cc

c":

cc
Qc-

from the plates a certain amount of active
material is brought away at the same time,
Avith a consequent loss of ampere -hour

..t' A letter from a member
the trade is printed on pages
310 and 311, It disposes of the
`rumour" as being "a distortion
of the facts." We sincerely

cC

cc

Strong ammonia should he applied at
once to any clothing on which acid has
been spilled. Sulphuric acid will burn a
hole right through ordinary cloth in less
than twelve hours, whilst it will produce

hope it

(S)

a red stain on blue serge, which will ultimately wear to a hole unless the place is
immediately treated with ammonia.

is.
THE EDITOR.

cc:

3,-0.-

=0;04....,

C/Ci-2,

tY.)

capacity.

A. W. HULBERT.
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A New Mechanically -strong Valve

0

ii

lo

u
u

Particulars and Photographs of the Recently -invented Xtraudion Valve

ID

U

aa
CI
a
D

a

DIILI

1611L7=0=[31;72ZG71171;GIL=GIL;l=;C:ICGIta;1=a1G1=1;7=2CC;JCZZUC717U:7QUGJCIJrZL;ZZ11:1=CIA
SOME very interesting features in de- type of valve. It will be observed that
sign are presented in the new Xtrau- the use of the spiral grid has been avoided,
dion valve which has just been placed on the form substituted, it is claimed, prethe market by the Economic Electric, venting the annoying ringing noises so
Limited,

to,

economy

in

Fitzroy

generally experienced; also it accounts for

Square, London,

the increased degree of amplification
which is obtained. Hissing and frying

W. r, features which, in the main, tend to
use

owing to the strong

Vacuum test -anode, 15o volts; grid, 2 volts
(less than r milliamp. is passed).
Another interesting point is that amber coloured glass is used for the bulbs in

order to reduce the troublesome glare experienced with plain glass. The valve is

the invention of Mr. C. Holt, of the

al.

A New, Mechanically -strong Valve, the Xtraudion.

mechanical construction of the valve. Its
comparative strength is made possible, as
will be seen from the photograph, by the
peculiar form of the grid and plate. With
this arrangement the filament may sag to

any extent and yet cannot short-circuit
with the grid, a matter which is a very

usual cause of breakdown in the ordinary

noises
degree.

are reduced to an extraordinary
The characteristics of the valve

are as given below :

Filament current at 4 volts
Anode potential 5o volts o.5 amps.
Grid potential + 12 volts 2.4 milliamps.

- 12

0.5

,,

Economic Electric, Limited, and costs less
than very many valves now on the market.
The photographs, specially taken by our-

selves, show two views of the new valve
complete, one view with the plate bent out
of

the way to display the grid, and a

fourth view with the plate and grid displaced so as to reveal the filament.

0
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" Broadcasting - - - A Rumour"
(1) A Special Article by

(2) The Manufacturers' Side ; A Letter

u
u
from a Member of the Trade
C. L'ESTRANGE MALONE, M.P.
u
CI
u
ILILLIG7Q=1;7=1:7GIUtZLUZIG7120G7QQUIZZ1GC7OGUGIU=C:C1=11Z1617a702=21Z1Z1==ZILL7IZZUZG7DA
The restriction would be so absurd in the worked out, and with the complete absence

The Situation

By C. L'ESTRANGE MALONE. F.R Ae.S., M.P.

THE rumour to which AMATEUR WIRE-

LESS drew attention in the issue of
September 9 is certainly very disturbing.
No one would dream of suggesting that
aeroplanes, motor -cycles, gramophones,
musical -boxes, clocks, etc., should be pur-

special case of amateur wireless work that

of any useful results up to date.

to the Postmaster -General, Mr. Kellaway.
Wireless listeners -in will await his reply
with considerable interest.

during the past few months.

Let us get on with it ! I believe that
one is led to hope that it will never be
more than a rumour. An official at the the public will be much surprised when
G.P.O. will not deny it, so I have written they learn all that has been going on
Whether the committee of manufacturers
who are discussing the terms of the Broad-

chased only as complete articles and that
amateur mechanics and others, if they prefer to do so, should not be allowed to

The fact, however, that such a rumour casting Company with the Postmaster is possible shows up the
General is really representative of the
wireless trade or not I will not enter into
Hole and Corner Way
here: but I do say that I consider there

assemble them from their component parts.

in which the broadcasting question is being

(Continued on page 310)
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occasions, --that is, an aerial actually trailing on the ground. It consisted of a
stranded copper wire thickly insulated by

ing

Fu
A Kite Aerial
E

attached, another operator standing in an
opposite direction, holding the wire on a
bobbin wound with No. 36 s.c.c., the
length released being about too ft. This

signals.

Precautions were always

taken to prevent the crystal being jolted
and jarred by the motor -lorry running
rubber tubing and attached to a moving over uneven ground. The method adopted
motor -lorry containing wireless apparatus. was to place under the crystal base a
ii:ICZ=C;CIQZ=ClIZILIC7.7=',.1=CA It was generally a success, especially when piece of rubber
in. thick, and then
trailing over long grass. Crystal detec- screwing the base down only lightly on to
pMERGENCY is the mother of inven- tors were the only means used for detect- the rubber.
A. F. C.
tion, and invention was perhaps never
so much required as by army wireless
operators in the field during the war.
noncnn===n=r1=ncrnmo The kite was flown from a south119E

Freak ResUlts

Freak results were often obtained during
such emergencies. Using a crystal set

consisting of two currents, primary and
secondary, and a farmer's wire fence (only
insulated from earth by the wooden posts)

westerly direction by means of a cord

[

L==G7G1G7a77C7ZQZ7ZEZG,FL=811

as an aerial proved a successful experiment. On this occasion the aerial vvire

AT a recent field day of the Ipswich and
District Wireless Club a very interest
-had been accidentally left at headquarters.
ing
experiment
was carried out with a kite
When co -,operating with aeroplanes and
assisting artillery firing, the aerial wire aerial, the results obtained being beyond

was often blown to fragments by return
fire.

Emergency steps were immediately

necessary to continue reception.
An
operator sometimes acted as 'a human

iiri=c7==nnn=77n=crrnn

aerial by standing at the mouth of the
wireless dug -out with the fingers of one

Dirt and -Damp

hand 'pressed tightly on the aerial ter-

111

minal. This was quite successful, although
only carborundum or perikon (zincite and
bornite) crystals were Used.
Amateur friends who experience difficulties may be encouraged when I say that
no difficulty is' too great to be overcome
by patience. For instance, when on aeroplane reception directing gun -fire, each
battery had two operators and one tuner.

OiCiG2=CIL:L:Q=1:7G7GUGGCUI
THE two main enemies of wireless reception which are most under the con-

trol of the amateur are dirt and damp.
There are so many places where these two

lurk, and consequently weaken received
signals, that it will be advisable to point
out where they frequently cause trouble.
In the smoky atmosphere of cities aerial
insulators quickly become covered with a

All the aeroplanes were sending at the

same time on wave -lengths so similar that
constant interference was a certainty.

When listening the noise of the many
signals was like the buzz of bees. The
operator had to pick out his aeroplane by
its note (each note being slightly varied)
and hang on to it. Operators so engaged
soon came to ignore the heavy gun -firing
and shell -bursting. Of course it is understood that coupling was used as far as
possible, but interference was alWays very

was connected to a three -valve high -and low -frequency receiver with interchangeable transformers.
Lyme, Croydon and Hendon were
clearly heard by the telephony. A great
deal of work was done on 600 -metre wave,
of which G N F was found at his best.

film of grime which can easily weaken
Fig. 1.-Portable Set Mounted on a Car.

great. -

A surprise was sprung upon us once by
officers of the early experimental telephony

Up to that period telephony
Was little used, and our surprise can be
imagined on hearing "It's a long way to
.Tipperary" being whistled in the 'phones
detachment.

with gusto by a very human .voice. Blank
'amazement appeared on the operators'
faces.

Sometimes when signals were weak an
operator would detach the aerial wire from
the aerial pole and stroll round in a circle,
-

keeping the aerial taut with his hands by
means of the aerial insulator. As his
direction changed so the signal strength
Fig. 2.-The Kite that Carried the Aerial.
varied, until he found the direction in
which the signals vere strongest: The expectation. The arrangements were caraerial pole was re -erected on that spot.
ried out out by NH-. H. E. Barbrook, to
Messages were 'often received on the whom we are indebted for the brief paraerial terminal, but this has generally been ticulars here given. Fig. t shows the
with short wave -lengths sent out by club's portable set at the back of a twolocally -stationed transmitters.
seater car, WhilSt Fig.
shoWs ;he kite
A ground aerial was effectively used on which took the aerial aloft

signals by forming a path to earth for the
minute received currents. If the insulators are glass or highly glazed porcelain
heavy rain will help to keep them clean,

but it

is

a good plan to rub them over

every two or three months. If the leading -

in tube is so placed that heavy rain can

fall directly on to it there may be considerable leakage there in \vet weather.

Inside the wireless "cabin" dampness
can generally be obviated to a large extent,

but the receiving set should be kept in .a
dry room, otherwise moisture will be sure
to condense on ebonite panels, switches,
terminals, etc., causing surface leakage,
which

is

extremely troublesome.

The

aerial and earth connections require to be
quite free from dirt, and all terminals
should be kept scrupulously clean.

Dust has a habit of settling amongst

wireless apparatus even when it is boxed
up, and places to watch for it are between
terminals, between contact studs, and on
the plates of variable condensers. A new
small soft paint -brush is useful for cleaning awkward corners.
High-tension batteries of the dry -cell
type are' quickly ruined by dampness, and

care should be taken to keep them quite
dry. A good plan is to stand them on
some non -hygroscopic insulator with each
cell well insi t tted from its neighbours.

L. W.

.
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THE INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER]

-

How the Amateur can, with a Little Thought, Design His Own
V.,1.UrL`L.1QG1Q1-:"

QGQ0-i0r.:.-GG/01...,
appears to be usual practice when
ITany special effect is required, to try
every available article apparently suitable
in -the hope that one will do what is required. Much time would be saved were
it possible to measure the currents being
dealt with, and then pick apparatus which
works best at that available power.
Take, as a first example, an intervalve

transformer. Of all the different types
with different resistances and voltage
ratios, it would be expensive to try each
For each individual amplifier
in turn.
there is but one really suitable trans-

former, and this sh'ould be predetermined
by measurements.

If a mill iammeter is placed in the plate
circuit of a valve which is under working
conditions a certain steady deflection will

be observed due to the plate current of
the valve. If the valve in question is a

detector valve with a reaction coil in use
two distinct values of plate current will
he observed --one when the valve is not
oscillating and a lower one when the

valve is oscillating. For usual receiving
valves, these values may be of the order
of

2

and

1.5

milliamperes respectively,

using a plate potential of 70 volts. The
following table is based on measurements
of a receiver in use, and shows that for
varying H.T. voltages the difference between the current values drops off rapidly
and obviously bears some relation to the

- ELIZIG;0QGC.7-

-

-
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which the transformer could carry. If the a detecting valve might not be best for.
primary of the transformer were made of using on a third note magnifier, and vice
about 30,00010 impedence, and since it is versa. The size and_ relative proportions
advisable to have a step up ratio of three of the iron yoke is also of great import-.

or four to one, the secondary impedance

ance, as is also the inclusion or omission

of an air gap in some .portion of the
obvious that were these values adopted,, magnetic field, so as to decrease distortion
even if the finest wire available could be of telephony. Another important factor
used, such a .transformer would assume not generally recognised is the spacing
should be approximately 120,000w.

It

is

and type of insulation between the primary
and secondary windings. This is very imsecondary would be so far from the portant in spark coils, and is just as
primary, or rather the position of maxi- important in the Smaller power transmum magnetic flux, that a large propor- formers used with valves, provided maxition" of turns would be idle resistance. mum efficiency is being aimed at.
The practical utility of these remarks
Since the transformer would be large, the
core also would have to be in proportion, may be observed by obtaining several dif,
and this again would tend to draw in the ferent pattern transformers and 'trying
outer lines of magnetic force. It appears, them in a note magnifier and then transvarious pairs until ,the best arrangethen, that the transformer must be
creased in size and consequently in resist- ment is arrived at. :This course is necesance until a balance is attained whereby sary with usual transformers because the
maximum impedence is obtained consistent windings are so 'far from what they should
with transformer efficiency due to dimen- be that it is very difficult, to predetermine
sions. Considering now the valves of the their best positions:' It is just these little
most usual types, we have, as a general items being properly investigated that
rule, primary resistance valves near 2,000, mark the skill put into the construction of
and secondary Valves between 8,000,,, and an amplifier; ,the collective results are
16,000w. These are the usual values of certainly noticeable.
There is plenty of scope for experiment
British intervalve transformers, but the

quite_ large proportions.
.

The troubles then would be that the

posing,

Germans; who at one time concentrated
on valve

amplifiers, developed efficient

apparatus with secondaries up to 5o,000co.

The German transformers can hardly be

in winding transformers with higher re-

sistances instead of trying to attain higher
voltage ratios, as three or four to one are
acknowledged to be the limit for efficient

transformation of such small powers as
are met in the usual pattern amplifiers as
distinct from power amplifiers. These,
Res. not Osc. Res. Os:.
Osc.
Voltage. Not Osc.
however, which might be mentioned re- dealing with much larger powers, demongarding German amplifier valves, and that strate the necessity of careful transformer
35,ciooto
70
2 'Oma
56,00co, is, the plate current is comparatively high
I'25ma
selection to a much greater degree.
33,00ow
55,00t -Lo
/ 'Oma
.5ma
55
W. J. jOtiGIIIN.
due to lower valve internal resistance,
I 'Oma
40,0000
50,0oot.0
40
8ma
40,0001,,
30
55,000w which brought the valve and transformer
.6ma
'75ma
impedences nearer equality, and this fact,
It may be noticed that the lowest re- in some measure, accounts for the high
flu
sistance value, when the valve is not amplification they were able to attain.
From these observations we might gather
oscillating, is the value of the H.T. voltage most suitable for the valve in question. that intervalve transformers could to adTaking these, observations into considera- vantage be increased in size and resistance
tion, it would appear best to have an inter - for use with the average valve. In this
valve transformer with a high impedence country there are only two or three I F you happen to break the insulator
primary, so as more effectively to utilise different types of transformers which are
when fixing up your aerial wires and
used throughout all stages of note mag- you have no other at hand, just obtain a
the power at disposal.
There is one other factor which we have nifiers, and it is significant that in America,
to consider, and that is the increased where many patterns are available, transeffective resistance of the primary due to formers have been developed for each
load conditions on the secondary. This specific purpose to great advantage.
should make a noticeable difference, but
This is only a superficial study of the
AERIAL WtRE
careful observations do not show any alter- question, since there are so many other
Aerial
Insulator.
ation in plate current when the secondary factors governing efficiency, such as the
of a transformer is open- and close -cir- inductance of primary and secondary wind- strong rubber ring and tie in the middle as
cuited. This may be due to the amount ings with regard to the signal strength shown in the sketch. Bring the loop A to
of power being transformed bearing such being ,nsed in. each. That is to say, B and fasten to a rope which goes to the
a small proportion to the maximum power a transfornier used in the plate circuit of pole or mast.
plate voltage.

compared with ours, since the valves used
in that country were entirely different from
the usual "R type. There is one point,

A Novel Aerial
Insulator
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STARTLING BARGAINS
(NO CHARGE FOR POSTAGE)

CRYSTAL
DETECTORS

THE " BEAVER " COMPLETE SET
of

CONDENSER PARTS
-FOR '0005 M.F.-contains

:-

4/ POST

FREE

Ebonite Top and Bottom Plates, Machined

10 Aluminium Moving Plates
11 Aluminium Fixed Plates
1 Square Centre Spindle
3 Stay Rods Screwed both ends
10 Large Spacing Collars
30 Small
Bronze Coil Spring
1 Ebonite Knob Drilled and Screwfitted

Splendid
Crystal Detector
Mounted on
Ebonite
Consisting of : Phosphor; Bronze Standard, surmounted

I

by Brass Arm and Detector Spring, working in Ball and
Socket Joint with Ebonite Thumb-piece-Well finished
Crystal Cup fitted with Side Screw - Two Special
Terminals-Cannot be bought elsewhere for 616.

2 Brass Nuts for Centre Spindle
14 Small Nuts

Price

1

per Set, Post Free

HEADPHONES
4000 Ohms total Resistance. Double Headband, each
Receiver Detachable Instantaneously. Guaranteed
highly efficient ; Complete with Cord and ready for use.

Every Fair tested and guaranteed

No. I " BEAVER "

CRYSTAL
SET
Unassembled
No. 2 " BEAVER

CRYSTAL
SET
Unassembled
No. 3 " BEAVER -

CRYSTAL
SET
Assembled ready for wiring
NO. 4 " BEAVER "

CRYSTAL SET
Unassembled

COMPLETE SETS

20/-

Inductance Coil 7 x 31, wound 24 Enamelled Wire. Blocking Condenser '0003 between
Ebonite Sheets. Crystal Detector, Complete with Special Crystal. I Brass Rod Cut
Pr. Wooden Ends. Wooden Base 10 x 9.
and Drilled. Slider and Plunger.
3 Reel Insulators.
1

POST FREE

Inductance Coil 9 3 wound 24 Enamelled Wire. Blocking Condenser, capacity
Crystal Detector. 2 Brass Rods Cut and Drilled to
.0002 between Ebonite Sheets.
fit.
All Necessary Terminals. Two End Boards. Wooden Base 15 x 12. 100 ft.
7/22 Stranded Aerial Wire (Best Quality'. 6 Reel Insulators. 2 Sliders and Plungers.
Ivorine Tabs, Earth, 'Phone and Aerial.
Splendid Crystal Detector fitted with Special Crystal, and mounted on Ebonite Base. Blocking Condenser .0005, with well -made Chamfered top. Inductance Tube 12 in. x 4 in..
wound 24 gauge Enamelled Wire, Waxed Interior to prevent sweating. Fitted 2 Brass

Rods complete with 2 Sliders and Plungers. All necessary Terminals marked with
No ine Tabs. The whole Mounted on Solid Oak base, varnished 15 in. x 12 in.
Inductance Coil, 12 x 4, wound 23 gauge Bronzed Wire. Beaver Variable Condenser .0005.
as sold for 11/ -. Crystal Detector complete with Special Crystal. 2 Brass Rods Cut and
Drilled to fit. 6 Splendid Terminals. 1 pr. End Pieces of Mahogany. Solid Varnished

Mahogany Base. 100 ft. 7/22 Stranded Aerial Wire. 6 Reel Insulators. One 6 in. or 9
in. Leading -in Tube of Solid Ebonite and Brass. Ivorine Tabs for Terminals. 2 Sliders
and Plungers.

25/-

POST FREE

27/6
FREE
Complete with

Splendid Tested
and Guaranteed
4000 ohm= 0/..
'Phone., :a

35/- POST

Complete with

Splendid Tested
and

Guaranteed

4000oh

'Phrnones57/6

-a-

BEAVER ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
Telephone: GERRARD 1900

109, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1.

Special Terms to Trade. All Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed London Joint City and Midland Dank.
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WIRELESS
POST FREE

Exi e
BATTERIES

SPECIFICATION
CORDS.

Twin conductor

tinsel,

3 ft.

butt and fork,
12 in. long from fork to each receiver,
Instrument end fitted with 2 -plug type
metal tags.
between

long

Arranged

RECEIVERS.

wound

to

series

in

and

2,000 ohms,

4,000 ohms, or as required. Magnets of
specially treated tungsten steel mounted in
aluminium cases and fitted with adjustable
steel headbands of extremely
serviceable pattern.

2,000 ohms
4,000 ohms

...

-

light

but

24125,' -

THE LARGEST SHIP IN THE WORLD
-the White Star Liner " Majestic"-uses Exide batteries
for her wireless installation.

SPECIFICATION
RESISTANCES.

120,

No finer testimony to the general reliability of Exides. and
their particular suitability for wireless work, could be given.

2,000,

1,000,

4,000, 8,000 ohms.
Other windings to order.

INSULATION.

441,111mib to ELECTRICAL STORAGE
COMPANY- LIMITED.

Highest possible.

CLIFTON JUNCTION,
Nr MANCHESTER.

Selected
tungsten
steel,
manufactured under our own
special process and guaranteed for ten years.

MAGNETS.

CORDS.

Heavily
insulated
conductors.

I

219/229, SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE, W.C.2.

PRICES .-L1-1, PARTICULARS O_Ir APPLICATION:

tinsel

Polished aluminium case and
fittings, with oxydised relieved
coppered headbands.
Simple and comfortable adjustment. Ebonite ear -caps fitted
as standard.

FINISH.

DE LUXE
'PHONES

Every headset carefully
tested under actual reception conditions and guaranteed to specifi-

INSPECTION.

2,000 ohms.
4,000 ohms,

cation.

Zrbe Pula geluS

341-

35/-

CRYSTAL
SET

I

The only Newspaper which
gives regularly the Programs

I

of British Wireless Concerts

(Including DE LUXE
Head 'Phones)

£4 5 0
POST FREE

AERIALS

LISTEN IN

on the " Aerowave" Receiver

Complete with insulators and instructions for erection.

61- post free.

I. T. C. Ltd.,
Princes

Street, WESTMINSTER.
Telephone: Victoria 9598

with complete
Equipment.

HENRY J. BREWSTER & CO.,
11, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.
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ELECTRICAL BENCHWORK.

le

In

POLISHING BRASS, Etc., WITH EMERY -CLOTH

r_i
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APROPERLY polished surface should filing, not to produce hollows, but to keep
exhibit a regular, even face, free from the stick moving up and down freely and
file marks, deep scratches or depressions so sweep round a continuous curve. The
which have not been eliminated by the reason why it is nearly always preferable
previous filing operations. If flat, it

should be a regular plane without any
suspicion of rounding, which looks very
had when the light strikes in a particular
manner; and if curved, the curve should
be uniform throughout, with no flats or
alternations in radius. Errors in working,

8

A

are : (I) Beginning to polish before the

work has been finally finished with the
file on every part; (2) using fine paper or
cloth at too early a stage in the polish-

0

ing, with the result that a high superficial

,

V

deleted;. and then a fine grade is used.

The diagram (Fig. i) shows the principal
of

application.

The- -method

H

shown by A is similar to filing, and care

FIG

I

Fi.1.-Vatious Methods of Using Emery -

is necessary to move the emery stick truly.
Narrow faces are more readily worked by
moving the emery stick in -the same direction as for draw filing. Small areas, which

cloth,

e:c.

to use paper or cloth in conjunction with
a backing stick is because, when held by
are difficult for the beginner to get over, the fingers alone, there is no guidance and
can be more easily accomplished by invert- the work tends to develop a convex face,
ing the work on the emery -paper and rub- and the sharp corners also become rubbed
bing to and fro over B. Another dodge for off. Using the fingers alone is, moreover,
polishing a cylindrical or other object is tiring and not so easy to exercise a good
to work the stick with a circular movement
C, by which flatness is easily obtained.

The quickest and neatest way of polishing round rods is by taking a long strip

of cloth, lapping it round as at D, and
pulling alternately on the ends. If the
scratches are to be made in a longitudinal
direction a short piece of cloth is lapped
round as at E and grasped with the fingers
while it is slid to and fro. Bosses and

portions forming part of a circle cannot
readily be polished by the strip devi(c
shown at n, and the stick F is more convenient. Operate it like a. file, taking care

method G may be pursued

either simply wrapped round the stick and
retained with the fingers or is cemented,
or a single strip is cemented down each
side in the flat -sided sections. Sometimes

tightening up the screw. The application
of a stiff steel spring G is another method
of fastening emery -cloth to a block, and
it is adopted for going over large areas.
An alternative way of preparing emery

sticks is to coat them with hot glue and
roll in emery powder. Precaution should
always be taken to guard against the risk

of the emery reaching any bearings or
slides in a piece of mechanism, and no
polishing should be done on an assembled
piece of work without carefully wrapping
up exposed bearings or slide ends or any
moving portion which is likely to convey
grains of the abrasive to the interior.
Whenever possible the parts should be removed for polishing, and they should be
thoroughly flooded with paraffin if there
are any interior sections which cannot be
wiped out.
One method of finishing large surfaces
consists of wrapping a piece of emery -cloth
round a cork, driving a steel spindle into
of a drilling machine or a hand -brace. By
rotating the cork and lightly pressing it on
to the work the beautiful scintillating spot -

F

face finish is secured.

C

more successfully, laying the stick transversely, a way which some workers find
Fig. 2.-Various Emery Sticks, etc.
preferable for filing round a curve. A
concave portion H may also be .polished ;pressure. The only instance where the
in this manner. It is quicker when using fingers are of decided advantage is in the
the rough cloth to employ the crci.s. MOVe, finest polishing- after roughing down.
ment, reserving the draw movement for Employ old, worn cloth with or without
oil, the application of the latter improving
finishing.
Due precaution must be taken, just as in the high .polish.
.

most useful being the rectangular or square
section A, feather -edged type B (handy for

the latter and securing this in the chuck

not to let it move irca straight line which
will result in flats or wrong curves.' The
draw -filing

on account of the rapid,tearing throUgh
induced by the file teeth., It is better to
have a smooth piece of wood which prolongs the life of the cloth. Some of the
chief shapes are shown in Fig. 2, the

rough and fine grades are attached to
different sides of the same stick, or more
usually two sticks are kept for this purpose. Clips as shown at F render the use
of glue or cement unnecessary, the cloth
being tightly lapped round and held by

gloss is produced which shows up scratches
and uneven places very badly; or (3) using

the paper.or cloth without a proper backing to support it.
A coarse grade of paper should .be em,
ployed for the preliminary polishing until
all theJesults of turning or filing are

The practice of wrapping the paper ,ot
cloth round a file is not to.be recommended

getting into corners and other awkward
parts), triangular c for similar functions,
and the half -round and round rod D for
round or hollows. The paper or cloth is

L

which produce the above mentioned faults,

methods

°pCI

The spacing of

these spot facings should, of course, be as
regular as possible. This method is often
effected by skilled workers by - wrapping
a piece of emery -cloth round the thumb
and giving a circular movement to it.
INGOT.

"Wireless Telegraphy
:: and Telephony" ::
The most Practical Handbook for the
Amateur. The price is 1 /6 net.

Omakur WireleSS
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AN "AERIAL -TO -EARTH" SWITCH

a

A Switch that Prevents a Lightning Discharge Passing Through the Set
DI
lOGIGIGI2GIGIQIZGIZIGLIZGLIL7=1;72CCZC7=GG=L-ILZG===1.-=1:-C.:=IZQGQ=Z;GGILQQ=a-cil
TO prevent one's instruments from being

ruined by a discharge of lightning it
is well to provide a direct path to earth
when the set is not in use.
The type of switch shown by the photo -

to allow the head of a 4 B.A. screw to show on the surface should be polished
and lacquered. If hard wood has been
come flush with the surface of the bar.
The bearing screws are of brass, turned
to the dimensions shown in Fig. 6. The
shoulder should be a good fit for the large
hole in the switch -arm, but care must be

used for the baseboard it should either be
french -polished or given two or three
coats of thin shellac varnish. Assembly
may now be commenced.

Using countersunk -headed 4 B.A. screws
taken that it is also quite free from any
trace of binding. The slot in the head A- in. long, screw the connecting bar on

to the switch arms so that, although there
The bearing ring (Fig. 7), the contact is freedom of movement, there is very
studs (Fig. 8), and the arm stops (Fig. 3) little shake. Now file off the projecting
are all of brass, and their construction is piece on: the under side of the switch arm
and solder, over it to retain the screw in
amply illustrated in the drawings.
The shape of the terminals and the that position. Fit each arm with its bearebonite handle may be left to the taste of ing screw and washer, and insert the
the constructor. The lower end of the shanks into their holes in the baseboard.
latter is fitted with a brass shank threaded Next insert the terminals and contact
throughout its length with a 4 B.A. die. studs and fit all shanks with washers and
About y4. in. of this shank should project nuts as shown in Fig. 2. The inside nuts
from the base of the handle for the pur- are tightened up, the others being left
loose until connections are made. The
pose of affixing it to the connecting bar.
All the metal parts (with the exception positions of the arm stops may now
of the surfaces of the contact studs) which easily be determined. They should be so
facilitates assembly.

0

"Aerial -to -earth" Switch.

graph and Figs. r and 2 provides a direct
path from aerial to earth when switched

to the right, and the aerial and earth are
connected

to

the

instruments

when

switched to the left. In the "aerial -to earth" position it will be observed that
the tuner, etc., are entirely cut out of
circuit.

Ebonite or hard wood should be used
for the baseboard. The fixing -screw holes
are drilled
in. and may be countersunk
if it is not desired to use round -headed
fixing screws. The holes for the terminals

and contact studs are 4 B.A. clearance,
and those

for the

switch -arm

bearing

screws are 2 B.A. clearance. The positions for the holes for

the arm stops

(Fig. 3) are better determined during the
assembly of the switch parts.
The switch arms (Fig. 4) are cut from
3 -in. sheet brass. The small holes are

tapped 4 B.A. and the large ones are

drilled M. in. Two pieces of
sheet
copper are cut r4 in. square, and these are
soldered on to the under sides of the arms
at the smaller ends.
These are now

trimmed off to the shape shown at a in
Fig. 4, and the sides are rounded off as
shown in the section (Fig. 4a). This
rounding off prevents any trouble from
sticking which might ensue from slight
differences in the height of the contact
studs.

Fig. 5 is the connecting bar. This is
made of ebonite
in. thick. The centre

hole is tapped 4 B.A. and the other two
are drilled 4 B.A. clearance. The latter
two holes are then countersunk sufficiently

Aerial -to -earth Switch. Figs. 1 and 2.-Top and- Side Elevations of Complete
Switch. Fig. 3.-Arm-stop. Fig. 4.-Switch Arm. Fig. 4a.-Section Through

Contact End of Switch Arm. Fig. 5.-Connecting Bar. Fig. 6.-Bearing
Screws for Switch Arms. Fig 7.-Bearing Ring. Fig. 8.-Contact Studs.

Wireless'
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arranged that the switch arms are stopped
with their ends exactly over their respective contacts when switched to either right
or left.

The connections are shown in Fig. z.
Although shown on the upper surface for
clearness it must be understood that they,
are to be made on the under side for neatness. A is connected to earth, B is connected to the aerial, c gives earth connection to the instruments, and D provides
aerial connection to the instruments.

Onuiteur
the illustrations the 'phones may bd the wire. Several wires could be laid out
slipped on and off with comfort.
so as to radiate from the receiving gear to
Cut out of pasteboard (or other suitable the eight principal points of the compass,
material) two discs 2 in. in diameter. in which case selective reception could be

Remove the screws at each side of the
headbands. Pass a screw through the
centre of each disc and replace on the

Fig.
shows the outside
view, and in this figure D is the disc, H
the headbands, N the nut and s the screw.
Fig. 2 (inside view) shows how the
attachment shields all moving parts that
If the switch is to be mounted on a might catch the hair.
R. M.
panel the latter should be cut away sufficiently to clear the terminal clamping
innnr=nnnnrnrrnrn==nrino
nuts, although leaving sufficient at the

corners for the fixing screws to get a good
grip. If mounted individually it may be
raised on four pieces of fibre tube
in.
long, through which the fixing screws may
be passed into the wood.
J. McG.
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ElE1 Underground Aerials

FEW things are more annoying to the
amateur than the trick some headbands have of nipping and tearing the

Fig. 1.-Two-wire Underground Aerial.

VERY fewexperimenters in this country have done any work with under- employed for signals from any direction
ground aerials, although in the United by switching in the corresponding pair of
States they have been tried for some time. aerials.
Wireless societies having field days on
It is claimed that atmospherics are conopen
stretches of land might give this
siderably decreased and, as these aerials
are very directional, interference is reduced

11.1

z

to

a

minimum.

Underground

aerials are of no use with crystal sets;
they require amplifiers.

The aerial wire, which should be insulated, is generally laid in a trench two
or three feet deep, but results can be ob-

ORDINARY EARTH
CONNECTION

tained if it is supported from wooden posts

a foot or two above the surface of the
earth. The free end of the wire must be
very well insulated.

Figs. I and 2.-Outside and Inside View of
Improved Headband.

hair every time the 'phones 'are

used.

With the paid of the attachment shown in

Two Styles
Fig. I is a diagram of an underground
aerial system showing two wires running
in opposite directions with the receiver at
the centre. One wire only may be used
as shown in Fig. 2, but the results will not
be as good. A disadvantage of this type

of aerial is that signals can only be re-

ceived from stations on or near the line of

..,\N\N\ \\\.\\\-\\
Fig. 2.-One-wire Underground Aerial

type of aerial a trial and find out by how
much the ratio of signals to atmospherics
is increased.
L. W.

WHAT WIRELESS TERMS MEAN. -IX
Some Technical Words Explained as Correctly as Popular Language Allows
instrument which " step up " transformer as in the case of
a battery those used for low -frequency amplification.
gives out a buzzing sound, and produces a If the current is passed through the finer
tiny spark at the point of contact of the and longer wire first, a lower voltage is
blade and the armature. This spark sends induced in the shorter and thicker wire.
out tiny ether waves. If, therefore, a This is called a " step down " transformer

or an arc, and are all equal in power. Other
methods of producing these waves are by
means of high -frequency alternators and
timed sparks.

will be picked up by the receiver. Used
principally to test whether a set is work-Wireless signals are transmitted
ing or not, and generally to test a crystal. by means of waves in the ether which are
TRANSFORMER. - An
instrument produced and set in motion by an electrical

charge of current, either positive or negative.

small

when connected up to
BUZZER.-A

buzzer is used near a wireless set the waves

used in alternating or oscillating
current circuits for the purpose of stepping
up or reducing the voltage of the current.

as in the case of a telephone transformer.
WAVE,DAMPED and UNDAMPED.

discharge. They are of two kinds, damped

and undamped. The former is the spark produced wave and consists of a series or
train of waves with gaps in between,

It is based upon the principle of mutual
induction between two coils of wire. It represented by the period between the
usually consists of a bundle of soft iron make and break of the circuit. Each train
wires upon which a number of turns of wire gradually dies away or is damped down,
are wound, insulated from a second winding owing to the failure of the energy which
of a greater number of turns of finer wire. started it.
If a current is passed through the thicker
Due to the existence of these gaps detecwire first, a current of greater voltage is tion of them by a crystal is possible.
induced in the thinner wire. This is a Undamped waves are produced by a valve

LEAK (Gum LEAK).-When a wireless

wave strikes the grid of a valve it
impresses upon it a certain potential or
The following charge of the grid will be of
opposite polarity. That is, if the first was
positive the second will be negative. The

charge is impressed on the grid by the

grid condenser which is used to make the
valve a rectifier. If the condenser is well
insulated, the first charge will not be able

to get off the grid before the next and opposite charge arrives. The leak is therefore
provided to enable the former to leak away
and make room for the latter. Some con-

densers are themselves leaky and do not,
therefore, require an additional leak. The
value of a grid leak is normally about
2 megohms.
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A SINGLE:VALVE HETERODYNE
RECEIVER
further and will serve as an easy introduction

and How to Make It." The following article,
Our esteemed contributor, J. F. S. described in
to the use of multi -layer inductance coils.
by the same author, takes the amateur a stage
No. 5 of " A.W." " A Single -valve Receiving Set
,ilmateurs intending to make this receiver should see the Special Note on p. 310.
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The Slab Coil
For longer wave -lengths slab coils may
be used. In these the wire is wound on a

bobbin, layer upon layer until sufficient
turns 'have been obtained. The former

(see Fig. 3) and -coil can then be soaked in
paraffin wax, and when hard the coil, taken
off. Although this is a simple type of coil

T

Range
For a range of coils to tune 15o to 3,000
Ituetres the -following number of turns will
be found suitable : One coil each of 25, 3o,
.)35, 40, 48, 53, 70, 8;, 105, and 130 turns.

it has several disadvantages, and is not

very strong mechanically.
The Single -valve Heterodyne Receiver Complete.

THE inductance coils described in the
article in No. 5 of "A.W." were of the
single -layer tubular type, which is just a
plain helix of wire, and this is a very convenient type for most purposes. Of late

a simple form of attachment to the appara-

years, however, the multi -layer coils have
come into extensive use and have proved
their great value. They are more especially useful in reactance circuits, as will
be shown later.
In the previous article it was stated that

either its inductance or its capacity may

inductance necessitated a length of wire
preferably in the form of turns, and that
two turns had four times the inductance of

one turn, provided they were close

to-

gether. In the tubular inductance, for the

sake of convenience in tapping off, these
turns are in the form of a helix, but there
is no reason why they should not be piled
up spirally on top of one another if they
are properly insulated.
The terms helix and spiral are often
interchanged, and to avoid any confusion
it may be advisable here to define the two

words as they are used

in this article.
sketch, Fig. I. It is

This is done in the
possible to obtain any amount of inductng

ance by winding the wire in spiral fashion.
There are numerous varieties of multi layer coils, each having its own uses and
advantages. In general, spiral coils take

up much less room than helical coils of
the same wave -length, and are thus useful
for long -wave reception. It will be noted,
however, that they cannot be tapped off to

vary the inductance with the case that
tubular coils can be, but there are other
ways of obtaining the same effect.

When it is desired to tune in widely
different wave -lengths with the same set
the usual practice is to make a number of
coils in progressive sizes and then arrange

tus so that they are all interchangeable.
To get fine tuning a variable condenser
is shunted across the coil. To tune a
receiving circuit to a definite wave -length

be varied, or both, but to get the best
results from receiving circuits the capacity
should be kept as low as possible. Thus
in the tubular coils, for low wave -lengths
it is not necessary to shunt the inductance
by a condenser, as the self -capacity of the
coil itself is sufficient, but for long wavelengths and for spiral coils (except when
they are coupled inductively) it is always

There are many types of spiral coil, but

length can be wound without difficulty.

coil.

The Basket Coil
This is only suitable for fairly low wavelengths, as a large number of turns would
make an unwieldy affair of it. The coils

can be wound on a circular former with
radial spokes like a cart wheel (see
Fig. 2). A suitable size is i34 in. inside
diameter with

or nine spokes.
French nails are quite suitable for the
seven

purpose, and they must be removable.

The wire is wound basket fashion, going
alternately to one side of one spoke and
then to the other side of the next until the
coil is of sufficient size. The whole is then
dipped in hot paraffin wax, and when it is
cool the spokes can be pulled out and the
coil slipped off the former. These coils
are best mounted between pieces of fibre,

as they are rather fragile and therefore
need some support.

mentary theory of this process has been
dealt with in other articles.
It must be remembered that by carelessly

adjusting the coils the valve will howl,

and the aerial will emit oscillations which
may interfere with other stations. It is
for this reason that no one should use such
a circuit until he is thoroughly acquainted
with its principles, so that he will not be
causing annoyance to his neighbours.
Construction

The set shown in the photograph was
made up according to this diagram of
connections and gives very good results
on a short indoor aerial. The coil mounting for holding the coils in place are made
of springy brass or copper strip. They are
held in the upright piece by four t in. by
No. 4 B.A. brass screws. The nuts and

Mounting
There are many ways of mounting multi layer coils. Perhaps the simplest way is
to connect flexible leads to the ends of the

coils and slide them over the former as
shown in Fig. 4. This has the objection
that accurate adjustment cannot be obtamed. A better way is shown in Figs. 5
and 6, and is used in the heterodyne receiver shown in the photograph. A piece
of hard -wood 34 in. thick is cut to the
size shown in Fig. 5, and the coil when Sp

woodwork, ...as these will vary according to

the position occupied in the set and the

quantity of wood available. The variable,
condenser can easily be built up from parts
Complete sets of
or purchased whole.

parts are now advertised for sale, and it
is worth while getting one of a capacity
up to .00t mfd., if possible, as this will
always be useful. When the apparatus is
connected up the amateur should try the
small coils first. The reactance coil may
be a little smaller or the same size as the
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will come in on a very high note, gradu-

tions to the reactance coils should be reversed. It is no use turning the coil round
in the clips, as that will make no differ -

turned. If they are not heard the connec-
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holders) is tied in position with a piece
The ends of the coil are
of thread.
brought out and screwed under washers,

0

C denser m High-tension
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the heads of the screws serving as contacts

coil may be given a coat of shellac varnish
and allowed thoroughly to dry. This will

a

tinuous -wave stations by turning the knob
of the variable condenser and altering the
distance between the coils. These stations

finished (coifs 34 in. thick arc best for these

to go in the clips. The coil and holder
can then be dipped in molten resin; this
will make a solid job of it and fix the
coil firmly to the holder. When set the

CI

El

tween the heads of the screws, so that they
nicely when
will just spring
placed between the clips.

coil holders have the same distance be-

Ci

rect and the reactance is the right way
round it should be possible to hear con-

washers. Care should be taken that all the

the connecting wires are clamped under

El

tuning coil. If all the connections are cor-

ally going down to a low one and then
back to a high one again as the knob is

quickly, as the wire has only to be fed
on to the former, and is guided into its

correct position by a device on the
machine. Coils of any reasonable wave-

only those best suited for the amateur will
be described here. The first is the basket

Connections

The diagram of connections (Fig. 7)
The Honeycomb Coil
will now be dealt with. Supposing the
This has been described in an earlier -reactance coil to be removed and the leads
short circuited, 11..a diagram would be exarticle (see No. 2 AMATEUR WIRELESS)'.
acay the same as that for the single -valve
It is wound on a former somewhat similar
to the basket former, but with two sets of set, using the valve as rectifier and high spokes, each set being about r in. apart. 'frequency amplifier combined. The minute
currents in the aerial circuit are magniThe chief disadvantage of this coil is that
it takes a long time to wind and 'is rather fied into stronger and uni-directional currents, in the plate circuit. By using the
clumsy to use on account of its thickness:
reactance coil as shown these currents will
These coils are also sold ready mounted
increase the current in the aerial circuit,
in holders with plug and socket for fixing
which will again increase the current in
in a set.
the plate circuit and so on until the valve
becomes what is termed saturated, hence
Lokap Coils
the term regenerative circuit. The eleThese are sine -wave lattice coils somewhat similar to the honeycOmb, but thinner
and 'more compact. They are machilie":wound and consequently can be made very

necessary to have a variable condenser,
although it need only be a small one.

-event the stickiness that resin leaves on

the fingers.

No dimensions have been given for the

"Do
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oral

He/ix

Fig. 1.Spiral

and Helix.

au"

Filament Bork

Fig. 7.-Diagram of Connections.

a
Fig. 6.-Coil Stand, etc.
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RECEIVER
further and will serve as an easy introduction

and How to Make It." The following article,
Our esteemed contributor, J. F. S. described in
to the use of multi -layer inductance coils.
by the same author, takes the amateur a stage
No. 5 of " A.W." " A Single -valve Receiving Set
,ilmateurs intending to make this receiver should see the Special Note on p. 310.
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The Slab Coil
For longer wave -lengths slab coils may
be used. In these the wire is wound on a

bobbin, layer upon layer until sufficient
turns 'have been obtained. The former

(see Fig. 3) and -coil can then be soaked in
paraffin wax, and when hard the coil, taken
off. Although this is a simple type of coil

T

Range
For a range of coils to tune 15o to 3,000
Ituetres the -following number of turns will
be found suitable : One coil each of 25, 3o,
.)35, 40, 48, 53, 70, 8;, 105, and 130 turns.

it has several disadvantages, and is not

very strong mechanically.
The Single -valve Heterodyne Receiver Complete.

THE inductance coils described in the
article in No. 5 of "A.W." were of the
single -layer tubular type, which is just a
plain helix of wire, and this is a very convenient type for most purposes. Of late

a simple form of attachment to the appara-

years, however, the multi -layer coils have
come into extensive use and have proved
their great value. They are more especially useful in reactance circuits, as will
be shown later.
In the previous article it was stated that

either its inductance or its capacity may

inductance necessitated a length of wire
preferably in the form of turns, and that
two turns had four times the inductance of

one turn, provided they were close

to-

gether. In the tubular inductance, for the

sake of convenience in tapping off, these
turns are in the form of a helix, but there
is no reason why they should not be piled
up spirally on top of one another if they
are properly insulated.
The terms helix and spiral are often
interchanged, and to avoid any confusion
it may be advisable here to define the two

words as they are used

in this article.
sketch, Fig. I. It is

This is done in the
possible to obtain any amount of inductng

ance by winding the wire in spiral fashion.
There are numerous varieties of multi layer coils, each having its own uses and
advantages. In general, spiral coils take

up much less room than helical coils of
the same wave -length, and are thus useful
for long -wave reception. It will be noted,
however, that they cannot be tapped off to

vary the inductance with the case that
tubular coils can be, but there are other
ways of obtaining the same effect.

When it is desired to tune in widely
different wave -lengths with the same set
the usual practice is to make a number of
coils in progressive sizes and then arrange

tus so that they are all interchangeable.
To get fine tuning a variable condenser
is shunted across the coil. To tune a
receiving circuit to a definite wave -length

be varied, or both, but to get the best
results from receiving circuits the capacity
should be kept as low as possible. Thus
in the tubular coils, for low wave -lengths
it is not necessary to shunt the inductance
by a condenser, as the self -capacity of the
coil itself is sufficient, but for long wavelengths and for spiral coils (except when
they are coupled inductively) it is always

There are many types of spiral coil, but

length can be wound without difficulty.

coil.

The Basket Coil
This is only suitable for fairly low wavelengths, as a large number of turns would
make an unwieldy affair of it. The coils

can be wound on a circular former with
radial spokes like a cart wheel (see
Fig. 2). A suitable size is i34 in. inside
diameter with

or nine spokes.
French nails are quite suitable for the
seven

purpose, and they must be removable.

The wire is wound basket fashion, going
alternately to one side of one spoke and
then to the other side of the next until the
coil is of sufficient size. The whole is then
dipped in hot paraffin wax, and when it is
cool the spokes can be pulled out and the
coil slipped off the former. These coils
are best mounted between pieces of fibre,

as they are rather fragile and therefore
need some support.

mentary theory of this process has been
dealt with in other articles.
It must be remembered that by carelessly

adjusting the coils the valve will howl,

and the aerial will emit oscillations which
may interfere with other stations. It is
for this reason that no one should use such
a circuit until he is thoroughly acquainted
with its principles, so that he will not be
causing annoyance to his neighbours.
Construction

The set shown in the photograph was
made up according to this diagram of
connections and gives very good results
on a short indoor aerial. The coil mounting for holding the coils in place are made
of springy brass or copper strip. They are
held in the upright piece by four t in. by
No. 4 B.A. brass screws. The nuts and

Mounting
There are many ways of mounting multi layer coils. Perhaps the simplest way is
to connect flexible leads to the ends of the

coils and slide them over the former as
shown in Fig. 4. This has the objection
that accurate adjustment cannot be obtamed. A better way is shown in Figs. 5
and 6, and is used in the heterodyne receiver shown in the photograph. A piece
of hard -wood 34 in. thick is cut to the
size shown in Fig. 5, and the coil when Sp

woodwork, ...as these will vary according to

the position occupied in the set and the

quantity of wood available. The variable,
condenser can easily be built up from parts
Complete sets of
or purchased whole.

parts are now advertised for sale, and it
is worth while getting one of a capacity
up to .00t mfd., if possible, as this will
always be useful. When the apparatus is
connected up the amateur should try the
small coils first. The reactance coil may
be a little smaller or the same size as the
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tions to the reactance coils should be reversed. It is no use turning the coil round
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the heads of the screws serving as contacts

coil may be given a coat of shellac varnish
and allowed thoroughly to dry. This will
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tinuous -wave stations by turning the knob
of the variable condenser and altering the
distance between the coils. These stations

finished (coifs 34 in. thick arc best for these

to go in the clips. The coil and holder
can then be dipped in molten resin; this
will make a solid job of it and fix the
coil firmly to the holder. When set the
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tween the heads of the screws, so that they
nicely when
will just spring
placed between the clips.

coil holders have the same distance be-
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rect and the reactance is the right way
round it should be possible to hear con-

washers. Care should be taken that all the

the connecting wires are clamped under
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tuning coil. If all the connections are cor-

ally going down to a low one and then
back to a high one again as the knob is

quickly, as the wire has only to be fed
on to the former, and is guided into its

correct position by a device on the
machine. Coils of any reasonable wave-

only those best suited for the amateur will
be described here. The first is the basket

Connections

The diagram of connections (Fig. 7)
The Honeycomb Coil
will now be dealt with. Supposing the
This has been described in an earlier -reactance coil to be removed and the leads
short circuited, 11..a diagram would be exarticle (see No. 2 AMATEUR WIRELESS)'.
acay the same as that for the single -valve
It is wound on a former somewhat similar
to the basket former, but with two sets of set, using the valve as rectifier and high spokes, each set being about r in. apart. 'frequency amplifier combined. The minute
currents in the aerial circuit are magniThe chief disadvantage of this coil is that
it takes a long time to wind and 'is rather fied into stronger and uni-directional currents, in the plate circuit. By using the
clumsy to use on account of its thickness:
reactance coil as shown these currents will
These coils are also sold ready mounted
increase the current in the aerial circuit,
in holders with plug and socket for fixing
which will again increase the current in
in a set.
the plate circuit and so on until the valve
becomes what is termed saturated, hence
Lokap Coils
the term regenerative circuit. The eleThese are sine -wave lattice coils somewhat similar to the honeycOmb, but thinner
and 'more compact. They are machilie":wound and consequently can be made very

necessary to have a variable condenser,
although it need only be a small one.
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Advertising
Fig. 8 shows the modified diagram
which must be used in this case. Three by wireless telephony. Five minutes migh
coils are used : the aerial tuning coil, the be allocated between every three or four
items on the programme, or once every
hour as found most convenient, and one
ing note, but when the coils are brought
hour a day might be set aside; this latter,
closer together they will sound more like
would, of course, be at a lower rate to the
If, however, the coil mounting
shown in Fig. 4 is used it will be sufficient
to turn the coil round.
When the coils are far apart spark
stations will be heard in their usual singence.

ti

a hoarse croak and the individual note will
be lost.

advertiser,

It has been said that advertising would

If a loud rushing noise or a whistle is

make wireless telephony objectionable, but

heard the coils must be pushed apart immediately, as the set is then radiating.

if so, does it not apply to the curtains of
theatres, to the backs of programmes, to
the tickets themselves, to our artistic

Special Note

weeklies and monthlies with a few pages

The set described in detail in this article

of reading matter wedged in between reams
was designed for use on a small indoor
of advertisements ? The blue sky itself
Fig. 8.-Gircuit to Prevent Re -radiation.
aerial. Any readers wishing to make a
has been blotted out at too a letter. Do
set to connect up with a standard post - secondary, and the reaction coil. The we complain or can't we?
Advertisements would bring in a big
office aerial must adopt certain modifica- secondary is between the two others. With

It will be observed that the reactance coil in Fig. 7 is coupled with the
aerial tuning coil, an arrangement forbidden by the P.M.G. on a standard aerial.
tions.

this modified arrangement there is no
danger of radiation except by gross carelessness on the part of the operator.

J. F. S.
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" Broadcasting

-

A Rumourft

obtrusive mouthpiece ejects the news at:
intervals during the day, and round which
Should be Less Secrecy
people gather as they would to a tape
" and that the interests of the public in machine, but at considerably less cost and
general, and the prospective broadcast re- less inconvenience.
ceivers in particular, ought to receive
It is therefore quite obvious that
more consideration even to the extent of
representation on the board of the BroadThe Public Must be Consulted
casting Company.
as
to
what they want; otherwise the BroadWireless telephony can have an enorcasting
Company will be presented to us
mous future before it, but it requires men
of wide vision if it is to be established on as a fait accompli. If it is to be a success
it must work in the closest touch with the
sound foundations.
Let us try to take the long view of the press and the press agencies. So far from
problem. The two main questions which injuring the press, if properly organised it
will be of wonderful assistance. For inrequire much hard thinking are :
stance, the brief headline announcements
1. What are the uses and benefits of
of a railway disaster or of a mysterious
wireless telephony ?
2. How can it be placed on a sound murder might at once make people buy a

In many respects broadcasting will
be a journalistic enterprise.
(2) Nobody denies the difficulty of paying for the broadcasting stations, but we
have seen no definite figures. Amounts
varying from £20,000 to Z3o,00o a year
have been mentioned. The Postmaster General ought to tell the public (who will
have to pay the licence fees) how the
Broadcasting Company is arriving at its
paper.

many years the receiving instruments will
be unused and covered with as much dust
as the electrophone.
If wireless telephony is to have the effect
on civilisation one hopes it will in bring-

ing the peoples together, sporting news,
general news, politics, and the headline
summaries of newspapers must be given
out; further, loud -speakers must be permitted in cinemas or other public buildings that desire it.
One can picture the smoking -room of a
house, say, in the corner of which an un-

11-1.

figures.

The Users Must Pay
whether or not they would mind a low

" Pears' Soap " or " Lipton's Tea," or
Et

Mr. L'Estrange Malone's Article, continued from
page 300.

commercial footing ?

I would not object to a certain

amount of advertisements myself, but this
brings me back to my original point that
the public must be consulted.

licence fee, plus a few minutes devoted to

0CIZ/G7QQQZZICIL=1;===OGIE=CIGIQQGIZ7171:7ZIG7CICIQZIGIZIZIQGII:laZELIZZICILUI

(1) One cannot believe that concerts,
etc., will really attract a very wide public
by themselves; if music, singing and perhaps some academic news is all one is to
hear, broadcasting will be hardly more
popular than the gramophone. The intellectual appeal to "amateur scientists" will
help a temporary boom, but the top of the
curve will soon be reached, and before

revenue.

whether they would prefer a higher licence
fee and no advertisements.
I am convinced of the need for a licence
holders' protection society, but this name is
already monopolised by the beer trade. I

suggest Radio Association as a possible
name. I should be very glad to hear from
those of your readers who would care to
co-operate in forming such a society (which

has already been assured of powerful support) and assist in putting broadcasting
and radio -telephony on a sound footing.

The Manufacturers'
Side
To The Editor,
" Amateur Wireless

SIR,-So many prejudiced and pannicky
statements have been made with reference
to broadcasting that we think it necessary

that a statement of our side-that is the
manufacturers' side-of the question

should be given for the enlightenment of
the public.

In the first place let it be said that had
not been for the help and assistance
given and promised by the Postmaster General to wireless manufacturers, broadcasting, so far as England was concerned,
would be still a thing for the phantom
it

future. Many difficulties have confronted
What is to be the revenue ? From pre- the wireless manufacturers on the broadliminary inquiries I find that something casting question, but, thanks to the small
not far short of i,000,000 receiving instru- committee appointed to deal with them,
ments are on order and under construction these obstacles have been surmounted. It
to -day ; at los. a head this would mean is already known that the manufacturers
£500,000 a year. Even assuming that this are going to run the broadcasting stations,
is an over -estimation, far smaller figures and, of course, to do a thing of such
would cover the costs without taking into national magnitude it needs money.
consideration the profits which will be reManufacturers, therefore, are investing
ceived by these particular firms by the sale the sum of £100,000 in this undertaking,
of instruments.
and naturally, when such a huge sum is
I see no serious objection to
going to be expended, some little assur,

ISSIr,11,1111111-
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safeguard is desirable.
'Inc
P.M.G. has given a number of guarantees
ance or
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Other reports state that it is not intended that bona -fide experimenters will
be hampered in any way, and it is this

which are essential both in our interests
and those of the public. For instance, if confusion of thought which is alarming us
British manufacturers are going to spend most, as we do not know where the official
Ltoo,000 on broadcasting it would be un- line will be drawn.
fair to allow the foreigner to dump his
We are aware of the difficult position in
cheap sets into this country at their ex- which the Post Office Department has been
pense. If British manufacturers are going placed by the insistent public demand for
to popularise wireless in this country
they should derive the benefit.
It is declared with alarm, solely by

people who want to make the question a
political one, that if such a ban as is pro-

posed is placed on foreign sets the country
is in danger of being monopolised by the
Broadcasting Company. Let it be explained the Broadcasting Company is the
British manufacturer. All of them will be
shareholders of the company. It will not

be in their interests to set up exorbitant

prices, because there will just be the same
competition among the British manufac-

turers as regards cheapest prices for the
public.

The Broadcasting Company will in no
way rule the policy of any British wirelelss

firm on the matter of the sale of wireless
sets. The company's work solely deals
with broadcasting for the public.

It has been declared erroneously that
amateurs in wireless are going to have
their rights seriously curtailed. This is
only a distortion of the facts, because,
on the contrary, every encouragement and
help will be given to bona -fide amateurs.
Whilst we do not in any way desire to
enter into a controversy on this question,
we would point out to those who cavil at
the wireless manufacturers running the

broadcasting either on political or selfish
grounds, that the British wireless manu-

facturers are about to build an entirely
new industry in this country and will

employ thousands of hands. Such a venture we consider needs every encouragement.-GORDON SHAW & SoN, 35, White -

friars, Hull.

A Letter to the P.M.G.
THE following letter has been addressed to the P.M.G. :
DEAR SIR,-I am instructed by my committee to state that we view with considerable alarm the apparently inspired notices

appearing in the Press to the effect that
it is in the contemplation of the authorities to forbid the use of amateur constructed wireless receiving apparatus.

broadcasting services, and we are of
opinion that the best interests of the

science would not be served by allowing
all broadcasting facilities to fall into the
hands of a monopoly, unless it were a
departmental one, which would be under
the rule of the responsible Government.
We beg deferentially to offer the suggestion that all members of a properly
organised and affiliated wireless society
may be deemed for all purposes to be bona -

fide experimenters, and I am authorised to

state that my committee will do all in
their power to assist in keeping order in
the ether.-GEO. SUTTON, A.M.I.E.E.,
Hon. Sec., Wireless and Experimental
Association.

The " Novel and Useful
Items Competition

0=1 -air Wixviess

continuously insulated aerial, we take exception to these statements on the ground
that they may lead to infringements of our

patent rights, and also that they quite

wrongly condemn the use of rubber covered aerials.
Your contributor's one freak experiment
is contradicted by our own experience and
that of hundreds of satisfied users of our
"Esi-Fix" aerials throughout the country
(including many readers of "Amateur
Wireless"). We have at this office a
single 75 -ft. .,"Esi-Fix" insulated aerial

which was erected in a few minutes in
circumstances

which

would

extra-

be

ordinarily difficult for the ordinary bare -

wire aerial, but which, contrary to the
statement of your contributor, gives excellent reception under any weather condi-

Perhaps he would care to inspect
this aerial and then make known his contions.

,

sidered opinion ?

In view of the misapprehension caused
by your contributor's remarks, we should
feel obliged if you will give suitable

prominence to the real facts relating to
insulated aerials', properly made, and to
the proprietary rights of the undersigned
in the use of these aerials as exemplified
in our well-known "Esi-Fix"
CHAMBERS

AND

ELLIS

(Craven

House,.

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.).

The Result
R EADERS will remember that in our [1777.7777=7171===t7117TTIrfr=
LI
" September 2 issue we printed four UIn r%
CI
competition items and asked readers to El

vote as to which of the four was the best.
We have pleasure in announcing that No. 3

Kachograrns

was voted the best-by a majority of one CI= IZIGII=I;GCILIGZ1201ZLIC=LII
vote only, No. 2 coming next-and we
THE rule which precluded the Germans
shall have pleasure, therefore, in sending
from possessing a wireless installation
a wireless set to Mr. L. Burgoyne, 93, has now been rescinded ; as from this
Granby Road, Eltham, London, S.E.9. month the German can hire a wireless
Between the three other competitors whose telephone from his nearest post office.
efforts we published we are dividing the Wireless subscribers over a large area are
sum of five guineas, more or less in pro- supplied with business news by wireless
portion to the length of the items.

CORRESPONDENCE
A Practical Experiment-The Case
for the Rubber -covered Aerial
SIR,-We are surprised to find in last
week's issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS, under
the title of "A Practical Experiment,"

certain statements regarding the suitability
of rubber -covered cables as receiving
aerials.
As patentees of the "Esi-Fix" one-piece

telephone.

Our frequent contributor, Mr. George
Sutton, A.M.I.E.E., who is a member of
the staff of the Engineer -in -Chief to the
Post Office, has been awarded a special
award of merit for the shell loud speaker
illustrated in the last number of AMATEUR
WIRELESS.

The United States Bureau of Standards
has recently conducted some valuable experiments in connection with position
finding as applied to wireless.

crnanni=n7rIntnrrinr=tnr=7========e=n=marrimincrnna7n77n=nn=rn==ormo
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OUR INFORMATION BUREAU
Expert Replies to Readers' Questions.

Hundreds of Replies are sent by Post.

El
CI

TO ENSURE A PROMPT REPLY PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

Write distinctly, give all necessary details and keep to the point. Ask one Question at a time-never more DI
U
DI
than two. Send a Stamped and Addressed Envelope. Send the Coupon cut from this page.
a
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One of the attractions of the wireless
exhibition which has just closed was a

annrnm=nnommn7nnninnnn=n70 Fulham and Chelsea Amateur Radio

competition for crime detection known as
the Bleak Down. Murder Mystery. By

Hon. Sec.-Mu. R. S. V. WooD, 48, Hamble
Street, Fulham, S.W.6.
A MEETING was held on -Sept. 3oth at the

means of wireless telephone

the com-

petitor was enabled to interrogate the
grange where a " murder " was committed, the police, ships at sea, or wherever the

detective

capabilities of the

competitor led him to suppose that a clue
might be obtained.

The Amalgamated Wireless Company
of Australasia has entered into guarantees
with the Commonwealth Government to
erect a high -power station and to establish direct wireless communication with
the British Isles; it is to be completed
before March, 1924.
The Popham panel, used for the system
of communication between the land and
air forces, is to be replaced by wireless
communication.

CLUB DOINGS
11

IiiiCLIQC1GC121;a:L1G101a:LICIU12UZ/CDQZ1C511

Southwark Wireless Telephony
Association

41

II

Wednesday at 8 p.m.
A discussion was invited from the members
relating to aerials, insulation bing dealt with
by the secretary. Numerous interesting items
held their first meeting of the month at were discussed, and the secretary gave his exHeadquarters on Sept. 3rd. The evening perience on one and two valves and answered
was devoted to wireless queries, answers to a number of questions. Total membership is
which were supplied by Mr. Winston. The now 57.

secretary announced that he desired more

entries for the Crystal Set Competition, which
was open to all members of kindred societies.

It is to be held on Sept. 17th.

Leafield.

(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).

Hon. Sec.-MR. F. S. ADAMS, Ito, Ivor Road,
Sparkhill, Birmingham.

Wembley Wireless Society
sec.-MR. W.

R.

MICEEI,WRIGHT,

AN interesting series of lectures and demonstrations has been arranged for the session,

and amateurs interested should send their
names to the hon. secretary.

Hull and District Wireless Society
Hon. Sec.-M12. H. NIGHTSCALES, 16, Portobello

Street, Hull.

AN open meeting was held on Aug. 23th, when

Burton Wireless Club
(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).
Hon. Sec.-MR. A. J. SELBV, 66, Edward Street,
Burton -on -Trent.

turbances the reports sent out by Leafield
are sufficiently clear to make them useful
as news items for publication in the Australian press.

(Affiliated with the Wireless Society of London).
Hon Sec.-MR. ED. SWAI,E, II, Thornes Road,
Wakefield.

Wakefield and District Wireless
Society

A MEETING of the above society was held at

the Y.M.C.A., Grove Road, on Sept. 1st.
Mr. Burbury, jnr., delivered his lecture on

" The Two Valve High Frequency Amplifier."

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Amateur Wireless and Electrics."
Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday Immediately following. It will be sent pest free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d.; 6 months.
Ss. 9d ; t2 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post

Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell 14 Co. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be en separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly
considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
ldanager cr The Publisher, " Amateur Wir:Itsa,-.
t
Belle Sausage, London, E C.4.

lecture hall in Woodstock Road. A fair number
was present. After the usual buzzer practice

matters explained.
All interested amateurs in East London are
invited to communicate with the secretary.

Middlesex.

THE above club paid a visit to the Burton
electricity works recently, being conducted
round the establishment by Mr. 'I' Hall.

Upon the death of a fireman on a
CanadianGovernment steamer it was discovered that there was no Prayer Book on
board from which the service for the
burial at sea could be read. A wireless
message asking for assistance resulted in
the required service being dispatched by
wireless from the Cartnania.

Hall, East India Dock Road, Poplar.

the evening was devoted to open discussion
the benefit of the newer members. The
THIS club meets at Digbeth Institute, Bir- for
apparatus was laid on the table
mingham, on alternate Fridays, at 7.3o p.m. society's
together with a crystal set and various

According to an official report Leafield
station, near Oxford, is distinctly heard at
Perthi Melbourne, Sydney and several
other places in Australia. Provided that

there is an absence of atmospheric dis-

East London Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-MR. L. E. LUBBOCK, King George's

Birmingham Experimental Wireless A MEETING was held on Aug. 29th in the

According to a statement of the Post- Mr. G. H. Strong presided.
Discussion resulted in the decision to commaster -General, a partial interruption of mence
a series of instructional lectures for the
the cable service to the United States benefit of new members.
was satisfactorily bridged by diverting the
work to the Post Office wireless station at

being the headquarters for a period of three
weeks, where a meeting will be held each

Sec. --MR. W. IIE1,PS, King's Hall,
London Road, S.E.I.
SOUTHWARK Wireless Telephony Association

A.M.I.E.E., To, Westbury Avenue, Wembley,

broadcast financial news to subscribers.

Social Centre, Townmead Road, Fulham, this

Hon.

Hon.

The latest information from Germany
states that a Central Wireless Broadcasting Office has been inaugurated in Berlin
in connection with the Post Office Wireless Station. Its object is, it is stated, to

and Social Society

'A discussion took place between Messrs.

Burbury, jnr., Wrigley and Bateman, regarding
various circuits and valve oscillation.

Halifax Wireless Club and Radio
Scientific Society

Hon. Sec.-MR. L. J. Wopn, Clare Hall,

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Tuxford and District Amateur Wireless
Society. Sept. 21. Morse practice. Valves and
a one -valve receiving set.

TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS
Eiffel Tower (F L), 2,600 metres. Each afternoon, 6.10-6.30 p.m. (Saturdays and Sundays

excepted).

The Hague, Holland (P C G G), B.S.T., on

Sept. 14, 8-9 p.m.
Writtle (2 M T), 400 metres. Sept. 19, 8 p.m.
Marconi House (2 L 0), 360 metres. Saturday, Sept. 16, 5, 6 and 7 p.m.

1,085 metres.

HIGH CLASS ROTARY VARIABLE CONDENSERS
coos in Polished Cabinet, 4' X 4" X 4", Ebonite
Top and Knob, Ivorine Scale, o'-'80°,
16 6
Ditto for Panel (scale extra)
...
10;6
'oc.c4 in Cylindrical Brass Case, Lacquer finish,
Ebonite Top and Knob, Ivorine Scale ; a very

..

handsome instrument ...

Crystal Detector with Ball and Socket adjustment
on ebonite base with 2 Crystals
...

4
WEATHER ALL de CO.. Estab. over TO pears.
28, Woodbridge Street, C lerkenwen, London, Z.C.2
ohs, 0s.
FELLOWS HEADPHONES, 4,000
"Ora" allmeS,3 155.;
FellOphene one valve set, £9, complete. Fellows
Crystal set, £3 Is. 6,1, compete. Grid Leaks,

...dullard," Is.;

valve holders, Is. Panels, aerials,
condenser vanes, washers, tots and bottoms, scaled tops,
switch arms, headphone cords, resistances, etc, Everything
for amateurs. Trade supplied.
F. N. COUVY & CO., Ltd., 31, Upper Brook Mews,
Craven Rd., W.2. Nr, Padd. Station,
Padd, 5743

Halifax.

THE club room is now open three nights per
week. The syllabus for the winter session,
includes, apart from lectures for members,

a " Popular Lecture," and a " Sale and Exchange, with Demonstrations."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FROM OUR HUGE STOCKS
Everything from a Recorder to
an Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.
COME AND SEE US

9, COLONIAL AVENUE is
first

opening on left

in

the

Minories, nr. Aldgate Station,
Metropolitan Railway.

Querist's Coupon Available until
Saturday, Sept. 23, 1922

16/.

LESLIE DIXON & CO

Tel:
Avenue H.

9. COLONIAL AVENUE. MINORIES. E.1
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SIMPLICITY

"K.B."
UNITS
EFFICIENCY

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Amateur Wireless

ECONOMY
IMMEDIATE SATISFACTION

By means of these units you can build up a complete one to seven valve receiving set in easy stages to suit your pocket ; while in
the meantime the units already bought are in themselves a complete receiving set, whatever their number may be. All you have
to do is to place the units side by side and connect straight across with the brass links provided.

HERE THEYUNIT
ARE
:No. 3.

UNIT No. 2.

UNIT No. 1.
CONDENSER
PANEL.
No. Required :

Optional.

DETECTOR
PANEL.

L.F. AMPLIFY.
ING PANEL.

H.P. AMPLIFY-

No. Required :

No. Required:
if, 2 or 3.

No. Required :

One.

Price.

Price.

Complete (as
shown) 34'. each.

Complete (as
shown; 34'8 each.
Set of Parts (panel
only) 20/. per set.
Mahogany

Set of Parts (panel
only) 2.2 6 per set.
Mahogany'

Cabinet 8/- each.

UNIT No. 4.

_

ING PANEL.

2, 2 or 3.

Price.

Price.
Compete (as

Complete (as
shown) 4316 each.
Set of Parts (panel

only) 33/- per set.
Mahogany
Cabinet b/- each.

Cabinet 6/. each.

shown) 33/8 each.
Set of Parts (panel
only) 18;6 per set.
Mahogany

Cabinet bi- each.

We also hold large stocks of complete Receiving Sets, Coil Holders, Coils, Variable Condensers (Assembled and in Parts.
Valve Holders, Filament Resistances, H.T. Batteries, Accumulators, Aerial Insulators ; in fact, ALL Amateur Requirements.
VISIT OUR STAND, No. 8, ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION, HORTICULTURAL HALL, SEPT. 30 to OCT. 7.

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.

CATALOGUE A/W, Post Free, 4d.

COME AND "LISTEN IN" AT OUR SHOWROOMS. Open Daily from 9 a. m. till 7 p. m.

THE "K.B." RADIO EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Head Offices and Showrooms :
Bus Services -8, 16, 28 and 51 pass door.

109, High3 Minutes
Road,
Kilburn, N.W.6
Kilburn Park Station (Bakerloo Railway)

The "PARLIPHONE"
LOUD SPEAKER

(Prov. Patent No. 2I 9 6 7)

No Metal Used in its Construction
Equal in Efficiency to those 3 Times the Price

Economical.

THIS Loud Speaker comprises horn and stand moulded in one solid piece of Ebonite.
It contains no receiver, but the interior is screwed and made to receive a Brown's
Patent Standard Receiver. In this way by simply unscrewing cne
ear -piece from the existing Headphones and inserting it in the "Parliphone"
an efficient Loud Speaker is obtained at a small cost. The
Packing & Postage, 1/3 extra
ear -piece can still be utilised for tuning in the ordinary way.

remaining32/6

As no metal is used in its construction, the objectionable metallic "ring" so common to most Loud
Speakers is entirely obviated, the result being a rich mellow note without t. =e slightest distortion.

ri

=b1

Before purchasing a Loud Speaker elsewhere, make a point of hearing the "Parliphone" at our address

The City
Accumulator
Co.
79, Mark Lane, E.C.3.
'Phone: AVENUE 91 (3 Lines).

Telegrams: " TYCHE, FEN, LONDON ta

Aornte: LONDON: A. W. GAMAGE, LTD., Holborn, E.C. SELERIDfIE & CO., LTD., Oxford Street, W. ILICIIFORD & Co., 153. Fleet Street, E.C.4.
YORKS : BARNSLEY BRITISH CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY. LTD., Barnsley.

01,os.: BRISTOL WIRELESS Co.. 52, Gotham Hill, Bristol.
S. WALES: SOUTH WALES WIRELESS INSTALLATION Co., LTD., 18, West Bute Street. Cardiff.
N. WALES, LANCS. CHES. & I.O.M. : THE,".ALL-BRITISH "WIRELESS MANUFACTURES CO., LTD., 70. Central Bldgs., 41. N. John Street. Liverpool,
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BOWER'S

EFFICIENCY
B.R.C. Standard Panels are produced by concentration on one

definite object-a perfect receiving set. We specialise in receivers,
employing only high grade materials and the finest craftsmanship.

Every B.R.C. Standard Panel is guaranteed and is a recommendation. We therefore offer to supply one Receiving Set to all who
make application before Sept. 23rd, at the following reduced prices :

Price £3 3 0
B.R.C. Super
Three Valve Set

Price £5 5 0

SPECIFICATION.
French -polished selected walnut Cabinet,
10" X 8" engraved finest quality Ebonite

panel, fitted with valve holders, H.F.
transformer holders, filament resistance,
gridleak and condenser, blocking condenser and terminals.
Sloping front cabinet of selected polished
walnut, with 14" x 12" finest quality

Ebonite panel, engraved and fitted with
valve holders, H.F. transformer holders,
variable condenser, vernier condenser,
rheostats, gridleak and condenser, block-

ing condensers, calibrated highly polished
dials, and terminals.
Full instructions and wiring diagram with each Panel. If you are
not completely satisfied, your money will be refunded In full on
return of set in good condition.
Carriage paid. Cash with order.
TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.
Cheques and Money Orders should be crossed.

Immediate delivery from stock.

PLEASE POST YOUR ORDER IMMEDIATELY TO AVOID DELAY.

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE COMPANY,
BULWELL (NOTTS.)
1.1.1.1.1111. .....

1XX11.1.2-i

1S1SS

Ge2e3rCe3,0430,2-22/aC,(_':

will give you perfect reception by connecting to your
electric light mains by means of an'adapter in a lamp -

holder only, and consumes no current.
used

with either

Valve

or

Crystal

Receivers.

Demonstration by appointment.
Price, with flex and adapter ready for use,
Orders dispatched by return.

POST FREE

TRADE INQUIRIES RESPECTFULLY SOLIC1TED
Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper stranded in 100 ft. hanks ...
Ring Pattern Insulators, in. by 1 in., 4 in. hole ..

10/6

51. per hank
4d. each.

t in. sq. Section Brass Rod for Sliders, cut in 13 in. lengths
and drilled ready for fixing ...
Inductance Slider, complete with plunger ..
Cardboard Cylinders, 12 in. by 4 in. diameter
...
..,
No. 24 Enamelled Wire, H.C., true to gauge
..,
Large or small Condenser Plates (Aluminium) ...
cut
true
to
\
Large Spacer Washers for condensers
Small
1,000th of an inch/ ...
lvonne Scales .
Condenser Box, in Polished Oak or Mahogany, 31 in. by Ol in.
*0003

mf. Condensers, complete,
Mahogany or Oak Boxes

assembled in

6d. each.
9d. each.
8d. each.

218 per lb.

11- dos..

7d. d0,.

5d. doz.
9d. each.

Polished
... 11i- each.

All necessary parts tor above Condensers, no drilling, or fitting
12/6 each.
required, but unassembled
9/6 each.
Ditto, but without box

Ditto, but without box and Ebonite top, suitable for panel

mounting
81G each.
Crystal Detector, mounted on Ebonite, complete with Crystal' 416 each.
Large or Small Contact Studs
9d. doz.
Valve Legs, complete with nuts and washers
... 2d. each.
Government Surplus Accumulators, 16 volt 15 amp. hrs., in
case complete (f.o.r.)
... 201- each.
Hart Accumulators, 4 volt 24 amps firs.
14/9 each.
lacking and postage for last item, 113 each.

J. B. BOWER & CO., LTD.
WIRELESS APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS

15, Kingston Road, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19
MErITO:N

TELEPHONE 2972 CITY

r6e "SANS -AERIAL"
It can be

Write NOW for Comprehensive Money -saving Price List

'Phone: WIMBLEDON 1030.

Why bother about Aerials?
XS'S 1.1.1.XXX

WIRELESS PARTS
WORKMANSHIP ON EVERY ARTICLE IS STILL UP TO THE HIGHEST STANDARD

Standardisation means lowest prices consistent
with highest quality.

B.R.C. No. 1
Two Valve Set

HAVE GREATLY REDUCED THE PRICE OF THEIR

POST FREE.

With this little fitting telephony has been clearly received on the

HODGSON RADIOPHONE No. 1
which has a crystal detector.

This latter instrument is a complete receiver with sensitive double head 'phones
enclosed in a walnut cabinet and aerial, and earth wires, also insulators, are supplied.
The detector, which is of the " Perekon type with crystals in a dust -proof glass
tube, is capable of extremely sensitive adjustment and is constant.
The tuner is designed for the most efficient reception of Broadcasting.
All metal parts are heavily plated.

PRICE-COM PL ET E £5 : 10 : 6, Carriage Paid in the U.K.
LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE
2, Gerrard Place,

HODGSON (London) Ltd ap Shaftesbury Avenue, W, t.
'Prone: Gerrari

A. MUNDAY, Ltd.,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND HEATING ENGINEER,
59, WATLING ST., E.C.4., and 45. EASTCHEAP, E.C.3
L F Intervalve Transformers
.. 1616

Block Condensers *0003
..
..
21- each
Vernier Condensers .. 3,'- each Ready for
'0005 Variable Condensers .. 10/9
Panel
-001 Variable Condenser .. 15/- Mounting
Switch Arms ..
..
..
..
..
1/ Best French Double Head 'Phones 25/ Terminals ..
..
..
..
..
1/3 doz.
Contact Studs
8d. doz.
..
..
..
Valve Holders
8d. each
'

.

D P, D T Switches on Ebonite base

..

3'-
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We have large stocks of Wireless Equipment ready for IMMEDIATE
delivery. Every Component part or Complete Sets at lowest possible
prices consistent with highest possible qualty. We guarantee
complete satisfaction or your money returned. Let us Quote yoc
is at your service.
fcoormaa. entystuitedsmiixoteshowirimbepleordvo. Our
Spacer Washers (large) - BO.
Spacer Washers (small). 3d.
"164.13 ealf
salve Sockets - - 3d. each
Aerial Wire. Condenser Parts, Terminals, etc., at equally low price,.

Orders over 10/. post free.

.Seecial Terms and Discounts to tire Trade, Wi?eless Clubs .9 Societies.

LWITHERS GREENLTD.
110, VICTORIA ST

WESTMINSTER, S.W.
PHONE. VICTORIA 2053.
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THE PIONEERS

THE

OF

",ELEGTAPHONE"

SETS OF PARTS

CRYSTAL
RECEIVING SET

The Most Simple System. No Strain on the Exchequer

FOR

WIRELESS
CONCERTS

By means of an original design which we were the first

Receiver range 300/1000

to offer to amateurs in parts ready to assemble, you can

metres, and special device for Paris Time Sig.

build up a complete multi -valve receiving set, starting with our

No. 4 Unit and adding as many units as desired.

Each set tested
and guaranteed to rena14.

Each unit

ceive Telephony.

As

ABOVE SET COMPLETE WITH L.3/1
PHONES, AERIAL, INSULATORS: ar.
Po,' and Paelem,e,

7/6

Efficient as a

Crystal Set can
RECEIVER
ONLY

rA'7,1

is

complete in itself.

Just place your units side
rods in the 1,-rminals

by side and push the little connecting
which coincide and there you are,

be.

No connection to puzzle about.
Unit No. 3
unit No. 4

47/6

Unit No. 5

ARE YOUR SIGNALS
LOUD ENOUGH?
MAGNIFY THEM WITH THIS
INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

1 9/6

PRICE

ONLY

PRICE

ONLY

Postage Od. extra.

Made with genuine Stalloy Stampings, solid Ebonite
Bobbins, perfect insulation. Very efficient and oilers.
Tested and guaranteed. Money refunded if not satisfied.

PriceComplete, as shown 37/6

Set of Parts

1........ ..-..........,..........-......* "+"........it

...

13/6

141aboarly Cabinet

3/6

.

i The STUART WIRELESS
TELEPHONY CO.

calling
i

i
1

i

...

37 6
17/6

...

3/6

L.F. AMPLIFYING PANEL
,Can be used as note magnifh
with any other set.)

Price-

Complete, as shown 45/ 33;6
Set of Parts ,..
Mahogany Cabinet
3/6

:#.

Each set of parts contains panel, ready
drilled and tapped, Sphinx Tubular Grid

1

leak, Systiflex Wire, Terminals, Fixed Con-

densers ready made, Set of Tablets and

. --;

full assembly and wiring diagram.

We cordially invite
you to call and

We are the ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS of the
Filament Rheostats 4/-, Variable Condensers in

" Velvet "

" Listen -in."

parts and assembled Lead-in Insulators 2/-, Laminated Radial
Switches 2/6, Valve Holder, Solid Ebonite with nuts 1/6,
Grid Condenser and leaks 5/-.

Demonstrations All Day.
(Also on Sundays 6 to 9 p.m.)

I

EARLY DELIVERY OF OUR SETS

The
Stuart
Family

Price-.
Complete, as shown
Set of Parts
Mahogany Cabinet

3 COIL TUNING STAND. Complete, ready to screw
on to side of Condenser or other linits,17/13.
Cheaper Pattern, as illustration, 20/-.

HELLO! HELLO!! HELLO!!!1
i

DETECTOR PANEL

H.F. PANEL

THE B. & A. WIRELESS Co.,
ST. ALBANS.

FOR CASH OR EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN SPARE PARTS

3 -Valve
Set,

LARGE STOCKS - TRADE SUPPLIED.

£26 10s.

Send for our Illustrated
Booklet No. 1, 4d. post free,

`jhe STUART

(TEL
KuicswAy,

Transformers.
High Frequency
Anode Toners,
Magnavox and

E

Get our Complete Illustrated Catalogue A/W, which
Post Free, 6d.
includes List of Stations.

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED

Brown's Loud

Speakers, etc..
from stock at
lowest prices.
Please send
inquiries.

VISIT OUR STAND, No. 16
ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION

Horticultural Hall
September 30th to October 7th

Head Office

PETO-SCOTT9

KINGSWAY CORNER BUILDINGS,

109, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

I

The Condenser King,

64, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1
Also at l7, Frome `700d, Wood Green, N.

Trvibi r Wireless
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
B.A. Screws, Nuts, and Washers, assorted gross,

list,2(1.-J. H. Bennett, Station Road, Willesden

HULLO EVERYBODY..
Call Here and SAVE 101- in the X
HEADPHONES.

best French
manufactured, highly sensitive, very light, tested and
guaranteed, all 4,000 ohms.
100 sets of double receivers,

25/
With Ball and Socket Adjustment,
22/6

21/-

NOTHING BETTER

30/ -

OBTAINABLE

[34

Accumulator.

Batteries, Willard 6 -volt 8o -amp.
hour, continuous rating. Regular price, 115s., out
price, 9os., or fully charged, 935. 6d. f.o.r. Liverpool;
packing 3s. 6d. extra, returnable. These batteries

are in ebonite boxes and wood crates with handles,
and will give real satisfaction. They are not the
cheap ignition or intermittent rated cells in celluloid
boxes which need such frequent charging. Money
refunded if not satisfied and battery returned in
good condition within seven days. -Herd and Smith,
Ltd., Electrical Specialists, 9, Edmund Street, Liverpool.
Portable Bridge Sets for 6 -way capacity fuse testComplete with all accessories. Suitable for
calibrating wireless coils and experimental work.
Absolutely new. Made by Sullivan, Elliott, Brown,
etc. Price 2is., post free.-Rentell, 36, Maiden Lane
Strand, London.
ing.

Huge Purchase of ex -Government Wireless Stock.

W'rite for list giving full details. 150 -watt dynamos,
; hedgehog coils, 7s. 6d. ; potentiometers, in case,
with battery, 12s. 6d. ; loud speakers, 200 ohms,
7s. 6d. ; 1 -in. spark coils, ins. ; 11 -in. spark coils,
12s. 6d.; morse tapping keys, 3s., etc. etc etc.

Three days' approval against cash, or please call.
Write for detailed price list of all goods. -E. J.
Galpin, 16, Loampit Bill, Lewisham, S.E.i3, London.

s

Low Resistance 'Phones or Loud Speaker will give

Complete Sets of Parts for Making Variable Condensers.
A pp rox.

Capacity in

No, of

11.1 ice,- farads

Plates

not

57

.00075
.0003
.0003
0002

.000,

43
29
19
13

7

price

7/6
6/6
5/6
3/6
2/6
2/3

These sets are complete ready for assembling and consist

of following parts: Necessary Aluminium Vanes(fixed and
moving), all standard size, large and small Spacer Washers,
Centre Square Spindle with Knob screwed 2 BA, 3 round
screwed Rods for sides, necessary Nuts and Washers, Brass
Pointer, Engraved Scale, 2 Terminals, Lock Nuts, bush and
2 bronze, coil Spring Washers. Every part guaranteed best
workmanship and quality.

Registered post and packing 1/- set extra, ('001 113 extra).
Aluminium Condenser Vanes, accurate to
gauge. Fixed and moving, 1d. each ;
z doz. 9d. ; 4 doz. 2/8 ; 6 doz. 4/3 ; 12
doz. 8/- ; per gross, pairs, 14/- Larger
quantities cheaper.
(Reduction to
callers.)

Filainent Resistances, 3/6; worth much

Large Spacer Washers, 5d. doz. 6 doz.
2/4; 12 doz. ill-. Quantities cheaper.

1_ ti 4, wound No. 24
enamel wire, also ditto, 3i wound No.
22 enamel wire, 3/6 each (postage 1/ -

:

Small Spacer Washers (all to -mot), 3d.
doz. ; 6 doz. 1/ 4 ; i 2 doz. 2/6. Quantities cheaper.

Knobs for Centre Spindle, drilled 2 BA,
each 4d. ; 2/9 dozen.
Knobs. Very good quality with 2 BA nut
in centre, 6d. each.
Spring Coils Washers, 4d. dozen.
Ebonite Slider, complete with plunger,

each 6d. ; 5/6 dozen.
Slide and Plunger, complete with 13" brass
square rod, 9d. (Postage and package,
9d.)

Aerial Wire, too feet hanks, .7/22 stranded
copper, 3/6 (post and packing, 7/..).
Quantities cheaper.
Valve Legs complete with nut and washer,
4 for 5d. ; 1/1 doz. ; 6/- 6. dozen.
.

Best Quality Ivorine Engraved Scales,
(0-18o), 6d. each.

more.

Switch Arms, complete with knob, collar,
nuts, pointer, etc., 1/-; 1/3 ; 1/8.
Valve Holders, with 4 nuts, 1idi each, 6 for
5/4.
Inductance Coils,
each)

Crystal Cups with Screws 2d.
size 5d.

each, large

Termina's,wonderful value. 2 BA, telephone
terminals, 2d. each. W.O. pattern for
panels 4 BA, 2d. each. 5 -piece ter.
minal 4 BA, 2d. each. Various other
kinds, 2d. each. All 1/10 dozen and
complete with nut and washer.
Special line in Terminals, with screw right
through, 1/3 doz.
Terminals 4 BA, with nut and washer,
small size, 6 for 9d. ; 1/4 doz.
Screwed 2 BA Red, for fixed Vanes, 4d. ft.

tortionless

and 6d. each.

Contact Studs complete with nut and
N% ash e
f. X ,i- 8d, doz. ; 3 doz., 1/8 ;
,

6/6 gross.

M. RAYMOND,

27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2.
Right Opposite Daly's Gallery Door,

To avoid mistakes, this address is close to
Charing X Road and Leicester Square Tube

Operates

transformer.

Dagnall Park, S. Norwood.
Partner Wanted for wireless business.

[2

Capital re-

quired, £500 or more, good connection and good
orders in hand for 'phones, panels, etc. Every investigation; can share control. -Box 4o, " Amateur ,
Wireless."
It is essential to your Wireless Outfit to have a
hand -made instrument case, cabinet, etc., high-,
polished finish. Customers' own designs worked out.

Inlay every description. To the trade. -Champion,
11 s
7, The Croft, Harlesden, N.W.
Partnership. -An excellent opportunity occurs for
a young man, not under 22, experienced in the
designing and manufacturing of wireless parts, to

take up a financial interest and take charge of a
wireless depot and factory. He must have had
a technical education, previous commercial experience, and be resident within six miles Charing
Cross. -Apply Box 22, " Amateur Wireless."
Wireless Dealers are advised to stock parts for
making radio apparatus, as so many amateurs prefer to make their own instruments; there is also the
additional profit in making your own sets from stock

Raw materials and partly machined parts
can be had direct from the factory at the right
parts.

price. -The " Newtonia " Wireless Factory, 13/15,
Whitcomb Street, London, W.C.2. Regent 643 and
546?
1Eleetrio motor, h.p. Alternating with starter.
£i4. Below.
2. Hand press, best make, nearly new, just the
tool for wireless stampings, £5. Below.
5s.
3. Gent's bicycle, brand new, 3 -speed gear,
Below.

4. Mullard Valves from stock, "R " and " Ora "

types. - Below.

5. Alternating to continuous Crypto battery
charger, 200/220 volts, 50 periods to 30 volts 15
amps., nearly new, ,4'25. -The " Newtonia " Wireless Factory, 11/15, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C.2.
Regent 643 and 5469.

TO THE TRAuE

The firm of ASTON 8e MAN DER was estal.

,

liehed 1789 and his been making Scientific
Instruments for over 133 years.

We are now making all form of wireless

1d. each.
Centre Spindles for Condenser, .1 square,

screwed both ends, 2 BA, 4d., 5d.

auto -telephone

several L.R. headsets on valve or crystal circuits.
Excellent finish, iss. 6d., post free.-Groome, 36,

4" or 6" lengths, 2d. each, shorter,

Please include sufficient for Hacking and postage. The above prices are too low
to adm t of being sent of erwise. Trade Supplied. Send Stamp for List.

"Phone: Gerrard 4637.

the maximum of efficiency when used with my dis-

Accessories and Parts. Can we quote
you for your Designs and Apparatus in Metal,
Wood, Ebonite, etc.?
$ ASTON & MANDEB (17171 LTO. ALBANY WORKS, WILLEM, N.W.'0

s.-.

BHITISH MAOE HEADPHONES
4,000 ohms.
guaranteed.

Tested and
Stock delivery Ci c,,

each

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,

329, High Holborn, W.C.1
BROADCASTING TUNER
COMPLETE WITH COILS AND EBONITE MOUNTING

Post free 71- cash with order.
A wonderful cheap tuner to suit all pocket,.
There has been such a demand for this tuner
that we must acquaint our prospective clients
that orders are executed in rotation.

STOREY BROS. 'St CO.. RIATOit17:
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WATES Specialities

A RECEIVING SET WITHOUT 'PHONES
IS LIKE A SHIP WITHOUT A RUDDER

will satisfy and please you in every way. It will pay you to visit our showrooms.
inspect our accessories and have our sets fullydemonstrated to you.

The " Brown " Super -Sensitive Telephones

The Ideal Valve Accumulator

These Telephones are unquestionably the clearest and most sensitive made,
and, consequently, increase the distance over which wireless can be heard.

6 -Volt 50 -Amp. PRICE 35/-. Carriage 3 -

less head 'phones in the world to compare with BROWN'S.

Exclusive features of these Accumulators

(In wooden case 7cnth leather strap handle.)

BROWN'S are recognised as the most comfortable to wear, due to their
extreme lightness in weight and adaptable adjustment. There is no wire-

4 -Volt 50 -Amp. PRICE 24/-. Carriage

a. Basket pattern positives so constructed that it is
impossible for active material to become

Wireless Instruments and parts

manufactured by and bearing the
name" BROWN " can still be bought
with absolute confidence in their

displaced.

2. Glass containers specially constructed with rib
separators.

throughout this period of increasing
wireless activity S. G. BROWN,

3. Absolute absence of frothing.
q. Practicallyimp3ssible for plates to sulphate due
to special materials used.

their high standard of quality.

6. Impossibility of acid creeping.
7. Last teatime, but not least-LOW

quality, value, and efficiency, because

"A" TYPE
Low Resistance

Ltd.; have wisely refused to lower

58/ -

5. Non -corrosive terminals.

High Resistance

62/- to 661-

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

on the back of each ear -piece.

481 -

case.

PRICES. (Carriage od. extra)
'con
'0005
'0033
28/.
241.
22/.

IN UNIVERSAL USE.
AS
SUPPLIED TO BRITISH,

High Resistance

52/ -

ALLIED AND FOREIGN

BROWNS LOUD SPEAKERS

GOVERNMENTS.

(Above Prices include cords.)

(As illustrated)
Small, is -in. high, low resistance £3
Large, 2r -in. high, low resistance

our Stand, No. 43, All -British Wireless Exhibition,

Horticultural Hall

----

Es Ss

September 30 to October 7

High resistance, 46 extra.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES POST FREE

MAGNAVOX LOUD SPEAKERS
" Junior," £10 10e. " Senior," £20
All in stock.
Large size, gi is. high.
Why not make up your own sets ? We have all parts and accessories
in stock. Mail orders dispatched within 24 hours of receipt.

Lol:dcri Showrocnt,--

Head Office & IVorks-

PRICE

These are " built up" and of first-class
manufacture. In polished mahogany

that the name BROWN is stamped

Low Resistanc 3

Visit

BUT HIGH QUALITY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.-When purchasing BROWN'S, you should see

"D" TYPE

21 -

(In wooden case au th leather strap handle.)

Victoria Rd., NORTH

19, MORTIMER STREET,

ACTON, LONDON, W.3.

LONDON, W.I.

SEND THREE STAMPS FOR
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

VISIT OUR STAND. No. is, All -British
Exhibition, Horticultural
September 3o to October 7.

Wireless

WATES B R O S.

,11;inhfizehtrers of best quality Wzreless pparalu s.

Hall,

13/14, GT. QUEEN STREET, KINCSWAY,
LONDON, W.C.2.

Phone : Gerrard 576.

SELF CONTAINED OR UNIT SYSTEMS
MARCONIPHONES, MARCONI SCIENTIFIC UNITS, WAVEORA UNITS, ETC.
We give demonstrations to purchasers at our showrooms.
Tuners, Coils, Rectifiers, Amplifiers. Valves, Magnavox and Brown Loud Speakers, Microphone Amplifiers, H.T. and
L.T. Batteries, and all Wireless Accessories.
Special quotations for Technical Colleges, Schools and Educational Institutions.

STREET, LONDON, W.1.
THE RADIO WAVEORA CO., 168, REGENT
Telegrams: Wychwood, 'Phone, London.
Telephows : Gerrard 3039; Western 847.

To Advertise 8,000 ohm Head Receivers at 27/6 each
SENSITIVE. LIGHT.
EFFICIENT.

Our usual prices are : 140 ohm, 30/- each ; 4,000 ohm, 32/- each ; 8,000 ohm, 33/- each.
Postage 9d.

To bring our receivers before wireless people we will supply
the first 1,000 orders received at the following prices :
140 ohm, 23/6 each ; 4,000 ohm, 25/- each ; 8,000 ohm, 27/6 each.
( These are not

a

Postage 9d. each.

special cheap line, but our usual Standard 'Phones)

In fairness to customers who have already ordered we shall supply at these prices.
This special offer

is

STRICTLY FOR THE FIRST 1,000
Money back if not entirely satisfied,

J. L. CARTWRIGHT & CO jo
(Dept. A) 130/132 London Road,
'Phone Ce;Iti 4209.)

WELL FINISHED.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Works : Berry Street.

Manufacturing Electrical
and Radio Engineers,
MANCHESTER.

['Grams Pladuram, Manchester.

Price lists 3d., post free

(Imatettr Wiretzss
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FOR BEST
VALUE
TRY

" PALMERFONES "

These Super -Sensitive

e: The l

HEAD PHONES

llinversal Electric Supply fti°
vS4 TA RR, EF ET TST

EXCELLENT VALUE

Ebonite Knobs, tI in. in dia.,

Contact Studs, with nuts and
washer, per doz., 8d.
Valve Legs, with nuts and
washer, each set, 3d.
Ebonite Sheets, various thicknesses (cut to any
sire), 4/6 per lb.
Switch Arms, complete, 2/6.
Condenser, fixed and moving vanes, aluminium,
doz. pairs, 2/.
Coner
densers Spacer Washers, large and small, per

3/ each.

O. ool

and

0.003,

Ditto ditto fitted with grid leaks. 7/6 each.
Crystal Cups (small and large), each 2d. and 6d.
Crystal Detector, 5/8.
Lightning Arresters, 2/,
High -Frequency
sions), 4/6.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
Every Set is thoroughly tested. Very
light and comfortable. Standard resistance 4,000 ohms.
EACH COMPLETE WITH DOUBLE HEAD
- GEAR WITH CONNECTING CORD -

(8

POST

Marconiphones, at £4 13s. 6d., £5 5s., £8 19. 6d.,
and £25 each.
Metropolitan Vickers Sets, from £4 105.
Beaver Baby Grand, complete receiving set, less
phones and aerial, 19s.
" Federal" Head Phones, 2,200 ohms, 35/,
Dictograph Radio Head Phones, 3,000 ohms, 35/...
Brown Loud Speakers, 110/.
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " junior " Type, 210/,
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " Senior " Type, £20.
2 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,
but less batteries, (for Magnavox), £22 105.
3 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,
but less batteries (for Magnavox), £35.
Aerial, Earth and Phone Labels, each, 3d.
Aerial Wire, too ft. 7/22, with z insulators, each

DOUBLE HEAD
RECEIVERS
Finest quality.

small

and

medium,

.set, 1/6.
Ditto ditto
Ditto ditto
Ditto ditto

Highly

efficient. Extremely light,

comfortable

ensuring
fitting.

Complete with Cords
4.550 ohms

2151-

27/6

..

0,000

Genuine
" BROWN "
LOUD SPEAKERS
The Recognised Best

£3 0 0

LAMINATED
SWITCH
With Plunger
ARMS

INSULITE
SLIDERS

divi-

d Spring to

ensure good

Radius 31 in.
Complete with

EBONITE
KNOBS

Knob, Brass

contact, 1/..

per

Insulated

Bush] and 2
Clam pin g
Nuts, 2,6.

GENUINE MARCONI'
OSRAM " R " VALVES

1716
Why Buy Infringements ?

.00T, 1/3.

.0003, .0002, .00075, the set, 1/..
.000c, .00005, the set, 10d.
2 B.A. Brass Screwed Rods, rx-in. lengths, 5d.
Brass Nuts, 2B A, 4B A, and 5B A, per doz. ad.
Tuning Bar Square Brass Rod, in is -in. lgths., 5d.

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
Pest Finish

7/6
SMALL

CONDENSERS
to .0005 with clips

[2/6.

Aerial Silicon Bronze Wire, 18 gauge, per loo ft.,
Wireless Masks, in 4 sections, totalling ri ft., 4/9.
Ebonite Valve Holders, 4 legs, with nuts and

CONDENSER

a.

PARTS

Fined and 'Storable Vanes, 3i in
diameter, 26 dozen.
Centre Rod, complete, 45 in., 4 /6

11111111Bli,

INDUCTANCE.
TUBES

Impregnated
Size 2 in

Ebonite Valve Holders, complete, best quality,
1/9.
Ebonite Slider and Plunger, 8d.

Insulators, porcelain, small egg shape, 3d.
Insulators, porcelain, 2 -in. reel, 4d.
Insulators, large shell type, 8d.
Ivorine Scales, 6d.

3

Cash refunded if not satisfied.

WHOLES ALE TRADE SUPPLIED

4

1/-

5

1/6

washers, 11-.

GEORGE PALMER,

W IR EL ETSRSA NASNMDI S

47, GERRARD STREET, LONDON,

W.1.

4

and
Radio Engineers
385, CROSS STREET, SALE, MANCHESTER.
BROTHERS,Etrical

C.'....,Z.9.?_:',

"130'..)

L.F. INTERVALVE

TRANSFORMERS
33
181- post free.
GUARANTEED OUR OWN MANUFACTURE
Upright pattern, ratio 5-1, fitted with soldering tags and aluminium feet for fixing.
Sent on Approval against Cash.

Prompt Delivery.

WOODMASON. COLCHESTER

Efficient & Reliable
15 Volts
.. 3/6
Variable Types

7/8

36 Volts
Co Volts

3:20,
4,-;R5:
6/8; 7,'/2o, 7.6.3

Low Frequency Inter-Valve TRANSFORMER
21/.

4

WIRELESS SETS ERECTED
Your set mill not work unless properly erected.
Wireless sets are now "foolproof," but they must
be properly erected. We have a staff of experts
who will do this for you, and from thence on your
trouble will be at an end. Remember that the proximity of electric cables and telephone wires will
affect your set if not properly erected.
Foe Fuller Particulars of our Service, and
Reasonable Scale of Chal ges, write :-

THE THOMAS NOWLAN
WIRELESS SERVICE, Co.
18, BEER LANE, E.C.3.

104

AERIAL INSULATORS
Reel Type
2 in,"Aid- ;
in. 104..
Egg Type. 6d.
AERIAL WIRE
per ion ft.

Competition Type,
Reliable Quality,

TRADE SUPPLIED,

WRIGHT

HIGH TENSION
BATTERIES

27/6

Filament Resistances. Complete best Ebonite
knob, brass pointer, heavy stop pin, 8 to Io ohms re(-) sistance, each 3/6. Combined Ebonite knob and dial,
c-',

c? engraved and polished, 3" dia., each 219.
(;) Catalogue 2d. post free. Satisfaction or money returned.

in. Dia., 60
Bd

6

MUNN SPECIALIST,

SPECIAL WIRELESS NOTE. ASK "A.W." for
We beg to inform all Wireless Enthusiasts
list of Technical Books
our New Wireless Catalogue is now ready.

C-.

G.P.O. Box No. 5,9

Terminals, complete, large, per doz., 2/-.
Square Brass Centre Rods for Condenser, 6d.
Sets of Rods, r square 3 round, screwed 2B A,
complete with nuts and washers, /oois, the

BY

set, 4/6.

Former

MANCHESTER

Leading -in Tube, 6 in. long, 2/-.
Copper Foil, 4 X .002, per lb., 2/8.
2 -Coil
Holder, with extended arm, complete
for panel mounting, 12/9.,
3 -Coil Holder, with extended arm, complete for
panel mounting, 17/6.
Inductance Tube, 5/-.
Valve Pin, 2d.
Terminals, complete,
doz., 1/8.

PRICE

29j - OVER
COUNTER 29/6

Transformer

ONEBo I la SO PWR ()NM

tapped

knurled edges
2B A, 6d.

doz. pairs, 1/3.
Condensers, complete, 4/6.
Condensers (Dubilier), 0.00T,

2a.Plin 2e
3409 CITY

Telephone Transformer, 21,/ -

Sigh Frequency

INTER -VALVE
TRANSFORMERS

Primary and
Secondary

Wind-

ings can be tapped
off to suit any particular wave length

27/6

PLUG-IN TYPE
TRANSFORMERS
ound,
:Wound for vat ions

-gate lengths,

from6-

For "EVERYTHING WIRELESS"
our Large Illustrated Catalogue should be consulted
Post Free, 6d.
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Oul POLICY IS TO CIVE QUICK DELIVERY & SATISFACTION
Condenser Vanes, Aluminium (accurate size and gauge),per doz. 1, Do., Large Spacers (true to'coar'),
per doz. 4d.
Do., Small Spacers (true to .000t"),

Specially
designed
for
Broadcasting

per doz. 3d.

Do , Scales Ivorine, o to 1800 each
Do., Ebonite Tops & Bottoms

9d.

(bushed) 1 36
Aerial Wire, Stranded, 7/25 roo'
Do., Egg Insulators (high insulation) 6d.
best quality 3d.
Do., Reel
,,
Ebonite Knobs, Fluted Top (drilled) 4d.
Genuine " Hellesen " Batteries. New
36v. H.T. Unit with Wander Plug 8/6

A to E Switches on Porcelain _ 2/6
Valve Holders, Screwed Legs& 2 ' Nuts
each 1/ Crystals (special selected), Bornite, 6d.

Carborundum, Silicon, C. Pyrites,
6d.
Galena, etc: etc.
Crystal Cups, Brass, with Fixing
..
...
Screw
Fusible Alloy (for fixing crystals)
Inductance Tubes, 12* X 3'

...

4d.
6d.
6d.

Sliders, Ebonite, with Plunger ... 6d.
A.E.G. & Tele funken Valves,tested 10,6
Enamelled Wire, 23 gauge, lb. 1 -

6d.
Sq. Brass Rod, 12' x
Tuners, Headgear, Transformers, etc Postage extra. Advice given with pleasure'
(Phre

THF ESSEX WIRELESS CO.
Telephone-WANSTEAD

HEADGEAR RECEIVERS
turers. Backed by many years experience. Highest efficiency,

concentrated magnetic field, instantaneously adjusted to the

ears, comfortable in wear, either receiver detachable from headband, protected terminals, light weight, twin series cord.
A.T.M. CRYSTAL DETECTOR
SETS. Highest Grade. Maximum Efficiency Moderate Cost.

Ask your dealer for

A.T.M. Broadcasting Apparatus
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD
Head Defce &' Works:
Milton Road, Edge Lane, Liverpool.

(1

CHEAPEST DETECTORS IN THE WORLD

Designed and manufactured by leading Telephone Manufac-

A.T.M. LOUD SPEAKING
RECEIVERS.
Three types of Amplifying Horn.

749.

ShOttrrn. "Id

499, GROVE GREEN RD.,
LEYTONSTONE, EA.].
min. from Station, G

Lannon Office:
60, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

Carborundum rectifying tube, fitted with our special steel ball contact, used
the same as ordinary carborunduin detector, especially recommended for
Price 2/6, postage 4d.
crystal rectifying valve sets.
LITTLE GIANT, SILICON DETECTOR,massive brass parts, spring adjustment
2/6, postage 4d.
mounted on ebonite base. Neat, compact, and efficient.
CRYSTAL CUP with Fixing Screw and Large Carborundum Crystal. Ready for
8d., postage 3d.
mounting.

L. WALTON, 10, Duncan Street, Devonport, Devon.

METRO TYLER Co., Ltd., WATRNUMv.10.
SU PPLY

EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR, EXPERT or TRADE
Special 2 VALVE SET in mahogany case complete from
Aerial to Earth, with Head Phones, Valves, Coils, etc., .1

17 17 0

AB Parts for Building Your Own Sets

Valve Holders, Ebonite. 1/- each. Porcelain Insulators, 4d. each. Con enser
Plates, 10d. per doz. Aerial Wire. 316 per roo it. Ebonite Knobs. 9d. each.

SINGLE VALVE SETS, AMPLIFIERS. LOUD SPEAKERS.
IVrve Jo

rtzrula rs.

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES
DALE & HOLLINS.

All Wireless Radio Parts & Electrical Material
See full advertisement -last week and next week.
Come to look at our show all the week and you will come in to Buy. Ask for List.

In Centre of London, top of Kingsway.
11 & 29, SICILIAN AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.C.2.

-AWAY AHEAD !-

TRANSFORMERS
INTERVALVE & TELEPHONE

Some firms pride themselves on being up-to-date. We go
one better and claim that we are Away ahead,"
Send two stamps to -day for our lis a of Wireless Sundries and
prove this for yourself.

t) _

Special

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES

5, ALBERT TERRACE, KING CROSS, HALIFAX.

ALL TYPES AND VALUES

CONDENSERS Every Article Guaranteed
FinestWorkmanship & Finish. Brasswork Polished & Lacquered
Value
in
M.F.

Panel
Mounting

Panel
Mounting
Assembled

Cabinet
Mounting

*0015

23/-

25/6
19/6
16/3
13/-

24/.

'001
'00075
'0005
'0004
-0003
'0002
'0001

in Parts
16/9

13/6
10/6

9/.

12/6
11;6

71-

9/-

61

81-

101-

Vernier

4:6

in Parts
17/9
14/6
11/9
11/10/.

8/.
7/.

Cabinet
Cabinet
Mounting
Mounting Assembled
Assembled In Cabinet
33/266
21/16/6
13/3

13/3
12/916

8/61
5/

26/22/.
18/17/6
16/.
13/6
12/6
9/-

to

2216
Tradeire

Polished
Mahogany
Cabinet
6/3
5/6
5/6

4/6
4/6
4/4/3/6

Special Sizes and Types Made to Order. An improved
pattern Filament Resistance guaranteed, price 4s. each,
postage 4d. If supplied with bevelled dial instead of
pointer, price Gs. each. All Sundries and Components
in stock. Orders Over 205. Carriage Paid. Trade supplied.

The "BROADWAY" Radio Works,R..ee.vrenytreeath,RKoeandi.
H. L. Lidington.

Price

Terms

The Power Equipment Co., Ltd.,

Crown Works,
Cricklewood Lane,
London, N.W.2.
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Radio brings it: MAGNA VOX tells it

MAGNAVOX
THE WORLD'S FINEST
LOUD SPEAKER
T0 enjoy and get the greatest possible satisfaction from your Wireless
Receiving Set, equip it with a Magnavox Loud Speaker. Hear the
voice of the singer faithfully reproduced, the perfect intonations of the lecturer, or
the natural sound of music. The introduction of the MagnaVox Loud Speaker for use
with Radio Receiving Sets marks a most important development, and will be the means
of making broadcasting extremely popular.
INQUIRIES INVITED.
Manufacturers and Sole Licensees.

Telephone House,
210/212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I.
Telephone : Museum 4144 (7 lines).
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE :
9, Clavering Place.

ELWELL
HIGH POWER

WIRELESS
STATIONS

Morn)

Visit Our STAND

No. 34

STERLING TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

.aesses.

No. R 1282

ALL BRITISH WIRELESS

EXHIBITION

Telegrams: " Cucumis, Wesdo, London."
WORKS:
Dagenham, Essex.

Horticultural Hall,
Westminster, S.W...
Sept. 3o-Oct. 7.

IMMEDIATEi
CARDIFF:
8, Park Place.

MPLIFYING MADE EASY
To the man who is :-

OY FORD

CAIRO
MOM

Ilm

NORTHOLT

BUILDING

BUYING

Do not use intervalve trans.

See that the amplifying stages

on valve sets are carried out
The Elwell Amplifying Unit by Elwell Amplifying Units.
formers.

replaces them on all good They enable the manufac.
sets. It saves time, money, turer to give you a better job
at a lower cost.
and trouble.

HORNSEA

THE ELWELL AMPLIFYING UNIT

EIFFEL TOWER

when provided with a valve and connected as marked, is
all that is necessary to give a further stage of amplifica
tion to an existing set. No soldering. Easily mounted.

Highest possible efficiency.
The self contained permanent connections are embedded

LYONS

in compound, and as shown in the diagram, are brought
out to terminals. The "perfect insulation of the grid
connection cures "noise.

NANTES

ROME

Exclusive design covered by patents. British made
and guaranteed throughout.

PRICE : 3916 only,
Deliveries from Stock.

AWL

Is

IP

for complete amplifying
unit, less valve.
Call and see it.

0
OP

A

O

+F

C. F. ELWELL, LTD., CRAVEN HOUSE, KINGSWAY,
LONDON, W.C.2.
(E.P.s.) 30.

WIRD).

Telephone

Regent 421.

Printed and Published in England by CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4.
AGENCY, LIMITED.

Saturday, September 16, 1Q22

Sole Agent for South Africa, CENTRAL News

WIRELESS, "WIRED" AND "PIPED"

No. 16

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1922

Price 3d

CHIEF CONTENTS
TELEPHONY RECEPTION ON A SINGLE VALVE RECEIVER

A COMMERCIAL STATION WITH A
PHENOMENAL RECEIVING RANGE

BROADCASTING: THE SITUATION

A FIVE -VALVE RECEIVING SET

HOW TO MAKE A MOVABLE FRAME

INTERNATIONAL
SOME
PUBLICATIONS

AERIAL

WIRELESS FURNITURE

WIRELESS

THE SMALLEST WIRELESS GENERATOR

A NEW VARIABLE CON-

A GRAMOPHONE AS

DENSER

A CLOCKWORK

"WIRED"
AND "PIPED "

WIRELESS,

Correspondence

INTERRUPTER

Information Bureau

Club Doings
Forthcoming Events

Radiograms

Etc.
RECEIVING SET WITH ITS OWN FRAME AERIAL (see p. 326)
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(-MITCHELFONES
Are not a spasmodic production to meet
a sudden demand, but have been on the
market for over three months, and during
this period 27,000 have been distributed
to the trade, and consequently we have
not been able to offer them direct to the

a

RETAILERS

and the PUBLIC, are requested
to TAKE NOTICE that this advertisement is to introduce the

retail buyer.

E

PRICE

15/-

1,000 per week are now available, and we announce

PRICE

sti

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

15/.5

401/1:ATEN°
PENDING

You

O

post your order, or call at our

premises and get them at once.

Think
what this means to you-you, perhaps, who

THERMIONIC TRIODE
the latest and best development
of the three electrode valve.

111

RECTIFIES, OSCILLATES,
AMPLIFIES

have been waiting and are still waiting.
Standard resistance 4,000 ohms, double headgear with
double headstraps, comfortable,
and foolproof

a

highly

efficient,

a

35/.. per pair.

Unique Construction and High

Amplification Characteristic.
Filament current '5 amps at
4 volts. Anode potential 50 volts.

0

Special Terms to Traders and deliveries
that will surprise you.

Obtainable from the patentees, EcoNostre ELECTRIC

LTD.. and all dealers in Wireless apparatus.
Wholesale enquiries should be sent to the pat-

MITCHELLS Electrical & Wireless Ltd.,

entees or to Mr. H. S. TYLER, 25b, Balhain
London, S. W.11.

Head Office: 10, FITZROY
SQUARE,

LONDON,

W.Y.

Postal Address : McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15.

INFRINGES NO
PATENTS!
Illustration Full Size

New Showrooms :

Teleisnone:

303, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1.

MUSEUM 1055

I

Retail Address: 188, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15.
Branch Showrooms:

HEAD PHONES
Best Quality, 4;000 ohms,
Double Receiver.

TWICKENHAM

21/3/9
Postage paid.

INDUCTANCE COILS
Wound with 24 S.W.G. Enamelled
Wire, 12" x 4", 12" x 31", 12" x 3".

c-

-4)

pi........................................11
.
8000 ohms Headreceivers @ 27/6 pair
.4000
.
ohms Headreceivers @, 251- pair

Postage paid.

140 ohms Headreceivers @ 2316 pair

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Two -in -one, Universal, Adjustable
and Locking.

'Phones: New Cross 1640/1541.

GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS STORE

Postage paid.

.
.

OFFER of our
SPECIAL
" Standard 'Phones is still open,

All packing and postage free.
'New Price Sheets sent free. Mail order only.

but is subject to withdrawal after

- JACKSON

the first 1000 have been sold.

7, BLAKE ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.6.

e

. For the same quality as others, our price
THE WIRELESS CRYSTAL OF TO -DAY AND THE FUTURE

"HERTZITE ,,

SIMPLE TO USE.

NO BATTERY REQUIRED

Price 2/6 post free

Mounted in our Patent Detector, 5/9, post free

See you get our Illertzite" and not some substitute
We can give the best Wholesale Terms for all Crystals
BRITISH VALVES :-" R.M.R." (New Type), 15/- ; " ORA, " 15/DOUBLE HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohms, 22/- post free

RUSSELL-SHAW

38, Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C.1.

is lower.

o

For the same price as others, our qualitye
is better.

Our price list (3d. post free) will astound you.
The trade should write us.
e
MONEY BACK IF NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED

4

1111
o

J. L. CARTWRIGHT & CO.

ren

Manufacturing Electrical and Radio Engineers

130/132, London Road, MANCHESTER
'Phone: Cent. 4209.

Works: BERRY STREET.

'Grams: Pladoram, Manchester

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE
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A FIVE -VALVE RECEIVING SET
A Fine Amateur -made Set with Loud -speaker
The method of coupling on the high

'THE five -valve set shown here consists
1 of two high -frequency valves,, a de-

frequency side is resistance -capacity, and

tector

is

valve,

and

two

low -frequency

valves, this combination, in the opinion of
its maker, Mr. R Horrocks, a member of
the staff of Messrs. Vickers, Limited,
being the most satisfactory for all general

found to be remarkably efficient for

amateur telephony. The low -frequency
transformers and also the, telephone transformer conform to the standard hedgehog
pattern.

The A.T.C. is of .00i M.F. capacity,
and the fine-tuning 'condenser .0005 M.F.

The voltmeter on the left of the panel is
for showing the accumulator voltage and
the ammeter on the right for registering
the amount of current taken by the valves.

When the Marconi concerts are being

A Five -valve Receiving Set Made by Mr. R. Horrocks, of Thornton Heath, Surrey.
purposes.

The set has been made at home

by Mr. Horrocks and covers all wave.

lengths from soo to 23,00o metres.

For short-wave working (3oo to 2,600
metres) a tuning coil with ball reaction is
used, twelve taps being taken off the coil.
For long waves a series of basket coils are
banked together and twelve taps in all
are taken from these..

For the H.F. valves V.24's are usually
employed, the remainder being Marconi
R " type. The filament resistOsram
ances are of the 'Marconi pattern, being
absolutely silent in working and allowing
One L.F.
of a very fine adjustment.

valve may be cut out when desired by
means of the switch shown
right-hand corner.

in the toii-

transmitted the telephony can be heard
plainly, if the loud -speaker and micro-

phone are in use, at a distance of more

than 200 feet.

Telephony within a ,radius

of 350 miles can be heard, and 1\10 -se
within apwroximately 3,50o miles.

We congratulate Mr. Horrocks on such
a fine .piece of amateur craftsmanship and
on the excellent results he has obtained.
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;Telephony Reception on Single -valve
/

is

Mr. H. H. Dyer, the first -prize winner in our first competition, here carries his competition essay a stage further.
Amateurs will benefit from the author's plain and practical instruction on the fuller use of his one -valve set.

HAVING had experience of the recep-. you might be led to expect similar results speech. If you do so, do not take your
Sion of spark signals with the single - although you are a hiffidred miles away. reactance adjustment too far, but try movvalve set described in the article on Therefore, before going any further, I will ing your aerial condenser ever so slightly
page 170 of No. 9, you will be in a posi- tell you that I am roughly leo miles to see if you can improve the speech that
tion to try telephony. You should have from Writtle, 15o miles from Croydon, way, always being ready to loosen your
been able to receive spark signals from and 3oo miles from Paris and The Hague. reactance coupling should your valve start
to oscillate. Having got the best adjustNauen (3,100 metres) and Karlsborg (2,500
ment of the condenser, tighten the coupmetres), which stations transmit at speci- Start with Paris
I consider that the best 'station to start ling the least little bit at a time, making
fied times. If you have not yet heard
them satisfactorily as clear musical notes with is Paris, whiCh transmits on `2,600 a note of the exact position. You will
you should try to do so, otherwise it will metres between 6.io and 6:40 p.m. (B.S.T.) eventually arrive at the point where you
be quite useless to attempt long-distance each ,day except Saturdays, and Sundays. get oscillation and must instantly loosen
telephony. Try varying the voltage of From -your previous experience you know the coupling. You may then tighten the
your 6o -volt H.T. battery, whi'ch should the adjustment- for, 2;60o :metres and the coupling again, stopping just short of this
be provided with "tappings," until you exact position of the reactance to be. just point. You should now be receiving about
find the best value for the particular valve short of the oscillating point. Having as well as is reasonably possible with the
made these adjustments very carefully, rough adjustments at hand. With one
you are using.
switch on shortly before the time for Paris valve you have to get so near the
The Oscillating Point
to commence. If, when they come on, oscillating point that you do occasionally
The reception of telephony resembles you should get a note in your 'phones, start radiating, but as you only radiate for
that of weak "spark" in so far as it is without any hesitation loosen your react- a fraction of a second, I think so much is
necessary to get near to the oscillating ance coupling, for your valve is oscillat- permissible until you have had practice,
point without actually reaching it. If you ing. You may now tighten your reactance when youi should be able to get to the
are close to a high -power station it should coupling very, very gradually as you critical point without causing any interbe easy to get good speech without approach the critical point. All being ference.
HERBERT H. DYER.
approaching dangerously near this point, well, you should just be able to hear
(To be concluded in our next number)
even with one valve. On the other hand,
if you wish to receive over long distances it".110101,11.4 ..........=0,.......1111410.10.4,11.11.11.,41.0.11411.11r4 6.111....i...1.45.11.11,11.1.111,1101.....t......1
you will have to get almost on the oscillat- /
/
-

ing point, but on no account must your
valve be oscillating. If this occurs, not
only will you be unable to receive, but
others round about will be unable to do
so. There is nothing so annoying when
receiving

telephony

as

when

someone

starts radiating; in fact, on some occasions I have had to shut down altogether

-

la

A Commercial Station with a
Phenomenal Receiving Range

I

........,................1.6 0...s...."0.......1.4............................4

IF

shown in the diagram. In this A is a
of New Zealand is the 3o kw. Tele- variometer consisting of two long coils
but the knowledge of this should be quite funken wireless station of Awarua (call wound in opposition and so constructed
I believe that some people

IN the extreme south of the South Island

sufficient to ensure that it does not occur.

sign V L B), which was erected in 1913 to
ensure day and night communication between that place
and Sydney, New South Wales,
a distance of approximately

owing to this.

have no idea that they are interfering,

A Warning
Those who are selfish enough not to watch
this point should remember that they are
liable to lose their licence. There are

that one may slide completely within the

1,225 miles. The aerial-of the
ways and means of tracking down the umbrella type, consisting of 24

culprits, and if people persist in this kind
of thing I think the different wireless
societies will have to take drastic
measures. I have said rather a lot about

wires-is supported

by

a

tri-

angular -section steel lattice mast
400 ft. high. At this station remarkable rct:eiving results are

this, for it is one of the things that will obtained, using only a single .determine whether the reception of tele- valve circuit. The powerful
phony is going to be a success or not.
stations around Honolulu can
Before you can put a value on advice be heard easily in the daytime.
about the reception of "wireless" you must In the evening Carnarvon, Borknow something of the circumstances deauX, Lyons and Nauen come in quite
under which such advice is given. For strong enough to give complete reception,
instance, if I lived, say, in the northern and at night Annapolis, Tuckerton, New
suburbs of London and, without inform- Brunswick, Darien and other high -power
ing you of that fact, simply told you that American stations are received very
I

received

very

good

telephony from

Writtle without any critical adjustment,

clearly.

The circuit used

for these results is

D:wain of Connections
is the plate circuit loading in
ductance; c and D are condensers, each
having a capacity of .004 mfd. The grid
condenser is made variable for critical
adjustments and no grid leak is used, the
valve being of the "soft" variety requiring 24 volts in the plate circuit.

other; B
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WIRELESS
FURNITURE
-..............1.1
11.

lows.01..... 10..1

Now comes
cabinet, and

A coming feature of the home
is
wireless furniture. The
furniture of music-the instrument case, the music stool,

prove

a

the wireless
it will soon
necessity. A col-

lection of wireless apparatus
on a side table can look very
unsightly.
The article on

easels and cabinets for printed

sheets, etc.-has been added
to within living memory by the
gramophone cabinet, which
frequently is an elaborate,

this page is illustrated by
photographs specially taken
at the Central Hall Exhi-

.bition, Westminster.

costly piece.

le..41...........-

.14.11,......410....",
A MATEURS might well follow the

would be a built-in loud speaker in

A example of some of the leading

the upper part. A frame aerial could
be constructed either on the bad: of a
door, or on a special framework inside
the cabinet, in which case the whole

wireless manufacturers in enclosing

receiving apparatus in suitable pieceS
of furniture.

For the people who install

receiver would be really

a re-

self-con-

tained; but this is not recommended

ceiver for the sole purpose of listening to broadcast concerts and speech

unless at least a three -valve amplifier
Otherwise two terminals for

(and eventually such people will probably form the majority of those inter-

is used.

ested in wireless), the nightly act of
bringing out from various drawers

some inconspicuous position.
Although a boxed -up set does not as

the aerial and earth must project in
EXAMPLES OF
WIRELESS FURNITURE

r
Top -Wireless Receiving Cab net in
Jacobean Style.
(Maker : R. Scruby)

Left.-Cupboard
Doors open,

showing Batteries,

Right.-Panel

Reversed, showing
Apparatus.

Bottom, - Wireless
Receiving Easel.
(Makers : Union

Wireless Co.)

and cupboards pieces of apparatus and
connecting them together will speedily

rule appeal to the experimenter, he
will probably appreciate a cabinet set.
a

cause loss of interest except to enthusiasts.

especially when tired of temporary connections.
L. W.

vent damage to the instruments.

It is now officially announced that the
supposed messages from Mars which were
received by Senatore Marconi when cruising in the Mediterranean were front
Schenectady, the home of the General
Electric Company.

The average person will want a selfcontained receiver always ready for use
and enclosed to keep dust off and to preQuite a number of pieces of furniture
are suitable for the purpose, including
roll-top desks, bureaux, china cabinets,
gramophone cabinets, etc.

For rooms

which have furniture of a decided period
-as Queen Anne, Jacobean, Chippendale,
Sheraton-a cabinet to match the surIt
roundings can be easily adapted.
should contain the adjustable parts of the
apparatus in a convenient position, the
high- and low-tension batteries underneath
or at the back, and a special refinement

A wireless telephone exchange now in
existence

at

the

Croydon

aerodrotne

(Waddon) enables the officer in charge of
air traffic to keep in touch with machines
on the Channel.
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Movable Frame Aerial for Direction Finding!
An Article to be Read in Conjunction with the Series Appearing in Nos. 10, 12 and 15
.%,*....4 p.a.<

11.,<....to.1.........s........".,..%

log the size (area) of your frame, you
must decrease the number of turns.
In practice, of course, it is not 'conwith a movable -frame aerial. The adVantages of a frame aerial for the amateur venient to alter the size of a frame each
are : (i) It is specially sensitive to one time it is desired to receive on a different
THERE is a considerable amount of ex-

citement to be obtained in operating

wave -length; so one must adopt means of

particular wave -length; (a) owing to this
Figs. 1 to 3.Details of
Frame Aerials.

>

D

Fig. 2

fact, combined with the marked directional
effect associated with it, it affords great
" selectivity," that is, it possesses the
quality of eliminating jamming; (3) it can

Fig. 1

increasing or decreasing the number of
turns of wire. However, even this method

is not very satisfactory. It is advisable,
thelefore, to make the biggest frame you
be moved with case to any part of the can easily accommodate, and then ascerhouse or garden; and (4) there is no tain by experiment the precise number of
danger of it being carried away in high turns suitable for reception on whatever
winds or tempestuous weather. As against wave -length you wish to receive.
these advantages there is the fact
that it is much less "receptive"
than an open aerial. This, means
that in order to get the same
strength of signals as with the
,

latter,

a

greater degree of ampli-

A crystal receiver, for instance, would he quite
fication is required.

with a frame aerial. At
least two, preferably three, amplify-

ing valves should be used in order
to get,good results.
In making a frame aerial one very
important point should be borne in
mind. The sensitivity of a frame
aerial varies as the product of the
area of the frame and the number
of turns of wire wound upon it.
That is to say, by increasing the
size of the frame or the number of turns you increase its sensitivity.
But it must not he forgotten that by
increasing the number of turns (the

a particular wave -length by increas-

at the disposal of each experimenter.

For

the guidance of those who have not yet
essayed this task, however, two simple
and useful forrris of frame aerial will be

-1/ in. in diameter. It is. pushed throligh
a tight -fitting hole in the centre of a 5 -ft.
length of board B 6 in. wide and i in.
thick. On the top of the vertical pole a
cross -piece of wood c, 6 in. by t in. by
in., is screwed at right angles to the
horizontal board. The distance from the
top of the small cross -piece to the centre
of the horizontal board is 2 ft. 6 in. At
the same distance on the other side of the
horizontal board another cross -piece D of
the same size is inserted through a tightfitting hale in the pole. This lower crosspiece is also at right angles to the hOrizontal board (parallel to the top crosspiece), and is fitted 'with two terminals
from which leads arc taken to the aerial
and earth terminals of the receiver.
A

variable

condenser

is

connected

across these leads for the purpose
of allowing fine tuning.

Two extra

pieces of wood E are used to support the weight of the horizontal
board. It will be.noticed that at D
some bunching of the wires will be
inevitable owing to the obstruction
of the pole. *This can be eased by

the purpose of keeping the -wires in

place as. they pass over the crosspieces and the extremities of the
horizontal board, it is advisable to
cut small notches in each of the
latter at equal distances apart.

Great care must also be taken to
preserve perfect insulation at these

For this reason insulated
(copper) wire should be used : either
enamelled or cotton -covered, preferably the latter. Whichever kind of
wire be used, however, its insulation
is liable to be impaired at the corner
points.

length of .your aerial wire) you also
increase the wave -length of your
aerial. This means that the longer
the wave -length you aim at receiv-

I

rectangle) are fulfilled, the actual design
of the frame is immaterial and will vary
with the material resources and ingenuity

cutting shallow slots in the pole
with a fine saw, care being taken not
to weaken the pole too much. For

useless

ing the more suitable will a frame
aerial be. Another corollary from
the same principle is that if you
want to increase the sensitivity for

Provided the necessary conditions of
insulation and symmetry (preferably a

described.
Fig. i shows a frame made out of two
long and four short pieceS of wood. The
centre -piece A is a 6 -ft. pole of about

B

Fig. 3

4.4t

bends.

To avoid this the cross-

pieces and the ends of the horizcntal
hoard should be covered with some
insulating substance (ordinary adReceiving Set with its Own Frame Aerial.
(Balers: Wireless Explovah

hesive " insulating tape " will do)
before the wire is laid on them. An
improvement in this form of aerial
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The 1<alve
For receiving vocal and instrumental
items you must have

MULLARD 0 R A Valves
to get the best results.

Oscillates-Rectifies-Amplifies
Specially recommended where good
amplification is required.

15/.. each
qt.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
The great demand for Mullard ORA Valves
and other accessories has compelled us to
open much larger works. A greatly increased output is now available.

The MULLARD "R " Valve is now
reduced in price from 22/6 to 17/6
CiC 0,
041
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PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
A COMPLIMENT has been paid to Messrs.- RADIO
I"" INSTRUMENTS LTD. by a new Wireless Company, who have practically copied our designs in
their entirety, and are now placing on the market

A RECEIVING SET WITHOUT 'PHONES
IS LIKE A SHIP WITHOUT A RUDDER

Th2 " Brown"

Super.Sensitive Telephones

These Telephones are unquestionably the clearest and most sensitive made,
and, consequently, increase the distance over which wireless can be heard.

BROWN'S are recognised as the most comfortable to wear, due to their
extreme lightness in weight and adaptable adjustment. There is no wireless head 'phones in the world to compare with BROWN'S.

instruments almost exactly similar to our own in external

Wireless Instruments and part,

manufactured by and bearing the
name " BROWN " can still be bought
with absoluteteonfidenee in their

appearance. Intending purchasers of our instruments should
therefore exercise the greatest caution when purchasing same

quality, value, and efficiency, because

" A " TYPE

throughout this period of increa,ing
wireless activity S. G. BROWN,
Ltd., have wisely refused to lower
their high standard of quality.

Low Resistance

58/ High Resistance

62/- to 66/-

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
Managing Director:
J. JOSEPH, M.I.E.E.,
Late Manager to Mr. H. W. Sulli-

W. A. APPLETON, M.E.E., M.T.E.E.,

van.

Officer.

'

ONLY ADDRESS,

IMPORTANT NOTICE.-When purchasing BROWNS, you should see

"D" TYPE

Chief Designer:

that the name BROWN is stamped
on the back of each ear -piece.

Low Resistance

48/ -

Late Admiralty Technical Research

IN UNIVERSAL
SUPPLIED TO

High Resistance

52/-

Offacs,

Showrooms.
Visit

12a, HYDE STREET,

our

Stand, No. 43, All -British Wireless Exhibition,

Horticultural Hall

----

September 30 to October 7

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES POST FREE

NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C.1.
' Phone : Regent 1908.

AS

GOVERNMENTS.

(.4 bone Prices include cords.)

Works,

USE.

BRITISH,

ALLIED AND FOREIGN

Head Office & Works-

' Crams : Ins'endio, London.

Victoria Rd., NORTH

Otid Clt 51101t 100111'19, MORTIMER STREET

ACTON, LONDON, W,3.

LONDON,

W.I.

Visit our Stand No. 37., All -British Wireless
Exhibition, Horticultural Hall, Sept. 30 to Oct. 7.

LONDON

i'1...etoNeetoe"...PAe.etAneteve

HEADPHONES
4000 Ohms total Resistance.
Double Headband,
each Receiver
Detachable Instantaneously.
Guaranteed highly efficient.
Complete with Cord and ready
for use.

25/

POST
FREE
Every pair tested and
guaranteed

THE "

BEAVER

No, 1 "Beaver" CRYSTAL SET
Unassembled
No. 2 "Beaver" CRYSTAL SET
Unassembled
No. 3 " Beaver" CRYSTAL SET

-

No. 4 " Beaver" CRYSTAL SET

-

20/ Post Free
25/ -

-

27/6

-

35/ -

Post Free

Assembled ready for wiring
Post Frce
Complete with Splendid Tested and Guaranteed 4'CO ohm 'Phones, 50/.

Unassembled
Post Free
Complete with Splendid Tested and Guaranteed 4000 ohm 'Phones, 57;6

COMPLETE SET OF

CONDENSER PARTS
-FOR '0005 M.F.-contains

Ebonite Top and Bottom Plates,
Machined
10 Aluminium Moving Plates
Aluminium Fixed Plates
Square Centre Spindle
I

3 Stay Rods, screwed both ends
10 Large Spacing Collars

NIS

COMPLETE SETS (See Last ViretsiAondvert.)

19

Price

30 Small Spacing Collars
Bronze Coil Spring
Ebonite Knob, drilled and
1

1

screwfitted

2 Brass

Nuts

Centre

1 0/- per Set, Post Free

CRYSTAL DETECTORS
4/- Post Free
Splendid

Crystal Detector
Mounted on Ebonite
Consifting of : Phosphor
Bronze Standard, surmounted

by Brass Arm and Detector
Spring, working in Ball and Socket Joint with Ebonite Thumb -piece -Well finished Crystal Cup fitted with Side Screw-Two Special Terminals
-Cannot be bought elsewhere for 6/6.

BEAVER ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Telephone: GERRARD 1900.

for

Spindle
14 Small Nuts

109, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1

Special Terms to Trade. RH Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed London Joint City and Midland Bank

%la

,
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would be effected by cutting the tips of the
horizontal board and altering the angle of

110.,0,......1..4 '1,1.41,1..5 p.a. Oat., paspa......1,41a.1.1.01,11.41,41.% fraaa.11,...... aleft t.,110."0,11`..1100.11,,a1.69.1.0.5.0,,taol loWaa1,8,ratio.4 1

t

the cross -pieces in the manner shown in
Fig. 2. The object of this is to secure
greater efficiency by obtaining all rightangled bends in the wire.

A strong design for a frame aerial is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Owing to its increased strength and rigidity much larger
frames can .be made on this pattern. Four
pieces of wood (4 ft. by 3 in. by i in.) ar

fixed at right angles to one another as
shown. At each of the four ends of the

A New Variable Condenser 1
3:t..0

I

A Device to Eliminate Re -radiation

I
.

THE photograph illustrates a new design of variable condenser which is

.

claimed to eliminate the possibility of re radiation. The condenser is connected be-

horizontal pieces a cross -piece (8 in. by
in: by in.) is screwed on. (Good insulation can be ensured by using ebonite
cross -pieces.) The frame thus constitutes

tween them. By a suitable adjustment the
variations in plate -circuit current are made
to maintain a sell -oscillation in the aerial

tuning circuit when this

is

required for

a square each side measuring 4 ft. 2 in.
The lower horizontal piece is screwed on
.to a rod about t ft. long. AVith either of
the frames described above, rotation can
be effected by pivoting the lower end of
the rod as shown in Fig. 3. By fixing a
compass card (the function of which has
:already been explained) to this base block
':and fitting a suitable pointer to the pole,
..,_directional readings of transmitting stations can be taken. On a frame of the
dimensions shown in Fig. 3, about seven
-turns of wire, spaced //,-, in. apart, should
giVe good tuning for the reception of
broadcasting,

stations.

With

longer

aerials the spacing distance should be increased. It is with the view to providing
means for increasing the number of turns
that 8 -in. cross -Pieces are suggested ; they

can, of course, be longer. If the frame
were made of 8 -in. wood throughout it

would be both costly and clumsy.
There will be some, however, whose
interest in a frame aerial does not emanate

from any desire to find the direction of
transmitting stations, but simply because

of the unfavourable conditions which pre-

vent the erection of an outdoor aerial.
The ambition of such may be merely to

hear broadcasting stations. In such cases
a fixed frame aerial can be made to answer
the purpose excellently, especially as,

since it is not desired to rotate the aerial,

A New Variable Condenser.

tween the plate circuit of the detecting
valve and the aerial tuning circuit and
provides adjustable capacity coupling be -

continuous -wave reception. The condenser
here shown was recently exhibited by
Autoveyors, Limited.

t,$0101010..1111.1a..011,... Oaawalrag............410110.0.111,..w.0011.2.1kaam.11,11w.lilaawei,...11111104.0.2.111.1.19.....1....101
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A Gramophone as an Interrupter

AT the conclusion of a recent article on
a home-made clockwork interrupter it
was mentioned that a gramophone could
be used as a tikker by allowing one, wire
to rub lightly against the turntable. The
writer having tried this method, which did
not prove very satisfactory owing to,: the

copper attached, the stop spring being so

aerial -on four good wall -plugs !

break, has fitted up the following improve-

frame aerial and receiving gear as far removed as, possible from telephone wires

An old single -spring motor, gramophone
was available; having a turntable of about
8. in. in diameter, the circumference therefore being about 25 in.

washer which fitted tightly over the centre
spindle. A piece of flexible wire was
attached to -the gramophone motor frame

more space will be available and, consequently, it can be made on a large scale.

In certain cases the rafters in a loft offer
a good opportunity for winding a goodsized frame aerial. Or, again, if you find
that one of the walls of your room runs
in a line with a broadcasting station, you
have an ideal chance for winding a frame

As a last word of advice, keep your

and electric mains, etc.

Also keep them at

least a couple of feet above 'the ground.
The question of making an outdoor direc-

tional (" balanced ") aerial system Chas not
been gone into because the practical difficulties involved render it outside the scope
of the experiments of the wireless amateur
M. E.
at present.

Ask "Amateur Wireless" to send you a
list of practical books.

Sent gratis and post free.

adjusted that the copper spring pressed
lightly against the milling when the turntable revolved.

In order to make a good connection a
piece of strip was attached to the milled
copper and carried across the turntable,
difficulty of obtaining a steady make -and - the other end being soldered to a copper
ment :

A length

of thin copper -milled strip,

and another to the turntable stop, one of
these wires being connected to one of the
'phone leads and the other to one of the
detector terminals.

The speed can be regulated to a nicety
used for ornamenting photo
frames, etc., was obtained, the milling by means of the motor speed regulator.
being about '4o to the inch. This was Set at 3o to the minute, the necessary Soo
secured to the edge of -the turntable by interruptions per second can be obtained.
means of solder every few inches. Ft will The motor gives about 300 revolutions, a
be seen-- that this gives about t,000 mill- run of about ten minutes to one winding.
The tension of the copper tongue can
ings to the entire circumference.
The felt was removed from the turn- also be nicely adjusted by means of the
F. B.- R.
table stop and a thin piece of springy turntable stop.
such as-- is

etnateur Wttels4
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The Smallest Wireless Generator
The Atom and Its Radiations

Visualising Hertzian Waves
I

r.....6THE atom is really the smallest wireless generator. Of course, it would be

impossible for the eye to detect the radia-

tion from one atom, but in the case of
monochromatic light, that is, light of one
colour only, all the atoms are sending, or
preparing to send, "signals" of the same
wave -frequency.

The formation of these waves can be
visualised by considering the action of the
well-known "tubes of force."
If you can imagine the inner pneumatic
tube of a bicycle wheel cut across and then
re -sealed so as to form a straight tube instead of a ring, with both ends fastened to

two objects some distance apart and at

In a star, for example, there are millions
and millions of atoms ; they are not all
tuned to the same signal -frequency, so

such distance as to keep the tube in tension,

billions of miles of space ? As you might
expect, being millions of miles away from
its neighbour, all it can talk about is
itself. You may reflect that many people

one, but many tubes-, and on account of the
tension they are crushed together, this
crushing force being neutralised-when

Working the other way, facts known
allbut atomic vibration may lead to important discoveries in wireless. One
important fact in connection with the atom

is that it cannot receive or emit energy
except in certain definite
amounts or bundles. If the atom radiates

(radiation)

energy, it gives out a definite minimum
quantity depending on the frequency of

and finally with the tube inflated so that the radiation, or nothing at all; and in
there is a lateral pressure, you will have receiving, the energy must exceed a cerinstead of monochromatic light we get a fairly good idea what a tube of force is tain definite amount (of course very small)
before the atom can absorb it.
light of many wave -lengths. A prism like.
It is interesting to speculate on the
The tube of force is attached to a charge
may be used to separate the mixed-up rays
at each end-charges of opposite sign. parallel phenomenon in wireless.
into component colours.
Hence the attraction of opposite charges.
When one recollects that on a dark night
Messages from the Stars
But the tube of force shrinks until the the light from a small lamp, representing
And what about the "signals"? What charges neutralise, and never sags like the a very small outlay of energy, can be seen
information does the star send' across the tube of india-rubber. Further, there is not many miles away, while the radiant heat

the tubes have settled quietly in some

can also be detected by sensitive apparatus;

conclude that our
present wireless apparatus is really very
it seems natural to

inefficient, and that time will evolve more
position-by the lateral pressure.
delicate and less cumbrous devices.
A star tells how old it is, how hot it
J. H.
is, and how big. Also what it is made of. Detaching a Closed Loop
Now see what happens when the aerial
It will also often, give a little information
11.41.40.,
about a near neighbour which we cannot is charged up, first with electricity of one
sign
then
with
that
of
the
other.
always see. Of course, one must be able
International Wireless
Consider one tube of force starting from
to decode these messages correctly. That
a charge on the aerial and with the oppois another matter.
Publications
site end -on earth. A signal is being sent,
How the Atom Sends out a Wave
so that next instant the position of the ia...............tr......The atom itself is very much like a tube is reversed.
MOST amateurs reading Morse signals
small solar system. But the "sun," the
What has happened? The two ends of
nucleus, is not large. It" is negligibly the tube have approached along the conare curious as to the names of the
small compared with the size of the atom. ductor and at such speed that the tube has stations they hear. When listening 'in it
Nevertheless,- in it is concentrated prac- become looped at the mid -point. (It must is decidedly tantalising to read 0 P K or
tically all the mass of the atom. Another be remembered that the tubes have inertia.) B V Y or P Q T and not to know the name
important difference is that whereas the
The tube immediately breaks off at the of the station or whether it is ashore or

are just as bad with far less excuse.

ft

electrons move round the nucleus in orbits,
they are different from planetary orbits in

part, and the shortened tube
rapidly growing pushes the closed loop or
that they do not gradually diminish. An ring away. This having now no charge
electron moves from an outer orbit to an to hang on to, moves away into space with
inner one in a jump. No one knows just the velocity of light. It is an electrohow. But it is during this jump that the magnetic wave. At the receiving end it is
electro-magnetic wave is sent out. Only absorbed by a suitable circuit, in which
certain orbits are possible, and the elec- process it produces a small current.

tron falls from one to another of these,
perhaps passing a few possible orbits on
the way. This occurs when the atom is

stimulated by heat or electricity.
It is fortunate that our earth behaves
differently ! Of course, both the electron
and nucleus are charged with electricity,

whereas the earth and sun are not, at

least not to such an extent.
All clectro-magnetic waves then are produced by persuading groups of electrons
to change their velocities very rapidly in
tome orderly manner. Hertzian waves are
produced by rapid oscillations of electrons
in the wires forming the aerial and in the
earth below the aerial.

crossed

afloat.

The International Office of the Telegraph Union at Berne publishes an alphabetical list of all call signs ("Liste Alphabetique des Indicatifs d'Appel," 6 francs

The last editionNo. 6-was published in April, 1921, and
the price includes all supplements to that
These tubes of force, which are con- edition, nine of them having been issued
ceived as made up of "lines" of force, already. This list merely gives the call
have been the subject of much specula- sign, the name, and whether the station is
tion. J. J. Thomson suggests that a line on board ship or ashore.
of electric force may consist of a central
A' more complete list published by the
axis around which spin -with the velocity same office contains an alphabetical list of
of light small electron -like bodies, much all stations, the geographical position of
smaller even than electrons. If the line of land stations, normal range, system, waveforce, and of course the tube of force, is lengths used for transmission and hours of
a manifestation of the action of material service. This is the "Nomenclature
particles, then the ether theory is not re- °Kiddie des Stations Radiotelegraphiques,
quired.
Edition Anglaise," 18 francs (Swiss), post
Now little is known of the actual process free. The last edition-No. 7-Was pubof radiation from atoms; the clue will be lished in June, 1921, and the price includes
given by consideration of the large wire- all supplements to that editions eight havless oscillator.

(Swiss), post free).

ing been issued already.

I.. W.
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RADIOGRAMS
The progress of the air race for the
SEVERAL of the schools about the
country are now including instruction King's Cup was broadcast by wireless
,telephony.
in wireless as part of their curriculum.
A British Wireless Relay League has
been formed in Manchester to organise
and safeguard the interests of wireless
amateurs.

Weather forecasting by means of wire-

less was the subject of an experiment
during the meeting of the British Association at Hull.

A wireless telephony 'station at Madras

will probably be converted into a highspeed automatic plant for operation inland
and also to Rangoon.

According to the latest reports Captain
Amundsen, at present en route to survey
the Arctic region, will broadcast Eskimo
music to the world.
It is reported that the Meteorological
Office has prepared a scheme to broadcast
weather reports to come into operation
directly the broadcasting comes into being.

The Postmaster -General has been asked

Much irrelevant flapdoodle is being pubto receive a deputation representing the
wireless trade outside the broadcasting lished by the daily press on the question
thought -reading

by

wireless.

The

combines.

of

Senatore Marconi prognosticates that in
future a Mrs. Beeton will appear to broadcast culinary notions to housewives.
Aren't things bad enough as they are?

nalling Act has now been passed and

credulity of the daily press leaves us cold.

The Glasgow and District Radio Club
are shortly holding an exhibition in that
city. The secretary's request to the French

The new Wireless Telegraphy and Sig-

widens the powers conferred on the Postmaster -General by the
graphy Act of 1904.

Wireless Tele-

The Postmaster -General, it is reported,

authorities asking that a short message has severely criticised not only the tentamight be sent specially to the exhibition tive agreement between his department
and the broadcasting company, but also
from Eiffel Tower has been acceded to.
A correspondent to a contemporary
that made between the broadcasting comraises the question of whether the transpany and the members of it.
mission of wireless impoverishes the air of
III

IN

In Glasgow an enterprising business firm

its life -sustaining qualities !

has installed a wireless time service. An
electric lamp is fixed in a prominent

connection with telephotography.

position in one of the front windows, and
is connected to the firm's receiving apparatus in such a way that the lamp flashes as
the signals are received.

A contemporary is waxing furious over
the use of the term " wireless " instead of

tion under which the public may

The transmission of handwriting, pictures and photographs, it is stated, are
made possible by the latest invention in

"radio."

"The

rose

by

any

other

name-" Or " What's in a name ? "

agreement with the Marconi Company for
the erection of a wireless station in South
Africa capable of direct communication
with this country.

be

allowed to use transmitting as well as receiving installations. At present it will
be remembered there is no restriction on

receiving apparatus in that

country.

recent exhibition were quickly enabled to

locate them by means of wireless telephonic communication between one part
of the building and another.
The latest additions to the pseudo 'Scientific arguments relating to nomencla-

ture in connection with wireless are " far
speaker " and " far writer " as substitutes
for wireless telephone and wireless telegraph. Next, please.
It is reported that the Postmaster General has not yet approved of the
articles of association of the Broadcasting
Company.

This delay has partly been

caused by the difficulty of safeguarding
the interests of the public and the small
manufacturer.

America promises us a new method of
waging war in her promised production of

a giant airship capable of carrying large
numbers of pilotless gliders laden with
bombs.

These gliders would be guided to

the spot at which it was desired to drop
bombs by means of a wireless ray.

A meeting of exhibitors at the first
Radio Exhibition and Wireless Convention was held during exhibition week at
Hall, Westminster,
Mr. Alex. Stewart, of the Wireless Exthe Central

Parents who lost their children at the

money by selling posters containing the
latest information regarding the air race.
His set, it is said, was made from instructions in the " Work " Handbook.

In France regulations are in prepara-

the use of

The Government has entered into an

A youthful reader, no doubt with his
eye to business, made considerable pocket

ploitation Corporation, was in the chair.
The meeting was unanimous in approving
this association as being fitted to serve
the requirements of the industry, and
appointed a provisional committee to

Apropos of a recent concert broadcast
from The Hague, the Musical News and
Heralds comments as follows : " What a
programme to broadcast ! If only the
Daily Mail would send its own critic and
allow him truthfully to criticise we should
have even more caustic remarks than come

from his pen after he has been forced to
attend a debutante's concert, and if the
consider and settle in draft what should Daily Mail would 'take the said gentlebe the aims and objects of the association man's advice on the arranging of a proand the steps to be taken best calculated gramme items could be given which would
to achieve them. Practically all those be good even though well known." We
attending pledged their support. A pro- should like to know from these musical
visional committee has also been appointed critics when a spade is a spade. The
for the northern area, which is being majority enjoy these concerts. It doesn't
operated from 70, Central Buildings, 41, matter about the highbrow few.
North John Street, Liverpool, the southern
area being operated from Dundee House,
15, Eastcheapc London, E.C.3.
Any inquiries and membership applications may
be addressed to either of the above offices.

A general meeting of members will be
called at an early date to receive a full
report from the provisional committees.

Will Amateur VV ireless Clubs
please keep us informed of
their activities.

Amateur Vretiss
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A REGENT invention

in

wireless, by

I

1-1 which
usual aerial system may be
dispensed with, is now the subject of much
interest in this country. The scheme cons- lats in using the electric -lighting supply

i

mains as an aerial, the usual earth connection being retained.

i

S

i
!

1

Q

la

0
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devising 'suitable multiplex
telephone circuits was carefully considered

in this country, and also -in America and
Germany, and much good work was done
towards overcoming the many difficulties
in the way of making the system a practical proposition.

The Simple Idea
With regard to the object in view, the

transmitter and' receiver.
Before discussing the methods of so
using the mains and the results obtained
b- y experiment compared with the more
usual aerial system, it will perhaps be as
well to say something about the earlier ex-

original idea as put forward by Squier
phone transmitter were to be guided by

wires to a distant receiver, and both trans-

mitter and receiver were to he tuned to
the same wave -length. It was therefore
thought that several pairs of transmitters
and receivers could be used on the same
line without interference, provided each
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could be used as a means of receiving wireless signals. The complete
article (to appear in about three instalments) explains what wired

wireless is, describes ; commercial example of the system and proceeds to reveal to the amateur the lines on which he may experiment for himself. The author,
Mr. P. T. Beard, gives the results of many first-hand experiments, some of which can be performed
0 even when lighting mains do not exist but where gas mains do! " Piped Wireless,- eh?-En.
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frequencies of about 2,000 which would

losses by reason of their higher frequency.

quericies outside this range.

,- ta-.
A Test
The first test in this country dispell'46.
the " no losses" theory. This test was

Br:stol-London Circuit over Telephone
System
I.'',ig. i shows a wired wireless circuit
which has been in use for nearly three

carried out with a wireless -telephony
transmitter (tuned to a frequency of
5oo,000, equivalent to a wave -length ef
600 metres) loosely coupled to an overhead
telephone line. The receiver was installed

until twenty miles was found to be the
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Fig. 1. -" Wired " Wireless Transmitter and Receiver : London -Bristol Circuit.

The Inventor and Original Patentee
The inventor of the systeTn appears to
be Mr. George Owen Squier (now General
Sir G. 0. Squier), who, in 1911 or earlier,

pair employed a separate wave -length.
Unfortunately it transpired later that the
number of pairs which could be used on
one line was very limited, as will be seen

conducted experiments over a telephone

shortly.

line which at the time was carrying its

normal telephone traffic. He employed a
high -frequency alternator for setting up

the waves, and worked over the line

in

one direction only. The success achieved
in this initial experiment showed the
u- ltimate importance of the invention
which, with certain modifications, could he

employed for duplex or even multiplex
working, and Mr. Squier therefore took
out master patents.

It was not until the thermionic valve

came into use as a generator of highfrequency oscillations that any practical
progress with the scheme was made,, but
with the advent of valves, , such wellk- nown scientists as J. J. Thomson, Flem-

o

A curious flaw in the theory of the circult manifested itself when the first experiment was carried out, using valves to
generate the required high -frequency
oscillations. Theoretically the transmitted
waves should not flow along the telephone
lines, but should ' simply be guided by

them to the distant receiver. Accordingly,
it was thought that the usual losses in the
telephone line would be non-existent or, in
any case, very much reduced, and there-

fore the greater part of the transmitted
current should reach the receiver. This
turned out to be quite wrong, and it was
soon made clear to the experimenters that
-

high -frequency

waves

in

wires follow

exactly the same laws as telephone waves,

offer considerable " resistance "

.

..

to fre-

' years between Bristol and London over the
telephone system. There is nothing unusual about the circuit, which a little
study will show to be a three -valve wireless telephone transmitter at the top, with
a four -valve receiver at the bottom. The

line wires are connected to the terminals
marked LI and 1.2, and the receiver portion is energised through the coupling
coils at the top left hand of the diagram.
The:two transmitters working this system
employ carrier waves of different frequencies, and although in theory no filter

working limit: It appears, therefore, that
the telephone line did not aid the transmission to any extent; in fact, it is highly
probable that a greater 'range -would have
been possible without the use of the wires.
arrangement was deemed necessary, it was
The results of this test showed that wired
found that some arrangement of this kind
wireless had corrimercial possibilities and
had to be used in order to obtain good
would be very useful in cases where strict
results, and accordingly a bridge was emsecrecy is needed, but it is very ' doubtful
ployed. A number of repeaters, or relays,
if any advantage is obtained over the
are inserted in various parts of the cirusual telephone system.
Experiments in multiplex telephony fol- A cuit between Bristol and London.
It is interesting to note that this circuit
lowed this development, but it was found
was designed and put into use by the Post
that only a definite band of wave -lengths
Office engineers some considerable time
was suitable for working with wired wire%before descriptions of anything similar to
less. This limitation in
it were given by the technical pUblications
limit on the number of pairs of trans of AmeriCa or Germany.
mitters and receivers which could be
Figs. 2 and 3 show two kinds of filters
worked over the same line, but in addition
are designed to pass low and high
there was the difficulty that the modulated a1,..which
frequencies respectively. By means of
carrier wave covered frequencies of 2,000
suitable values in the condensers and inon each side of the carrier -wave fre-'
ductances the filters may he made to pass
quency, a.nd consequently sharp. tuning
bands of .frequencies of any width within
4
The nu-rnber of
Fear an impossibility.
certain limits.
pairs of stations which could be efficiently
worked over the same line was thus still
Wired -wireless Circuit over Lighting
Mains
further reduced.
The wired-wirelessystem could very
Two ways were found of overcoming the
well be adapted to the electric lighting
latter difficulty to a certain extent. The
mains, using apparatus similar to that just
first method was to suppress the carrier
described, but in the writer's opinion very
wave and employ a separate heterodyne
inferior results would he obtained as far
at the receiver end. The second way was
to employ a "filter " to pa ss a band of as range is concerned. It must,be remem-
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the only difference being that the wiredwireless waves sustained much greater

transmitter and receiver was increased
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(---)F the subject of this specially -written article it is truthful to say
'''-' that the British amateur knows less than his American cousin.
The inventor of " spired wireless" is a distinguished American
scientist who is well known in Great Britain (he acquired part of his
training in England), and who, in 1904, discovered that living trees

about five miles away, and good speech
was heard. The distance between the
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It is not unusual for the generating station
to reverse its connections and thus earth
the opposite pole, and this of course would

add considerably to the risks run by the
operator of the receiver, as will he shown
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bered that the various lighting systems do
not extend for more than a few miles from
the generating station, except in special
cases where electricity at very high volt age is transferred from a source of electrical energy to a town many miles away.
In such cases it is usual to transform the
generator voltage to one of a much higher
value, and to lower the voltage again by
means of a step-down transformer when
the distributing station is reached. Although it cannot be stated with certainty,

i

Combined
ined Light and "Wireless"

Service?
It is doubtful whether any broadcasting
scheme by means of wired wireless via
the lighting mains will materialise yet
awhile, and it -is rather difficult to decide
whether such a scheme would come under

i

it is

highly probable that these trans-

of popularising electric light; and enterprising companies would probably incorporate a small receiver in the meter, with
suitable rectifiers, resistances and trans formers for supplying the filament and

would effectively damp out any wired wireless waves transmitted along the systern. On the other hand, it is possible T
the

capacity

effect

between

I

the

primary and secondary windings would

would be two obvious advantages, namely,
the system would be secret and dirertional, and there would be plenty of power
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of the

valves straight from the

The Amateur's Adaptation.
It now remains to be seen how wired
wireless can be adapted to the needs of the
amateur who is unable, through lack of
space, to erect an outdoor aerial, and who
at the same time is fortunate enough to
have electric -lighting mains available for
use. In cases where no mains are avail an indoor aerial in conjunction with
a costly multi -valve receiver may be used;
but yet another method of getting fair

Broadcasting Might Use Wired Wireless

signals with a single -valve receiver and

possible use for wired wireless,

11

-Another

itself placed ameans of the apparatus
to be described
later.

The idea certainly seems good, but there

are several difficulties in the way of its
successful operation, some of which may
be discussed here.

Taking London as an example, numer-

ous

electric -lighting

companies

possess

their own separate and distinct systems,
and in most cases there is no -connection

between any two systems. Therefore, for
any broadcasting scheme to be a success,
each company would have to install its
own transmitter. Then, again, some cornpanies supply direct current and others

1

mains.plate

available at both ends of the circuit.

employing the lighting mains as a carry
ing medium, immediately suggests itself.
It should he quite a practical proposition
to use the system for broadcasting purposes in the larger towns. The wireless
telephony transmitter could be located at
the generating station and a receiving set
could be connected to any lamp socket by

i
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allow the radi-O-frequency waves to flow in
the circuit. Another difficulty in the way

of employing the mains as a medium between transmitter and receiver for long
distances is' the practical impossibility of
introducing any kind of repeater or relay
into the circuit. It would appear, therefore, that any system making use of the
mains for long-range working has very
little to recommend it, although there
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the jurisdiction of the Postmaster -General.
In any case it would he an excellent means

utuatunsituni_
was very simple. Waves set up by a tele-
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ing, Wagner and Lee de Forest -began to
take an interest in wired wireless. The

is, it is
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This invention is

the outcome of experiments made some
ten -years ago, but whereas the originalscheme made use of telephone wires running directly from the transmitter to the
receiver, the latest invention makes it
possible to use electric light mains as an
aerial in conjunction with ordinary wireless receiving circuits, irrespective of the

less.
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time has had the attention of most of the
well-known workers in the field of wire-
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Fig. 3. -Filter for Higher Frequencies.

no outdoor aerial would be to use the gas
pipes.

Many American firms, and at least one
English firm, arc now advertising a piece
of apparatus which is inserted between the

aerial terminal of any wireless receiver
and any electric lamp socket, the usual
earth connection to the set being retained.
The same General Squier is responsible for
the invention, which is probably covered
by patents. Somewhere in the circuit be -

tween the lamp socket and the receiver
there must obviously be a device that
allows radio -frequency oscillations to pass,

but which prevents the flow of direct or
alternating current from the mains. This

alternating; some run one wire to earth

suggests a condenser, very high resistances,
or probably a combination of the two

and others do not, and there is often difficulty in discovering which wire is earthed.

denser.

similar to the usual grid leakp.anTd. con-
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A REGENT invention

in

wireless, by
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1-1 which
usual aerial system may be
dispensed with, is now the subject of much
interest in this country. The scheme cons- lats in using the electric -lighting supply
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mains as an aerial, the usual earth connection being retained.
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devising 'suitable multiplex
telephone circuits was carefully considered

in this country, and also -in America and
Germany, and much good work was done
towards overcoming the many difficulties
in the way of making the system a practical proposition.

The Simple Idea
With regard to the object in view, the

transmitter and' receiver.
Before discussing the methods of so
using the mains and the results obtained
b- y experiment compared with the more
usual aerial system, it will perhaps be as
well to say something about the earlier ex-

original idea as put forward by Squier
phone transmitter were to be guided by

wires to a distant receiver, and both trans-

mitter and receiver were to he tuned to
the same wave -length. It was therefore
thought that several pairs of transmitters
and receivers could be used on the same
line without interference, provided each
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could be used as a means of receiving wireless signals. The complete
article (to appear in about three instalments) explains what wired

wireless is, describes ; commercial example of the system and proceeds to reveal to the amateur the lines on which he may experiment for himself. The author,
Mr. P. T. Beard, gives the results of many first-hand experiments, some of which can be performed
0 even when lighting mains do not exist but where gas mains do! " Piped Wireless,- eh?-En.
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frequencies of about 2,000 which would

losses by reason of their higher frequency.

quericies outside this range.

,- ta-.
A Test
The first test in this country dispell'46.
the " no losses" theory. This test was

Br:stol-London Circuit over Telephone
System
I.'',ig. i shows a wired wireless circuit
which has been in use for nearly three

carried out with a wireless -telephony
transmitter (tuned to a frequency of
5oo,000, equivalent to a wave -length ef
600 metres) loosely coupled to an overhead
telephone line. The receiver was installed

until twenty miles was found to be the
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Fig. 1. -" Wired " Wireless Transmitter and Receiver : London -Bristol Circuit.

The Inventor and Original Patentee
The inventor of the systeTn appears to
be Mr. George Owen Squier (now General
Sir G. 0. Squier), who, in 1911 or earlier,

pair employed a separate wave -length.
Unfortunately it transpired later that the
number of pairs which could be used on
one line was very limited, as will be seen

conducted experiments over a telephone

shortly.

line which at the time was carrying its

normal telephone traffic. He employed a
high -frequency alternator for setting up

the waves, and worked over the line

in

one direction only. The success achieved
in this initial experiment showed the
u- ltimate importance of the invention
which, with certain modifications, could he

employed for duplex or even multiplex
working, and Mr. Squier therefore took
out master patents.

It was not until the thermionic valve

came into use as a generator of highfrequency oscillations that any practical
progress with the scheme was made,, but
with the advent of valves, , such wellk- nown scientists as J. J. Thomson, Flem-

o

A curious flaw in the theory of the circult manifested itself when the first experiment was carried out, using valves to
generate the required high -frequency
oscillations. Theoretically the transmitted
waves should not flow along the telephone
lines, but should ' simply be guided by

them to the distant receiver. Accordingly,
it was thought that the usual losses in the
telephone line would be non-existent or, in
any case, very much reduced, and there-

fore the greater part of the transmitted
current should reach the receiver. This
turned out to be quite wrong, and it was
soon made clear to the experimenters that
-

high -frequency

waves

in

wires follow

exactly the same laws as telephone waves,

offer considerable " resistance "

.

..

to fre-

' years between Bristol and London over the
telephone system. There is nothing unusual about the circuit, which a little
study will show to be a three -valve wireless telephone transmitter at the top, with
a four -valve receiver at the bottom. The

line wires are connected to the terminals
marked LI and 1.2, and the receiver portion is energised through the coupling
coils at the top left hand of the diagram.
The:two transmitters working this system
employ carrier waves of different frequencies, and although in theory no filter

working limit: It appears, therefore, that
the telephone line did not aid the transmission to any extent; in fact, it is highly
probable that a greater 'range -would have
been possible without the use of the wires.
arrangement was deemed necessary, it was
The results of this test showed that wired
found that some arrangement of this kind
wireless had corrimercial possibilities and
had to be used in order to obtain good
would be very useful in cases where strict
results, and accordingly a bridge was emsecrecy is needed, but it is very ' doubtful
ployed. A number of repeaters, or relays,
if any advantage is obtained over the
are inserted in various parts of the cirusual telephone system.
Experiments in multiplex telephony fol- A cuit between Bristol and London.
It is interesting to note that this circuit
lowed this development, but it was found
was designed and put into use by the Post
that only a definite band of wave -lengths
Office engineers some considerable time
was suitable for working with wired wire%before descriptions of anything similar to
less. This limitation in
it were given by the technical pUblications
limit on the number of pairs of trans of AmeriCa or Germany.
mitters and receivers which could be
Figs. 2 and 3 show two kinds of filters
worked over the same line, but in addition
are designed to pass low and high
there was the difficulty that the modulated a1,..which
frequencies respectively. By means of
carrier wave covered frequencies of 2,000
suitable values in the condensers and inon each side of the carrier -wave fre-'
ductances the filters may he made to pass
quency, a.nd consequently sharp. tuning
bands of .frequencies of any width within
4
The nu-rnber of
Fear an impossibility.
certain limits.
pairs of stations which could be efficiently
worked over the same line was thus still
Wired -wireless Circuit over Lighting
Mains
further reduced.
The wired-wirelessystem could very
Two ways were found of overcoming the
well be adapted to the electric lighting
latter difficulty to a certain extent. The
mains, using apparatus similar to that just
first method was to suppress the carrier
described, but in the writer's opinion very
wave and employ a separate heterodyne
inferior results would he obtained as far
at the receiver end. The second way was
to employ a "filter " to pa ss a band of as range is concerned. It must,be remem-
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the only difference being that the wiredwireless waves sustained much greater

transmitter and receiver was increased
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(---)F the subject of this specially -written article it is truthful to say
'''-' that the British amateur knows less than his American cousin.
The inventor of " spired wireless" is a distinguished American
scientist who is well known in Great Britain (he acquired part of his
training in England), and who, in 1904, discovered that living trees

about five miles away, and good speech
was heard. The distance between the
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It is not unusual for the generating station
to reverse its connections and thus earth
the opposite pole, and this of course would

add considerably to the risks run by the
operator of the receiver, as will he shown
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bered that the various lighting systems do
not extend for more than a few miles from
the generating station, except in special
cases where electricity at very high volt age is transferred from a source of electrical energy to a town many miles away.
In such cases it is usual to transform the
generator voltage to one of a much higher
value, and to lower the voltage again by
means of a step-down transformer when
the distributing station is reached. Although it cannot be stated with certainty,

i

Combined
ined Light and "Wireless"

Service?
It is doubtful whether any broadcasting
scheme by means of wired wireless via
the lighting mains will materialise yet
awhile, and it -is rather difficult to decide
whether such a scheme would come under

i

it is

highly probable that these trans-

of popularising electric light; and enterprising companies would probably incorporate a small receiver in the meter, with
suitable rectifiers, resistances and trans formers for supplying the filament and

would effectively damp out any wired wireless waves transmitted along the systern. On the other hand, it is possible T
the
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effect
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the

primary and secondary windings would

would be two obvious advantages, namely,
the system would be secret and dirertional, and there would be plenty of power
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The Amateur's Adaptation.
It now remains to be seen how wired
wireless can be adapted to the needs of the
amateur who is unable, through lack of
space, to erect an outdoor aerial, and who
at the same time is fortunate enough to
have electric -lighting mains available for
use. In cases where no mains are avail an indoor aerial in conjunction with
a costly multi -valve receiver may be used;
but yet another method of getting fair

Broadcasting Might Use Wired Wireless

signals with a single -valve receiver and

possible use for wired wireless,

11

-Another

itself placed ameans of the apparatus
to be described
later.

The idea certainly seems good, but there

are several difficulties in the way of its
successful operation, some of which may
be discussed here.

Taking London as an example, numer-

ous

electric -lighting

companies

possess

their own separate and distinct systems,
and in most cases there is no -connection

between any two systems. Therefore, for
any broadcasting scheme to be a success,
each company would have to install its
own transmitter. Then, again, some cornpanies supply direct current and others

1

mains.plate

available at both ends of the circuit.

employing the lighting mains as a carry
ing medium, immediately suggests itself.
It should he quite a practical proposition
to use the system for broadcasting purposes in the larger towns. The wireless
telephony transmitter could be located at
the generating station and a receiving set
could be connected to any lamp socket by
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allow the radi-O-frequency waves to flow in
the circuit. Another difficulty in the way

of employing the mains as a medium between transmitter and receiver for long
distances is' the practical impossibility of
introducing any kind of repeater or relay
into the circuit. It would appear, therefore, that any system making use of the
mains for long-range working has very
little to recommend it, although there
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This invention is

the outcome of experiments made some
ten -years ago, but whereas the originalscheme made use of telephone wires running directly from the transmitter to the
receiver, the latest invention makes it
possible to use electric light mains as an
aerial in conjunction with ordinary wireless receiving circuits, irrespective of the

less.
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Fig. 3. -Filter for Higher Frequencies.

no outdoor aerial would be to use the gas
pipes.

Many American firms, and at least one
English firm, arc now advertising a piece
of apparatus which is inserted between the

aerial terminal of any wireless receiver
and any electric lamp socket, the usual
earth connection to the set being retained.
The same General Squier is responsible for
the invention, which is probably covered
by patents. Somewhere in the circuit be -

tween the lamp socket and the receiver
there must obviously be a device that
allows radio -frequency oscillations to pass,

but which prevents the flow of direct or
alternating current from the mains. This

alternating; some run one wire to earth

suggests a condenser, very high resistances,
or probably a combination of the two

and others do not, and there is often difficulty in discovering which wire is earthed.

denser.

similar to the usual grid leakp.anTd. con-
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5 -Valve Amplifier Not Working

amplifier set which, despite repeated attempts
to rearrange connections, etc., does not function
well. Will you please advise ?-H.B. (1596)

A.-Querist's set comprises five valves

arranged as follows : Two H.F. amplifying
valves, which together with the detecting valve
form a complete and separate unit ; and two
L.P. amplifying valves, these latter also form-

the primary of the telephone

is disconnected. The howling
effect complained of will be greatly reduced
if not entirely eliminated on all adjustments

Q.-I enclose particulars of my 5 -valve transformer

by the provision of small mica -foil condensers
(capacity, say, .0002 mfd.) across the primary

windings of the L.P. iron -core transformers.
Another important poipt in connection with
querist's diagram (unless merely an oversight
in drawing), is that although inductive coupling

ing a separate unit. The H.F. valves are is employed the secondary coil of the tuner is
" resistance -capacity " coupled, whilst the not shunted by a variable condenser, that is,
L P. valves have the usual type of iron -core, it is not a tuned circuit. Either provide the
intervalve transformers. Querist states that necessary variable condenser, or dispense with
the three -valve portion works all right, but the coupled circuit (temporarily at all events)
if so, surely he has heard something of the and connect grid and filament of the first valve
Dutch Concert with the three valves only. If direct to aerial and earth ends of the A.T.I.
not, it would appear that this portion can be respectively. The condenser may be removed
made to work in a more satisfactory manner from the reactance coil and used as above

than at present. When using the resistance - mentioned. On the whole the writer does not
capacity coupling between valves, it is neces- much care for the resistance -capacity coupled
sary to provide leaks (grid to filament) for arrangement, and accordingly would recomeach of the valves except the first. The usual mend querist to change over to transformer
valve of these leaks is in the neighbourhood of coupling between the H.F. valves, using air
one or one -and -a -half megohms, and the pro- core transformers as sold by advertisers in vision of the same will no doubt lead to im- this journal, which will prove very effective
proved results. Presumably when connecting
the 2 -valve L.F. amplifier set to the terminals

marked A and B in querist's diagram (not

Previously

the

Postmaster -General

had

sent to the company his criticisms of the
proposed articles of association, and the
conference was called with a view of dis-

cussing the criticisms and arriving at a
basis of agreement. There is no doubt

that the conference was fruitful of discussion, but it was given out that it had
failed to reach an agreement and that
the Postmaster -General would issue a

statement on the subject. Up to the time

of our going to press this statement

has

not appeared.

The "Big Six "
It is understood that the "big six"

of

Broadcasting Company are the
British Thomson -Houston Co., the General
Electric Co., Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Metropolitan Vickers Electhe

trical Co., Radio Communication Co., and

the Western Electric Co., and that all
bona

fide

manufacturers

apparatus in Great Britain

of wireless
may qualify

THE All -British Wireless Exhibition
and Convention, to be held under the
auspices of the Wireless Society of London and affiliated societies, will be open
from Saturday, September 3o, to Saturday,
October 7, at the Horticultural Hall,
Westminster. There will be a series of
daily lectures, and a demonstration stand
has been erected close to the lounge where

the public can "listen -in." It is stated
that the exhibits will, be confined exclusively to wireless apparatus. Our next
issue will contain many further particulars
of this exhibition.

CORRESPONDENCE

over a wide range of wave -lengths, though not

the best possible for the Dutch Concert.CAPACITY.

Broadcasting: The Situation
SINCE our last issue went to press there
has been a resumption of the conference between the Postmaster -General,
with his officials, and the representatives
of the BritiSh Broadcating Company.

Forthcoming Exhibition

Improving a Short-wave Set
SIR,-Those readers of "Amateur Wireless" who have constructed, or intend to
construct, the short-wave receiving set
described in the Handbook "Wireless

Telegraphy and Telephony" will no doubt
1

be

interested to know that it can be

adapted for picking up the Paris time signals by making a few temporary alterations to the wiring. I have wound my
set to receive up to about i,000 metres, as

for membership by taking up one or more
shares. It is stated that Marconi's Wire- recommended in AMATEUR WIRELESS No.
less Telegraph Co. and Metropolitan lo, page 193. Paris, however, transmits
Vickers Co. have stations ready for broad- on 2,60o metres. One obvious method of
casting immediately an agreement is getting the set to tune to this wave -length
reached.
is to load both the primary and secondary
circuits 'with external inductances. This
"The Rumour"
method is not efficient, and means a furNOthing in confirmation or in denial of ther outlay.
the "rumour" which we published a fortA much better way, in ,my opinion, is to
night ago has been issued. The matter loosen the coupling and join the two coils
stands exactly where it did. The daily in series after disconnecting the detector,
newspapers hanve been giving attention to 'phones and variable Condenser from the
the subject, however, and in no uncertain closed circuit. The aerial is then conway have voiced the very strong feeling to nected to one free end and the earth wire
which the "rumour" has given occasion. to the other end of what is equivalent .to
We ourselves firmly believe that any one long inductance. The detector and
such restriction is not likely to be made, 'phones are now joined in series and the
or would have no chance of being effective two connected across from the aerial to the
even if it were made.
earth. The variable condenser is also
connected across these two points. If the
wiring has been arranged exactly as in the
book, the fresh wiring should be done as
Every reader of " A. W."
follows : The aerial and one lead of both
should have at hand for reference a
the variable condenser and the detector
copy of the " Work " Handbook " Wireshould be connected to the original aerial
less Telegraphy and Telephony: and How
terminal. The earth lead, the second lead
to Make the Apparatus," is. 6d. net.
from the variable condenser, and one lead
from the 'phones should be connected to

the right-hand telephone terminal. The,
second leads from the 'phones and the detector should be connected to the shit -hand;
telephone terminal. The original catth

terminal must now be connected to the
moving arm of the secondary tuning switch

by a short piece of wire. Provided that
original

the

(I maw Wireless
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wiring for

the

detector,

i

CLUB DOINGS.
lo....0.111.0

Wakefield and District Wireless
Society

'phones, and variable condenser runs out- Hon. Sec.-MR. ED. SWALE, I I, Thornes Road,
side the box, this change can be effected Wakefield.
in less than five minutes. Eleven p.m. A MEETING of the above society was held in the

B.S.T. is about the best time to test this
arrangement.

The

primary

switches

should both be set to their highest value
and the secondary switch slowly moved
from left to right, during which time the
experimenter should listen in carefully.
In my case I hear the Paris clock ticking
before this switch has reached its maximum, but if this does not occur with any
particular set, the condenser should be
slowly turned full on. If there is still no
result, and the crystal is properly adjusted,
the coupling should be slowly tightened,
as this will act as a variometer and further
increase the wave -length. If there is no
result by 11.5 p.m., when the ticks generally cease, the experimenter must wait
until 11.35 p.m., when Paris transmits
Morse until 11.44 p.m., when the regular
time signal commences. Briefly this consists of dashes for one minute with a, dot
on the stroke of 11.45 p.m. After an in-

terval of one minute one hears d's for

another minute with a dot on the stroke of
A further minute interval
11.47 p.m.
of sixes (dash and
occurs,
four dots), with a final dot on the stroke of
11.49 p.m. Sometimes a little more Morse
follows this. The same sort of thing
occurs just before noon, but there is more
chance of hearing- it at night. If the experimenter intends getting Paris frequently, it is a very easy matter to arrange
three change -over switches to effect the
transformation. The set should then have
a wave -length range of about 200-3,000

metres.-H. G. E. (London, N.).
Onn.r.."."..r.."..n.rvw

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
The Leeds and District Amateur Wireless

Society.

Sept. 22, 7.3o p.m.

Annual general

meeting.

Ipswich and District Wireless Society. Sept.
24. At 55, Fonnereau Road, Ipswich. Sale and
exchange of apparatus.

Redhill and District Y.M.C.A. Wireless
Society. Sept. 27. At i.ii, Station Road, Red hill. Lecture by Mr. White on " Phones and

Loud Speakers."
Nottingham and District Radio Experimental
Association.

Sept. 28.

At Room 74, Mechanics'

Institute. Discussion on Mr. Ford's lecture on
" Radio Measurement." Subscriptions due.

The Tuxford and District Amateur Wireless

Society.

Sept. 28.

Morse practice.

various shapes, their advantages, etc.

Coils of
Discus-

sion.

TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS
Eiffel Tower (F L), 2,600 metres. Each afternoon (Saturdays excepted).
The Hague, Holland (P C G G), 1,o85 metres,
Sept. 21, 24, 28, 8-9 p.m.
T), 400 metres. Sept. 26, 8 p.m.
Writtle (2
Marconi House (2 L 0), 360 metres.

Probably Friday, Sept. 22, and Saturday, Sept.
23, respectively, at 5-5.3o, 6-6.30 and 7-7.3o p.m.

Physics Laboratory of the Grammar School at
8 p.m. on Sept. 8th., last. G. E. Welch delivered
his lecture on " Simple Facts and Experiments
in Electricity."
For upwards of an hour Mr. Welch described
the composition of batteries of various kinds,

Sout! Shields Y.M.C.A. and District
Amateur Wireless Society
Hon. Sec.-MR. T. TEASDALE, 38, Readhead
Avenue, South Shields.
A MEETING of the above society was held on
September 12th in the Y.M.C.A. Rooms, the
chair being taken by Mr. G. Busbridge.

A neatly arranged and compact German

single-Yalve set was exhibited by Mr. M.
Tuohy, which aroused great interest, excellent

signals being received with the club's aerial,
which had been recently extended.
The objects of this society are to assist and
bring together local amateurs, the furtherance
of

all matters and studies connected with

wireless telegraphy and telephony, and allied

subjects, and the promotion of intercourse

and exchange of ideas between experimenters
in wireless telegraphy and telephony.
building of an ammeter, voltmeter and galA series of lectures which has been arranged
vanometer, measurement of voltage, resistance by Mr. G. Busbridge on elementary theory of
electro-magnetism, etc., with apparatus and wireless telegraphy commenced on Friday,
Sept. 19th.
blackboard illustrations.
All are looking forward to Mr. Burbury's
The hon. sec. will be pleased to hear from
(jnr.) visit

on the 22nd, probably at the

V.M.C.A., Grove Road.

Ilkley and District Wireless Society
Hon. Sec.-MR. E. S. DOBSON, "Lorne House,"
Richmond Place, Ilkley.

THE fourth general meeting of the above was
held at the Tower Buildings, Ilkley, on Sept.
nth. The chair was taken by Dr. J. B. Whitfield.

Mr. Law gave his lecture on " The Theory,
Use and Maintenance of Accumulators."
Programme for the month of September, 1922: Monday, Sept. 25th, at 8 p.m.,
at the Regent Cafe, Morse Practice. Monday,
Oct. 2nd, at 8 p.m., at the Regent Cafe, Morse
Practice. Monday, Oct, 9th, at 7.3o p in., at
the Regent Café, general meeting, followed by
a lecture on " Capacity and Condensers," by
E. Stanley Dobson.

any gentleman desirous of becoming a member ;

the subscription is 7s. 6d., per annum.
Meetings are held every Tuesday and Friday
at 7.3o p.m.

Peckham Wireless and Experimental
Association

Hon. Sec. --Mr. GEo. SUTTON, 18, Melford
Road, S.E.22.

ON August 23rd the above association had
the pleasure of listening to a very interesting
and instructive lecture by Mr. Haynes on the

The lecturer
went through every point of the construction
of the apparatus, giving enough of the theory

Johnson-Rabek loud -speaker.

to enable his listeners to appreciate the various
parts and their uses. Full instructions were

given to enable one to cut and polish agate
cylinders.

The association's wireless receiving set was

not available for purposes of demonstrating
the capabilities of the loud speaker. The
North Middlesex Wireless' Club
lecturer afterwards demonstrated the use of
Hon. Sec.-MR. E. M. SAVAGE, " Nithsdale," the Neon tube as a generator of oscillations,
Eversley. Park Road, Winchmore Hill, N.21. and more than one present had an idea that
THE 98th meeting of the club was held on it might be very useful in the Armstrong
receiving circuit.
Sept. 6th.
The lecturer for the evening was Mr. W. A.

Saville,

and his subject was " Instrument

Construction for Beginners."
Mr. Saville described the construction of a
valve panel. In wiring up the completed panel,
Mr. Saville pointed out the necessity for making
the connections as short as possible, so as to
avoid the danger of extra unwanted capacity
and inductance of long leads.

The lecturer then dealt with the different

types of valves on the market, and passed round

Walthamstow Amateur Radio Club
Hon Sec.-R. Cook, 49, Ulverston Road,
Walthamstow, E.17.

ON August 23rd Mr. Tyler gave a lecture on
the advanced members on the " Ionisation of
Valves," and Mr. Webb lectured to the more
elementary members on the approximate cost

of constructing a valve panel and the necessary
apparatus used. The secretary will be pleased
to welcome prospective members.

for inspection examples of these types.
Mr. Evans, the chairman, spoke in support
of the crystal detector.

Hornsey and District Wireless

West London Wireless and
Experimental Association

September 1st, members brought up their sets
which were photographed ; afterwards a
demonstration was held, affording an opportunity for comparing various methods of valve
and crystal circuits, etc.

Society

Sec.-MR. H. DAVY, 134, Inderwick
Particulars of the club may be had from Hon.
Road, Hornsey, N.8.
the hon. Secretary.
AT a meeting of the above society held on

Hon. Sec.-MR. H. W. COTTON, 19, Bushey

Road,, Harlington, Middlesex.
"LISTENING -IN " on club's apparatus and an
informal chat took place on Aug. 3ist. Many

questions as to the restriction in connection

A further programme was arranged con-

cerning listening -in, lectures, Morse practise,
etc.

It is hoped that the club set which is

with the use of reaction circuits were asked, and
a question in the form of a resolution was sent
to the Wireless Society of London in connection
therewith.
Meeting held Sept. 7th. Morse practice
class well attended. Mr. J. F. Bruce related

almost completed will be in use by September r rth.
Applications for membership are cordially
invited ; meetings every Tuesday and Friday.

strong circuit and loop aerial.
It is hoped to have many lecturers from the
Wireless Society of London down during the
winter session. The secretary will have much

Hon. See.-MR. GEO. T. BUI,TITUDE, The

his experiences in connection with the Arm-

pleasure in replying to any inquiries as to
membership, etc.

Swinton and District Amateur Radio
Society

Slade, Swinton, nr. Rotherham.

THE inaugural meeting was held on Aug. 25th.
Mr. A Hammerton presided. The committee
elected were Messrs. Greenfield, Oxby, Woods,
Twigg, Trowbridge, Hamtuerton, Henson and
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It was announced that Capt. Donnisthorpe,
Mr. A. Hammerton was elected treaFulham and Chelsea Amateur
gurer, and Mr. Geo. T. Bultitude, secretary of the Marconi Co., is to give a lecture on the
Radio Society
and librarian. The question of fees and 22nd of this month. This meeting will be Hon. Sec.-MR. R. S. V. WooD, 48, Hamble
subscriptions was put back for subsequent open to all interested, and members are invited Street, Fulham, S.W.6.
discussion. The Co-operative Guild -room has to bring their friends. It will be held at 7 p.m. A MEETING
of the above was held at the temin the gymnasium of the Y.M.C.A. Lantern
teen secured for weekly meetings.
Finn.

Wireless Society of Liverpool
Hon. Sec.-MR. C. L.

LYONS,

76. Old Hall

Street, Liverpool.
A MEETING of the above society was held on

Aug. 24th at the Royal Institution, Colquitt

Street ,Liverpool.
Special arrangements had been made with
The Ashley Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., of
Renshaw Street, Liverpool, whereby they would

transmit telephony and musical items from
their experimental station, 2 Till, the same
being received on a five -valve receiving set of
their own manufacture (W. 2 H.F. : I Rect. :
2 L.P. valves).

There were six -minute transmissions with
intervals of five minutes between each. The
receiving set was operated by Mr. C. G. Wil-

liams, of Messrs. Ashleys (who is also a member
of the society). The whole of the items were
received extremely satisfactorily, and were

made clearly audible to all present through a
loud speaker. The programme was varied.
The five-minute intervals were occupied in
answering questions deposited previously in
the question box.
The next general meeting of The society will

be held on Sept. 14th, at the same address,
and all interested persons are invited.

slides will be used.

The next meeting, on Oct. 1st, will chiefly

consist of buzzer practice.
The seventh meeting of the above took place

at headquarters on Sept. 8th.

It is hoped that the three chief northern

societies (Durham, Newcastle, and Sunderland)

may co-operate in the exchange of lecturers,
demonstrations, visits to works, etc.

A letter sent by Mr. G. Barnard made an

appeal to the members to advertise the forth-

porary headquarters on Sept. 6th. The
crystal set was discussed by the members and

numerous question papers were handed in.

Proposed Watford and District
Radio Club

IT is proposed to form a radio club for Watford

and district.
Will all those interested please communicate
with Mr. F. A. Moore, 175, Leanesden Road,
Watford, Herts.

coming event on the 22nd, when Capt. Donnis-

Leeds and District Amateur
thorpe will deliver his lantern lecture. ArWireless Society
rangements are being made for two special
concerts to be transmitted from Newcastle Hon. Sec.-MR. D. E. PETTIGREW, 37, Alex and Ashington during the evening so that borough Avenue, Chapeltown Road, Leeds.
those present may haVe the benefit of a first A MEETING was held at the Leeds University
class " Listen -in.'

Stoke.on-Trent Wireless and
Experimental Society
Hon. Sec.-MR. F. T.

JONES, 36o, Cobridge
Road, Hanley.
AT a meeting of the above club on Sept. 7th,
a library of wireless literature was suggested.

on Sept. 8th, Mr. A. M. Bage taking the chair
at 8 p.m. The chairman called upon Mr. H.
Mortimer, of the P.O. Telephones (Leeds), to
deliver a paper on " Automatic Telephony."
The Leeds exchange is the largest automatic
exchange in the British Isles, and Mr. Mortimer
successfully conveyed to the meeting the principle upon which the complicated mechanism
installed therein, functioned. The principles
upon which old hand -operated exchanges

If any members have any books on wireless
or electrical subjects, the secretary will be worked were considered, in order that'one could
pleased to receive them.
fully the great adyantages attached
A demonstration on how to wind coils for appreciate
to automatic operation. The methods of

Barnoldswick Wireless and Technical wireless receiving sets was given by Mr. F. T. automatic operation were explained. The
Jones.
Society
A pleasant diversion was provided by Mr. circuits were traced from a subscriber to the
Hon. Sec.-MR. A. BALDERSTON,
Terrace, Baruoldswick, via Collie.

6. Clough

R. W. Steal in the form of a lecture ou " Reminiscences of the Wireless Service."

of the above society was held on
August 3oth at the Gladstone Liberal Club. Fulham and Putney Radio Society
At the termination -of the usual thirty
minutes buzzer practice, a lecture was given Hon. Sec.-MR. W. DEWUURST, 52, North End
by the hon. sec., entitled " Electro-magnetism." Road, West Kensington, London, W.14.
The secretary solicits applications for mem- A MEETING was held at the new headquarters
bership from any gentlemen ill the locality. on Sept. 8th.
Mr. Barker switched on his set and the memDurham City and District Wireless bers heard the result of the air race through
a Brown loud speaker. A new committee
Club
formed to deal with the rules, etc. Friday
Iron. Sec.-MR. G. BARNARD, 3, Sowerby was
was found to be the most suitable for meetings.
Street, Sacriston, Durham.
It was decided that the first Friday in each
A MEETING of the above society was held on month be devoted to lectures, and we hope to
Aug. 25th. After Morse practise the lion. start the October meeting with one.
Sec. gave a short lecture on diagram Inter'Mr. E. Vernon Barker, who is a member of
pretation, using twenty-two diagrams upon the this
and the Willesden Society, explained his
blackboard to represent various apparatus. apparatus
the members -,-and with five valves
These diagrams were copied by the members. and a loudtospeaker
produced music and singAfter the announcements, the chairman ing that was rendered
clear and free from the
commenced the question period.
usual disturbances.
Several new members were enrolled.
All amateurs in the district are invited to
The sixth meeting of the society was held on
Sept. ist at headquarters. The lecturer for the join.
A MEETING

evening, Mr. Ainsley, of the Henley Cable Co.,

was unable to be present, and his place was
filled by the secretary; who gave a lecture on
simple circuits.
Potential, Ohm's

Law,

closed

circuits,

Barnes, Mortlake and Richmond
Wireless Society

Hon. Sec.-MR. E. L.

ROGERS,

Avenue, East Sheen, S.W.

17, Leinster

exchange by open and underground wires.

The second annual general meeting (for mem-

bers only) will be held on Sept. 22nd. Meet-

ings next session will probably be held weekly,
formal (general) and informal (instructional) meetings being held alternately.

Portsmouth and District Wireless
Association

Hon. Sec.-MR. R. G. H. COLE, 34, Bradford
Road, Southsea.
ON Sept. 6t11 the monthly meeting was held
at the Pile Memorial Rooms.
In future it has been decided to hold two meetings each month, the first and third Wednesdays
suiting the majority of the members.

The members paid a visit recently to the
local electric light and power station. This
visit was arranged by Mr. Lawrence.

Wireless Society of Hull and District
Hon. Sec.-MR. H.

NIGIITSCALES, 16, Portobello Street, Hull.
A MEETING of the above was held on Sept. i rth.
Mr. J. Nicholson proceeded to give his

lecture on " Aerials," detailing the preparation of a mast and the fittings required. He
gave demonstrations on the making of guys,
splicing of same, etc., and finally the method
of erection and fixine,° of the mast and aerial.

earth -return circuits, series and parallel cir- THE first meeting of the above was held
Future meetings, Friday, Sept 22nd and
cuits and simple wireless receiving circuits at " Inglenook," Sheen Gate Gardens, East Monday, Oct. 9th.
Sheen, on Sept. loth.
were explained in a simple fashion.
Mr. Blake of Richmond has consented to
There was a debate, during which the Rev.
Bottomley enlarged upon the lecturer's des- be our President.
cription of Ampere's rule. He drew several
WIRELESS SETS ERECTED

sketches on the board and also explained
Maxwell's corkscrew rule.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
" Amateur Wireless and Electrics."

Edited by

Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d.; o months,
Postal Orders, Post
Ss. gd ; is months, 17s. 6d.
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable

to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and

nd EitartCS

Querist's Coupon Available until
Saturday, Sept. 30, 1922

Your set will not work unless properly erected,
Wireless sets are now "foolproof," but they

be properly erected.

must

We have a staff of experts

who will do this for you, and from thence on your
trouble will be at an end. Remember that the proximity of electric cables and telephone wires will
affect your set

if not properly erected.

For Fuller Particulars of our Service, and
Reasonable

Scale

of

Charges,

write

drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly
considered, and if used will be paid for.

THE THOMAS NOWLAN

Manager or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless," -

18, BEER LANE, E.C.3.

Communications should be addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement

La Belle Sausage, Lundon,

WIRELESS SERVICE, Co.
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Amateur WInks5,

-ALL-BRITISH

WIRELESS EXHIBITION
AND CONFERENCE

HORTICULTURAL HALL,

Admission

SPECIAL TRADE DAY, October 2nd

1/3

Admission 113, including tax.

SPECIAL PUBLIC DAY, October 3rd

Including Tax

(Public admitted both days after 6 p.m. at the usual price;)

Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W.1.

Sept. 30th (1922) Oct. 7th
(Saturday)

(Saturday)

Admission 51-, including tax.

The CONVENTION will be held under the auspices cf THE WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON.

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
THE WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON
Have arranged for officers of the Society to be available each day, at the room put at their disposal, to meet officials and members of Affiliated
Societies from London and Provinces. A staff of experts will be in attendance to conduct visitors round the Exhibition. The following are

among the gentleman who have kindly promised to give lectures, which will take place every afternoon and evening as announced during the Exhibition:
Admiral of the Fleet Sir HENRY JACKSON, G.C.B ,
K.C.V.O.. etc.
F. HOPE JONES, M.I E.E.
A. A. CAMPBELL SWINTON, F.R.S., etc.
MAURICE CHILC

G. P. MAIR, AlYI.I.C.E., etc.
G. G. BLAKE, M.I.E E., A. Inst. P.
E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E E.
PHILLIP R. COUSLEY, B.Sc., A.M LE E.. F. Inst. P.
W. R. H. TINGEY, Late Royal Corp, Signals, T.F.

R. CLINKER
JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, MC., A. Am.I.E.E., F. Ins. P
Lt. H. WALKER, A.M.I.E.E.
B. R. RIVERS-MOORE, B.Sc., A.M I.E. E.
P. D. TYERS.

THE DEMONSTRATION STAND
will provide numerous concerts daily, including the reception of Broadcast music, song and speech.

THE EXHIBITS

will include many instruments of entirely new design and novel apparatus never before shown to the public, and at each stand highly experienced
representatives will be on duty for the purpose of explaining the various exhibits.

OFFICIAL CATALOGUE

Price 6d. Over tol pages. Special article by F. Hope Jones, Esqr.,
affiliated Wireless Societies and Clubs in Great Britain.

and a Complete List giving the name and address of all

ORGANISERS:
BERTRAM DAY & Co., Ltd., 9 and 10, Charing Cross, London, S.W.1.

®mss

Gerrard 8063/4

Wireless Publicity Specialists
immeammiimmiwammirk
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wArrEs? SPECIALITIES

8

Include the Well-known

SPHINX" High Tension Battery
The supply of a small but steady high voltage requires a dry battery of exceptional quality and durability. The
" Sphinx " battery has 40 years' manufacturing experience behind it and can be thoroughly relied upon to give the
For the present it is only made in the standard 15 volt size, as illustrated.
utmost satisfaction.

c)
ca
ca

PRICE :

'SPH/NX

qi inches by

3/6
EACH.

2i

,,

Sqlueen Street,
KINGSWAV,

CONSTANT VOLTAGE
a:INSISTING OF O CELLS
TOTAL VOLTAGE 15

FOUR of these fitted in handsome case tapped for :0-45 or 6o Volts.

Mail Orders delivered within 24 hours.

15 volts.

LONDON W.C2.
O.

MeV

q9)

t

O..

Aro

11101

PRICE : In Case, 29/-; Without Case,151-

Some Provincial Agencies still available.

WATES BROS., 13-14, Gt. Queen Street, KINGSWAY, W.C.2
'Phone : GERRARD 576.
111.11.

Telegrams : "zywateseng, Westcent, London.'

emotpitr Wtrdess
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'NO FANCY PRICES'
We are now supplying

IMPORTANT NOTICE

(Actual Manufacturers) Contractors to His Majesty's Government.

'Phone :
CROYDON 2170.

48, PAWSON'S RD., W. CROYDON.

fill Goods fully guaranteed.

Largest and Best Equipped Wireless Factory in South of England.

CONDENSERS, Vanes Aluminium, "lid. per doz. Fixed or moving.:
CONDENSERS,. with 2 Terminals and "Ebonite Plates, -001,'002, .003,
116 and 2/.. each.
- with Grids as above
2/- and 31SLIDE RS, with Plungers, Turned Ebonite
ed.
VALVE LEGS, , - --with 2,Nuts and Washer
I,
,
Lacquered and Polished complete
2d.
TERMINALS
1d. and 2d. ,,
Lacquered and Polished
2d. and 3d..,
VALVE HOLDERS, Turned Ebonite, High Fin.sh, with
Legs and Nuts complete
1,1- and 1;3
EBONITE KNOBS, I tuned and Polished, i '', -, 1", 1_", 2"

id.

,

-

.

3d., 4d., 5a.,8d. and 1:-

ed.

Large, 6d. ; small, 4d. per doz.
SPACER WASHERS, Aluminium
SCALES, 0 tom
- ed. and 9d. each.
ENGRAVED NAME PLATES, All Letterings
1d.
COILS, Inductance Wound, 24 gen, 12" x 4" 41SWITCH ARMS, laminated complete
.
2/DETECTORS, Universal Joint on Ebonite Base
4/6
1/- and 1/6 per bottle.
SHELLAC VARNISH, specially prePared
MICA SHEETS, 2""r;1'
1d.
AERIAL WIRE 100 ft. 13g, Silicon Bronze 2/6
HEAu PHONES, fittest make, 4,000 -ohms
251- per p
COPPER FOIL, 001 and 002
4d. per foot.
.

EBONITE RODS, SHEETS, TUBES, PANELS.

Cut to ant size.
ices on application.
BRASS, including Nuts, Screas, etc. CRYSTAL SET, complete with 12 s, 4 Tuner, Condenser
and Detector on polished base
27 6

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS
TRANSFORMERS, H. F.
Ditto, plug in type

Unwound, 4,'-; wound, 15.- ears

-

Unwound, 2/-; wound, 4/. to 7;6

PANEL SETS, CONDENSERS, variable
1 include amount/or

THE RECEIVING SET
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR ::

HERE'S
::

direct to the Amateur

THE VEDA COMPANY

EBONITE INSULATORS

SEPTEMBER 23, 1922

,.

Prices on application.

-

; any balance will be returned.

The sign of the

Price 26 6s. complete,
including 4000 ohms Phones Aerial Outfit
You can pay more money for a Receiving Set -if you want to -but you
can't get any better results or greater satisfaction at any price.
Since we put this set on the market we've been literally swamped with
orders. The Trade, Amateurs -everybody who has tried the instrument
has become a booster for it. . The range or distance .from which signals
are received, and the clear sharp tones are a:revelation to the experienced
radio man as well as to the person who - listens in " for the first time. If you are looking for '00;c:satisfaction ask your dealer to show you this
set. He may be temporarily out, but it's well worth waiting for, or you can
write us direct.

This set is quite different from any set on the market and the design is
registered.
our design.

We will take proceedings against any person trying to iniringe
All our sets are guaranteed, money refunded if not satisfied.

Write for Trade Terms.

Send for Price List.

The Crystal of the Moment-" HERTZITE," price 2s. 6d. for large piece, post
Write for Trade Discounts.
We also stock all Crystals.

free'

Sterling Phones 4000 ohms. 32s ; 2000 ohms. 31s.
Ilesistrince 40m, ohms Double Ilerza' Phones, 1,autintb:vfrris
Money returned if mot com,bletely satisfied.
Posta,: is,
Look out for next week's Advert. We will he introducing our new patent Loud -speaker, the
best and cheapest loudipeaker on the market. Watch for our announcement of the new
Valve which we are putting on the market at a very early dam, it will be the valve of the
moment. Our factory is now working in full swing, and we are in a favourable position,. to

Our en -n make

,omblete, 25s. !air.

accept contracts for the manufacture of wireless sets, etc., to 3 -our own specification.

RADIO SERVICE CO., LTD.
62, Oxford Street, W.1.

of dependaSi ity.
Established 1899.

House

The R.S. No.1 CRYSTAL SET

'Phone : Museum" 2136

Branch: 143, CHURCH STREET,
STOKE NEWINGTON.

stun

Set
only a screw driver wanted
The home construction of a Valve Set is quite simple

if you purchase a set of Peto Scott standardised
Radio Parts. You will find that all the drilling
and tapping has been done for you and the various
components ready built -all you need is a screwdriver to fit them together. Full
instructions supplied with every set.

SETS OF PARTS
No. 4. Detector Panel
No. 5. Low Freq. Panel
N 0. 3. High Freq. Panel

17/6
..
33/6
13/6
Mahogany Cabinets to fit ; each ..
3/6
Postage: 9d. per pow/ extra, but
all orders over £2 sent post free.

MAXEY'S
Wireless Bureau
LONDON AND BRIGHTON
Complete sets, accessories and materials direct from our works. Best
quality, lowest prices. Mail orders by return post with balance.

Our Aim is the Amateur's Benefit
Watch this Advert. for Special Offers.
28, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4, and Market Hall, London Road, Brighton,

T. 0. BUSS
Scientific

Instrument Maker,

77, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.

POST

PEE

ELBOURNE, 18.90

App-rox.

Capacity

in Nlicro.
farads.

0111rallis
,41111111111114,
41111111111111111t

0111

daminuma.: ouraraft--EF
owar

oameiw
411114.1

'001

_v00

No of
Plates
s.

43

...

'000,5

1

d

36

17 0

Complete in Polished Maho-

aiNT-w-

gany Cabinet ready for use
Points to Note.

ggir
okIllMc eirailetairw '0001.1

061111MC °Iit'l211021e4114a,,allgIV

SHOWROOMS & OFFICES:

LONDON, 1862.
SYDNEY, 1879,

CONDENSERS

Booklet
explains

system
oaf

1850.
EdItibilion A cc ards-

VARIABLE

r7"77711

1 Our new
the whole

ESTABLISHED

Moulded 'Top and Bottom

Ebonite Plates, 3111 x 31' x
Ivorine Scale o-180'. Orders
will be dealt with in strict rota-

4111/41.1.111111/1a

Featherstone House, 64, High Holborn, W.C.1.

tion. Terms -cash with order.

Illustration shows for Panel
,

Works : Wood Creen. N.

..... , .

'1 5
Mounting',/

PL

PRICE
FireFe
CRYSTAL RECEIVER SET. -Complete in Oak Case with 4,coo ohm Phones and
Aerial Insulators, Lead In and Earth Clip. Ready for immediate use, post free.
,

-This set consists of patent tapped inductance range to 3,0so mettes, Telephone
Condenser. and Crystal Detector mounted on Ebonite Panel, 811
si X 1, price as

above ,pe^ification, £1. 10 0.

etnateur Wireless
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A GREAT ADVERTISING OFFER
14 DAYS ONLY

The "O.K."
Casket
Crystal
Receiving
Set
(Prov. Patent 21032)
order to popularise this wonderful new Wireless

IN
I Receiving Set-which quickly picks up Signals, Tele-

phony and Music within a 30 miles radius, we will supply a
Complete Set consistinlof the "O.K." Casket in a beautifully polished Mahogany Cabinet (size 61 x 41 x 3 inches),

with One Pair. of High Grade Head Phones, 100 ft.
Aerial Wire with Two Insulators, packed and delivered

/

to your address at the

3 15s.
Specially Reduced
PriceOd
of
in fulfilment of every order (accompanied by a Cash Payment)

up to the limit of 1,000 Sets, received by us not later than

Simply Charming-Charmingly Simple

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1922.

This Set is absolutely the best, most compact and most effective Crystal Set made.
£4 15s. Od.-to which it will revert after this date. ORDER AT ONCE from

Its usual price it

The Barlaw Engineering Co., Ltd. (Dept. A.W.), 47, Victoria St.,

LONDON, S.1717.1

mAGNA pH

NES11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:4

==
ill11111111111111111M111111111114111111MIIMIIIIIIIIM

MAGNAPHONES MAGNIFY

F_ --

THE MAGNAPHONES PATENT
" MAGNETIC SHUNT PASS"
ABOLISHES DISTORTION

7,-

-E=

==

MAGNAPHONES ARE MARVELLOUS-THE MOST SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES YET EVOLVED
MAGNAPHONES ARE ADJUST- )00-.""11
ABLE

(P ATEN T)

PRICE :-2,000 ohms,

..

42/- per pair. 4,000 ohms

45/- per pair. Postage 9d. extra,

.

MAGNAPHONES can be obtained direct from--

a=

. EDWARD E. ROSEN & CO
=
=
=
7-f-

.=.:=

Telephone :

CLERKENWELL 5130

ALSO FROM :-A. W. GAMAGE, LTD., HOLBORN,' E.C.
MCDERMOTT RD., PECKHAM, S.E.15.

iRtyd.,

clip

158,

City

House,

LONDON, EC.1.

Telegrams : " RADWAVES, LONDON"

MITCHELL'S ELECTRICAL AND WIRELESS, LTD.,

THE PETO SCOTT CO., 64,

HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.

=

1111115 1111111 111111111111IFT
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HULLO EVERYBODY!
Call Here and SAVE 101- in the £
Very special offer of French Headphones.
Highly sensitive, very light, tested and guaranteed. All
complete with double headband and cords. All 4,000 ohms
HEADPHONES.

22/6

21/-

25/-

30/-

No. of

Capacity in

Plata

001

57
43
29

.00075
.0005
.0003
'0002

These sets are complete ready for assembling and
consist of the following parts : Necessary Aluminium
Vanes (fixed and moving), all standard size, large
and small Spacer Washers, Centre Square Spindle
with Knob screwed 2 BA, 3 round scrcwed Rods for
sides, necessary Nuts and Washers, Brass Pointer.
Engraved Scale, 2 Terminals, Lock Nuts, bush and
2 bronze coil Spring Washers. Every part guaranteed best workmanship and quality.

Price

7/6
6/9

29

516
516

13

2/6

'000I

7

2/3

Vernier

3

i/to

Postage and packing 113 per set.

Crystal Sets (unassembled), complete with
inductance tube, wound 24 enamel wire,

blocking condenser between ebonite,
base, with 2 ends,

2 sliders and plungers, 2 brass rods
drilled, terminals, and ivorine tabs, ion
stranded 7/22 aerial wire, 4 reel insula-

tors, one pair of double headphones,
4,000 ohms, guaranteed, 50/-; carriage
216.

Aluminium Vanes, best quality, fixed or

doz. 8d.; 6 doz. 3/6 ; 12
doz. 6/9 ; 12 doz. pairs, 12/6.
Large Spacer Washers. 5d. doz.. 2/11 6
doz . 4/- gross. Small ditto, 3d. doz.,
1/4 6 doz.
Knobs, ti in. diameter. 4d., 5d., 6d.
moving,

r

(latter with 2 BA nut in centre). All
best quality.

'Phone Condensers, extra quality, 1/6, 1/8.

Aerial Wire, 7122 stranded copper, too ft.
hanks, 3/6. Postage and packing, 113.

Centre Spindles for Condensers, I square,
screwed both ends 2 BA,
5d. and 6d.

3d .r,

Valve Holders, 11d, each, with 4 nuts.

4d ,

Screwed Rod, 2 BA, 4 in., 2d. ; 6 in., 3d.
each.
Switch Arms, complete with laminated
arm -knob, collar, nuts, pointer, marvellous value, 1/-, 1/3, 1/8, and *each.
Filament Resistances, with knob and
pointer, 2/9, 3/6 each. Also "Thor,"
4/6 each.
TerminalS, 4 BA, 1/4 doz. W.O. pattern

for panel mounting, large size,

1/10

doz. Various other kinds, 1/6,1/8, 1 /10
doz.
All complete with nut and

washer.
Telephone Terminals,

ACCUMULATORS
ALL OVER FRANCE

COMPLETE SETS OF PARTS FOR MAKING
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
A 'icro-fara ds

HIGH - TENSION
BATTERIES AND
IN USE

NOTHING BETTER OBTAINABLE

A pprox.

HYDRA

The Most Reliable
FULLY GUARANTEED
Special BATTERIES for
Wireless TELEGRAPHY
DIMENSIONS]
(Box included) i

No. of
Cells

Length width

Height

15
30
60

20
40

Weight
(lb.)

3" x5" x31"
3" x 9r x 31"

3

3" x 9-!5" x 5r

61

PRICE

4/3
7/6

1/c

14/6

Special BATTERIES for
Wireless TELEPHONY
(Large cells)

No. of Voltage
Cells

DIMENSIONS
(Box included)

Weight
(lb.)

PRICE

7/13/6
13/6

Height 'Length Width

15
30

31;" x 8" x 411"
3i" X13?-," 4-t,"

4

-40

30

40

3.V x

74

20

7,:`

x 7"

complete 2d. each,

1/10, 2/- doz. according to size.
Slider Knob and Plunger, best quality,
Cd. each ; with 13 in. brass rod, 9d.

HYDRA ACCUMULATORS

Switches, Single Pole, 2.way on ebonite

Voltage

(post 11-).

base; high class types, 1/10 and 2/6

CAPACITY

each.

inductance Coils, wound, Nos. 22 or 24
enamel wire. correct wave -length, 3/6
to callers. Postage 113 extra.
Contact 'studs, t X 1, complete with nut,
13d. doz. ; 3 doz., 1/8.4
Interva:ve Transformers, 18/6, 21/-.

Please include sufficient for racking and postage. The above prices are too low
to admit of being sent otherwise. Trade Supplied. Send Stamp for List.

M. RAYMOND

OVERALL
DIMENSIONS

A.H. try 101i
Light A.II.

Height Length

4
4
4
4

20
40
60
80

13
25
38
40

width

6/c"x41"x2

61," x 411' x 31"

x 4r x,4/"

6r x 4?f" x 6"

Postage Free.

PRICE

126
190
220
212 6

TRADE SUPPLIED

Write NOW, enclosing P.O., to

:-

SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

for THE BRITISH EMPIRE

Z Co.

Right Opposite Daly's Gallery Door,

A

To avoid mistakes, this address is close to
Charing X Road and Leicester Square Tube

64 Great Eastern Street

27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2.
"Phone : Gerrard 4637.

to

(Dept. H)

E.C.2

mattur Wireless
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COMPLETE AND EFFICIENT
ONE -VALVE RECEIVING SET
a

CRYSTAL
SET

Cf,
,

N

I

,sc vax

\

%k

(Including DE LUXE
Head 'Phones)

i.

_

£4 5 0

..\

N

POST FREE

AERIALS
7 Variable Condenser
...
Complete set of slab coils for all wave lengths
Valve (Es -Government) if in stock
...
x 1 attery, 72 volts tapped off every 4 Volts
4 -volt Accumulator

14

1

loo ft. Aerial Wire, best enamelled stranded Copper

1

7

6

2
10

0

1

1

6

£6 17

0

.

7 pair Head Telephones ...
6o ft. 79/3o tinned and rubber -covered Cable for earth
connection and wiring

0
0
0
0

0
15
12
15
0

...

...

61- post free.

d.

I Valve Panel in mahogany box with circular filament

0
0

N
m

m

a

Horticult rat Hall, Sept. 30 to Oct. 7.

a

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE (A(W), post free ed. 15 pages, 700
When writing please mention this publication.
::
illustrations.

Providence Place, West End Lane, Kilburn, N.W.6.
Bus Services 1, 8, 16, 28, 31, all pass West End Lane.

N

Telephone: HAMPSTEAD 1261. Nearest Tube Station KILBURN PARK (Bakerloo.)

MMMMMMM MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM MMMMM

EASY TERMS OR CASH
SINGLE VALVE MODEL A, 5i- CNS.; TWO VALVE MODEL B, 711; CNS.
Model A comprises : Polished Cabinet, Ebonite Panel Tap, Mullard Valve
Coil Holder, Honeycomb Coil, Variable Condenser 0005, Filament Resistance,

Phones 4oco ohms, H.T. Battery, Accumulator, xoo ft. Aerial Wire, Insulators,
Leading In Tube, Terminals.

This offer is open for 14 days only as an advertisement. Stamped envelope for full particulars and terms. Satisfaction or money returned.

G. BUSH, 119, Sutherland Avenue, London, W.9.

RESISTANCES. 120, 1,000, 2,000,
4,000, 8,000 ohms.
Other windings to order.
INSULATION.

Highest possible.

MAGNETS. Selected tungsten steel,
manufactured under our own
=.............
special process and guaranteed for ten years,

N

LESLIE McMICHAEL, Ltd.,
m

SPECIFICATION

a

0

VISIT OUR STAND No. 43, All -British Wireless Exhibition,

Complete tonsLnrsuelarteocrtsiona.nd instruc-

CORDS.

Heavily
insulated
conductors.

FINISH.

44,.._.

Portable adjustment.

DE LUXE
'PHONES

Ebonite ear -caps fitted

as standard.

INSPECTION.

Every headset carefully
tested under actual re -.,

ception conditions and guaranteed to specification.

2,000 ohms.
4,000 ohms,

34/35/ -

WIRELESS
POST FREE
SPECIFICATIOA
Twin conductor tinsel,
3 ft.
long between butt and fork,
12 in. long from fork to each receiver,
Instrument end fitted with 2 plug type
metal tags.

CORDS.

,--

5, Albert Terrace, King Cross, HALIFAX, Eng.

\

.......
\

i

on the 64 Aerowave" Receiver

,,

RECEIVERS. Arranged in series and
wound to 2,000 ohms,
ohms, or as required. Magnets of
specially treated tungsten steel mounted in
aluminium cases and fitted with adjustable
steel headbands of extremely light but
serviceable pattern.

2,000 ohms
4,000 ohms

PRICE

£6 6s.
HENRY J. BREW STER & CO.,
11, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.

-

Polished aluminium case and

fittings, with oxydised relieved
Simple and corncoppered headbands.

Send two stamps for lists
of wireless supplies. We can
and do deliver promptly.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES,

with complete
Equipment.

------... 1

tinsel

PROMPT SERVICE

LISTEN IN

,A
'-

241-

25/-

I. T. C. Ltd.,
Princes

Street, WESTMINSTER.
Telephone : Victoria 9598

(lev3.teur Wireless
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" PALMERFONES "

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
and Washers, assorted gross,

B.A. Screws, Nuts,

Junction.

Accumulator.

HEAD PHONES
EXCELLENT VALUE

Ebonite Knobs, r1 in. in dia.,

tapped

edges

knurled

2B A, 6d.

Contact Studs, with nuts and
washer, per doz., 8d.
Valye Legs, with nuts and
washer, each set, 3d.

Ebonite Sheets, various thicknesses (cut to any

size), 4/6 per lb.
Condenser, fixed and moving vanes, aluminium,
per doz. pairs, 2/,
Condensers Spacer Washers, large and small, per
doz. pairs, 1/3.
Condensers, complete. 4/6.

Wireless Dealers are addled to stock parts for

Switch Arms, complete, 2/6.

Condensers
3/. each.

Ditto

(Dubilier),

ditto

0.001,

High -Frequency

sions),

EACH COMPLETE WITH DOUBLE HEAD

29/6

Former

5469.,

(S

-

Terminals,

complete,

small

and

medium,

per

complete with nuts and washers, /0015, the
1/6.
ditto .001, 1/3.
ditto .0053, .0001,, .00075, the set, 1/-.
ditto .000r, .moos, the set, led.
2 B.A. Brass Screwed Rods, 12 -in. lengths, 6d.
Brass Nuts, 213 A, 413 A, and 5B A, per doz. 4d.
set,
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Marconiphones, at £4 13s. 6d., £5 Cs., £8 19. 6d.,
and £25 each.
Metropolitan Vickers Sets, from £4 10s.
Beaver Baby Grand, complete receiving set, less

phones and aerial, 19s.

" Federal" Head Phones,

2,200 ohms, 351,
Dictograph Radio Head Phones, 3,000 ohms, 35/-.
Brown Loud Speakers, 110/,
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " Junior" Type, 210/-.
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " Senior " Type, £20.
2 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,

and

sets.

valve

Street, W.I.
fr s
Make Your Own Condenser. Condenser Components. Best quality sets of parts not, Is. tid.;
000r, Gs. 6d. ; .5003, 45. 6d., etc. 'Postage extra,.
Ifeallphones tested 4,000 ohms e5s. per pair. Send
requirements, anything wireless:
Wireless
Components, 5e, Noith. End Road, West Kensington, W.14.
r
Well educated single young man, 23-35 yeas's, souls
knowledge of wireless, required as special representative. Knowledge of salesmanship an advantage. Motorist with car or cycle preferred, willIpr
Splendid opportunity for right man.
to travel.
Apply wills full' particulars of career to Box' 2,
" Amateur Wireless," La Belle Sausage, London,
E.C.4.
[6 a
Morse Code easily mastered with the "E.R."
Morse sender. Sends any message any speed, and
Will last a lifetime. Price complete, 6s., post free.
Further particulars stamped envelope.-Grimslmw
(Dept. A.W.), Le,gh Street, Golborne, Lanes ',Li,
Amateurs! Don't miss this opportunity, Governrewound 4,000
Single 'phones I
6d. post free. Double 'ph onns
with special soft leatheis herlicistraps-25-s-.((spost
Malvern Garage. Thornton Heath.
14 s
Valve Panels.
x 5 ebonite, complete with
filament' resistance, ePridensers, 'wired' Up ready for
use, ((M. -Davidson, 11,51, Gladstone- Avenue; Wood
Greets.
[7 s
Telephone Receivers re-wourial up to r,000 ohms,
5s. each; zoos ohms, 74. 6d. each; cash with order.
-M. E. Hampshire, 139, Sydenham Road, Sydenham, S.E.26.
s
Huge Purchase of ex -Government Wireless Stcick.
Write for list giving full details. 150 -watt dynamos,
hedgehog coils, 7s. 6d. ; potentiotheters, in case,
with battery, rzs. 6d.; loud speakers, 200 ohms,
7s. 6d. ; 1 -in. spark coils, los.; 1,1-iu. spark Coils,
as. 611.
morse tapping keys, 3s., etc. etc, 'etc.
Three days' approval against. cash,,or 'please call.
Write for detailed price list of all goods. -Es

divi-

Square Brass Centre Rods for Condenser, 6d.
Sets of Rods, r square 3 round, screwed 213 A,

POST

Crystal

Send us your inquiries and write for prices.Attracta Electrical Co., Is, Hanwav Place, OxfOrd

Terminals, complete, large, per doz.. 21-,

BY

Requisites.

Wireless

and 6d.

4/6.

doz., 1/8.

PRICE
29/3 OVER
COUNTER

Transformer

2d.

Leading -in Tube, 6 in. long, 2/..
Copper Foil, 4 x .00z, per lb., 2/8.
2 -Coil Holder,
with extended arm, complete
for panel mounting, 12/9.
3 -Coil Holder, with extended arm, complete for
panel mounting, 17/6.
Inductance Tube, 5/-.
Valve Pin, 2d.

Every Set is thoroughly tested. Very
light and comfortable. Standard resistance 4,000 ohms.
GEAR WITH CONNECTING CORD

fer to make their 515V11 instrumenta; there is also the
additional profit in making your °Wu et5 from steel(
parts. Raw materials and partly machined parts
can be had (direct from. the factory at the right
price. -The " Newtorria
Wireless Factory, 13115,
Whitcomb Street, London, ,W...C,ass Regent 643 and

fitted with grid leaks, 7/6 each.

Lightning Arresters, 2/,

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

making radio apparatus, as so many amateurs ptre-

and - 5.503,

0.002

Crystal Cups (small and large), each
Crystal Detector, 5/6.

-

2d. --J. H. Bennett, Station Road, Willesden
/34
Batteries, Willard 6 -volt So -amp.
hour, continuous rating. Regular price, 115s., our
price, 90s., or fully charged, 93s. 6d. f o.r. Liverpohl;
packing 3s. 6d. extra, returnable. These batteries
are in ebonite boxes and wood crates with handles,
and will give real satisfaction. They are not the
cheap ignition or intermittent rated cells in celluloid
boxes which need such frequent charging. Money
refunded if not satisfied and battery returned in
good condition within seven dzsys.-Herd and Smith,
Ltd., Electrical Specialists, 9, Edmund Street, Liverpool.
Portable Bridge Sets for 6 -way capacity fuse testing. Complete with all accessories. Suitable for
calibrating wireless coils and experimental work.
Absolutely new. Made by Sullivan, Elliott, Brown,
etc. Price ers., post free.-Rentell, 36, Maiden Lane
Strand, London.
IiS t ,

;

These Super -Sensitive

Tuning Bar Square Brass Rod, in 13 -in. lgths.,5d.

.

but less batteries, (for Magnavox), £22 10s.
but less batteries (for Magnavox), £35.
Aerial, Earth and Phone Labels, each, 3d.
Aerial Wire, ion ft. 7/22, with 2 insulators, each
set, 4/6.
'12/6.
Aerial Silicon Bronze Wire, IS gauge, per too ft.,
3 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,

Wireless Masks, in 4 sections, totalling it ft., 4/9.
Ebonite' Valve Holders, 4 legs, with nuts and

washers,
Ebonite Valve Holders, complete, best quality,
1/9.
Ebonite Slider and Plunger, 8d.

Insulators, porcelain, small egg shape, 3d.
Insulators, porcelain, 2 -in. reel, 4d.
Insulators, large shell type, Rd.
I vorine Scales, 6d.

Cash refunded if not satisfied.

WHOLESALE TRADE SUPPLIED

GEORGE

;

;

Galpin, 16, Loam -pit Hill, LeWlis113411, S.E.is, London.

IRELESS AND SOUND

1, -

TRANSMISSION SPECIALIST,
PALMER,9

47, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W.1.

HIGH CONDUCTIVITY SOFT COPPER
INSTRUMENT WIRES.

PRICES AT PER LB.

Electrical, Magnetic,
SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCESOptical
optical H'Ilins).
and ALL RADIO WIRE

I.

LESS PARTS nod Materials at Lowed Prices.

C, I and see our immet sre stock or write to Infornt,tiOn and Prises.
Jo rent, ty' Londove, 71V

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES,
11 and 29, Sicilian Avenue, London,

I

Colby Single Valve Set ,complete to gas. Two
valve set A54. Three valve set 52 2 ins. Efficiency
guaranteed.
Trade
supplied.-C011oy
Wireless
Installations, Dept.
4, Chmmell Road, Tottenham.

TO THE TRADE
The firm of AST ON & MANDER was estab

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.

9, COLONIAL AVENUE is
opening

on left

in

s.

d.

s,

d.
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2
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lished

Accessories and Parts. Can we quote

38

you for your Designs and Apparatus in Metal,
Wood, Ebonite, etc.?

ASTON & BANDER (EV) LTD. ALBANY WORKS, WILLESDEN, N.W.ID
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H.D. COPPER AERIALS

COME AND SEE US
first

al

d.

2

32_

1789 and his been malting Scientific
Instruments for over 133 years.
We are now making all form of Wireless

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FROM OUR HUGE STOCKS
Everything from a Recorder to
an Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.

[9 it

S.

2

ao

the

Minories, nr. Aldgate Station,
Metropolitan Railway.

LESLIE DIXON & CO., Ave,..24165.
9, COLONIAL AVENUE. MINORIES. E.1

FELLOWS HEADPHONES, 4'°.°,,trns31.
Fellophone Two valve set, £9, complete. Fellows
Crystal Set. £3 is. 6d., complete.
Mt/Hard

Grid Leaks, 52.; valve. holders, Is. 9d. Panels, aerials,
condenser vanes, washers,. tops and bottoms, scaled tops,
switch arms, headphone cards, resistances, etc. Everything
for amateurs. Trade supplied.

F. N. COUVY & CO., Ltd 31, Upper Brook Mews,
Craven Rd., W.2. Nr, 1?acki, &ation. Pail& 6743.

7/22

4.;ENAM'D. 5/-

PLAIN

7'20

5/- per too ft.

coil.

6/6
n,
ENAMELLED AND D.C.C.-BELL WIRE.
205 SINGLE

205 Tech

ld. per yd.
2d.

Toning : Cash with Order.

Postage Extra,
Special Prices to Trade for Quantities.

HORROCKS AND ASPIN,

12, SCHWABE ST., RHODES, MANCHESTER.

mateur Winless
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THIS HIGH NOTE BUZZER IS INDISPENSABLE
FOR SELECTING SENSITIVE SPOTS ON THE
CRYSTAL, ALSO FOR USE WITH WAVEMETERS.
PRICE 5.
REAL PLATINUM CONTACTS.

Exi6e
BATTERIES

36
Aerial Wire, 7/2, Stranded, zoo'
ecn
6d.
Egg Insulators,
Reel
best quality
... 3d.
... 1/.
Valve Holders, Screwed Legs
Hellesen 36 v Batteries with -Tap... 8'6
pings and Plug ...
3/ Essex 15 v H.T. Batteries ...
le X 5.
Ebonite Lead Insulators
I2' X 6'
... 1 3
on Detectors on Ebonite Corn
Sliders, with iiungers
4/plete with Crystals ...
Sq. Brass Rod, 12' X 1' x 3"
" Ubique Crystal Set Complete... 15/.
Enamelled Wire, 2 I gauge, lb.
HEADPHONES, EBONITE, CONDENSERS Etc. Postage extra.

Crystal, special selected), Bornite,
Galena, Silicon, Carborundum
C. Pyrites, Graphite etc.
Crystal Cups with Screw ...
Fusible Alloy, per stick ...
Inductance Tul)es, 2" X 3'
72'X

.. ,

THE ESSEX WIRELESS CO.
Telephone - WANSTEAD 799.

49P, GROVE GREEN RD.,
LEYTONSTONE, E.11.
(1 min. from Station, G.E.R.

-3 ,f_ii?"043, )
CVL

1

.) DRY BATTERIES for WIRELESS SETS
AtuiraeTlfabc; THE BRITISH BATTERY Co., Ltd.

THE LARGEST SHIP IN THE WORLD

Clarendon Road,

-the White Star

Liner " Majestic "-uses Exide batteries
for her wireless installation.

WATFORD, HERTS

No finer testimony to the general reliability of Exides, and
their particular suitability for wireless work, could be given.

No. 1 W. Standard Pocket -lamp size,
4i volts (as illustration), with patent
wire terminals for connecting in series.

PRICE, Carriage Paid, 7c

°

(1 doz. = 54 volts).

219/229, SHAFTESBURY
. AVENUE, W.C.Z.

No. 2 W. SLAB. r5 volts (11 cells), 3 screw terminals, size
...
...
...
9 in. by I in. by al in. high
...
...
No. 4 W. Rectangular. 36 volts, i screw terminal and I plug
holes with wander plug. Size 61 in. by at in. by 21 in.

PRICES AND PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

1111=111111

........ 221.1

"PERRYPHONES"
HEAD SETS FOR WIRELESS 'TELEPHONY

fa

It

%

S.

Why bother about Aerials?

4,000 ohms.

21I SET

per
doz.

3s. each
7s. each

&-'-iii2,C4-t'i)..":2/C).-Oilti-y&o.c.,c),,,y,-3,,) 2

EVERY

dw

next battery Z.:7' bend sane, no solderin,,-.

COMPANY LIMITED.
I

ca

In3e-t stiaisht terminal in viral qb

otilitrib ELECTRICAL STORAGE
CLIFTON JUNCTION,
Nr MANCHESTER.

2,

Wonderful Results

GUARANTEED.

Beautifully finished, highly
sensitive, detachable receivers.

have been achieved with

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

e "SANS -AERIAL"

THE JEARY ELECTRICAL Co., Ltd..
8, LAMBETH HILL, and 97, QUEEN VICTORIA ST.,
LONDON, E.C.4.

It will give you perfect reception by connecting to
your electric light mains by means of an adapter in a

And at Glasgow, Birmingham, etc.

lampholder only, and consumes no current.
This fitting can be used with either Valve or Crystal Receivers.

RELIABLE APPARATUS

Demonstration by appointment.

AT POPULAR PRICES

PRICE, with flex and
adapter ready for use,

::.

::
ie

e
1:

CRYSTAL SETS, VALVE SETS, etc. EVERY
NECESSITY & LUXURY FOR THE WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER.

5
0

Fully Illustrated List of Wireless Goods, post free, 4d.

s'

H. D. BUTLER &
.4

CO.,9

TD.

Office: BANK BUILDINGS, 222, GT. DOVER ST.. S.E.I

Works: CANONBURY, LONDON, N.I

Telephone: lIo,O 3029.

Teleg.: "Ingenuity, 'Phone Lanaon."

Orders dispatched by return.

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE

e

:'
0
:1

I:

(Opposite Born Tube Station).

ic

POST FREE.

1 0/6

With the " SANS -AERIAL" in conjunction with

which has a crystal detector,

the whole of the description of the " Air Race" given out by
Marconi House was clearly heard in various parts of London.
2,

.:

Ille.1W."..~Mrne."5"WWWWWWWIll

the

HODGSON RADIOPHONE No. 1,

Gerrard Place,

HODGSON (London) Ltd .0 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.I.
Phone: Cerrard 4461-

344
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" LISTEN -IN" ON THE STERLING No. 1
CRYSTAL WIT RECEIVING SET
The Sterling No. I Crystal Receiver has
been specially designed for use in connection with the Wireless Telep ho n y
Broadcasting Scheme and is suitable for
a range of about 25 miles.

Visit Oar STAND

No. 34
ALL BRITISH WIRELESS

EXHIBITION
Horticultural Hall,
Westminster, S.W. I.
Sept. 30-Oct. 7.

Immediate
Delivery

The set comprises:
1. TUNER.-This consists of an inductance which can be varied
by means of tappings taken to stud switches. Two of these are
fitted, one for coarse and the other for fine adjustment. A separate
coil is provided which can be plugged into a fitting at the back of
the instrument (as illustrated) for reception of dime signals, etc.,
from Eiffel Tower.

2. DETECTOR.-This is of the crystal type, requiring no
battery, and is designed to give universal adjustment over all parts
of the crystal.
The apparatus is mounted on ebonite panel and fitted in polished
walnut case.
The equipment includes one pair of No. R1253 DOUBLE HEAD

TELEPHON ES wound to a total resistance of 2,000 ohms the
pair.

,

PRICE

Sterling Telephone and Electric
TELEPHONE HOUSE,

Co., Ltd.,

210/212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
Telephone No.

-

£7 12 6

4144 Museum (7 lines).

Tele2rams:

Euctimis, We,do, Lcmdua.'

Works : DAGENHAM, ESSEX.
BRANCHES : NEWCAST.LE-ON-TY NE: 9, Clavering Mac z.
CARDIFF : 8, Park Place.

..-1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H-:
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Yhe STUART

W
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K IN GS WAY

s

N

A TEST

IS BEST

We invite the public and also the trade

to come along to our Demonstration
Hall, where all can hear for themselves

the wonderful wireless reception obtained when using our apparatus.
THE PROOF OF THE EFFICIENCY OF OUR
COMPLETE SETS IS IN THE HEARING THEREOF.

Free Demonstrations Daily, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
also on Sundays from 6 to 9 p.m.

Besides our Complete Sets we have a splendid
selection of all wireless accessories.
Note.-We supply complete receiving sets for cash or
deferred payment. All orders dispatched in strict rotation.
TWO ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETS, No. 1 and M, POST FREE 6d.

THE STUART WIRELESS TELEPHONE CO.,
-fr

109, KIN GSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

num

66

WORK 9911,,,,

THIS WEEK'S CONTENTS :
Electric Clocks : Making a Synchronome Master Pendulum (Thus.)

Making a Simple
cutter (///us.)

Movement in Iron Castings

A Good Stand for Harness
Repairing (illus.)

Economic Furniture :

Dining -

room Chair with Rush Seat (///us.)

A Four-colour Starnping+Tad
(Illus.)

Attaching

Wire

Socket (Illus.)

Rope

to

Charging Small Accumulators
from Direct -current Mains
(Illus.)

PRICE 3d.,,,1i1!

Printed and Published in England by CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4.
AGENCY, LIMITED.

Mount -

Saturday, September 23, rg22

Sole Agent for South Africa, CENTRAL. NEILS
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WE REASSURE THE AMATEUR

(Page

3 60)

Special
Exhibition
Number

No. 17

Price 3d

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1922

Our Chief Features
WHAT TO SEE AT THE EXHIBITION
O0D

CARING FOR YOUR VALVES
O El 0

WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM AMERICA
WIRELESS "WIRED"

A HOME-MADE TVA °-

AND " PIPED -

VALVE RECEIVER

E

TELEPHONY RECEPTION
ON SINGLE - VALVE

VARIABLE CAPACITY

AND HOW TO

SET. --II

OBTAIN IT
D

BROADCASTING - THE

AN ELEMENTARY

SITUATION

CRYSTAL SET

E

MADE BY A CHILD SEVEN

RADIOGRAMS

YEARS OF AGE
E

SIMPLE

LEAD-IN

CLUB DOINGS

TUBE

E

121

INFORMATION BUREAU

A POTENTIOMETER

EE

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Ej

NOVEL CRYSTAL
HOLDER

TITREENALVE AMPLIFIER WITH
LOUD -SPEAKER

ETC., ETC.

e

WittleSS
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COME AND SEE STAND No. 21 AT THE ALL -BRITISH

WIRELESS EXHIBITION, SEPT. 30 TO OCT. 7.
MITCHELL -PHONES
Gr.,a! Reduction in Price

-

No. 1. VALVE AMPLIFIER

HOME JUNIOR CRYSTAL SET

Can be connected to our HOME JUNIOR or

COMPLETE WITH 2,000 OHM SINGLE

any Crystal Set to give one stage low frequency

RECEIVER,

Wireless Headgear
wound to a total resistance of 4,coo ohms, recom-

mended highly for crystal or valve sets without
having to use a telephone transformer, 25'. per
pair, postage 1/- extra. You will find these exceedingly comfortable to wear, and compare
with very expensive types favourably.

Postage

£2 2 0

amplification, increases signal strength enormously.

PRICE,
complete with 4 -volt accumulator,
valve, and 2-55 volr High Tension
batteries.

OR COMPLETE WITH 4,000 OHM
MITCHELL -PHONES

£2 14 6

L5

Recommended for Receiving Broadcasting

25/ -

REDUCED PRICE

AERIAL AND INSULATORS

for a Radius up to 25 miles.

CARRIAGE
PAID.

MITCHELL'S ELECTRICAL AND WIRELESS, LIMITED,
Retail Stores and

188, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.

Registered 0&ice :
ll'holesedeand EsySart: McDERMOTT ROAD, PECKHAM, LOND.N, 5. E.
ii1111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111DID

ID II

1111111111111111111ID

THE WIRELESS CRYSTAL OF TO -DAY AND

THE

FUTURE

"HERTZITE

SIMPLE TO USE.

"Temporary City Shawloom : 68, BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
Birmingham: M. LAWRENCE .& Co., 25, Bright Bldgs., tic, John Bright St.
Cardiff: R. W. ROBINS & Co , Park Place.

NO BATTERY REQUIRED

Price 2/6 post free

Mounted in our Patent Detector, 5/9, post free

See you get our "Hertzite" and not some substitute

I A RECEIVING SET WITHOUT 'PHONES
IS LIKE A SHIP WITHOUT A RUDDER

The " Brown " Super -Sensitive Telephones
These Telephones are unquestionably the clearest and most sensitive made,
and, consequently, increase the distance over which wireless can be heard.

We can give the best Wholesale Terms for all Crystals

BROWN'S are recognised as the most comfortable to wear, due to their
extreme lightness in weight and adaptable adjustment. There is no wireless head 'phones in the world to compare with BROWN'S.

BRITISH VALVES :-" R.M.R." (New Type), 15/-; " ORA" 15/.

Wireless Instruments and parts
manufactured by and bearing the
name" BROWN' can still be bought
with absolute confidence in their

DOUBLE HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohms, 22/- post free

quality, value, and efficiency, because

.A TYPE

RUSSELL - SHAW

throughout this period of increasing

wireless activity S. G. BROWN,
Ltd., have wisely refused to lower

Low Resistance

58/ -

38, Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C.1.

their high standard of quality.

High Resistance

62/- to 66/-

IMPORTANT NOTICE.-When purchasing BROWN'S, you should see

"D" TYPE

that the name BROWN is stamped

The Best Book about Wireless Telephony

Low Resistance

Just Published

High Resistance

IN UNIVERSAL USE,
AS
SUPPLIED TO BRITISH,

52/-

RADIO FOR EVERYBODY

GOVERNMENTS.

---

Stand, No. 43, All -British Wireless Exhibition,
September 30 to October 7
Horticultural Hall
Visit our

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES POST FREE

M.Ec.D,I.C., National Physical Laboratory, Teddington.

7s. 6d. net.

ALLIED AND FOREIGN

(.1bove Prices include cords.)

By A. C. LESCARBOURA, Managing Editor of the
Edited by R. L. Smith Rose,
Scientific American.

With 170 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

on the back of each ear -piece.

48f -

London Shourooms-

Head Office & Wori,sVictoria Rd., NORTH

19, MORTIMER STREET
LONDON, W.L.

ACTON, LONDON, W.3.

METHUEN & CO., LTD.,
:

36, Essex Street, London, W.C.2 :

IT
LONDON
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Oaid (taro etattgaitie Set
this 24 page Booklet shows you how
THIS little Book gives you just the information you
need when commencing Radio. It tells you in plain,

non -technical language your actual requirements and
their various purposes. If you are going to take up
Wireless, whether now or in the future, you should sera
for this Booklet right away.
It is no longer necessary for you to buy an expensive

ready-made Valve Set, because this Booklet explains how
simple it is

for you to build your own with no other

tools than a screwdriver and a pair of pliers.

the Peto Scott Unit system of
standardised Radio parts, you can build, stage by stage,
a wonderfully efficient Valve Set which will always be a
source of pride to you.
Further, it will afford you the satisfaction of knowing
that, by home construction, you have saved money and
It explains how, on

gained valuable knowledge.

All parts are standardised and all the difficult jobs such
as drilling, tapping, transformer winding, etc., have been

done for you -you only need to assemble them and
wire up according to instructions.
This
little

interesting
Book,

PRICE LIST OF UNITS (in sets of parts).

well
f r om

illustrated
actual photographs,

No. 4. Valve Detector Unit
No. 5. Low Freq. Amplifying Unit
No. 3. High Freq. Amplifying Unit

will save you

POST-FREE

pounds-send for
it to -day.

Visit our

STAND No. 16

at the WIRELESS EXHIBITION,

- Horticultural Hall -

a

Mahogany Cabinets to fit

s. d.
17

33
13
3

6
6

U

a

6
6

All neatly boxed with full instructions.
Postage gd. per panel extra, but paid on all orders of L2 and over.

Other Units described in our big 32 page Catalogue sent
free with Radio Booklet.

Sept, 30th to Oct. 7th

Showrooms and Offices :

FEATHERSTONE HOUSE,
64, HIGH HOLBORN, w.c.i.
f'f-""
4-1-1

And at WOOD GREEN, N.

M.A . S. 2

E CONOMI
,/,y,, 0
: 10, FITZROY
SQUARE, LONDON, W.1.

THE "MOSQUITO" BUZZER

ELECTR,ro
New Showrooms:

Valve
Sockets

303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1.

Terminals

POTENTIOMETERS

-t
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WILL
THIS

Yo

TELEPHONE INDUCTION COILS

WANT
VALVE

THE

THE

ITRAUDION'

ITRAUDION'

15;'.
If you have tried
of three electrode
not satisfied,
'Xtraudion,' and

all other makes
valves and are

PRICE

ably surprised with
Filament current,
Anode potential,

I

PRICE

KNIFE SWITCHES

15/-.

purchase

an

you will be agreei
performance.
.5 amps at 4 volts.
50 volts.

IIIIINNINI11111111=11111126

CRYSTAL DETECTORS

CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
SOLENOID
INDUCT-

VALVE HOLDERS

ANCES

ENCLOSED
CRYSTAL
DETECTORS,

CRYSTAL

SETS FOR
RECEPTION

Write

OF

To -day for 36 Page WIRELESS

BROADCAST

TELEPHONY
Etc.

List Post Free
4d.

240 Illus.
tratione.

COIL HOLDERS

34?
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What We Can Learn From America
Specially Written for " Amateur Wireless " by an American Visitor
AS remarkable as the growth of wireless

has so far been in the Staies it is still
in its infancy.

The word "radio" has

Although the wildfire spread of radio
did not really begin until November and
December, 1921, it is estimated by the
gramophone dealers that now there are
over three times as many shops selling
wireless supplies.- as there are selling
gramophones, the latter having had a lead
of over fifteen years. There is scarcely a

come into general use in the United States
as applied to the newer branch of the
science, namely, wireless telephony. The
word wireless is still always used when
referring to the first development, that is,
school or college boy throughout
telegraphy.
Commercial Value

be pre-eminent:

Wireless Schools
In the States many wireless schools
have sprung up to instruct salesmen,
demonstrators and, of course, novices.

Nearly every daily paper in the United

States has now a wireless page, and many
issue in addition a special wireless Saturday supplement of twelve to sixteen pages
devoted exclusively to the, subject. In-

the

length and breadth of the land who has
not either built his own set or assisted in

"

Because of its direct commercial value
to farmers in providing them With daily
quotations and market prices of their farm
products, more farmers in proportion to
their numbers have installed sets than any
other class.

Great Britain, America would continue to

As one rides through the
is to be seen on the

country an aerial

majority of farmhouses. City dwellers
are rapidly following suit, however.
Modern apartments and dwellings are
' being equipped with wireless sets and

featured as renting- attractions.

building one. When one contemplates the

cluded in the wireless news is the daily

vast scientific possibilities of this new

generation growing up from boyhood with programme from the broadcasting stations
years of experimental experience, the sug- within a radius of, say, 50o miles.. Many
gestion of the Governmental authorities newspapers also provide testing laborain Great Britain_ to curb and stunt the tories where novices who have trouble with
most wonderful. scientific stimulus that their sets (mainly home-made) can bring
has ever come to civilisation is beyond them to be tested and corrected,.
understanding. America is pre-eminent in
the telephone, wireless and some other Interference
It seems to be a general impression here
industries, and my 'belief is that if any
short-sighted interests were yielded to in that telephonic radio in the United States
-

A DAY'S WIRELESS PROGRAMME
IN ONE RADIO DISTRICT OF THE UNITED STATES
Charles D. Isaacson.

Thursday, August 24
WJZ, Newark (360 metres)
9

a.m., noon and 5.30 p.m.-Agricultural
reports.

9 a.m., noon, 12.55, 4. and 7 p.m.-Musical
programmes.

Noon and 4 p.m.-Market quotations.
Noon, 5.30 and ix p.m.-Weather forecast.
=;5, 4, 7 and 9 p.m.-Baseball schedules.
12.55, 4 and 9 p.m.-Stock quotations.
5.30 and 9 p.m.-Shipping news..
7 p.m.-Final baseball scores of the American,
National and International League games.
7. to to

7.30 p.m.-" Jack Rabbit Stories,"

by' David Cory.

8.3o to to. -3o p.m.-The 459th Mayor HylanPeoples' concert, by the Street Cleaning
Band, will be broadcast from the Lcwisohn
Sta1lium, at the City College. Programme :
" 1 annhauser," " William Tell," " Bohemian Girl," " Song of Love," .." La

1.25 p.m.-Leota E. Fischer, soprano; Elsye
Thompson, piano ; " The Little Thief," " A
Little Pink -Rose," " Dawn."

1.40

Fashion.

Vogue's " Paris Cable on
Subject : " Paris Openings."

1.50 p.m.-Leota E. Fischer, soprano; Elsye

Thompson, piano; " A Rose and a Dream,"
" Roses," The Lilac Tree."
2.5 to 2.15 p.m.-Piano selections.
WOB, Newark, N.J. (360 metres)
6.i5 p.m.-Zither solos, by Edward Wieland.
Women's Fashions," " House6.3()
hold Suggestions " and other topics, by
Maude Hall,

Hulbert will deliver a short non-political
address.

results of races at Saratoga Springs.
By the
7.45 p:m.-Concert programme :
Sapphire Sea "; ".California " -intro.
" Soothinot "; Sunset Inn Orchestra, " She

WYE', Bedloe's Island (1,460 metres)
Signal Corps, U.S. Army
8.50 p.m.-Instruction in
radio; piano
under

the

.

direction

ginia

of

tenor ;

tions ;

baseball

results ;

news

bulletins ;

that Land," Elsie Duffield,
soprano ; " Nobody Lied " ; " Moon River " ;
is Far From.7

orchestra, " Il est doux, II est bon "; Elsie
Duffield; "All Over Nothing at All ";
" Spread Vo' Stuff ; orchestra. " Midsummer Lullaby," Elsie Duffield; " Vir-

" Do It Again "; orchestra.

WBZ, Springfield, Mass. (360 -metres)
7.30 p.m. --Baseball scores; Uncle Wiggly
bedtime story.
7.45 p.m.-U.S. government and state market
reports.

8

p.m.-Baseball scores; piano solos

by

Nellie Bleakly.

WGI, Medford Hillside, MasS. '(360 metres)
7.30 p.m.-Baseball scores.i Police reports:
S p.m.-Evening programme : " Regarding
Fuel," Prof. Chas. Horns Chase, Professor
Steam Engineering, Tufts College
Recital by Miss
Engineering School.
Marguerite de Liberti, soprano; Missliortensc Cornier,- accompanist.
KDKA, Pittiburgh (360 metres)
p.m.-Zoney's 5t. Clair Country Club
Orchestra.
of

WGY, Schenectady (360 metres)

6 p.m.-Produce and stock market quota-

men," " Lucia di Lammermoor "; -solos by
John J. McMahon, tenor; " Washington
Greys," " America." Acting Mayor Murray

9

WWZ, New York (360 metres)
1.15 p.m.-Piano selections.

Tourterelle," " The Bridal Rose," " Car-

numbers.
p.m. --Concert

Blues "; " Gypsy Love Song ";
Lucky Dog Blues '1 orchestra, " Don't
Feel Sorry. for. Me,". Oswald Morache,

Artists' names and

selections will be announced be radio.

6

7 p.m.-" -Home. Furnishings, Modern and
Practical," by Miss Harriett Webster.
United States Public Health Service Semiweekly Bulletin broadcast.
S p.m.-Miss Frances. Magee, 'pianist; Andrew' Caltiooti., violinist; L. Marie Day
.

Moore,
reader

soprano;

Miss

Grace

(Eastern standard time.)

Kramer,

Qma

tr Wireless

is almost nothing but a continuous etheric
disturbance due to interferences and reactances from other receiving sets. This is
not so. In an interview published in the

350
the ease with which messages are received
are remarkable. The Americans have
reached a greater perfection of detail than
we have."

7'inzes of London on July 28 last Mr.
Marconi, when he had just returnd from State Regulation

SEPTEMBER 30, 1922

patented monopoly, deferred the enforcement of this regulation. There is less
atmospheric interference in America today than in Britain, and when all the

"damped" waves are ruled out a great

stride forward in the advancement of the
It is a fair assumption that the phe- art will have been achieved.
"I found that the alleged chaos in wire- nomenal development of telephonic wireless telephonic communications is not less in America would and could not have Apparatus
In passing it might be well to mention
really apparent in America."
assumed such amazing proportions if
atmospherics and interferences were nearly that one reason there is less interference
Development
as bad as they are reported here to be. in the United States than here is because
In the development of wireless tele- Months ago the American Government cf the almost universal use of variometers
graphy involving wave -lengths from 300 took the matter in hand and allotted and variocouplers in valve sets. In broadto 20,000 metres Britain undoubtedly leads, various wave -lengths to different classes of casting with short wave -lengths, say from
but in the development of wireless tele- users. The enforcement of an additional 300 to 60o metres, by means of variometers
phony or "radio" involving wave -lengths important regulation was deferred till the and variocouplers very much closer and
from 300 to i,000 metres America is to -day end of the year, at which time all trans- sharper tuning is possible, thus tuning out
far in advance of Britain. In the inter- mission will have to be done by oscillating much interference. When variometers and
view referred to Mr. Marconi also stated : valves and not spark. The last basic variocouplers come into more general use
"I think in wireless telephony and broad- patent on valves expires, in the United in Great Britain a marked improvement
casting the Americans are undoubtedly States this November, and the Govern- in freedom from atmospherics undoubtedly
M. A.
ahead of us. The clearness of speech and ment, not desiring to compel the use of a will 'result.
the United States, was quoted as follows :

Caring for Your Valves

Avoiding Excessive Filament

Currents and Plate Voltages

I N compiling these notes for,the guidance and the valve will shortly cease to operate. materially shorten the life of the valve.
I of amateurs possessing valve receivers, The remedy is to increase the plate volt- When ionisation has been taking place for
the writer takes for granted that readers age, thereby increasing the electronic any appreciable time the valve becomes
"soft," that is, of low vacuum, due to the
have a knowledge of the electronic theory attraction to the plate.
For correct working the plate potential gases liberated from the filament. A
and some slight knowledge of the funcshould be of such a value that it is capable "soft" valve can be recognised by "blue
tioning of the three -electrode valve.
To secure the maximum efficiency and of attracting from the filament all the elec- glow"-a violet -blue haze to be seen in the
length of life from a valve there are two trons which are given off at the existing valve while it is in operation.
conditions that must be avoided-(i) the filament temperature. Further increase of
formation of a "space charge" in the plate potential serves no useful purpose Flow
It will be seen that with a comparatively
valve and (2) "ionisation." How these and only tends to cause deterioration of
conditions are caused and how best to the valve by heating up the plate and the low current passing through the valve the
rapid disintegration of the filament due electronic stream will not be very dense,
avoid them are explained below.
to increased ionisation. It is therefore a and the risk of collision between the elecmatter of importance to use as low a plate trons and atoms of residual vapour will not
Space Charge
In the first place, the reader should re- voltage as is consistent with the reception be great; the electrons can, as it were,
member that an electric current is due to of clear signals.
pick their way among the atoms of vapour
without colliding. Now, should a high
the passage of a stream of electrons from
filament current be used, consequently
negative to positive, and not-as he might Ionisation
The electrons travel with an ever-in- freeing a large number of electrons, a corbe inclined to assume-from positive to
creasing velocity front filament to plate, respondingly high (positive) plate voltage
negative.
When the filament of the valve is heated and, should they collide with atoms of resi- will have to be used to attract these freed
to incandescence,
electrons (negative dual vapour, electrons will be liberated or, electrons. A dense flow of electrons front
charges) are released from the filament as it were, "knocked off" the atom. These the -filament, urged at great velocity by the
and are attracted to the plate, which is free electrons join the stream and rush on high potential of the plate, will therefore
kept at positive potential by the H.T. bat- towards the positiye plate. Now, on the result. These electrons, travelling in dense
tery. The electronic emission from the other hand, the atom in losing these elec- formation and at a great velocity, will
filament is increased up to the safe carry- trons (or negative charges) has itself de- have less chance of avoiding collision with
ing -capacity of the valve. Should the rived a positive charge. This positive any atoms of vapour in their path, and
electronic stream become too dense, due to atom (or "positive ion," as it is more often ionisation will take place.
an overheated filament or too low a plate called) is attracted to the negative filament
It will thus be seen that by avoiding
voltage for a particular filament tempera- and rushes towards it with increasing excessive filament currents and plate voltture, the negative charges (or electrons) in velocity, finally striking it. Heavy bom- ages the risk of ionisation can be reduced
repelling each other tend to drive those bardment of the filament by these positive to a minimum. Readers should be guided
electrons which are near to the filament ions frees various gases front the metal of by the valve manufacturers as to the values
back to the filament, and a crowd of which the filament is composed, and these of the filament currents and plate voltages
electrons-or what is termed a "space gases tend to cause increased "ionisation" that may safely be used, and they will be
charge"-is formed round the filament, (that is, formation of positive ions) in the rewarded with longer life from their valves.
resulting in the choking back of the elec- valve. This bombardment, if allowed to and will also obtain maximum working,
tronic flow. If this space charge is not become continuous, would cause rapid dis- efficiency, both of which are matters to
dispersed the signals will become weaker integration of the filament and would very strive for.
G. R. M.
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A Home-made Two -valve Receiver
Long- and Shortwave Tuners

Bicycle -pump

Condenser

photograph has been
designed and constructed

all over the room without
the aid of a loud speaker.
Signals can also be heard

Swansea. It has two valves,

quite distinctly with the
aerial cut off. The H.T.

THE set shown in

the

by Mr. H. W. Crook, of

battery and filament accu-

which are mounted on
polished cigar -boxes, with

mulators are housed beneath
the instrument table.
If
the leads from these batunnecessarily
teries are

a L.F. transformer. Of the
.five switches on the top,
one controls the H.T.
battery, another the L.T.
battery, one connects to the

long, such as from a distant

part of the room, the volt-

at the instrument
terminals will be less than
at the battery terminals due
to the voltage drop in the
age

aerial and another the
aerial to earth, whilst an
additional 'earth switch is
provided for experimental
purposes. There are three

leads.
other

variable condensers, two of
which are of the vane type -

mounted on wood provide
assurance that quite good

and the other tubular. The

results may

latter were
two
bicycle barrels of different

tubes of the

diameters,

the

obtained

be

without the use of ebonite

originally

pump

The valves and
instruments being

or other expensive material.
The sliding bars on the
loose couplers are brass. As

smaller

barrel being packed with

will be seen, each instrument is easily accessible

sufficient mica to make it a
sliding fit. The values

of the two loose couplers

Two -valve Receiver made by Mr. H. W. Crook, of Swansea.

are 3,000 and i2,000 metres
respectively, and either may be

used

by

plugging

in.

Splendid results are obtained, and most signals can be heard

and The complete station is
very

compact.

The twin

aerial ordinarily in use is 35 ft. high and of the regulation length.

The earth wire is connected to a water pipe.

VARIABLE CAPACITY

A Cheap and Efficient
Method of Obtaining

it

WHILST a variable condenser is not of the moving vane type are expensive, pieces of good ruby mica, usually sold in
an absolute necessity for crystal re- and it is the purpose of this article to pieces 3 in. by 2y,'; in. by 0.002 in. thick;;
ceiving sets, yet one of small size is a dis- describe how one can construct a set of
tinct advantage when such a set is used condensers, very small and compact, on

the basis of the "unit" system, coupled
with a small variable condenser for final

4 OP,04

20m
MICA

FOIL
I

HOVERLAP

14m

10N4

-1/-1
FOIL OVERLAP

FOIL

.1

L...
FOIL

1--'

Fig. 2.-Side View of Condenser.

MICA

tuning. In this manner the set can be
added to as desired.

EBONITE

Fig. 1.-Plan of Condenser showing Method
of Construction.

The construction can be divided into

three different parts : (I) The small fixed
condensers; (2) the rotary stud switch for
4
t
3
2
same; (3) the small variable condenser.
Fig. 3.-Method of Connecting Fixed Condenser.'

for telephony, and in the case of a valve
receiver it is absolutely an essential part The Small Fixed Condenser
a 4 -in. length of copper -foil 6 in. wide or
of the apparatus. Variable air condensers
The necessary materials are three or four thereabouts (tinfoil will do if free from,

emateur Wireless
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pin -holes); some thick cardboard (about
in. thick), or better still
ebonite
sheet, size about 8' in. by 4 in.
The pieces of mica should be cut into
strips 20 mm. by so mm., thus obtaining
-11,-

SEPTEMBER 30. 1922

soldered together (the connection from
condenser 1 is fastened to connection from

2 and 3, etc., on one side as shown in
Fig. 3), the wire from the other side of

each condenser being left free and
21 strips from each sheet, 55 being required separated.
altogether.
In column r is giveri a table showing
The foil must be cut into pieces 25 mm. how many pieces of foil, mica, and the apby 5 mm., 65 pieces being required in all. proximate capacity for each condenser.
The cardboard or ebonite is to be cut into
13 pieces, the size being 4o mm. by 30 mm. The Rotary -stud Switch
The usual method of assembling the
This consists of a piece of r/i. in. ebonite
condensers is followed as shown in Figs. r (or hard wood) about 7 cm. square, having
and 2. Take one piece of ebonite or card ten holes drilled or tapped in the arc of a

(if card is used it should be soaked in
paraffin wax and shellacked), and on it
place one piece of mica, leaving about
8 mm. of foil sticking out over the end
when a piece of foil is placed on the top
of the mica. Each piece of material can
be attached to the lower one by a spot of

circle about 5 cm. radius. A hole is then

0 .0001'0002

5

4

6

8 9 tO ONE LEAD

7

t

1

(',LASS

1

FOIL

13
4

at full capacity, that is, the inner tube
right in, and putting the switch arm on

stud 1, then a capacity of, o.00008 mfd. is
obtained. By moving the variable slider,
this value is gradually brought to o.000r

mfd., when the slider is pushed in and

q

2

The outer surfaces of the
members are then shellacked: A wooden
bung with an ebonite handle is fitted at
one end of slider as shown in Fig. 5. The
approximate capacity of this tubular condenser is of the order of 0.0002 mfd.
to fit nicely.

other terminal of the receiver (see` Fig. 6).
Thus by putting the variable condenser

METAL

Fig. 5.-Small Variable Condenser
in Section.

3

in place of the roller if one can be obtained

to outer coat of tubular condenser; the
inner coat to the receiver set ; the other
side of the condensers (all joined) to the

1111170LE
I

metal (copper) or thinner metal wound
round a rod of wood of the correct
diameter. Another glass tube can be used

drilled at the bottom, corresponding to the
centre of the arc's circle, to take the pivot General Arrangement
The method of using this set is to confor the switch arm, which is made out of
stiff brass -A- in. thick. Ten contact screws nect the ten separate free leads on one
are then fastened in the holes either by side of the condenser to the ten stud cona nut at the back or by being screwed in tacts on the switch; the pivot of the switch
FOIL

3

Thickness Of glass is about 1 mm. Cover
the outside with copper -foil for a length
of about ro cm. Fasten the copper to the
glass by thick shellac varnish. The inner
or sliding member is made of either stiff

the switch put on stud No. 2. In this way
any capacity can he obtained from o.0008

10

mfd. to o.00l
steps.

0 0002

In use leave the variable slide in any'
Fig. 4.-Plan of Rotary
Switch.

On top of this foil place if the hole is tapped. The pivot is cona sheet of mica again and then a sheet of nected to the terminal, the whole assembly
foil until the requisite number of foils being as shown in Fig. 4.
has been placed, finally putting a piece
of card or ebonite on the top of all. A The Small Variable Condenser
For this all that is required is a glass
piece of wire is soldered to each connecting piece of foil. Each alternate layer, chimney, as used for upright gas burners,
that is, numbers 1, 3, 5, etc., and 2, 4, 6, about 6 in. long`by about 17a in. diameter.
etc., are soldered together and to one wire
shellac varnish.

be

made

directly on top of the last one, the final
result being a small compact block.

Condensermfds.
Capacity
No

I
2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
:o

No..

One
Side

o.000r
0.0002
0.0003
0.0003
0.0005
0.0006
0.0007
o.0008
0.0009
0.0oro

I
2

2
c.,

3
3

0:VI

4

61

o ..h4

0

&i
ce

.::

4
5
5

6

Total

Other Foils
Side

I
I

2
3

2
2

4

3
3

6

5

7

8
9

4
4

to

5

5

THE photograph

shows the handi-

Dielectric

'

II

Orling. a boy of seven

years of age.

30

With

the aid of a few empty
cotton reels. wood
screws, washers, a

wooden roller, brass
melted copper wire.

tube and some ena,

this enterprising amateur has built for himself quite a novel and
useful wireless receiver. Tuning for
the various wavelengths is obtained by
sliding the brass tube
over the coil. This set

was exhibited at the
recent w ireless Exhibition at the Central
Hall.

35

65

then work' the ,slider,, which will completely cover the amount jumped over by
moving the switch
another.

from

one

stud to

Finish
The block of condensers can be mounted

in a box together with the variable condenser, the switch being outside. The
fixed condensers can be taped, screwed, or
\V E. WHNIAN.
clamped together.

MADE BY A CHILD SEVEN YEARS OF AGE

work of Master

No. of Foils

position, tune roughly with the switch, and

AN ELEMENTARY CRYSTAL SET

The

end connections, on one side only, are

infinitely small

Operation

OTHER LEAD

rig. 6.-Diagram of Connections.

each as mentioned.
The next condenser will

mfd. in
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Wireless: `Wired" and "Piped"

II

The Second Article on the Use of Electric -light Mains and Pipes as Aerials
Great Care Necessary in experimenting
ALL condensers used, whether fixed or
variable, must have high insulation, and

before starting operations a test should be
made, as shown in Fig. 4. The condensers

can be taken as correct if the lamp fails
to light up when they are short-circuited
one at a time. If variable condensers are
used, they should be examined internally,
as in some cases a strip of metal is fixed
to the stationary plates against which the
moving vanes make contact when the con To MAINS

The side pieces G and H are of was taken to the
hard wood 4 in. long by
in. wide. K aerial terminal of
and L are two small fixed condensers, and the receiver, the
may be of about .002 micro -farads. These usual earth conare screwed to the side pieces as shown, nections being reand their connections taken to their corre- tained. Generator
sponding pairs of terminals. Condenser K hum was noticewill therefore be connected to terminals able, but was not
wide.

A and c, and condenser L to B and D.

Two

or three yards of lighting flex, terminating
in a lamp plug adapter, will -he required
for connection to A and B, and a similar
length of -flex without an adapter for connection between c and D and the receiver.
'The condensers K and L may be of other

capacities, or they may be variable; but
as the- siie and type was proved by preliminary tests to make no difference to
results, the writer has thought it best to
002

.302
-0015

E

A

Fig. 7

Fig. 4.-Method of Testing
Condensers.

Fig. 7.-Circuit Diagram for
Frame.
Fig. 4

denser is set at its minimum and maximum
values.

This strip of metal must be re-

moved, and may be replaced by a piece of
ebonite or other good insulating material.
When connecting variable condensers to
the mains, see that the moving plates are

connected to the receiver and the fixed
plates to the mains.

This will reduce the

recommend fixed condensers, having good
insulation, and of about .002 micro -farads
capacity.

loud enough to
interfere with

signals. Both
and
spark

continuous - wave

stations came in
quite well on all

wave -lengths, the
strength
being
about
one-third
as compared with
signals obtained
on a standard
outdoor
aerial.

The Super Antenna

(Wireless ExploitaFig. 6 shows the single -valve circuit of The set was very
tion. Corp, ation)
easily controlled,
and no difficulty
was experienced in producing self -oscillation when the series condenser was set at
about its minimum value. A slight increase in the value of this condenser was
found to stop oscillations, make a sharp
difference in the wave -length, and greatly
increase generator noises. With regard to
differences in wave -length, it was found
that an inductance coil and condenser
which would normally tune to 700 metres
on an outdoor aerial, now gave only about

Soo metres; and a coil which normall,

Fig. 5.-Frame for Experimental
"Wired" Wireless.

risk of shock, as in some cases a small
screw is used to fasten the knob to the standard type which was used in the
centre spindle of the condenser. Examine tests, but for the benefit of readers
the fuses and see that the- current is who possess multi -valve sets, the comswitched off before any connections are parative amplification is the same on
made. Use your oldest receiver for the the mains as with an outdoor aerial.
first test.- The same remark applies to the Fig. 7 shows a diagram of the frame

illustrated in Fig. 5 as connected for
When everything is ready for the test, the first test.
Fig. 6.-Circuit Diagram of Receiver
remove the telephones from the head,
Used in Tests.
On
Three
-wire
Systems
switch on the valve, stand well clear, and
In all the cases which follow- the
then switch on the current from the mains.
Any leak will soon be detected, and if the electric -light mains were of the three -wire gave 5,000 metres now tuned to only 4,100
fuse blows it will be obvious that the con- system, with negative side earthed, carry- metres; and other wave -lengths showed
P. T. B.
ing current at 230 volts D.C. The two simiim differences.
densers are defective.
telephones and valve.

fixed condensers x and L were first tested

(To be concluded)

for good insulation as previously described,
Amateur's Apparatus
"An Electric Alarm Gong" is the title
A useful piece of apparatus which will and were then connected one to each lead
be of great assistance in carrying out ex- from the lamp socket as shown, the oppo- of an article in this week's "Work," the
periments such are are about to be de- site sides of the condensers being joined journal for amateur mechanics. Other usescribed is shown by Fig. 5. A B c and D together and taken to one side of a variable ful articles are : A Home-made Weather-

are four terminals; E and F p.re two pieces
in,
of
ebonite, 5 in, long by

condenser of .0015 micro -farads, and from

the opposite side of which a connection

glass; Model -making Lathe; Economic
Furniture; Removing Valve -stem Guides.
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solidified it Will prove a splendid insu-

lating material, as well as render the -in-

Simple Lead-in

terior thoisture-proof.

The

other end

piece is now fixed into position and both
encjs screwed up tightly, and the insulator

Tube

is ready for use.

A hole should be bored in the window
frame just sufficiently wide to take the inONE of the commonest faults, yet at sulator with a little forcing; if made too
the same time one most 'easily reme- wide itmiist be well packed. The lead-in
died, that the wireless amateur is prone to wires are now connected up on the outis the incomplete insulation of his aerial side, and the inside lead, which goes to
lead-in, He generally gives much time the instruments, fastened on the inside.
Both connections should be soldered,
and thought to the insulation of the aerial
itself, and then at the point where leakage and to make . assurance doubly sure
is most apt to occur, and most disastrous covered with two or three thicknesses of
A. J. B.
to the clarity of his signals, he is content adhesive insulating tape.
with a cardboard tube or an extra thickness of rubber on the lead-in wire.
Incomplete

at

insulation

this

point

means trouble; it means, too, that the
effectiveness of the insulation in the aerial
itself is practically destroyed. To prevent
much of the energy that should go to the

A Potentiometer

ments.

2

in.

in

diameter and, say, 2% in. long, with two
end pieces gfoUnd to make a tight fit are
required. Porcelain makes an admirable
insulator, but ebonite will he found easier
to work. The end pieces should be drilled
in the centre to take %-in: or %-in. brass
Simple Potentiometer.
rod about 6 in. long and threaded at each
end for nuts. This rod is used to tighten the small current which some crystals reup the two end pieces and as a conductor; quire, and in a valve receiver it is used
the threaded ends act as terminals for the for regulating the filament current. It
wires.
can also be used as a variable tuning
One end piece should he made fast in inductance.
the tube, the brass rod placed in position,
The materials which must be bought for
and the remaining space in the tube filled the construction of a potentiometer such
with molten sulphur.

When this has

square brass rod.
One inductance slider.
Four brass terminals.

First construct a wooden base 20 in.

long, 4 in. broad and i in. thick, with two
grooves to hold the upright supports for
the coil, as shown in the drawing.
Next make the uprights. The dimensions of these are 4 in, by 5 in. by % in.

In selecting the wood for these, get a
piece in which the grain will run up the
upright, not across it. - Also the harder the
wood used the better. Ebonite could be
used if desired, but it would be neither so
easy to work nor so cheap as wood.

The cylinder on hich the wire is
wound is 18 in. long and has a diameter
of 2 in. It fits into the two uprights and
can be either a wooden cylinder or a cardboard tube.
lb. of No. 32 S.W.C. wire will have

wire is wound double, that is, one turn on

top of the preceding turn, then the next
turn on the cylinder, and so on, it will
take up about 14.7 in. of the tube, giving
a maximum resistance of 123.5 ohms.
This is quite large enough for all ordinary purposes.

A porcelain, hard rubber, or ebonite tube
about

wire.

2 ft. of

The

leaking off to the
APOTEN TIOMETER is simply g
ground, and to ensure an effective watervariable Yesistance coil, any length of
proof insulation that will give best .re- which may be included in a circuit by
sults, the simple lead insulation here de- moving a sliding contact. In a crystal
scribed will meet all the amateur's require- set the potentiometer is used for varying
stout Construction

% lb. of No. 32 S.W.G. enamel -covered

a length of about 955 yards, and if the

receiving set from

of

30 1922

as is shown in the diagram are as follows :

With a gimlet bore a hole through the
cylinder about z in. from one end, pass the
wire through this, and commence to wind
the coil. Wind every other turn over the
one before it, so that .a .double -thickness
of wire is put on the coil. The slider will,
of course, touch every other turn. When
you have wound on all the wire with the

exception of a few inches at each end,
fasten the two ends to terminals on the
baseboard.

Next assemble the instrument, putting a

brass terminal on each end of the brass
rod. The whole, with the exception of the

rod and slider and terminals, should be
coated with paraffin wax or shellac varnish to ensure perfect insulation.
W. R. H.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE

CRYSTAL HOLDER

Novel Crystal
Holder

50L DEREDJOINT

MANY amateurs with crystal sets will
find that a crystal, which may have
been carefully tested beforehand, has gone
severely " off colour " after being fixed in
-the cup -with hot metal. Even when this
operation has been successful one often
has the uncomfortable feeling -that, after
all, the most sensitive spot of the crystal

Fig. I.- Crystal Ring
and Su; port.

may be at the bottom of the cup, and

more likely than not it is. The following

device can be adapted to your existing
Fig. 2. - Crystal Wrapped
with Tinfoil.

Fig. 3.-The Complete Detector,

detecter.- All you require is a crystal cup
with three set screws and the contact

post from an electric bell, the contact
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Build your own set
Mullard Accessories

22/23
wireless components with a world-wide
reputation of many years' standing.
They will ensure your getting a set which

Th

looks well, works well and " speaks - well.

For receiving vocal and instrumental items you must have the

MULLARD -ORA- Valves
to get the best results.

Oscillates-Rectifies-Amplifies
Scezially recommended where good amplification

i3

required.

15/- each
111111111111M1111111iI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
The great demand for Mullard ORA Valves

and other accessories has compelled us to
open much larger works. A greatly increased output is now available.

thIll111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iIIIIIW

The MULLARD "R" Valve is now
reduced in price from 22/6 to 17/6

Mullard RadioValve Colid.
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PRACTICAL BOOKS

JUST PUBLISHED.

WIRELESS CIRCUITS AND CONNECTIONS.

SIMPLIFIED WIRELESS

This handbook contains go useful Diagrams of Circuits and Connections, with Explanatory Notes; making an excellent guide to the most
effective arrangement of the apparatus. Price 6d. net, or post free 7id.
WIRELESS AT HOME.

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.

Containing all information necessary for the novice in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony to fit up and get the best use out of his
station; together with helpful hints for the receiving of broadcast
Wireless News, Concerts, etc. Written in clear and understandable
language. Illustrated.
Price ed. net, or post free 70.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY SIMPLY EXPLAINED.

Author of

"'Tireless for All";

"Wireless Valves Simply Explained," etc.,
Chief Technical Adviser to "Popular Wireless."

-

A popular handbook dealing as simply as possible with this highly
engrossing subject. Successive chapters deal with Essential Apparatus, Sending, Receiving, Special Methods, Station -working, Miscellaneous Points, the Triode, Simple Receiving Sets, and a table of the
International Morse Code.
Price 9d. net, or post free 104d.

An Entirely New Book for the Beginner.
IT TELLS YOU-

SMALL ACCUMULATORS: How Made and Used.

(1) All about elementary electricity.
(a) What the different parts of wireless circuits are for.
(3) How to erect your aerial.
(4) How to make inductances, variable condensers, fixed condensers,
crystal detectors, etc.

This is an Elementary Handbook, intended for the use of Amateurs
and Students in electrical matters. Dealing with the Theory of the
Accumulator, the making of 4 -volt and 8 -volt types, and how to Form,
Charge, and Use Accumulators; also a valuable chapter on Charging

Alternating Currents.
Well illustrated. Price 9d. net, or post free leid.
ELECTRIC BATTERIES: How to Make and Use Them.
A practical handbook for Amateur Electricians, describing in a simple
fashion the principal forms of primary electric batteries, together
with explanations of their working and use. Fully illustrated.

(g) How to make several types of complete receivers out of the
simplest materials.

NHY NOT MAKE YOUR OWN SET ?

Price 9d. net, or post free 100.
SMALL DYNAMOS AND MOTORS: How to Make and Use Them.

PRICE 1 /- ;

By F. E. Powell. A rare book for the amateur dynamo or motor
builder; describes magnets, armatures, commutators, etc., and shows
how to build a machine.
Price 9d. net, or post free 101d.

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU HOW.

postage I Zd.

Get your copy to -day.

From all Booksellers, or by return post from

ii7bt Cabin Vass linfittb,

From all Booksellers, or post free as above from
the Publishers :

DEVEREUX

BUGS., DEVEREUX
,Opposite

Percival Marshall & Company,

COURT, STRAND, W.C.2.

the Law Cools.)

Our Stand at the Exhibition

66, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

is No, 27.

PAY US A VISIT !

Wireless Equipments
B.T.H. Electrical Plant of every descriptionfrom the smallest electric lamp to the largest

turbine -driven alternator-is universally characterised by the highest standards of design and
workmanship.

These features are equally evident in the Wireless
Equipments manufactured by this Company, the
combination of scientific accuracy and simple construction ensuring perfect operation.
B.T.H. Portable Receivers, Crystal Receivers, Ampli-

fiers, High and Low Frequency Head Telephones,
Loud Speakers, Concertphones, Morse Inkers, Motor
Generator Sets for Transmission, Time Flashers, Aerial
Equipments, Tuning Condensers, Morse Buzzer Sets,
Valves, Tungar Rectifiers for charging Accumulators.

Stand No. 7
- AT -

ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION.

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND
:

MANUFACTURERS.

D

Head Office and Works :
RUGBY, ENGLAND.

=fax Wixeless
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READ

THE

"SELECTAPHONE"

The Wireless World

CRYSTAL
RECEIVING SET

AND

FOR

Radio Review

WIRELESS

BIGGEST AND OLDEST RADIO JOURNAL.

Receiver range sools000

Price 6d. Weekly.

CONCERTS

Post Free 7d.

metres, and special device for Paris Time Sig-

IT tells you How to Make and Use Your Set, and
in addition to the Constructional and Instructional
Articles, every issue contains specialised contributions of importance and value to experimenting
amateurs.
Readers' Questions answered by

Each set tested
and guaranteed to renals.

ceive Telephony.

As Efficient

the 1e W. W. & R. R."

SfS

lt

ABOVE SET COMPLETE WITH

PHONES, AERIAL, INSULATORS : ak

F.R.S., etc,

Dr. J. A. FLEMING,

ll

ii

tttt

MAGNIFY THEM WITH THIS
INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

Commencing in OCTOBER 7th issue.

PRICE
ONLY

Do not Forget to Order Your Copy.
Visit our STAND No. 40 at the Al -British

11

ii

- arnar.

ARE YOUR SIGNALS
LOUD ENOUGH?

The Wireless World and Radio Review,

fl

3/ 7/6 RECEIVER
47/6
ONLY

Post and ParIenn,

the well-known Inventor, Author and Popular Lecturer
on Wireless
WILL CONTRIBUTE A SERIES OF ARTICLES TO

lb

as a

Crystal Set can be.

Experts Free of Charge through the pages of

9/6

Portage 6d. extra.

PRICE
ONLY

Made with genuine Stalloy Stampings, solid Ebonite
Bobbins, perfect insulation. Very efficient and silent.
Tested and guaranteed. Money refunded if not satisfied.

Wireless Exhibition, Horticultural Hall, Westminster,
September 30-October 7.

THE B. & A. WIRELESS CO.,
ST. ALBANS.

1213, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2.

EVERYTHING GUARANTEED
Scientific Wet Battery, in walnut finished case.
Nest of 50 cells, 74 volt, 22/6, post 3/6. Neat of
25 rend, 37 volt, 13/6, post 1/6.
Popular .0005 Variable Condenser. mounted in
mahogany cabinet, 17/6, post -/9. The finest
voice ever offered.
Vario Coupler, consisting of 3' turned mahogany
ball, mounted fu 31" ebonite former, which is turned

and grooved for wire, all contacts made complete
with bush, boss. spindles, and knob, ready for panel
mounting, 15/9, Post -/9.
Semitone Crystal, the perfect mineral detector.
1/- per specimen, post free.
Tuning Stand for Honeycomb or duo lateral cello,
2 -coil stand 10/6, post --/9 3 -coil stand 15/6, post

-/9; coil holdels 1/3 each, 13/6 per doz.
Black

Indication

Tablets,

engraved

while,

AERIAL. EAR1 H, PHONES, REACT, Plt131,

SEC', A.T.I., A.T.U. +LT -. +HT -. Per .set,
2/6.

Slab Inductances, per cot of 8, 10/-, rota -/9.

Nark III Terminals, with nuts, 2/2 per doz.. pos t
-/2.

Basket Inductances, per set of 7, 7/-, post -/5.
Filament Resistances, for panel mounting, 3/6,

pok -/4.

Condenser Plates, fixed or moving, 1/- per doz.

Washers. Pied or moving, 2/6 per gross.
Threaded rod, for spindles, etc., -/4 per foot
Bush and LoCknut, -/5.
Ebonite Knobs. with threaded centre, -/6.
Scales, 0 to 180 degrees, -/6.
Pointers, -/1.
Switchmen Ebonite, D.P.D.T., 2/3;

1/6; S.T.O.P., 1,/6.
Contact studs, 6 B A, i or 5/16 dia. -76 per doz.

2. 4. and 6 B A nuts, -/3 per doz.; ditto washers,
2 per doz.
Systollex Sleeving, -/4 per yard length,
Valve Legs or Sockets, with 2'nuts, 2/- per doz.
Eyelet Terminals, -/9 per doz.,
Pinch Clips, 1!- per do,.
-

THE SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES
8, Newington Causeway,
LONDON, S.E.1

Tele, No. HOP 4/77

DRY BATTERIES for WIRELESS SETS
Manui".
THE BRITISH BATTERY Co., Ltd.
lured by
Clarendon Road,

8

WATFORD, HERTS

Ca

No. 1 W. Standard Pocket -lamp size,
41 volts (as illustration), with patent

wire terminals for connecting in series.

Insert straight terminal in stiral of

next battery & bend same, no soldering.

PRICE, Carriage Paid, 7e. per
Ca
Ca

(a doz. = 54 volts).

No. 2 W. SLAB. 05 volts (It cells) 3 screw terminals, size 3s
o in. by I in.
No. 4 W. Rectangular. 36 volts, r screw terminal and 8 plug is
holes with wander plug. Size 61 in. by 2i in. by 21 in,
'I.

1.

2 2 s-2 1

°

doz.

each
each

THE LARGEST SHIP IN THE WORLD
Liner " Majestic "-uses Exide batteries
for her wireless installation.

-the White Star

No finer testimony to the general reliability of Exides. and
their particular suitability for wireless work, could be given.

0,

It

CLIFTON JUNCTION,
NT MANCHESTER.

ELECTRICAL STORAGE

A' COMPANY LIMITED.
I

219/229, SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE, W.C.Z.

PRICES AND PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

=deur Wtreks5
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All -British Wireless Exhibition

The .
Ill

AOO C

0

Models of British Manufacture, complying
with Government Regulations. Ranges Guaranteed

IfAll

TWO -VALVE MODEL
Fitted with

CRYSTAL MODELS

tuning device, giving
easy and stable adjustment.
Extraordinary magnification.
fine

Only sets on the market supplied with

two alternative crystals. Compact and
inexpensive.

CRYSTAL JUNIOR
CRYSTAL TYPE " A"
V.2 MODEL

£5 . 15 . 0
£9 . 10 . 0
£25 . 0 . 0

Simplicity with Efficency
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., Ltd.,
Mareoniphone Department,
MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

ALL -BRITISH

WIRELESS EXHIBITION
1/3 Sept. 30 (1922) Oct. 7 1/3
AND CONFERENCE

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Including Tax

SATURDAY

SATURDAY

Including Tax

Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W.II.
SPECIAL PUBLIC DAY, October 3rd

SPECIAL TRADE DAY, October 2nd

Admission 5/-, including tax.

Admission 1 /3, including tax.

(Public admitted on both days after 6 p.m. at the usual price.)

AT THIS EXHIBITION visitors are assured of several hours' pleasure,
as the exhibits include the finest and most efficient instruments ever
manufactured, as well as many of historical interest.
AT THIS EXHIBITION there are sz wireless manufacturers and
suppliers, who in every case will show nothing but wireless goods.
AT THIS EXHIBITION many exhibitors will be showing for the first
time wireless apparatus and accessories of new and novel design.
AT THIS EXHIBITION two prominent wireless publishing companies
arc placing before the public the finest collection of technical books
on wireless ever offered.
AT THIS EXHIBITION there is one stand occupied by the Organisers,
who have made every preparation to assure the pleasure and comfort
of thousands of visitors.

AT THIS EXHIBITION there will be an orchestra to entertain you
during the periods when wireless demonstrations are not taking
place.

AT THIS EXHIBITION the.. -e will be " broadcast " wireless concerts
and demonstrations throughout the day.
AT THIS EXHIBITION you will find a comfortable lounge opposite
the demonstration stand.

AT THIS EXHIBITION the Wireless Society of London have made
every arrangement for a convention, having the full support of all
the affiliated societies and clubs.

AT THIS EXHIBITION lectures on wireless will be given by many

of the best-known lecturers in Great Britain.
AT THIS EXHIBITION you will find courteous and competent representatives of the exhibitors ready and willing to give you advice and
assistance at all times.
AT THIS EXHIBITION you will at all times be able to secure light
refreshments at popular prices, as well as lunches, teas and suppers.
AT THIS EXHIBITION there will be an official catalogue containing
over 144 pages

At Stand No. 55 the Organisers will be displaying notices of times of Broadcast Wireless Concerts and Demonstrations, as well as
information regarding the Wireless Lectures.

ORGANISERS:
BERTRAM DAY & Co., Ltd., 9 and 10, Charing Cross, London, S.W.1.
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screw of which is replaced by a short piece
of brass rod, say in. long. The cup is
x

filed down to a shallow ring, as in Fig. 1,
and the rod firmly soldered to it. This
figure shows the adaptation complete.
Now make a band by rolling up a small
piece of tinfoil; wrap and press this tightly
round a suitable crystal (Fig. 2) and clamp

(linciteur Wireless

the whole inside the ring. The tinfoil ever, I strongly advise you to stick to a
should then be well packed down round single -valve arrangement until you have
the crystal. This gives good contact with-

become thoroughly conversant with all the

out danger of heating; whilst by loosen- little tricks and pitfalls.
ing the screw on the contact post the
Do not expect loud speech from Paris
crystal and holder may be turned right with one valve at this distance. Everyover or removed as required. Fig. 3 thing will have to be very quiet, and if
shows the complete detector.
C. R.
you are able to clearly distinguish the
music, you have reason to be' quite pleased
with yourself. At the time of writing I

TELEPHONY RECEPTION
ON SINGLE -VALVE SET.

II

Capacity Effect
but you will be able to try C.W. with your
IT is advisable at this stage to make one single valve provided you keep well away
or two small additions to the set. You from the wave -lengths used for telephony.

have just heard the first "Daily Mail"

concert from The Hague, and it is about
the same as from Paris. I can hear Writtle
and Croydon considerably better; in fact,
although rather faint, the speech from
Croydon is always exceptionally clear.

Some Aerial Don'ts
DON'T use iron wire for the aerial.
Don't allow the lead-in to be too near

will probably have found that, as you
bring your hand near to the condenser or
reactance, you alter the tuning. This is
a capacity effect, and to get over the difficulty you should fix long handles to your
condenser and coil -holder as shown in
Figs. i and 2. The handles can he made
of strips of hard wood or ebonite about
in.
IS in. long, t in. to 1% in. wide, and
thick screwed to the ebonite knob. In
order to get the fine adjustment necessary
for telephony, it is best to connect one of
the small rotary condensers, consisting of
about five plates (often called vernier condensers), across the large condenser. A

5

A .T. CONDENSER
Ii

6) 0

similar condenser should be connected
across the reactance coil, the action of this
being equivalent to a very fine adjustment

of the reactance coupling. These small
condensers should also be fitted with long
handles, and should be left about in the
midway position. After getting the best
adjustment possible with the large condenser and the reactance coupling as described, you can finish off with the two
small condensers. Try this each night for
a week or more if possible, and with practice you will be able to get to the critical
point without your valve oscillating.

PLATE CONDENSER

5 PLATE CONDENSER

Fi5.1

REACTION

Valve Oscillations
The reason for the note in the telephones
when your valve oscillates is' that the high frequency oscillations, which are inaudible
themselves, combine with the high -fre-

quency "carrier -wave" used for the telephony, the difference in frequency causing
the note. If the difference is fairly great
you get a high-pitched note, and if there
is only a small difference a very low note.
It is possible to get the two practically
the same, and when this occurs there is no
resultant note, but the speech will be very
rough and broken up, and it will be impossible to distinguish what is said.
From this you will understand the reception of "continuous -wave" telegraphy,
the continuous wave in telegraphy being

exactly the same as the carrier wave in
telephony, but sent out in clots and dashes
by means of a sending key. A separate
oscillator should be used for this reception,

Fig. 2

1a
Figs. 1 and 2.-flan and E evation of Apparatus Fitted with Handles to
Avoid Hand -capacity Effacts.

Wider Experience
Having become proficient in the reception of the Paris telephony, I advise you
to invite an experienced friend to help you
with the other stations, as it is rather difficult to find a station without oscillating.
This is one of the advantages of a multi -

the side of the house ; let it curve in at
the bottom.

Don't run the aerial wire parallel

tc

any other wires or metallic conductors.
Don't use knotty wood for the mast.
Don't omit to paint the mast; the wood
will be preserved by doing so.

Don't allow any paint to get on the
valve set, as you can :use a separate
oscillator to search for the carrier wave insulators.
Don't omit to stay the mast.
without interfering with anyone. How -

Omattur Wireless
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Licences
THE Postmaster -General has not yet
begun the issue of the simple form

Broadcasting

of licence which is proposed for broadcast
reception, and he does not propose to do so
until the broadcasting company has

The Situation
The Postmaster -General's
Statement

Radiograms

actually been formed-provided, as he
hopes, that there is no further material
delay in its formation. In the meantime,
he is issuing experimental licences to all

MALL manufacturers and importers of
wireless apparatus have asked the Postmaster -General to receive a deputation to
state their case against the monopoly of

who can satisfy him that they have a suffi-

wireless instruments.

A member of one of

THE statement on the present position cient knowledge of the subject to enable these firms is reported to have stAkted that
"if the Postmaster -General does give the
regarding broadcasting, printed below, them to make proper use of such licences.
broadcasting combine a mditopoly- we
was issued by the Postmaster -General on
should put the whole scheme to the test
September 20.
by simply importing, manufacturing, and
A conference took place on September 12
between the Committee of Manufacturers We Reassure Our Readers selling as usual, and it will then be for
FROM information which we have ob- the Post Office to take legal, action against
and representatives of the Postmaster tained from a reliable source we feel con- us and suppress us if they can."
General in regard to the criticisms which
occasion to make 'on the
articles of association of the proposed

he has had

mm m

fident in assorting that the amateur's interest

will be found to have been safeguarded
when the agreement between the Post-

broadcasting company, and on the terms
of the proposed agreement between the master -General and the Broadcasting Comcompany and the firms who will constitute pany has been completed and published.
its individual members. Several of the \Ve are very glad to learn that .the Post
points raised by the Postmaster -General Office authorities, in recent negotiations,
were satisfactorily met, and in two or three have been insisting upon the rights of the
cases in which the Committee felt unable amateur and of the host of small firms in
to accept his views they made alternative the new industry. More than this we are
proposals. These have led to agreement not, at the moment, in a position to state,
in principle, and, so far as the Postmaster - but we wish these words to go forth as a
General's criticisms are concerned, it only message of good cheer to the many thouremains for his representatives and the sands of amateurs and potential broadcast
"listeners -in " who may have been disCommittee to settle certain details.
appointed by the many rumours which
Differences
It appeared at the conference that,
apart from the Postmaster -General's
criticisms, there were differences be-

could not -help coming into existence owing

tween members of the ComMittee them-

difficulties and an early start with ,broadcasting. \Ve are looking forward to good

to the secrecy with which all the negotiations have been conducted. We anticipate

a prompt settlement of the outstanding

selves, which would have to be settled
before the broadcasting company could be
formed. It is understood, however, that
considerable progress has also been made
towards the solution of these differences.

m

A demonstration of weather forecasting

by wireless was given by the Meteorological Office during- a meeting of the British Association at Hull with the object-,
of showing how anyone possessing a small
wireless receiving set can pick up and
utilise the weather reports broadcast from

the Air Ministry, the Eiffel Tower, and
other European stations."
The Postmaster -General has temporarily

suspended the issue of licences.. for the
reception of wireless telegraphy and telephony,

except for experimental work.

The suspension is only until the negotiations between the broadcasting companies
and the Postmaster -General are completed.
Any bona -fide experimenter can still have
a licence, but licences will not be issued at
present for mere reception of broadcast.

things.

Wireless press traffic in Germany has
increased by over two hundred per cent.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

A Statement

Nottingham and District Radio Experimental
Sept. 28. Meeting at Room 74,

It was agreed at the conference referred
to that, as soon as a settlement had

Association.

Mechanics' Institute. Discussion on Mr. Ford's
lecture on " Radio Measurements."
West London Wireless and Experimental
Association. Sept. 29. Lecture by Mr. F. E.
Studt. " A Three Circuit Variometer Tuner."
Wireless Society of Highgate. Sept. 29. At
Highgate Literary and Scientific Institute,
South Grove, Highgate, N.6. Annual general
meeting.

been arrived at in regard to the above

matters, the _Committee of Manufacturers
should call .a meeting of all the firms who

desire to join the broadcasting company
(who, it will be remembered, must be
bona fide British manufacturers), at which
the whole situation will be explained to

in the past twelve months.
Over 20,000 visited the first wireless
exhibition, which was a complete success.
Visitors came from America, Norway,
Denmark, France, Spain, and India.

Business with the firms exhibiting was

brisk, one company alone sold 600 sets.

Whilst in mid -ocean the Atlantic liner

Belvedere and District Radio and Scientific
Lecture on " Oscillatory Circuits," by
Mr. A. G. Warren, M.Sc.
Ilkley and District Wireless Society. Oct. 2,
8 p.m., at Regent Café. Morse practice.

Mauretania received, and relayed mes-

necessary for the construction and use of
TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS
"valve " receiving sets. The company
Eiffel. Tower (F L) 2,600 metres. Each afterhave stated that they are prepared to allow
(Saturdays excepted).
members of the broadcasting company to noon
The Hague, Holland (P C G G), 1,085 metres,
use these patents on terms which can be B.S.T.
Sept. 28, Oct. t, Oct. 5, 8-q p.m.

on in a Staffordshire coal mine 700 feet

them.

Society.

Valve Patents
In the meantime, the Postmaster General and the Committee desire it
to be known that membership of the

Greenwich Wireless Society. Oct. 3, 7.45
p.m. At Rangers' House, Blackheath. Ordinary
meeting.
Wireless Society of East Dorsetshire. Oct. 4.
Formation of winter'programme. First lecture
on the construction of a single valve receiver.
Portsmouth and District Wireless Association.
Oct. 4. Lecture by Mr. Donkin, " Portable
Receivers."

broadcasting company will not, of itself,
entitle a member to use the patents of other
members in the manufacture of receiving
apparatus. In particular, the Marconi
Company claim to hold patents- which are

obtained on annlication.

-

Writtle

M T), 400 metres. Oct: 3, 8 p.m.

sages to the Aquitania, then on the point
of entering New York Harbour. These
messages, dispatched from the wireless
station at Devizes, were read, and passed
on to the American coast by a chain of
Cunarders, no fewer than six of which
were in touch on that particular day.
Wireless experiments have been carried

deep with the idea that in case -of accident,

cutting -off sections of the mine and imprisoning workers, a small transmitter

would -be used to give the exact location
and the extent of the damage.
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The Prince will Greet the
Boy Scouts by Wireless
HIS

Royal

Highness

the

Prince of

W. E. \V.'s remarks about the necessity
of a double -slide inductance, I find that
two sliders on the one rod give excellent
results.

emateur WAS
the H.F. plate circuit.-G. P. K., B.Sc.
(Leeds).

The second slider cuts out all

Broadcasting

" dead-end " effects, and very fine tuning
SIR,-I read with much interest Mr.
broadcast by wireless telephony, from can be obtained this way-much finer, in Malone's article
" Broadcasting :
a
fact,
than
with
a
loose
coupler.
I
have
York House, through Marconi House,
Rumour"
in
the
issue
of
Sept.
i6,
and
I
London, on the evening of Oct. 7, an never yet obtained any better results by heartily agree with all he says. May I
address to the boy scouts of Great Britain. using variable condensers, and I consider add a few Words on the question of adverThis address will be directed specially to these quite unnecessary providing one has tising by wireless. I would go further
those scouts who, for various reasons; are a really efficient tuner.-O. J. R. (Sutton). than Mr. Malone and say that spells of
unable to be present in the afternoon of
advertising (say five minutes before the
When a Heterodyne Set is
that day at the great rally being held in
concert and a minute or so between each
Radiating
his honour at the Alexandra Palace, Lonitem) would be a positive boon to all
SIR,-May I claim the hospitality of amateurs. It would enable the beginner
don.
The Prince will speak by wireless 'be- your columns to point out that a statement to get his set adjusted before the actual
tween 7.30 and 8 p.m., the Marconi House made by your contributor " J. F. S." in items of the programme were broadcast,
station wave -length being 360 metres and his excellent article on "A Single -valve and the more serious amateurs would
Heterodyne Receiver," in No. 15 of thereby be able to enjoy the concert in
the call letters 2L 0.
In order that a maximum number of AMATEUR WIRELESS, while correct in peace and quiet !
scouts may "listen -in" on that occasion itself, is liable to mislead novices who may
I was trying to listen to Writtle last
special arrangements are being made with be operating similar sets.
Tuesday on a friend's set, and the interAfter describing the method of adjust- ference from local amateurs was terrible.
the wireless societies throughout Great
Britain, whereby they place their services ing the reaction coupling for the reception
If my suggestion were adopted it would
of continuous wave signals, he goes on be appreciated, I feel sure, by all.at the disposal of the local troops.
to say : " If a loud rushing noise or a R. W. B. (Cheltenham).
whistle is heard the coils must be pushed
apart immediately, as the set is then
evw.".".."./vvvvC)
radiating." This, of course, is quite true Ow_csd-s.,
CORRESPONDENCE
as far as it goes, but the novice should
beware of the implication that it is only
when " whistling " or " howling " that a
Results on a Crystal
heterodyne set is radiating. The fact is
SIR,-Having carried out exhaustive that so long as a single -valve reaction set
tests with valve and crystal detectors, I is oscillating (that is, so long as it is in a
Fulham and Chelsea Amateur
was naturally interested in " W. E. W.'s " condition to receive C.WT.), it is radiating,
Radio Society
letter in a recent number of AMATEUR and will cause interference if it is tuned
WIRELESS, and I should also like to join to a wave -length upon which such radia- Hon. Sec.-Ma. R. S. V. WOOD, 48, Hamble
Fulham, S.W.6.
him in his effort to impress other amateurs tion is objectionable (that is, the telephony Street,
A MEETING was held on Sept. i3th at the
that there is nothing to equal a well - wave -lengths and short waves in general). society's temporary headquarters, when during
adjusted crystal for a rectifier. Why so This fact cannot be too strongly urged a discussion on reception Mr. Whitts kindly
much prejudice I fail to see, and in my upon the attention of beginners, since gave a short but exceedingly interesting lecture
opinion those who assert that crystal sets many of them have the idea that if they on " Ether."
are " toys " probably have hot the patience keep their sets from " whistling " they are
Streatham Radio Society
to give them a fair trial. I have built a safe, whereas they are really making Hon. Sec.-S. C. NEWTON, " Compton," Penset for a friend similar to the one described public nuisances of themselves despite dennis Road, Streatham, S.W.
in " Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony " their good intentions. It should be A MEETING of the above society was held on
(" Work" Handbook), and he gets the realised that it is impossible to pri,vent a September 13 at the headquarters, 35,
Hill. The treasurer arranged for
Writtle concerts quite O.K. using a Per- certain amount of radiation from a single - Streatham
photograph to be taken of the members, and
manite crystal and copper wire. Writtle valve set when in the oscillating condition. aseveral
new members were proposed and
is 45 miles from here. Does this constitute Even the loose -coupled circuit given by seconded. A demonstration was given by
a record? I have just fitted a single -valve " J. F. S." in Fig. 8, while considerably Mr. Smith, who used a 4 -valve set, very kindly
amplifier to my own crystal set, and apart reducing the trouble, does not entirely lent for the occasion by Mr. Travers of the
Appliances, Ltd., Streatham. The from my " stock -line " concerts, etc., I can eliminate it, and hence it is very doubtful Radio
secretary stated that application had been
get amateur concerts every evening within whether the P.M.G. will allow it to be made to the Postmaster -General for a receiving
a radius of 5o to 6o miles. I think an used for broadcasting reception.
licence. Several members promised to read
The only safe way to employ reaction is papers, and a committee meeting was arranged
ideal receiving set is either a crystal set
discuss and arrange a programme for the
with one or two stages of L.F. amplifica- to use two (or Riore) valves, the first being to
winter session. The secretary will be pleased
tion, or one -stage L.F. amplification, a high -frequency amplifier with tuned - to receive applications from wireless enthusiasts
crystal rectification, and one stage L.F. plate circuit, and the second a detector resident in the district.
amplification.
With
reference
to whose reaction coil- is coupled back into
(Continued on'page 370)

\Vales has graciously consented to

CLUB DOINGS

OUR INFORMATION BUREAU
Expert Replies to Readers' Questions.

Hundreds of Replies are sent by Post.

TO ENSURE A PROMPT REPLY PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

Write distinctly, give all necessary details and keep to the point. Ask one Question at a time-never more

than two.

Send a Stamped and Addressed Envelope.

Send the Coupon cut from page 370.
ft^
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WHAT TO SEE AT THE EXHIBITION
Ltd., Craven House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2. In addition, this firm are showing
a number of panels (a speciality being the
Elwell amplifying unit) and cabinet receivers for drawing -room use made in
Cromwellian, Sheraton,
Adam styles. (Stand 23.)

lacquer,

Glass Test -tubes.

magnification is obtained

not employed.

(Stand 32.)

Unit . dry cells, which may be Made up

of wireless

telegraphy and telephony during the last
quarter of a century, is to be seen on the
Marconi stand. Another exhibit of popu-

"Exide" 12 -volt High-tension Battery with

low -frequency

although, as a matter of fact, reaction is

and

Historical apparatus, marking the pro-

gress made in the science

not capable of radiation, there is a throwback circuit by means of which additional

into high-tension batteries, made by the
Ever Ready Co., Ltd., Hercules Place,
London, N.7. In the construction of the
unit cells special care has been taken regarding insulation, so that any number
may be connected in series without fear of

Double -circuit

tuning

units

of

novel

construction exhibited by the Radio Communication Co., Ltd., Norfolk Street, Lon ton, W.C.2. In these a number of replaceable inductance coils are provided,
each fitted with a direct -reading wave
scale, which enables the wave -length to
which the circuit is tuned to be seen at a
glance, and accurate measurements of any
The
incoming waves to be taken.
secondary circuit can be used as a
standard wavemeter. The coils are tuned

by the "Polar" "square law" variable

coils

in operation, one using the paper

interlay method and the other the cotton
interweave method. Various types of coilholders,and tuners are shown, some of which
are illustrated on this page. (Stand 4.)

The patented colour scheme adopted by
H.P.R. Wireless, Ltd., Carlton House,
Great Queen Street, London, W.C.2,
allowing of complicated instruments being

used by novices with no previous knowledge of wireless. This is rendered possible by means of the H.P.R. automatic

The type of battery that enablei the first
S.Q.S. call to be sent out-one of the well-

Vario-coupler on one of the Economic Electric
Valve Sets.

A new replaceable dry battery factored

by Harwell, Ltd., 28, John St, London,

known "Exide" batteries made by the

W.C.I, and claimed to have approximately
five times the life of the usual' type. The

Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., Clifton Junction, Manchester. On their stand

cells are made up in units of two cells,

will be found all the latest types of bat-

the unit giving approximately three volts.
Another neat idea is a coupling for connecting up flash -lamp batteries. (Stand 5.)
Wireless cabinets, the principal feature
of the Alfred Graham & Co. exhibit. These
are so, arranged that the sound -amplifying
horn may be used alternatively either for
reproduction of gramophone record's or for
wireless reception. Additional exhibits of

teries, for every wireless apparatus, in

glass; ebonite and celluloid cases. A point
should be made of seeing the special hightension storage battery with the long thin
plates in glass test tubes. (Stand 3o.)
Bulldog -grip fittings for the ends of telephone cords, exhibited by C. F. Elwell,

Igranic Honeycomb Coils with Switches
and a Coil -holder with Coils.

this firm are the Amplion loud speaker
and adjustable head -gears. (Stand 44.)

THE ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS
EXHIBITION &- CONFERENCE

(Continued on next page)

open at the

HORTICULTURAL HALL. VINCENT
SQUARE, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.
(A few minutes' walk from Victoria Station)
from

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
to SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

For Plan and List gryxhibilors, see page 364
lk

H.P.R. One -valve Set.

"Marconiphone," Two -valve Type.

lar interest on this stand will be the
"Marconiphones," which have been speci-

ally designed for the reception of broadcast telephony in the home.

-

Elwell's Cabinet "Aristophone."

In addi-

tion, there will be shown the latest pattern
-wireless direction finder as used by the Air
Ministry at the London Air Port. By
means of this instrument the plane of the
received signals can be accurately determined as well as the absolute direction of
reception. Another exhibit will be the
Marconi aircraft wireless -telephone transmitter and receiver such as is fitted to all
the British commercial aeroplanes flying

between London and the Continent. A
feature of the V2 model "Marconiphone"
is that, though it is constructed in accordance with Post Office requirements and is

condenser, which has just been placed on
the market. This condenser gives a reading such that each graduation produces the
lated connecting wire from the zinc.
same proportional change in the wave(Stand
Itiength, an advantage of value in heteroValves-transmitting, receiving, recti-'11 dyne reception when working near the zero
fying and amplifying-ranging from the point. This firm also are showing a large
range of general apparatus. (Stand 45.)
well-known V 24 -type receiving valves to
then latest high -power transmitters, exDuo lateral or honeycomb inductance
hibited by the M.O. Valve Co., Ltd., Brook
coils, a speciality of the Igranic Electric
Green, London, W.6. The new low Co., Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria Street,
temperature emitter valve works on a filaLondon, who possess the sole manufacturment voltage of 1.8. In combination with
leak. Each cell is fitted with a brass -screw

terminal to the carbon and with an insu-

this firm the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

of Magnet House, Kingsway, are showing
two types of crystal receiving sets, and
in addition a high-class two -valve set.
(Stand 28.)

ing rights of these coils under the De
Forest patent. The coils in the actual

process of winding by machinery will be
shown on the stand. In addition, there
are two machine's

winding transformer

wave -length indicator which is simply
moved to a figure denoting the wave -length

required which indicates the correct settings of the switches.

(Stand 35.)

The new " Xtraudion " three -electrode
valve' on the stand of the Economic Electric, Ltd., to, Fitzroy Square, London,
W. r. Advance particulars of this were
given in No. 15 of AMATEUR WIRELESS.

The special features are the peculiar form
of the grid and plate with which construction the filament may sag to any extent and
yet cannot short-circuit with the -grid. The

valve is also of low price. (Stand 5t.)
Valve bridges for use in recording Wireless signals in conjunction with a record
and Morse inker, also shown on Stand 51.
'

"Amplion" Loud -speaker.
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five times the life of the usual' type. The
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cells are made up in units of two cells,
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the unit giving approximately three volts.
Another neat idea is a coupling for connecting up flash -lamp batteries. (Stand 5.)
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Ministry at the London Air Port. By
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the market. This condenser gives a reading such that each graduation produces the
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hibited by the M.O. Valve Co., Ltd., Brook
coils, a speciality of the Igranic Electric
Green, London, W.6. The new low Co., Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria Street,
temperature emitter valve works on a filaLondon, who possess the sole manufacturment voltage of 1.8. In combination with
leak. Each cell is fitted with a brass -screw
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this firm the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

of Magnet House, Kingsway, are showing
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in addition a high-class two -valve set.
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required which indicates the correct settings of the switches.
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On this

trodes are in the form of hemispherical

stand examples of high-tension transformers and choke coils also will be shown.
(Stand 3.)

shells, fixed and movable shells being interleaved with one another somewhat similar to the arrangement of the ordinary
movable -vane condenser. This arrangement secures great mechanical rigidity and

Villiers Road, London, N.W.2.

What to see at the Exhibition (continued)

The Peto Scott unit -constructed receiver,

which in the complete instrument corn-

ensures constancy of calibration'. A variety

of condensers for all purposes are shown
by this firm. (Stand 36.)

A condenser for wired wireless, enabling
ordinary house electric -lighting wires to be
used as receiving aerials. This condenser

is termed the "Ducon" attachment, and
it is tested to withstand a pressure of 2,000
volts. It is made by the Dubilier Con-

denser Co., Ltd., and is designed for in-

Peto Scott Unit Receiver.

prises tuner, condenser, high -frequency,
detector and low -frequency units, enabling

ing entirely separate coils for each set of

without great initial outlay. (Stand 34.)

92, Queen Street, London, W.6. For the

serting directly into an electric -lamp
holder. Various other patterns of standard
laboratory condensers and condenser units

Self-contained cabinet valve set employ-

suitable for both spark and C.W. transmitters are also exhibited, the latter in-

the amateur to advance stage by stage wave -lengths, made by W. R. H. Tingey,

Stand

Name.

No.

0

O 10

2 Anode Wireless & Scien-

tific lusts., Ltd.
46 Auckland, G. Z. & Son.

-4/67- -IV-- -/0

@@

14

CD

Manfg. Co., Ltd.

8 K.B. Radio Equipment Co.

®

6'

19 Bower, J. B. & Co., Ltd.

®

®16'

- - /2'67- 4-

i- -40-

- -SO. -1-

graph Co., Ltd.

:

38 McMi:hael, L., Ltd.
E:G.NC.WAV

33 Metropolitan Vickers Elec-

trical Co., Ltd.
21 Mitchell's Electrical

_30 A4\
TRADE

29 Cossor, A. C. Ltd.
36 Dubilier Condenser

STAND

9'
.Ict-

H

-

-/26- - 4

-So-

28 M.O. Valve Co., Ltd.
41 Mallard Radio Valve Co.,
16 Peto Scott Co.
[Ltd.

-109-4 E --

53 Pettigrew &Merriman, Ltd.
45 Radio Com'cat ion Co., Ltd.

Co,

®

(1921) Ltd.
50 Econ Manfg. Co., Ltd.
51 Economic Electric Ltd.

-/Cf-

23 Elwell, C. F. Ltd.

6

CI
h - -/O

0 q'' @

-ii - -/0,1 i

(Great

-

ID

@ 10
...

.10

8.

1

8.

a.

-109 -

Ltd.

48 Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
54 Stanley Prince & Co.
&
34 Sterling Telephone
Electric Co., Ltd.

6 GANDwAv

6' DANDwAy

Britain) Ltd.

37 Radio Instruments, Ltd.
6 Radio Service, Ltd.
22 Rogers, Foster & Howell,

0 1-6i

10 Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.

31 Carnage, A. W. Ltd.
47 Gambrell Bros., Ltd.
26 General Radio Co.
44 Graham, A. & Co.
12 Hambling, Clapp & Co.
17 Hart Accumn'tor Co., Ltd.
5 Harwell, Ltd.
35 H.P.R. Wireless, Ltd.
4 Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.

&

Wireless Co., Ltd.

6'

0

15

LOUNGE

O

37

C-6-4

0[1.401.D.71011.

30 Chloride Electrical Storage
Co., Ltd.
18 Coomes & Co.

Co.

'0

®

-

,_-.. /16: -

43 Brown, S. G. Ltd.
12A Burndept, Ltd.

Ready

--

CD pc..;

32 Marconi Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd.
24 Marconi's Wireless Tele-

/0-,i

7 British Thomson -Houston
Co., Ltd.
42 British Veless Supply Co.

Ever

Name
No.
9 Isted, T. H.

19

6 GANIGWAV

52 Automatic Telephone

11

Stand

10'@ @

CD

01

;2'

r

CIA0.01..
OFFICES

ANNEXE

ENTRANCE HALL

49 Sullivan, H. W.
20 Telephone

24

Manufg.

Co.,

25 Thigey, W. R. H.
[Ltd.
15 Wates Bros.
39 Western Electric Co., Ltd.
14 Wireless Equipment, Ltd.

47'

1
Wireless Surolies Co.
3 Zenith Manufg. Co.

Plan of Exhibition and List of Apparatus Exhibitors.

A radio-gramophone-a combined valve operation of this the actual external con- eluding- a standardised condenser unit
receiving set and gramophone-enclosed in nections are only the earth, aerial, accumu- enclosed in an aluminium case. (Stand 36.)
a cabinet, shown by Harwell, Ltd., 28, lator and telephones. (Stand 25.)
(Continued on page 366'
John Street, London, W.C.r. (Stand 5.)

gate Lane, London, E.15. This firm also
manufacture low-tension accumulators, a
speciality being the M.E.U. type splash protected accumulator. (Stand 17.)

Head -pieces and
loud -speakers, the
speciality of the
Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., of
Milton Road,
Liverpool.
In

Portable two -valve receiving sets, suit-

addition, the company are also

High-tension accumulator units, as speci-

ally manufactured for wireless work by
the Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd., Marsh

able for scout companies, clubs, tourists,
etc., shown by Rogers, Foster & Howell,
Ltd., Edward Road, Birmingham. (Stand

showing

B

'...

I

con-

transformers, wave mete -s, etc.
densers,

(Stand 52.)

22.)

The

R

'1,4Cvp,iStR C43,,9214:P,

Two Examples of
Condensers

potentiometers

and

resistances

shown by the Zenith Manufacturing Co.,

The "Sphericon " variable air condenser,
shown by the Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.,
Goldhawk Road, London, W.12. The elec-

by

the Dubilier
Co., Ltd;
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OMNIPHONE

CR YSTAL S.

I CRYSTAL RECEIVERS

EX N

0

0

(14.1.7-19r
Filament Rheostat Solid
P hos pho r
Construction

Bronze Arm which mill not

work loose. Easy to fix to
Panel,

Price 4/- each.

Type A -Wave -length range 300
E. to 500 metres for Broadcasts, Price

T.

T

Bornite. Galena,
Zincite,
Silicon, Carborundion.
Copper Pyrites, Tellurium,

Per Packet 6d.

complete

Original Green Egg
Insulator.
Very highly
Special Low Melting Point glazed.
Do not confuse
Alloy,

Per Stick 6d.

with the cheap imitations.

Price 6d. each.

. £5 0 0

-7---

=

Price 4d. each.

allowing any point of the crystal_

Sliders with Special
Plungers,
Design
well finished, for
lk Brass Rod.

ronitdote.

Price 6d. each.

Crystal Detector Swivel Movement,
to be used.

Mounted on Ebonite

Price 4 each.

E.=

Trinnnwinv: Cr.lfectric Fusron.1 London

Oft

7, intkone: Museum 20.

=

E

=
=
=

EE
E--:

List " A " Free.

E=

THE OMNIPHONE WIRELESS

CO.,
24, Warwick St., Regent St., London, W.I.

TT;

INIMMINNIUMINNI011illa

equipment, including 4,000 ohm 'phones, aerial, insulators,
lend -in tube, etc., and instructions. Sent carriage free.

All Wireless Accessories.

THE GRAFTON ELECTRIC CO NI
W.1.

of the highest efficiency, and are capable of
receiving the concerts up to distances of at least 25 milesoften much more-and are covered by our guarantee.
In polished walnut cabinet, and supplied with complete

instruments,

-E

1=..- CALL FOR DEMONSTRATION, OR SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS

FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE IN PREPARATION.

54, Grafton Street,
Tottenham Court Road, LONDON,

£7

The above are carefully designed and well -made wi eleis

E

These receivers, while complete in themselves,
may form the nucleus of a more elaborate set, as
special provision is made for the attachment of a
high -frequency valve amplifier.

The above Items only represent a fraction of the large stock W3 hold

at our stores and showrooms. We supply every article for wireless at
the very lowest prices. A visit will convince you.

.. £4 10 0 _=

time signals. Price complete
=
Type B1.-A receiver de luxe for all.
E
= Wave -lengths from 300 to 2,600 metres
(Paris) inclusive. Price complete
E---

crystal Caps, Turned
Crass, well finished,
Willi Milled Screw as
illustrated.

.

Type A1.-For Broadcasts and Paris

The

'Phone : Regent 3335. 20 yards from Regent St., between
Robinson and Cleaver's and Maison Lewis.
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What to see at the
Exhibition

(continued from p. 354)

SEPTEMBER 30. 1922

The loud -speaking telephone set with a
fault in his receiver or to the fact that no trumpet 7 ft.' long and improved transmusic or speech is being broadcast. A mitter on the stand of S. G. Brown, Ltd.,
crystal receiver in which the crystal is Victoria Road, London, W.3. This type

whether the lack of signals. is due to a

"Ideal" accumulators automatically set in its most sensitive posifor filament heating, shown by Wates tion is a big advance. Instead of dependBros., 132, Charing CroSs Road, W.C.2. ing on means to find one sensitive point on
These accumulators are enclosed in a a crystal,- a number of points of contact

of instrument will enable an orator

wooden case, and full instructions are

made, and it is approximately eight times
more powerful than the type H. i loud-

The

low-priced

supplied for their correct working. Wates
Bros. also manufacture four types of valve

The cabinet type includes, a loudspeaker with a horn constructed of wood.
The cabinet is entirely self-contained, the
sets.

only

extraneous connections being the
The
and earth and 'phones.

are always available, and in its adjustment
one of these can always be relied upon to
provide the necessary rectifying action.
This new detector is made up -in cartridge
form and is held between two clips. The
firm also make a de luxe cabinet receiving
set at a price of roo guineas, this including

to

address a huge audience in .the open air
under conditions where his own voice
would be almost inaudible. In fact, it is
claimed- that this is the loudest speaker yet
speaker made by this -firm. Other exhibits
are head -pieces and amplifiers. There are
three types of telephones shown, the
type A which has the novelty of adjustable

the supply and erection of the aerial in magnets, the type D which is a flat disc
type of telephone, which is excellent for
"Sphinx" brand high-tension batteries are any part of Great Britain. (Stand 20.)
all round work, and the newly devised
another speciality. (Stand 15.)
type F an instrument of a cheaper nature
aerial

The simplest possible receiving set- possessing some novel features, in that the
the description claimed for the production case and straps are constructed of
of Mr; T. S. Isted, of Terling, Essex. Once aluminium and duralumin, and the proaction of a 3-electroje valve by means of the set has been calibrated to the broad- vision of a special form of magnet which
a large-scale wooden model on the stand casting' stations within its receiving area gives more efficiency. Its total weight is
of Mitchell's Electrical and Wireless, the .operation of the instrument on subse- only 6 oz. (Stand 43.)
Ltd., of 188, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15. quent occasions is mere repetition. One
On this stand are also to be seen the switch can entirely cut off the filament curNew type of 5 -electrode valve on the
"Lokap " coils, so that amateurs who wish rent, aerial, etc. (Stand 9.)
stand of Hambling, Clapp & Co., no,
to make up their own- coils on the machine
Strand, London, W.C.2. This new valve
will have no difficulty in arranging an
Portable receiving set of superior con- is very interesting and is suited to a set
excellent 3 -coil tuner. The principle of struction, on the stand of the British where it is required to receive Morse only.
the holder provides a very simple method Thomson -Houston Co-., Ltd., Rugby; it is The circuit with which it is used is called
of varying by small degrees the magnetic claimed to be the only portable receiver the " balanced audio -frequency circuit."
coupling between the coils. Other ex- capable of receiving the numerous time This circuit does not oscillate until an
hibits are broadcasting receiving sets, both signals, weather forecasts, press reports, incoming train of waves affects the
valve and crystal, and component parts. and messages from the large European rectifying valve which is coupled to the
(Stand 21.)
stations without the need of either. aerial 5 -electrode or Prangell valve through a
or earth wires, but it is readily adaptable transformer, thus permitting the secondThe " Tele-phonograph " apparatus for for use with aerial, etc. For those who ary circuit to oscillate. A large quantity
transmitting gramophone music, shown by desire to listen -in to broadcasting only, the of accessory apparatus is also exhibited on
the Sterling Telephone Electric Co., company have designed a cheaper receiver this stand, one speciality being a 3 -valve
Ltd., 210, Tottenham Court Road, London, of the crystal type which has many unique experimental panel intended to provide
W.I. Possibly the most attractive item on features, including the use of two crystals the experimenter with a panel that any
this stand will be the "Magnavox" loud- and a provision of terminals for additional type of circuit can be used, and either
speaker, for which it is claimed there is coils for extending wave -lengths if re- H.F. or L.F. couplings can be quickly
an entire absence of distortion and quired. Crystal receivers can be operated brought into circuit. (Stand 12.)
metallic noises. Another interesting ex- alone or combined with high- or low hibit is the " Tele-megaphone " outfit for frequency amplifiers. Another interesting
The general apparatus and component
transmitting speech and music. The firm piece of apparatus is a new head set, in parts, shown by a very large number of
are, of course, very well known as makers which the whole ear -piece is of special exhibitors: The exhibits of the Economic
of head -pieces, of which four patterns are moulded composition possessing good insu- Electric, Ltd., of to, Fitzroy Square, Lonshown. (Stand 34.)
lating properties, while the magnets are of don, W. and Peto Scott, 64, High Holcobalt steel. Other apparatus comprises born, London, W.C.r, should not be
The seven -valve cabinet set, entirely several types of loud -speakers and a time - missed, as every requirement of the
self-contained., with loud -speaker, frame flashing device by, means of which time amateur is obtainable from either of these
aerial, and high- and low-tension batteries, signals can be flashed to the pulgic with an firms. Other firms whose exhibits come
made by Radio Instruments, Ltd., 12, Hyde accuracy of one -hundredth of a second. within the category of general apparatus
Street, London, W.C.i, on whose stand is (Stand 7.)
are A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, Lonalso shown a variety of other apparatus
don, W.C.i (Stand 31); The General Radio
such as loud -speakers, variometer-type
Vacuum lightning protectors for the pro- Co., Acton Lane, London, N.W.io (Stand
crystal receivers, condensers, head -pieces, tection of the aerial and claimed to possess 26); The Anode Wireless and Scientific Inetc. (Stand 37.)
a number of advantages over the ordinary strument, Ltd., 265, Strand, London, W.C.
type. The opposing conductors being en- (Stand 2); The Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.,
--A crystal receiver with an automatically - closed in a partial vacuum causes a break- Park Royal, London, N.W. (Stand io);
set detector, on the stand of the Telephone down at about 300 volts, while an insula- The "K.B." Radio Equipment Co., 109,
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Martell Road, tion resistance of about 30o megohms is High Road, London, N.W.6 (Stand 8) ;
E. Dulwich, S.E.2r. In spite of their maintained right up to the point of break- The British Wireless Supply Co., Ltd., 6,
simplicity, many crystal receivers suffer down. These are a product of Siemens Blenheim Terrace, Leeds (Stand 42); H.
from the serious disadvantage that the Bros. & Co., Ltd., of Woolwich, :London, Stanley Prince & Co., Abbotsford Avenue,
tuning adjustment has to be made simul- S.E.i8. Other exhibits by this firm are London, N.I5 (Stand 54); Wireless Suptaneously with the adjustment for finding telephone head -sets, jacks, switches, ebonite plies Co., 64, Mortimer Street, London,
the mose sensitive point on the crystal, accessories, batteries, accumulators, etc. W. (Stand r). Others will be referred
and, therefore, the novice does not know (Stand 48.)
to in our next issue.
The
which

mechanical analogy of a valve
automatically dethonstrates the
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Inductance Coil and Slider, Crystal Detector and Terminals wired up ready for use.
Will give excellent results with a P.M.G. Aerial.
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Aupereen" Double Headphones.
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weather proof.
No soldering of aerial

Atmospherics and
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PER RETURN

I

TUNERS, PANELS, ETC., ALL AMATEURS' REQUIREMENTS.

MI

Absolutely

RECEIVER

A SPECIAL DESIGNED SET fcr Broadcasting, far superior to many of the
complicated sets being offered at high prices. Ebonised End Supports and Base,

(GOVERNMENT TESTED).
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CRYSTAL
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Universally adopted by the British, American, French,
and Italian Naval, Military and Aerial Services.
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GUARANTEE.
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We guarantee these insulators to have a

a

higher consistent insulation capacity than
any other form of insulation at present
adopted for Radio Transmission and Reception.
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34/36, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I.
Manufacturers of " R.W." Wireless Apparatus
L3 3
...
SINGLE VALVE RECEIVER PANEL
£11 0
Ditto complete from Aerial to Earth ...
L.F. PANEL for above
£2 3 6 H.F. PANEL for above 12 17

NI

LEAD-IN TUBES

IlD

0

6

H.F.PIN TRANSFORMERS
CONDENSERS, ail types
SLOT TRANSFORMERS
and all Wireless Accessories

VALVE HOLDERS

O

0

We Manufacture

IN

CI

SWITCHES, all types

Works :

Cl

II

Generous Terms to the Trade.

ECON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
6, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.1.
Factory : Paris Garden, Blackfriars, S.E.1.
won, Hop 2000.

D
O

.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

CRICKLEWOOD

CI
ID

IN

II

ROBERT WRIGHT & CO.,

D

ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION,

Stand

No. 50

(Annexe).

ACCUMULATORS.

III

CI

0
II

Highest Quality
4 volts go amp. ...
...
,, lc° ,,
4

Lowest Prices.
In Celluloid Cases.
...

18/6

... 30/All Sizes in Stock.

n

6 volts so amp.
.00

6

...
...

...
...

26'3
41/6

Packing Free.

AN ASTOUNDING OFFER.

CI

QUITE GENUINE.

'Phone: City 4148.

D
O

'Phone: MUSEUM 513.:

CI

400 it volt 6e amp., in Celluloid Cases, at 17/6 each.

0

These will not be sold before September 28th. This price cannot be repeated when
the goo are sold.

rl
D
II

Head 'Phones, 4,000 ohms, 22/ -each. Condenser Plates, 1/6 per doz.

.1
CI

CI
ID

COMIDEMINEDIIIIMIIIMEE111111EETIDEINICERIEDEMEDEMIEE111

WIRELESS ACCESSORIES.

Write for our Lists of Wireless Goods and Accessories. Also our Variometers and
Variocouplere. Good Discounts to the Trade.

F. YATES AND SON, LTD.,

Wholesale Electricians,

144, CHURCH STREET, KENSINGTON, W.S.

'Phone: Park 4276.

1 Minute from Notting Hill Gate Station.
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AN EXHIBITION OFFER
THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE COMPANY, in

response

to

numerous requests, have pleasure in offering the following Complete Wireless Stations.
Every detail is of the same high quality as the well-known B.R.C. PANELS, and each
station has been designed to give the highest possible efficiency. In supplying every

component for obtaining perfect reception of all broadcasting and Wireless
Concerts now being sent out, we claim, as the result of our experience, to have solved
the difficulties of the amateur. The diagrams and instructions provided with each set
can be immediately understood by anyone without any previous knowledge of wireless.

As a Special Offer during the Exhibition, closing Oct. 9,
we offer 100 of these sets at Half the ordinary prices.
B.R.C.

TWO VALVE STATION.

SINGLE VALVE STATION.
French Polished Walnut Cabinet, fitted with

(One Detector, one H.F.)

B.R.C.

SUPER THREE VALVE STATION.
(One Detector, Two H.F.)

French Polished Walnut Cabinet, fitted with French Polished Walnut Cabinet, with
Ebonite Panel 8 in. by 6 in., Engraved,
Ebonite Panel 10 in. by 8 in., Engraved,
Sloping Front.
and all Terminals.
and all Terminals.
Drop in Ebonite Panel, 14 in. by 12 in.,
Two Valve Holders.
Valve Holder.
Engraved, and all Terminals.
Two Ora Valves.
Three Valve Holders.
One Ora Valve.
Two Filament Resistances.
Three Ora Valves.
One Filament Resistance.
One Gridleak and Condenser.
Three Filament Resistances.
One Gridleak and Condenser.
One Variable Tuning Condenser.
One Gridleak and Condenser.
Seven Honeycomb Coils, Best Quality, One Variable Tuning Condenser.
One Variable Tuning Condenser.
Mounted, for all Wave Lengths.
Seven Honeycomb Coils, Rest Quality,
Two H.F. Transformer Holders.
One Solid Ebonite Coil Holder and Tuning Four H.F. Transformers.
Mounted, for all Wave Lengths.
Handles.
One Solid Ebonite Coil Holder and Tuning
Seven Honeycomb Coils, Best Quality,
One H.F. Transformer Ho!der.
Mounted, for all Wave Lengths.
Handles.
Three H.F. Transformers.
One
Solid Ebonite Coil Holder and Tuning
One H.T. Battery, 30 Volts.
One Blocking Condenser.
Handles.
One L.T. Battery, 4 Volts.
One H.T. Battery, 30 Volts.
Two Vernier Condensers with Polished
One L.T. Battery, 4 Volts.
One Set H.R. Headphones (4,000 Ohms).
Calibrated Dials.
One
Set
H.R.
Headphones
(4,000
Ohms).
100 feet 7/22 Stranded Copper Aerial Wire
Two Blocking Condensers.
100
feet
7/22
Stranded
Copper
Aerial
Wire
and Insulators.
One H.T. Battery, 60 Volts.
and Insulators.
Insulated Earth Wire.
One L.T. Battery, 6 Volts.
Insulated
Earth
Wire.
One Set H.R. Headphones (4,000 Ohms).
Enamelled Instrument Wire.
Enamelled Instrument Wire.
100 feet 7/22 Stranded Copper Aerial Wire
ORDINARY PRICE ... £20 0 0
and Insulators.
ORDINARY PRICE ...
£28 10 0
I
EXHIBTION
Insulated Earth Wire.
EXHIBN
W EEK. net.
Enamelled Instrument Wire.
WEEK,ITI net.
L.F. Transformer for use with Loud Speaker, 1 1 0 0
ORDINARY PRICE ... f..35 10 0
Carriage and Packing Free. Net Cash with Order.
EXHIBITION mi7
Immediate Delivery.
WEEK,

£10 0 0

Z14 5 0
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BOWER'S

SPECIAL OFFER FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY

HEADPHONES!!
We have
Ul

just

received

HAVE GREATLY REDUCED THE PRICE OF THEIR

3

WIRELESS PARTS

another

1,000 'phones which we are offer-

WORKMANSHIP ON EVERY ARTICLE IS STILL LIP TO THE HIGHEST STANDARD

a

ing at the following keen prices :

Write NOW for Comprehensive Money -saving Price List

POST FREE

4,000 ohms, 20/6, POST FREE
(usual price 24/6)

El

El
Ul

TRADE INQUIRIES RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

8,000 ohms, 22/6, POST FREE
:: (usual price 26/6)

10
Ul

::

These

'phones

are

::

of

CI
CI

FIRST

Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper stranded in 100 ft. hanks ...
Ring Pattern Insulators, 2 in. by 1 in., 1 in. hole...
...

and drilled ready for fixing ...
...
...
...
... 6d. each.
Inductance Slider, complete with plunger ..
_
...
_ 9d. each.
Cardboard Cylinders, 12 in. by 4 in. diameter
...
...
... 8d. each.
No. 24 Enamelled Wire, KC., true to gauge
_ _ ... 2/8 per lb.
Large or small Condenser Plates (Aluminium) ..
_ ... 1/- doz.
Large Spacer Washers for condensers / cut true to
\ ... 7d. doz.
5d. doz.
Small
of an Inch/ ...
. ... _ " ... k1,000th
Ivonne Scales ...
_ . -. ... 9d. each.
Condenser Box, in Polished Oak or Mahogany, .31 in. by 31
.
in.

El

others at 35/- or more. Duralium
Headstraps, fully adjustable, complete with 6 ft. Flex.

CI

v-

The ECCENTRO Crystal Detector
This is without doubt the Finest
Crystal Detector yet on the market. By means of two eccentric

El

movements the whole face of
the crystal is quickly explored.
When the most sensitive point
is found the pressure can be
regulated with micrometer precision, and

shift it.

It

no jolt or jar will

4/6 each.

mf. Condensers, complete, assembled in Polished
Mahogany or Oak Boxes
15/- each.
_
All necessary parts for above Condensers, no drilling or fitting
...
_ _ ... 12/6 each.
required, but unassembled _
Ditto, but without box _
_
...
-.
9 6 each.
.9003

CI

1 1)6 POST FREE (usual price 13/6)

DEAL DIRECT WITH:THE SOLE IMPORTERS. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

.

.... _ .

I

......

I

NM MIN

NMI

1=11

WIRELESS & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS LTD.

I

CONTRACTORS TO THE POST OFFICE WIRELLSS DEPT. AND OTHER GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS.

I

Laboratories and Factories:

King's Road, St. Pancras.

STAND

I

Registered Office:

06.

265, Strand, W.C.

AT THE ALL -BRITISH

BE SURE AND VISIT
I

-

MIN

I

I

I

Works: ME El 0:s,

'Phone: WIMBLEDON 1030.

ANODE

I

I
I

.

WIRELESS APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS

42, JENNER ROAD, STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.16

......

8/6 each.

15, Kingston Road, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19

W. JOANES (Paris and London)

.........

.

J. B. BOWER & CO., LTD.

CI

Trade Supplied
- LIST FREE -

r.....

-

.

CI

A

:: A BOON TO CRYSTAL USERS ::

-

Crystal Detector, mounted on Ebonite, complete wither.
Crystal
4/6 each.
9d. doz.
...
9.6
Large or Small Contact Studs
'Valve Legs, complete with nuts and washers
..
... Id. each.
Government Surplus Accumulators, 16 volt 15. amp. hrs., in
case complete (f.o.r.) _
..
...
...
...
... 201. each.
...
...
... 14/9 each.
Hart Accumulators, 4 volt 24 amp. hrs. ...l'acking and postage for last item, 1/3 each.

with selected Galena Crystal,

Complete

- -

Ditto, but without box and Ebonite top, suitable for panel
_
..
mounting _

CI

is perfectly simple.

RIGID, DUSTPROOF & FOOLPROOF

...

5/- per hank
4d. each.

_

i in. sq. Section Brass Rod for Sliders, cut in 13 in. lengths

QUALITY FRENCH MAKE and
of Higher Sensibility than many

WIRELESS EXHIBITION,

NO.

HORTICULTURAL HALL,

Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W.I.

SEPT. 30th to OCT. 7th.

We have 18,000 sq. feet

I
I
I

entirely devoted

to manufacture

of

floor space

wireless instruments.

Radio Receiving Sets to suit all pockets.

I

IMN

III

III

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.
SIM
11 IMMO Ell= NM MOB MEM

SIMI

MOM MIEN NM

-

I

.11
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meeting

the

CLUB DOINGS (Continued from Page 361)

demonstrated a new' method of winding in- menmers attended.

Hon. Sec.-AIR. GEO. SUTTON, x8, Melford
Road, S.E.22.
AT the meeting of the above society on Sept.

holding transmitting licences: A sample coil
was constructed and exhibited. Members
who have wireless receiving sets that are not

Oulton Broad, for the excellent 4 -valve experimental panel, which measures about 2 ft.

ments which he had carried out with the Postmaster -General's permission on a portable
receiving set at the hotel where he stayed for
a holiday. From above the roof to the metal
pipes below the cellar floor and every inch in

bring them along to the club room, when they
can be tested and faults cleared

excellent results, especially with telephony.
Mr. R. J. Hudson then delivered his lectures on

Before

coils for tuners to receive the tran- started the members' attention was drawn to
Peckham Wireless and Experimental ductance
miSsions sent out on short Wave lengths by the fact that the society were indebted to
Association
the broadcasting stations and wireless amateurs Messrs. Chipperfield, Ltd., Radio Engineers of

tth, Mr. Voigt detailed the various experi-

giving the expected results are invited to

by r ft 6 in, presented to the society by them.

The set is very quiet in working and gives
"Wheatstone Receivers, "which was thoroughly

enjoyed by all present ; questions were numerous, but the expert knoWledge of the
lecturer enabled him to satisfy all queries.

Sutton Wireless Society

Sec.-E. A. PYwEr,T, Stanley Lodge,
between he carried out his researches, and Hon.
Road, Cheam.
even did not cease experimenting in the rail- Rosebery
Through the courtesy of Mr. C. Garrood a small
Rev, F. C. Lees, F.R.G.S., F.R.A.S., has party of members spent a very pleasant
way carriage which conveyed him home, and, THE
very
kindly
accepted
the
presidency
of
the
as one might expect, some of the results he society, and his expert knowledge of wireless afternoon op August i6th in a motor -boat on
got were marvellous. His fellow -members
shared his successes with him, his failures
they entirely sympathised with, and few

(lid not add to their sum of wireless knowledge
as the result. The association went into
committee to consider what should be done to

and kindred subjects is of considerable benefit
to the members. A two -valve set on the unit
system is to be installed, and the society has

the River Waveney. A 3 -valve set was taken
out and an aerial erected between two trees,
and excellent telephony, etc., was received

the afternoon, Marconi House providing
already been presented with an L. F. trans- during
an hour"s entertainment, to the delight of some
former and .0003 variable condenser. On farm
hands working in a hayfield close by,
August 26th, by the courtesy of
meet the vague threats on their liberties con- Saturday,
the' Controller of Communications, Air 'Min- also various owners of craft cruising the river.

veyed. to them by means of the press, and the
secretary was instructed to write to the Postmaster -General to seek light upon their present
and future position.

Stoke-on.Trent Wireless and
Experimental Society
Hon. Sec.-F. T. JONES, 36o, Cobridge Road,
Hanley.

istry, a party of 16 spent an extremely interest-

ing and instructive afternoon at the Croydon
Aerodrome. The wireless transmitting and
receiving gear was seen and working explained

to the visitors by the engineers in charge.

Passing through the hangars and shops,
numerous types of British, French, and Dutch.
aeroplanes were viewed ; light -houses, search-

oontrol tower, and landing arrangeAT a meeting of the above society at the lights,,
ments Were shown, the whole organisation for
Y.M.C.A., Hanley, on September 14th, it the operation of Air Traffic being described
was announced that permission had been received from Mr. 'Wenger to allow the use of
the roof of the Mecca Café building for the
purpose of erecting an aerial. Signals were
received from several stations on the society's
single -valve " Mediwaver " set, only using
a frame aerial inside the club room. Mr. A.
Hackney continued with his series of lectures
on the construction of wireless apparatus. He

by a guide.

Lowestoft and District Wireless
Society

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Edited by
" Amateur Wireless and Electrics."
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday imme.
diately following. It will be sent post tree to any
Part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. ; b months,
is. gd ; 12 months, 17s. 6d. Postal Oilers, Post
Office Orders, or Cheques should be mane payable

to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly
considered, and if used will be paid tar.
Communications should be addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
hlanager or The Publisher, " Amateur Wireless,
La Belle Sauvage. London. E.C.4.

Hon. Sec.-L. W. Bt/RCIIAM, " Gouzeacourt,"
Chestnut Avenue, Oulton Broad.
THE above society opened the winter session

on Sept. izth, when a very good muster of

iH111111IIIfl11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111NIH111111II1111111111iHlllllllilllllilti
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A TEST

IS BEST

We invite the public and also the trade

to come along to our Demonstration
Hall, where all can hear for themselves

the wonderful wireless reception obtained when using our apparatus.
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WORK
HANDBOOKS

Dale & Hollins). Electrical, Maine ic,
SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES Optical
and ALL RAMC* WIR.E.

LESS PARTS and Materials at LowestPrices.

Ca 1 and see our immense stock or write fo. Inform ition and Prices.

entre of London, 7i,p ti 7-zirrszu.z r.

11

scIENT Anc APPLIANCES,
and 29, Sicilian Avenue, London, W.C.1.

M

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

The best
series of
Practical

Code easily mastered with the "L.B."
Sends any message any speed, and
will last a lifetime. Price complete, 6s., post free.
Further particulars stamped envelope.-Grimshaw
(Dept. AM.), Legh Street, Golborne, Lancs.
[5.s

.Morse

Morse sender.

3 -Valve Amplifiers.
new. A beautiful panel,
I

for
Practical

Free Demonstrations Daily, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
also on Sundays from 6 to 9 p.m.

'omplete

selection of all wireless accessories.

.fist free

Ill.

Brand.

[4 5

,,i

plungers, with 13 -in. brass rod, rs. etc.-East Ham
Wireless Supplies, 429, Barking Road, East Ham.

from :-

MI

Note.-We supply complete receivrn; sets for cash or

C. M k.

telephone.

Fibre Sheet. Best hard vulcanised at greatly reduced prices. Per sq. foot, 1%, in. 2s. 6d., a in. 4s.,
in. 5s., A- in. 6s. 6d. ; other sizes pro rata. Postage extra. Trade enquiries invited.-F. W. Holt,
la
120, Arbor Vale, Slough.
Wireless Aircraft Telephones, 120 ohms, complete
milli headband and cords, iss. ; Telephone transformers, 125. 6d.
Variable condensers, 59 -plate,
Prs. 6d, 25 -plate ios. 6d., 5 -plate 4s. These are suitable for table use or panel mounting.
Ebonite

Men

Besides our Complete Sets we have a splendid

L.F.,

4 transformers, 3 intervalve,
A limited quantity only. £5 15s. each.
-Geo. Axe, 52/4, Ben Jonson Rd., Stepney, E.1.-

Books

COMPLETE SETS IS IN THE HEARING THEREOF.

111

TWO ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETS, No. 1 and M, POST FREE 6d.

CASSELL & CO.

THE STUART WIRELESS TELEPHONE CO.,

Limited
La Belle Sauvage

109, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

Saturc:ay, Oct. 7, 1922

III

THE PROOF OF THE EFFICIENCY OF OLR

deferred payment. All orders dispatched in strict rotation.

Querist's Coupon Available until

LONDON, E.C.4

FE=

01101110111E1INDIN

[t 5

Lead-in cable, 12 strands, triple superior rubber
insulation, 3s in, thick, 5d. per yard ; i in., 75d. per
yaid. Postage extra. Trade Supplied.-Globe Rubber Co., 17, Bouverie Street, Paddington, London:
[7 s

Wireless Amateur would like to meet another for
Morse practice, evenings. Beginner. No payment
offered. Write only, in first place, to B. A. Starley,
IS, St. Saviour's Road, Brixton, S.W.2.
[2 s
Aircraft Three-way Crystal, with 3 -valve amplify.
ing set, £so los. Aircraft crystal set, £5. Both
splendid condition. Bargains. Also other sets for
sale. Write or call after 6.3o, 121. Adelaide Road,
Chalk Farm, London.

SEPTEMBER 30, 1922
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Western Electric
MAKERS OF OVER

HALF THE WORLD'S TELEPHONES
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Western Electric
LOUD SPEAKING EQUIPMENT
_The Western Electric Loud Speaking Equipment is used in conjunction with any good
type of Valve Detector Set for amplifying radio telephony speech or music, and consists of a
Loud Speaking Amplifier and .a Loud Speaking Receiver.
A great deal of engineering development work has been carried on in connection with this
Equipment, and it is accepted that there is no apparatus in existence to -day which approaches
it in efficiency and general reliability. Both Amplifier and Loud Speaking Receiver are so
designed as to provide clear and true reproduction over the entire musical range, that is, the Equipment will receive clearly the low notes of a pipe organ and the high notes of a Violin or Soprano.
The Amplifier is specially designed and is contained complete in a polished mahogany ca! e.
A separate key controls the filament and is situated at one end of the case, together with a five-sep
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El
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For the adjustment of the Volume of sound Ventilation Discs and a Window for
inspecting the filament without opening the case are provided.
The Valves used in this Amplifier are special Western Electric type Valves, and the Transformers are also designed expressly to reduce noise to the utmost and to eliminate distortion.
Switch.

LI
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Western Electric Company Limited.
62. Finsbury Pavement, E.C.2

WORKS: North Woolwich, E.16
BRANCHES

Birmingham,

Leeds,

Cardiff,

Newcastle,

Manchcster,

Glasgow.
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CRYSTAL DETECTORS
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There is a wide field of usefulness for the crystal detector type of receiver
for wireless broadcasting.

II

.

The Crystal Receiver has three big advantages, as compared with the

single or multi -valve type.
In the first place it is very inexpensive, secondly, it is

a
171

F4

MMIEMEE

speech or music is purer and freer from extraneous noises such as are found
even in the best valve sets available.
In spite of their simplicity, however, present clay crystal receivers suffer

m
lig
III

III

from the serious disadvantage that the tuning adjustment has to be made
simultaneously with the adjustment for finding the most sensitive point on

STAND

the crystal. - Consequently in inexperienced hands, crystal sets are sometimes

rather puzzling as the novice does not know whether the lack of signals is
due to a fault in his receiver or due to the fact that no music or speech is

51
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being broadcasted, or as is generally the case, that he has failed to get his crystal and tuning adjustment simultaneously correct. It will be readily appre-

No.

20
MMMK

simple

in construction, and finallS., most observers are agreed that the received

'

...

ciated that a crystal receiver in which the detector is always automatically
set in its most sensitive position and requires no adjustment of any kind
would be a big advance.
We have produced and patented such a detector. The principle of
this new detector is roughly that instead of depending on means to find
one sensitive point on the crystal, a number of points of contact are
always available, consequently this particular detector is automatic in its
adjustment, as one of the points of contact can be relied upon always to
Provide the necessary rectifying action.
The operation of crystal receivers fitted with our patent crystal detector
is exceedingly simple, as there is only one operation to be made, namely,
the tuning adjustment, and furthermore the operator is never worried by the
fact that his crystal may not be rectifying.
This new detector is made up in cartridge form like a small fuse, and is

MKiM
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held between two clips.

The illustration shows the small space occupied by this new detector,

a

we have arranged for demonstrations to be given to all interested at their

aUin

and in view of the interest which is bound to be aroused in this novel feature,
Stand, No. 20.
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The TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING
Hollingsworth Works, DULWICH, S.E.21.
Telephone: SYDENHAM 2460-r.

Telegrams: "BUBASTIS DULCROX, LONDON."

Co.

is

LTD.

mi

a
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EQUIPMENT

LI

A few of our Exhibits on Stand No. 8 at the All -British Wireless Exhibition,
Horticultural Hall, September 30th --October 7th.

"K.B." VARIABLE CONDENSERS
(For Panel Mounting)

"K.B." UNITS-

PRICES (with Scale and Pointer)
Capacity

Set of Parts

'0015

27/-

'001

211-

30/24/20/17/14/11/-

17/-

'0007
0005
'0003
'0002
'0001
'00005

Assembled,

141-

11/-

8/7/3/6

51 -

Also supplied in Cabinets, Engraved Eb. Dial, 3/3 extra

TRADE SUPPLIED.

No. 1 Condenser Panel
No. 2 Detector Panel ...
No. 3 L.F. Amplifying Panel
No. 4 H.F. Amplifying Panel
COIL HOLDERS "K.B.- 3 -way
SWITCHES, 15 point (for panel)

Ll

14

14
2
3
1

0
6
6
6
0

1

13

1

1

0
0

7
7

6
6

0
0

6
3

0
0

per set

1

12

6

doz.
doz.

0
0

3

0
6

..
each
each

D.P.C.O. (for panel)
AERIAL WIRE, 7(22 Enam. Copper, 100 ft.
18 G. Sil. Bronze
...100 ft.

TELEPHONE HEAD SETS French, 4,000 ohm
TERMINALS, Large
Small ...

...

...

...

...

2

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE (A1W) POST FREE, 4d.

THE "K.B." RADIO EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Head Offices and Showrooms :
Bus Services -8, 16, 28 and 51 pass door.

109, High3 Minutes
Road,
Kilburn, N.W.6
Kilburn Park Station (Bakerloo Railway)

UBILIE
(CONDENSERS)

0 not fail to visit our Stand No. 36
at the All -British Wireless Exhibition
and Convention, and inspect our new Fixed
and VARIABLE Condensers.
We are

also

64

/9

our new attachment

for radio reception
from any electric lampholder.

-31 exhibiting the

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921), LTD.,
DUCON WORKS, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
7'dr/shone-Hammersmith it84.

..... ................. ..,

:/ elesrams-}iioltcon, Phone, London.

Code-Marconi International.

.4W
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THE RECEIVING SET
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR ::

HERE'S
::

The R.S. No. 1 CRYSTAL SET

VISIT OUR STAND

No. 6
All -British Wireless Exhibition,

Sept. 30-Oct. 7.

Price 26 6s. complete,
including 4,000 ohms 'Phones Aerial Outfit
You can pay more money for a Receiving Set-if you want to-but

you can't get any better results or greater satisfaction at any price.
Since we put this set on the market we've been literally swamped with
orders. The Trade, Amateurs-everybody who has tried the instrument
has become a booster for it. The range or distance from which signals
are received, and the clear sharp tones are a revelation to the experienced
radio man as well as to the person who " listens in " for the first time,
If you are looking for t00% satisfaction ask your dealer to show you
this set. He may be temporarily out, but it's well worth waiting for, or
you can write us direct.
This set is quite different from any set on the market, and the design is
registered. We will take proceedings against any person trying to infringe
our design. All our sets are guaranteed, money refunded if not satisfied.

Price

List.

Write for Trade Terms.
The Crystal of the Moment-" HERTZITE," price 2s. 6d. for large piece, post free.

We also stock all Crystals.

Write for Trade Discounts.

Sterling 'Phones 4,000 ohms. 32s.; 2,000 ohms. 31s.
Ow- own make High Resistance ono ohms Double Head Plumes, beautifully finishe

contgete, 25s. hair. Money returned if not comgetely satisfied. Postage is.

Oar factory is now working in full swing, and we are in a favourable position to accept contracts for the manufacture of wireless sets, etc., to your own specification.

THE SERVICE AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS.

The SERVICE TRANSFORMERS are the result of exhaustive tests of every kind, and are positively unequalled for

audibility and amplifying power.
If you are not getting maximum amplification try it and note the improvement, the absence of distortion and
the clearness of tone.

RADIO SERVICE
CO., LTD., 62, OXFORD STREET,
W.1.
'Phone : Museum 2136.
Branch: 143, CHURCH STREET, STOKE NEWINGTON.
(Dept. D.)

The POSTMASTER -GENERAL

LISTEN IN

on the " Aerowave" Receiver

Loose coupling
with high frequency amplification, using Honeycomb

Has prohibited direct coupled reaction.

Coils, is the simplest alternative.

PRICE

Letters Patent No. 141344
WARNING : Inductance Coils having a cellular

'

-

',
,./

r'

£6 6s.

structure and generally known as
Honeycomb Coils are protected. by Letters Patent as
above. We are the sole Licensees in this country under
the Patent and the Trade and Public should be careful
to see that Coils of this type, sold or purchased by them,
are of our manufacture since there are on the market

with complete
Equipment.

certain infringements of the Paten,, and all dealers in or
users of infringing coils are liable to action.
LOWEST SELF CAPACITY -SILENT WORKING -POWERFUL SIGNALS

See these and other coils being actually wound at our Stand, No. 4.
by " LEESONA" PATENTED WINDING MACHINES
Also our la es pa nted GIMBAL MOUNTING for Inductances, and
" MICRO ADJUSTA" and "TRIPLUG" Patented Coil Holders
Igranio FILAMENT RHEOSTATS built by Rheostat Manufacturers
"The Masterpiece of the Specialist"
VERNIER TYPE FOR DETECTOR VALVES
WITHOUT VERNIER FOR AMPLIFYING VALVES
STANDARD FEATEEES OF DESIGN :-

1 Panel mounting
2 Pointer inckcItmg
3 Positive travel stops
4 Single turn contact
5 Multi -step control

,a

-

10 Capacity and resistance range

.-.ADI---N

Finest quality - ball - socket
adjustment - French phones.
Complete with double headbands and connection cords.

4

STOOK

i'ciNDINY

120, 2000, 4000 and 8000 ohms

WIRELESS EX

GRANIC
ELECTRIC Co..Ltd.

149, Queen Victoria St.,
LONDON.

-

1

's\ SUPER=SENSITIVE
HEADPHON ES
"PREMIER._

ALL BRITISHHIBITION

STAND No. 4

CARDIFF

i

11

12 Coned milled handles
fingers
Write for List "A " and Prices to any of our Offices

NEWCASTLE

I.

11

6 Adjustable con tact it Milled terminals

BIRMINGHAM

TRADE NOTICE

'0.4;

7 Oil position
8 Two types furnished
9 Complete range

HENRY J. BREWSTER & CO:,
11, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.

Retail at A ttractive Prices
Liberal Terms to Trade

MANCHESTERGLASOW

BRADFORD

Works -BEDFORD.

SEND INQUIRIES (TRADE ONLY) TO:

PREMIER TELEPHONE
Sole Agents

CO.,

62, OXFORD STREET, WI

TELE : Museum 67
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

GENTS'

B.A. Screws, Nuts, and

SEND FOR OUR SUNDRIES
PAMPHLET, MAKE USE OF
OUR STOCKS, ASK US TO
QUOTE FOR YOUR WHOLE.

Delivery from Stock

ad.-J. H. Ben-

nett, Station Road Willesden Junction.

Portable Bridge Sets
for 6 -way capacity fuse
testing. Complete with
all acues sorie s. Suitable
for calibrating wireless
and experimental
coils
Absolutely new.
work.

post free.-Rentell, 36,
Maiden Lane, Strand,
London.

:

Wireless Dealers are
advised to stock parts

London: 23, Victoria St., S.W.r.
Newcastle -on -Tyne "Tangent House," sz, BlackettSt.

EASY TERMS OR CASH
TWO VALVE MODEL B, Th GNS.; SINGLE VALVE MODEL A, 5i- CNS. ,
Model B comprises : Polished Cabinet, Ebonite Panel Top, 2 -way Coil Holder,
Honeycomb Coils, 2 Mallard Ora Valves, Variable Condenser 0005, Filament
Resistance, Grid Leak and Condenser, r pair Mullard Double Head Phones 4000
ohms, H.T. Battery, Accumulator 4 volts, too ft. Aerial Wire, Leading In Tube,
Insulators and Terminals (for 2 Phones).
This Advertisement Offer closes on October 7th, when we revert to usual prices, Mbdet A
Model B ro gns. Stamped addressed envelope for full particulars and terms. Satisfaction or
money returned.

G. BUSH, 119, Sutherland Avenue, London, W.9.

MAXEY'S
Wireless Bureau
LONDON AND BRIGHTON
Complete sets, accessories and materials direct from our works. Best
quality, lowest prices. Mail orders by return post with balance.

Our Aim is the Amateur's Benefit
Bottle Shellac Varnish, 1/- post free.

28, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4, and Market Hall, London Road, Brighten,

for making radio apparatus,as so many amateurs
prefer to make their own
instruments; there is also
the additional profit in
making your own sets
from stock parts. Raw
partly
and
materials
machined parts can be

had direct from the factory at the right price.-

" Newtonia " Wireless Factory, 13115, WhitStreet, London,
comb
The

FOR TOOL
BARGAINS
CALL or WRITE TO -DAY to ;
Before.buying elsewhere compare our prices. Remember, we have the
Largest Stock of Tools to select from in London. We guarantee you
satisfaction, so you can safely shop by post. Bargain List sent post Free.

GEORGE ADAMS,

DEPT.

kw,
LONDO255-6,

HEADPHONE S
(FRENCH)

Military Standard, 21/6. Best American, 27)6. Post, 9d.
Ebonite Sheet and Rod, 3/6 lb., first Quality only.
Tenninals, Screws and Studs, etc., 1/- doz.
Condenser Vanes, Ifel. doz. Valve Legs, 1d. each.

Special low quotations for quantities.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

KING,

Buckingham House, LAINDON, ESSEX.

4,m
FELLOWS HEADPHONES, "Ora"
ohal

v

30s.5s,
ves, s, 1 .

Fellophone 2 valve set, £9, complete. Fellows
Crystal Set, £3 Is. 6d., complete. Grid Leaks,

" Mallard,"

5s. ; Valve holders,

panels, aerials, con-

denser vanes, washers, tops and bottoms, scaled tops,
switch arms, headphone cords, resistances, etc. Everything
for amateurs. Trade supplied.

F. N. COUVY & CO., Ltd 31, Upper Brook Mews,

Craven Rd., W.2. Nr, Padd. Station.

TO THE

Padd. 5743

TRADE®

The firm of ASTON & MANDER was estab-

lished 1789 and has been making Scientific
Instruments for over 133 years.

We are now making all form of Wireless

Accessories and Parts. Can we quote
you for your Designs and Apparatus iu Metal,
Wood, Ebonite, etc.?

NATI
1114ww"eaved."wireim..1
ASTON & MANOR (1517) LTD.

ALBANY WORKS, WILLESDE4,

1 to 35 amps.

VOLT I? AMMETER
Combined Dead Beat PooketType. New and not
German. Splendid Instrument In N ickel plated
Case. Iceal for Testing Cells & Filament Current

POST
PAID

5 / 6 NUMBER
LIMITED

OTHER EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
Aerial pWeiimi.00Bnamelled Hard Drawn, 7/22's Copper.
51-

Aerial Wire. Bright Hard Drawn, 7/22's Copper,
4/- er
Aerial Insulators. Shell type, 2" x 21', green 112
each.

Regent 643 and

AerlchalAnsulators. Reel type, 2" diameter, brown 3d.

5469.
Make

Your Own Con.
Condenser Com-

Filament Resistances. For panel mounting, 2/6 each.
H.F. Transformers, plug in type, 300 and 700 metres.

denser.

quality

4/- each.
H.R. Transformers, plug in type, 1,000 m. 4/6 ; 2,600

6d. ; .0o05, 6s. 6d.;
.0003, 45. 6d., etc. Post-

H.F. Transformers. Formers only, with pins, 3/-

Best

ponents.
of
sets

parts,

.not,

8s.

age extra. Headphones
tested 4,000 ohms ass.
per pair. Send require.

ments, anything wireless.

Moore's Wireless Components, 52, North End

Road, West Kensington,

[36 r

W. t4.

Huge Purchase of ex.

56 each.

each.m.

Tangent H.F. Transformers. All ranges, 6/6 each.
Switch Arms. Complete fitted with knob. 1/- and

D.P. Change over, panel type. 2/ each.
Lightning Arresters. Carbon block type. 1/6 each.
Valve Holders. Flanged " A " type. 1/-. Ebonite
DeteareSateihthes.

with 8 nuts, 1/5 each.

Wireless
Government
Stock. Write for list giving full details. r50 -watt

Ebonite Panel, fitted with 3 Valve Holders. complete.
4/-.
Ebonite Panel, fitted with 2 Valve Holders. complete.
2/3.
Valve Sockets, per set of 4 with 8 nuts, 7d.
Transformer Holder. With 4 terminals and wired,

loud
ohms,

High Note Buzzer (Army Type), worth treble, 2/6

dynamos, £t
coils, 7s. 6d. ; potentiometers, in case, with bat6d.;,

zoo

r -in. spark coils,
tos. ; ifin. spark coils,
7s. 6d. ;

3ealhe.ach.

keys, 3s., etc. etc. etc.
days' approval
Three
against cash, or please
call. Write for detailed

Telephone Transformers (Army Type), 9/- each.
Wireless Jacks. As illustrated, page 733, 1/- each.
Brown's Type " A " Headphones. Guaranteed new
and unused. 8,000 ohms, 4916 ; 120 ohms. 42/6.
With cords, 51/6 and 44/6.
Ever Ready Batteries (all sizes). 16 volt, 3/6 each.
MiptecesC.lear Ruby. .002" thick, 3" x 2'. 11- doz.

E. J. Galpin, 16, Loam Lewisham,
Hill,
pit

Inductance Slider Rod, 1" square, 13" long, drilled, 6d.
each.

'25.

6d. ;

morse tapping
-

price list of all goods.[1
S.E.13, London.
(Continued on page HO)

N, W.G.I.
W. C

to 12 volt.

W.C.2.

12s.
tery,
speakers,

HIGH

1

Made by Sullivan, Elliott,
Brown, etc. Price I S. ,

GENT 8 Co. Ltd., Ft=,' LEICESTER
L.F. Transformer.

assorted gross,

Washers,
as. ; list,

MAKE FITMENTS

SALE REQUIREMENTS.

emateur Wireless

At YORK TERRACE, CLAPHAM

(so yd. front Clapham Road Tube and Railway Stations).
VALUABLE STOCK OF WIRELESS, ELECTRICAL GOODS,
SURVEYING AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS, SAFES, &c. &c.
Comprising T, z and 3 Valve Sets, 3. small TRANSMITTING
Sets, 400 pairs HEADPHONES, eco potentiometers, ace condensers,
large quantities of earpiece parts and terminals, goa buzzer sets, go
telephone and battery boxes, 1
SIMPLEX telegraph sets,
S. H. Accumulators, 6. Handr,cphones eon telephone sets, 230 electric
fans (low volt), 7o galvanometers, 8o 'starters and switches, poet...
tric lamps azo volt, large quantities of FIELD LEVELS, ABNEY
POCKET LEVELS, sight rules, telescopes, barographs 7,000 max
and min., THERMOMETERS, 30o SHIP'S LIQUID COMPASSES.
3r

logs and lamps, &c. &c., together with 3o SAFES and money chest:.
To be sold by auction WITHOUT RESERVE on WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 4th, 1922, .a-2.35 p.m. Catalogues of the auctioneers

THE SOUTH LONDON MERCHANDISE MART,
25, York Terrace, S.W. Phone, chancery 7720.
On View Mon. and Tues., Oct. and and 3rd, and Morning of Sale.

Slider, complete with plunger for r rod, 138. each,
Contact Studs. Fitted with nut and washer. 1/3 doz.
Condenser Vanes. Best Aluminium, 31". 1, 6 doz.

r Spacing Washers. Small 36., large ed. doz.
Condenser Screwed Rod. Brass 12" long, 1/8" 4d.
3/16" 65.
Condenser Centre Spindles. Large 78., medium 6d.,
small 5d. Square centres.
Knobs. 11" diameter with bush same thread as
Conpdaiernsse.

spindles, 6d. each.

Knobs. 14' diameter, 2B.A. thread. 9d. each.'
Crystal Cups. 4 screw type, 6d. each.

Insulating Tubing. Assorted colours, 68. per yard.
Sheet Ebonite, 4' to i" thick. 416 per lb.
Terminals. Mark 3 N. Plated, 413.A., 2/6 doz.
Terminals. Small pattern, 9d. doz.
Dubtlier Condensers. All capacities at prices advertised.
Grid Leaks. All resistances, 2/- and 5/- each.
Vernier Condenser. 5 plate panel type, 5,6 each,
Condenser .001, to stand or mount in panel, 16/6 each.
Spring Coil Washers. 3d. each.
Lipowsky Universal Tuners. 7/- each.
AR Technical Books at prices advertised.
Black Insulating Tape. 1/6 per roll.
Duros Accumulators. Supplied charged, 2 -volt 45 -

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FROM OUR HUGE STOCKS
Everything from a Recorder to
an Earth Clip.
The best equipped City depot.
COME AND SEE US

9, COLONIAL AVENUE is
first

opening on left

in

the

Minories, nr. Aldgate Station,
Metropolitan Railway.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.,
9, COLONIAL AVENUE, MINORIES, E.1

amp., 10/- each.

Fuller Block Accumulators. 16/3 per cell.
Standard Coil Mounting Plugs. 2/6 each.
Straining Bolts. Machine turned R.A.F. type, 1/3
each.
Valves. 17/6 each. Sent
Marconi-0gram "
post.
2/- each.
reg.Transmitters. Army type.
Complete Illustrated Catalogue, post tree 4d., allowed
for off first order. Orders under 5/6 add 6d. for
postage.

J. H. TAYLOR & CO
ELECTRICAL AND RADIO ENGINEERS.

Macaulay St HUDDERSFIELD.
Telephone 341.

Telegrams: "Thorough," Huddersfield.
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Our system of business is to put money into the pockets of those who deal with us.
We are supplying

BROWN RADIO HEADPHONES
(" A " Type, Reed Pattern, Aluminium Diaphragms)
at much below makers' prices.
120 ohms, 42/6, cords 2/9 extra, makers' price 58/-, Reg. Post 1/-

8,000 ohms, 49/6,
SULLIVAN 8,000 ohms, 36)6,

661-,

ditto
ditto

Guaranteed Brand New Condition and exactly as delivered
direct from the makers.

REFUSE TO PAY MORE THAN OUR PRICES
Important. -These Phones must not be confused with the " re -conditioned " phcnes at present being advertised
at a higher price than ours. Our stock is guaranteed NEW, and therefore the need for re -conditioning does
not arise. All our phones have passed the strictest test as they were originally delivered to the order of
His Majesty's Government.

Vac 3uarantee

that these phones are in brand new condition and have never been used ;
that they are equal in efficiency to any phone on the market at the present time;
that if after these phones have been thoroughly tried and tested and compared with any
other phone -on the market you are in the least dissatisfied, return same to us within

7 days and WE WILL REFUND THE FULL AMOUNT PAID FORTHWITH.

FULLER " BLOCK " ACCUMULATORS
Are the only practical proposition for wireless use.
They will hold their charge from 12 to 18 months,

and are FOOL PROOF.
All capacities up to 220 amp. -hours in stock.

Do not risk failure and disappointment by using
the plate type battery with your wireless set.
Send at once for our pamphlet. Our prices are
much below those of the makers.

The " PARLIPHONE "
(Prov. Patent No. 2 I 9 6 7)
LOUD SPEAKER
Instantaneous success of our effort to provide a

reliable loud speaker at a fair price.
SOLID EBONITE. NO METAL. ENSURING
PERFECT CLARITY AND ABSOLUTELY NO
DISTORTION,

25 inches high, 61, inch base.

The Interior is screwed and made to
receive a Brown's Patent Standard
Receiver. Order early if prompt
delivery is required.

32/6

Carr. 1;3 extra

The CITY ACCUMULATOR CO.
79, Mark Lane, London, E.C.3. .=
A

o1

LONDON: A. W. GAMAGE, Ern., Holborn, E.C. SELFRIDGE & Co., LTD., Oxford Street, W. RIMMED & Co., 153, Fleet St., EC&
Yorv4: BARNSLEY BRITISSI 00 -OPERATIVE SOCIETY, LTD., Barnsley.
GLOS : BRISTOL WIRELESS CO.. 52, Cotham Hill, Bristol.
S. WALES: SOUTH WALES WIRELESS INSTALLATION Co., LTD., 18, West Bute Street, Cardiff.
N. W4r,va, LANCS. CHES. & LOA/. : THE ",ALL -BRITISH " WIRELESS MANUFACTURES Co., LTD.. 70. Central Bidgs., 41, N. John
Street. Liverpool,

ALL OUR GOODS WILL BE EXHIBITED BY Messrs. A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd.,
Ear-

STAND No. 31, AT THE WIRELESS EXHIBITION

.......ft,
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CALL AND
INSPECT OUR
AT TH E

COMPLETE OUTFITS

ALL BRITISH
WIRELESS EXHIBITION
AND INSPECT

aE

Straight

curbed
desired

It will be to

- your own -

interest and

Outfit No, 1. - Crystophone

future satisfaction to visit our

Headphones, 4,000 ohms, packed
in suitable box. £7 12s. 6d.

stand before
deciding on
your
-

-

wireless
outfit - -

Receiver Type 20 T.T., Crystor
Aerial Outfit, a pair of Sterling

Outfit No. 3. - Crystophone

Outfit No. 2. - Crystophone
Receiver i Type 21 T.T., Crystor

" Scout" Receiver, Crystor Aerial

Aerial Outfit, a pair of Sterling

Outfit, a pair of British Head.

Headphones, 4,000 ohms, packed
in suitable box. £615s. 6d.

phones, 4,000 ohms, packed in
suitable box
£512s. 6d.

THERE IS A CRYSTOPHONE TO SUIT

EVERY PURSE AND PURPOSE
WIRELESS SUPPLIES CO.,
64, Mortimer Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 2372.

IF IT'S ABOUT WIRELESS

ASK US

We hold a complete, stock of everything Wireless and can
usually supply by return post. : : : :
:
:
I
:

- Send to -day for complete lists -

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES,

5, Albert Terrace, King Cross, HALIFAX, Eng.

'Grains: " Adragonax, Wesdo, London."

CRYSTAL

SETS

E0 18 6 unassembled
1 13 6 assembled
With Tapped Inductance £1 1 o unassembled
1 15 0 assembled
With Loose Coupler ... £4 16 6 assembled
Single Slider...

...

All Carriage Paid
Send for our Illustrated Catalogue for full particulars. Printed on Art Paper
Price 3d., returnab e on first order of 5/and profusely Illustrated.

87, GOSWELL ROD

P. H. BOYS &

CO.,, LONDON, WELL

.1

We are very much disappointed

would appear that so many cheap headphones have been offered that the public are dubious as to the genuineness
It would
of our special offer of our standard phones. May we assure our wireless friends that this special offer is an E
advertisement only, and that we cannot continue the offer after the first 1,000 have been sold. We know that for every =

set sold we shall get many orders through recommendation. We frankly admit that we are disappointed, and as we
can say nothing but praise for AMATEUR WIRELESS as an advertising medium, we can only surmise that the public E
think !they are " cheap junk." In order therefore to make doubly sure of securing their custom we shall =
supply orders in hand an all received until the first 1,000 have been sold, at the prices, below and will gladly
refund cash if not entirely satisfied.

140 ohm

23/6 per set

.1

Postage 1/ per set.
25/4,000 ohm
27/6
8,000 ohm
EXTRACTS FROM OUR CATALOGUE (3d. post free)
-

Centre Spindles for Condensers...
12 in. Length Screwed Brass Rod

LIGHT . SENSITIVE
COMFORTABLE
BRITISH
NOT FOREIGN

...

...

5d. each.
32d. to 5d. each.

The Trade are invited to inquire, as although we shall lose on trade transactions during this special offer we feel
sure that it will be to our benefit in the end.
Telegrams: " PLADURAIV1, MANCHESTER."
Telephone: CENTRAL 4209

J. L. CARTWRIGHT & CO.,
130-132, London Road, MANCHESTER.

Manufacturing

ers,Electrical

Works : Berry Street.

mateur Wiretzss
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HULLO EVERYBODY!
WHEN you have seen the Exhibition come along and let
us show you our goods, the best in the wireless trade.
As for prices! Well, you can judge for yourselves.
COMPLETE SETS OF PARTS FOR MAKING VARIABLE
Appro,.
Capacity in
Micro -farads

No. of
Plates

"00075
'0005

CONDENSERS.

13

5,6
3/6
2/6

These sets are complete ready for assembling and consist of the following parts :
Necessary Aluminium Vanes (fixed and moving), all standard size, large and
small Spacer Washers, Centre Square Spindle with Knob screwed 2 BA, 3 round
screwed Rods for sides, necessary Nuts and Washers, Brass Pointer, Engraved
Scale, 2 Terminals, Lock Nuts, bush and 2 bronze coil Spring Washers. Every
part guaranteed best workmanship and quality.

7

2/3

3

1'9

Packing and Postage 113 per set extra.

7/6

57
43
29

*001

Price

'0003
'0002

19

11001

Vernier

6'9

H.L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS, 16/6, 18 6 each.

Block Condensers,

Post

ALUMINIUM CONDENSER VANES.

6.

CC2, *C003, 1/8.

Switch Arms, with knob, collar, spring, nuts, pointer. Try 1'3, 1/8 each.
Single Pole (double throw) Switches on Ebonite base, 1,9,1/10, 2/6 each.

Contact studs,

complete with nut, 8d. doz. ; 3 doz. 1/8.

H.F. Telephone Formers, 3 slots, 5'-, postage 1/..
Best Quality Knobs for centre spindle, 4d. each.
6d. each.

doz. 8d.; 6 doz. 3/-.
Large Spacers for centre spindle, 2 doz. 8d., sz itoa. 39.
Small Spacers for side reds, 3 doz. 8d.; 6 doz. 1,'3.

Aerial Wire, 7/22 stranded copper, best quality, 3 6 coo feet.
packing, s3.

With 2 BA Nut, 5d. and

Postage and

Screwed 2 BA Rod, 6 in. 3d.; 4 in. 2d.
Valve Holders, with 4 nuts, 11d. each.

TRIPLE COIL HOLDERS.

Terminals, W.O. pattern, 2d. each; 1/10 doz.
Terminals (Telephone), 2d. each; 1/10 doz.
Terminals, 4 BA, 1 2, 1'4, 1/6 doz.
Terminals, large size, 3d. each; 2/6 doz.

Handsome design, all Ebonite and brass fittings.

14(6, 16/6.

Postage

Filament Resistances, special offer, 2/6; also at 3/6, ar.d "Thor," 4/6.
Best Quality Ivorine Scales, o -i£0, 6d.

ALL COMPLETE WITH NUT AND WASHER

Brass Rod, i3 in., with slider and plunger, 9d. comp'ete. Postage c/. extra.

Slider and Plunger, 6d.

(a very important item).

Best quality.

HEADPHONES.

Best French Manufacture, with Universal Joint.

Equal to any other or more

expensive 'phone on the market. Resistance 4,000 ohms, highest possible insulation,
selected tungsten steel magnets, heavy insulated cords, polished aluminium case,
oxidised copper headbands, Ebonite earcaps.
4,000 ohms,

25/- and 30/ -

Also special offers in 4,000 ohm 'phones, 21/-, 22!x,
Nothing Better in the Wireless Trade.

CRYSTAL SETS COMPLETE ("s"PcrAx7EADY)

Splendid Crystal Set, on base, with blocking condenser, crystal detector, inductance tube,

12 x 4 in. wound, 24 enamel wire, waxed interior. Fitted 2 brass rods, complete with sliders and
plungers, 100 feet 7/22 stranded aerial wire, 6 reel insulators, 1 pair of 4,000 ohm headphones,
double headband with cords.
50/- the lot; packing and post, 216.
Polished Mahogany Baseboards, with 2 ends for inductance coil.
Please include sufficient for packing and postage.

3/6, postage 1/3.

The above prices are too low to admit of being sent otherwise. Trade supplied.

STREET,
M. RAYMOND, 27, LISLE
W.C.2.
Right Opposite Daly's Gallery Door.
To avoid mistakes, this address is close to
Charing X Road and Leicester Square Tube
'Phone : Gerrard 4637.
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" PALMERFONES "

c:The

Unwersal Electric Supply icy!'

These Super -Sensitive

9elephone:
3409 CITY

HEAD PHONES

4 BROWN STREET

A

ONE DOOR FROM 1,1ARKFT Sr

Ebonite Knobs, 11 in. in dia.,

tapped

edges

knurled

213 A, 6d.

For Utmost Value, Reliable
Goods and Best Results we are

unsurpassed

Contact Studs, with nuts and

washer, per doz., 8d.
Valve Legs, with nuts and
washer, each set, 3d.
Ebonite Sheets, various thicknesses (cut to any
size), 4/6 per lb.
Switch Arms, complete, 2/6.
Condenser, fixed and moving vanes, aluminium,
per doz. pairs, 2/-.
Condensers Spacer Washers, large and small, per

INDUCTANCE TUBES

Impregnated.

in. 6d. 4 in. 1/.
in. 8d. 5 in. 1/6
34 in. 10d.
6 in. 2/ 21
3

SLIDER BARS
With Slide3r;&6 Terminals.

doz. pairs, 1/3.

Condensers, complete, 4/6.
Condensers (Dubilfer), 0.40I,

0.002

each.
Ditto ditto
3/.

Crystal Cups

Every Set is thoroughly tested. Very
light and comfortable. Standard resistance 4,000 ohms.

EACH COMPLETE WITH DOUBLE HEAD
- GEAR WITH CONNECTING CORD -

PRICE

29J -

OVER
COUNTER

ha BY
29/ `- POST

Marconiphones, at £4 139. 6d., £5 59., £8 19.6d.,

and £25 each.
Metropolitan Vickers Sets,
from £4 10s.
Beaver Baby Grand, complete receiving set, less

phones and aerial,

19s.

" Federal" Head Phones,

ohms, 35/-.
Dictograph Radio Head Phones, 3,000 ohms, 35/..
Brown Loud Speakers, 110/-.
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " Junior" Type, 210/,
Magnavox Loud Speaker, " Senior " Type, A2IP.
2 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,
2,200

but less batteries, (for Magnavox), £22 10s.
but less batteries (for Magnavox), £35.
Aerial, Earth and Phone Labels, each, 3d.
Aerial Wire, too ft. 7/22, with 2 insulators, each
1216.
set, 4/6.
Aerial Silicon Bronze Wire, 18 gauge, per too ft.,
Wireless Masks, in 4 sections, totalling ix ft., 4/9.
Ebonite Valve Holders, 4 legs, with nuts and
washers, 1/-.
Ebonite Valve Holders, complete, best quality,

and

sq. rod 6d. per ft.

0.003,

INSULIT1E. SLIDER

fitted with grid leaks, 7/6 each.
(small and large), each 2d. and 6d.

Crystal Detector, 5/6.
Lightning Arresters, 2/..
High -Frequency Transformer Former
sions), 4/6.
Leading -in Tube, 6 in. long, 2/,

(8

l(filW((k

400 ohm,-,
FILAMENT RESISTANCE

divi-

Porcelain Base, 3/ Low Frequency and

Copper Foil, q x .00z, per lb., 2/8.
Holder, with extended arm, complete
2 -Coil
for panel mounting, 12/9.
3 -Coil Holder, with extended arm, complete for
panel mounting, 17/6.
Inductance Tube, 5/..
Valve Pin, 2d.
Terminals, complete, small
doz., 1/8.
Terminals,

Telephone
TRANSFORMERS
No. 55121
21;.

H igh Frequency

55/21

and

medium,

POTENTIOMETER

per

TRANSFORMER

Variable Type.
No. 54/2o 35/27,6

complete, large, per doz., 2/,

Square Brass Centre Rods for Condenser, 6d.
Sets of Rods, I square 3 round, screwed 213 A,
complete with nuts and washers, /0015, the
set, 1/6.
Ditto ditto .00T, 1/3.
Ditto ditto .0003, .0002, .00075, the set, 1/..
Ditto ditto .000r, .0000s, the set, led.
2 B.A. Brass Screwed Rods, 12 -in. lengths, 5d.
Brass Nuts, 213 A, 4B A, and 5B A, per doz. 4d.
Tuning Bar Square Brass Rod, in 13 -in. lgths.,6d.

11TYPE
C5-4I/10

PNL

54/80

3/.
U nwound
Wound for various
Wave Lengths,
From 6/ DOUBLE HEAD
RECEIVERS

Finest quality.
Complete with Cords.
4,00o ohms 22,6
27/6

Hush Nate
Super -Sensitive
B U2Z/Z6E R

3 -Valve Power Amplifier, complete with valves,

1/9.

Ebonite Slider and Plunger, 8d.

Cash refunded if not satisfied.

1892 -

G.P.O. Boy No. 5,9

EXCELLENT VALUE

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

d.rablzshat

MANCHESTER

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS

No. 54
18

Insulators, porcelain, small egg shape, 3d.
Insulators, porcelain, 2 -in. reel, 4d.
Insulators, large shell type, 8d.
I vorine Scales, 6d.

WHOLESALE TRADE SUPPLIED

GEORGE PALMER,

WIRELESSA NA: it SSOU

S1ONNDSPECIALIST,

47, GERRARD STREET, LONDON,

W.1.

5/7/13

...

70/6
- ,
70'6
EBONITE KNOBS
,,

14
53

Engraved Dial.

REGULATING SCREW
No. 68 ... 1 EBONITE KNOBS
No. 2
... 1 55
3d.

LAMINATED SWITCH
ARMS

31 in. Radius.
No. 35 ... 26
VALVE HOLDER
... 6/ -

No. 66

VALVE SOCKET &
TERMINAL PLATE

11111111111111111111111011111111.11111111110111111111111111MIIIMIIIIMMIIII

TELEPHONE 2972 CITY

I

A. MUNDAY, Ltd.,
ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND
HEATING ENGINEER
59, WATLING ST., E.C.4, and 45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3

AERIAL WIRE

ASK

4 v. 20 amp.
4 v. 40 amp.
4 v. 60 amp.

...
...

14/6

21/6

24/6

H. T. Batteries,
all sizes.

All Wireless Accessories in Stock.
1111111311111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MIMIMMIIMIMMIIII

7/22

4-

5/.

3/18
7/20

6/6
7/6

INSULATORS

Reel Type.

2 in. 4d.

=

Accumulators Guaranteed
Supplied Ready Charged.

Per roo ft.

3/2o

21

in. 10d.

Egg Type.
xi in. X r in., 6d.
Shell Type.

for list of
Technical
Books

xi in. 10d.

21 in. 1/3

POSTAGE EXTRA

MARCONI 08RAM "R" TYPE VALVES

17/6

Fully Illustrated Catalogue
Post Free 6d

Amateur Wireless
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No Wireless Receiving Set is complete without

A MAGNAVOX
TO enjoy and obtain the greatest possible satisfaction from your
Wireless Receiving Set, equip it with a Magnavox Loud
Speaker. Hear the voice of the singer faithfully reproduced,
the perfect intonations of the lecturer, or the natural sound of
music.

The Magnavox is established

as

THE WORLD'S FINEST
LOUD SPEAKER
The introduction of the Magnavox Loud Speaker for use with
Radio Receiving Sets marks a most important development, and will
be the means of making broadcasting extremely popular.

Immediate Delivery

R. 1282 (18" Horn)

WRITE FOR LEAFLET No. 326 CONTAINING
FULL PARTICULARS AND PRICES

Radio brings it: MAGNAVOX tells it

TELEPHONE RECEIVERS for
WIRELESS TELEPHONY and
TELEGRAPHY
(Manufactured under Brown's Patent No. 131353/18 by Sole Licence)
No. R 1238.-Double Head Telephone Receiver, A high-grade instrument specially de-

signed for Wireless Telephony and Wireless Telegraphy and pee -eminently suited to the former. The multiple
permanent magnets are of a special shape and of the maximum length possible in the space available. The
ends of the magnets are so disposed that the field is concentrated at the point required. Each pole piece is
made from Stalloy laminations, riveted together to form a solid mass. The case is of aluminium with swivel
and trunnion movement, affording 'a comfortable fit to the ear of the user. The head -bands are of Duralium,
and are adjustable. Each instrument is complete with 6 ft. of best quality flexible cord. Weight 91- ozs,

No. R. 1238
MARCONI
STANDARD

Code Word
RADIA
RADAE
RADIR
RADOS

Resistance
raci ohms the pair (in series)
/30
1P
3oo

Price

i

...
..
...

boo

...

£2

2
2

2

8
8
9

10

0
0

0

0

:Code Word I
Resistance
Price
RADEX 21,00 ohms the pair (in series) ... £2 11
RADUT :4000
...
2 12

0

I

71

RADOP 18coo

..

2

19

0
0

STAND Np. 34
WIRELESS EXHIBITION
SOLE MANUFACTURERS AND LICENCEES OF MAGNAVOX LOUD SPEAKERS:-

Sterling Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd.
BRANCHES:

NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE :
9, Clavering Place

Head- Office :

TELEPHONE HO USE.

210 / 212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I.
Telephone No.: Museum 4144 (7 lines).

CARDIFF: 8, Park Place.

Works :

Telegrams :

Curumis. Wesdo, London."

DAGENHAM, ESSEX.
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